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EDITOR'S INTRODUCTION 

 
 

This study of the Tibeto-Burman languages of Uttar Pradesh was initiated and sponsored by 
Prof. Yoshio Nishi of the Kobe City Univeristy of Foreign Studies (now retired) in reaction 
to the publication of D. D. Sharma's Tibeto-Burman Languages of Uttarakhand (1989, 1990), 
which was found to contain several errors.  Funding was also provided by , grant number 
03044123, "Historical and sociolinguitic studies of Tibeto-Burman languages of two 
provinces in Northwestern India".  Dr. Suhnu Ram Sharma and Dr. Shree Krishan did the 
fieldwork and sent the resulting papers to me for the production of this volume.  After a first 
round of editing, Prof. Nishi and I both sent copious comments and questions to the authors.  
Unfortunately, shortly after the production of the first draft of his papers, Shree Krishan had a 
car accident in which he sustained a head injury, and subsequently was unable to answer our 
questions.  Because of this, in editing the papers written by Shree Krishan I had to take a 
more active role in resolving some of the questions we had had about the first draft.  In most 
cases this simply involved resolving inconsistencies in the data and analysis, but in a few 
cases I actually had to rework the analysis.  Where I could not resolve the problems, such as 
whether there are phonemic nasal vowels or not in Raji, I left it as is.  Quite a lot of work was 
put into improving the papers, and it is hoped that the resulting papers will be of use to 
scholars in the field.  
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ABBREVIATIONS AND SORT ORDER USED 

 
 
1 first person INST instrumental 
2 second person interj. interjection 
3 third person LOC locative 
ABL ablative case n. noun 
adj. adjective NEG negative 
adv. adverb NEGIMP negative imperative marker 
AGT agentive case NOM nominalizer 
ALL allative marker num. numeral 
aux. auxiliary PAST past tense 
CAUS causative marker pl. plural 
COMPL completive marker pp. postposition 
COND conditional marker PRESCONT present continuous tense 
conj. conjunction pro. pronoun 
DAT dative case PURP purpose 
dem. demonstrative RELPRO relative pronoun 
du. dual sg. singular 
ERG ergative case vi. verb intransitive 
FUT future tense vt. verb transitive 
GEN genitive case /:/ vowel length 
IMP imperative 
 
 
The first letters of the items in the Tibeto-Burman language glossaries are arranged in the 
following order: 
 

/˙, a:, a, b, bh, c, ch, d, dh, D, Dh, dz, e, ‰, g, gh, h, i:, i, j, jh, k, kh, l, 
lh/hl, m, mh/hm, n, nh/hn, ≥, N, o, ø, p, ph, r, rh, s, ˚, t, th, T, Th, ts, 
tsh, u, u:, w, ≈⋲, y/ 

 
In the glossaries, "-" after a form indicates that the word is a verb root, and "(IA)" indicates a 
borrowing from Indo-Aryan sources. 
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A STUDY ON THE TIBETO-BURMAN LANGUAGES  

OF UTTAR PRADESH 
 

Suhnu Ram Sharma 
Linguistics Department 

Deccan College Pune-411 006 
 
1.0 The area under study 
 The Uttar Pradesh hill districts in the north-western Himalayas form a geographical 
region popularly known as Uttarakhand.  In old records these hill areas are known as the 
Kumaun and Garhwal Hills.  The boundaries of this area extend up to Nepal and Tibet in the 
north-western Himalayan ranges.  The whole area is now sub-divided into eight districts, 
three districts in the Kumaun region (Almora, Nainital, and Pithoragarh) and five districts in 
the Garhwal region (Dehradun, Uttarkashi, Chamoli, Tehri-Garhwal and Pauri-Garhwal).  
The Tibeto-Burman (TB) languages of the districts of Pithoragarh, Chamoli and Uttarkashi, 
which border on Himachal Pradesh in the north and Nepal and Tibet in the north-west, will 
be the focus of the present study.  The languages of the small groups of Khampas and other 
Tibetan migrants settled in the district towns in this area will not be discussed.   
 
2.0 The languages, their locations, and their speakers 
 Grierson (1909) listed seven TB languages spoken in this region in his Linguistic 
Survey of India.  Jad and Garhwal were listed in his classification as Tibetan dialects.  
Rangkas (Saukiya-Khun), Darmiya, Byangsi, Chaudangsi, and Janggali were placed under 
the western sub-group of pronominalized Himalayan languages of the Tibeto-Burman sub-
family.  But the amount of data on some of the languages in the Survey is too meager to 
classify the languages of this region conclusively under one group or the other.  Jad has been 
found to be close to Spiti, a dialect of Tibetan.  Moreover, Jad does not have the feature of 
pronominalization found in the languages of this area.  So we can tentatively treat Jad as a 
Tibetan dialect.  Detailed research may some day reveal its place in the TB family.  But the 
so-called Garhwal dialect of Tibetan, actually known as Rongpo, can not be treated as a 
Tibetan dialect.  It is actually a Himalayan language distinct from Tibetan, one with the 
distinctive feature of pronominalization (Zollar 1983).  
 Byangsi and Chaudangsi are very closely related and Darma has been found to be 
slightly less closely related to Byangsi and Chaudangsi.  Rongpo and Raji are then related to 
this grouping.  Raji and Rongpo contain a considerable number of IA loans, whereas there are 
relatively few IA loans in Byangsi, Chaudangsi, and Darma.  Geographic factors also play a 
role because Byangsi, Chaudangsi, and Darma share a contiguous region and use the same 
market, resulting in mutual intelligibility.  Based on cognate counts, we can say that these 
languages form a close-knit group.  However, at the present stage of our study we have not 
worked out the details of the sub-groupings and precise inter-group relationships. 
 
2.1 Jad 
 Grierson treated Jad as being closely related to Spiti and other Tibetan dialects, and 
so grouped it under the Tibetan group.  Jad is spoken in several villages, the major ones being 
Jadang and Nilang in Harsil Sub-division in Uttarkashi District.  The name Jad seems to be 
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derived from the village name 'Jadang', which is the summer village of the Jad speakers.  
During the winter the Jad speakers migrate to Dunda Sub-division, just 17 kilometers below 
the Uttarkashi district town on the banks of the river Bhagirathi.  They are mainly involved in 
agriculture and the raising of sheep and goats.  During the winter they engage in the weaving 
of wollen carpets and shawls.  The total population of Jad speakers is only around 2000 
according the village census of 1991.  The Jad tribe is also known as Bhotia, the cover term 
for all TB speakers in the whole of the western Himalayan region.   
 
2.2 Rangpo (Garhwal dialect) 
 Grierson called the variety we are calling Rangpo the Garhwal dialect of Tibetan 
but in fact it is an independent language with pronominalization (verb agreement).  Zoller 
(1983) named it 'Rang Po Bhasa'.  From our investigation we found that actually the word 
/r~øpø/ is used for the language and for the community as well.   In rapid speech it is realized 
as [r~apø], and thus it has come to be written as either Rongpo or Rangpo.  Locally there are 
two other names given to the people and their language: Marcha and Tolcha.  These names, 
though, are not very acceptable to the people.  Rongpo is spoken in the Niti and Mana valleys 
in Joshimath Tehsil of Chamoli District.  The borders of the Niti and Mana valleys extend up 
to the Tibetan border.  The Marcha dialect is spoken in Mana and parts of Niti Valley, and 
the Tolcha dialect is spoken in Niti Valley.  Marcha is the dominant dialect and our data is 
based on this dialect.  The Rongpo people also migrate during the winter to the lower hills.  
Their winter villages are situated near Chamoli and Gopeshwar town.  The total population 
according to the 1991 village census is 12,000.   
 
2.3 Raji 
 Raji is listed under the name Janggali in Grierson's Survey, though very little data is 
recorded.  In fact, the Raji are a very small tribe, and the most primitive in the region.  They 
are mostly confined to the deep forests and this pattern of living in the forests must have 
prompted the neighbouring populations to call them 'Janggali' ('forest dwellers').  Kumaunis 
also call them 'Ban Rawat' or 'Ban-Khaniya Rawat', which also has a similar meaning.  But 
these names are derogatory, so the name 'Raji', which is acceptable, is used in official 
records.  The Raji language is spoken in four villages in Dharchula Tehsil, four villages in 
Didihat, and one village in Champawat Tehsil of Pithoragarh District.  Some villages of Rajis 
are also found across the border in Nepal, but no population figures are available from there.  
The population of Raji in India, according to a census in 1988 done by the development 
officers, was just 472.  The Rajis have been basically food gatherers and hunters, but recently 
efforts have been made to settle them in villages.  The Rajis are a peculiar tribe since their 
physical appearance does not resemble the neighbouring populations.  The only striking 
similarity is that of the type of language they share with other TB speech communities.  But 
there does not appear to be day-to-day contact with other TB speakers.  D. D. Sharma 
(1990:171) states, as if taking it for granted, that, 'basically the language of the Rajis of Askot 
belongs to the Munda Group of the Austro-Asiatic family'.  The data used by D. D. Sharma 
(1990) is based on an article consisting of 11 pages by Dr. Shobha Ram Sharma, for which a 
complete reference is not available.  It is strange that D. D. Sharma was able to produce a 58 
page description of Raji based only on a short article and some personal communications 
with the author.  Therefore D. D. Sharma's statement that Raji is a Munda language can not 
be taken at its face value.  There is no discussion of why Raji is being treated as a Munda and 
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not as a TB language.  Our data show that it is a TB language with a very high percentage of 
Indo-Aryan borrowings.  However, we do not claim that our study is an exhaustive one.  (See 
article on Raji by Shree Krishan in this volume.) 
 
2.4 Byangsi 
 Byangsi, actually known as By~asi, is the most dominant language among the tribal 
languages spoken in Dharchula  sub-division.  It is spoken in Byangs Patti of Dharcula sub-
division of Pithoragarh district in Uttar Pradesh.  The Patti of Byangs and Chaudangs are 
formed along the river Kali, which meets the river Dhauli at Tawaghat, a few miles upriver 
from Dharchula town.  This is the region between these two rivers.  The Patti Chaudangs 
starts from Tawaghat and extends up to Zipti  village.  Then there is a stretch of steep and 
barren hills for a few miles.  The Patti Byangs starts from the village Budi and extends up to 
Kuti village, which is the last village on the Indian side of the border with Tibet.  Byangs 
valley is futher separated by the rivers Kali and Kuti Yangti.  There are three or four villages 
of Byangs people found in Nepal.1  The river Kali forms a natural boundary between India 
and Nepal.  There is a path which passes through Byangs valley and up to the Hindu holy 
place called Kailash-Mansarowar in Tibet. During summer there are regular pilgrimages from 
India to visit this place.  There was also regular trade between Tibet and India through this 
route before the Indo-China conflict in 1962.  Trade is being revived now since the signing of 
an agreement with China in 1992.   
 All the Tibeto-Burman speakers in this area refer to themselves as 'Rang'.  Byangs call 
their dialect 'Byangkho lo'.  It is interesting to note that all the Tibeto-Burman speaking 
populations except the Raji maintain their homes in the upper reaches of the mountains 
during the summer and during the winter they migrate to the lower hill villages around 
Dharcula town.  This pattern of migration was much more prevalent before the Indo-Chinese 
conflict when these people regularly used to go to Tibet to buy and sell certain goods.  From 
India they usually carried tea leaves, salt, and horses and in exchange they would bring wool, 
sheep and goats, ghee, and dried cheese.  This exchange trade was carried out without any 
official formalities.  Since the interruption of trade in 1962, many people have been trying to 
settle permanently in the lower hill villages.  
 The population figures for the Byangs are not available separately.  The total tribal 
population of Pithoragarh and Almora districts was 19,472 in the 1981 census.  More than 

                                                
1Editor's note:  According to Nawa 2000, there are seven Byans villages in India (Budi, 
Garbyang, Gunji, Nabi, Rongkang, Napalchu, and Kuti), and originally two in Nepal 
(Chhangru and Tinkar),but later two new villages (Rapla and Sitola) were founded to the 
south of the Byansi region in Nepal.  The varieties spoken in Kuti (in India) and Tinkar (in 
Nepal) are quite different from those spoken in the other villages which have been described 
as Byansi. The variety of Tinkar differs not only from Byansi, but also from Chaudansi and 
Darmiya, in the forms of their agreement affixes as well as in their basic vocabulary, such as 
kinship terms. The variety of Kuti is said to be relatively close to that of Tinkar.  
Geographically , the traditional Byans region is divided into two parts, Pangjungkhu, 
including Budi, Garbyang and Chhangru, and Yerjungkhu, consisting of Gunji, Nabi, 
Rongkang and Napalchu.  The Byans people recognize two varieties of their language, 
Pangjungkhu boli and Yerjungkhu boli, which correspond to this geographical division, but 
the differences between the two are now minor. 
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99% of the tribals live in Pithoragarh District and the tribes included are Byangs, Chaudangs, 
Darma, and Raji.  For the Raji the exact figures are available separately (472).  This means 
that the population of the Byangs, Chaudangs and Darma tribes together was approximately 
19,000 in the 1981 census. 
 
2.5 Chaudangsi 
 Chaudangsi is closely related to Byangsi.  It is spoken in Patti Chaudangs, which 
starts from Tawaghat and goes up to Zipti Village.  Chaudangs do not migrate like their 
neighbours.  The local name for their language is 'Bangba lo'.  Population figures are not 
available separately but certainly their population is less than that of the Byangs.  The Byangs 
and Chaudangs live in close proximity as the Byangs migrate during the winter to Chaudangs 
villages which are situated on the lower hills.  (See article on Chaudangsi by Shree Krishan in 
this volume.) 
 
2.6 Darma 
 Darma is spoken in Darma Valley and is locally known as 'Darma lo'.  The area of 
Darma Valley runs from Tawaghat up along the river Dhauli.  The valley is divided into Talla 
Darma and Malla Darma, i.e., lower and upper valleys.  It is bounded by Tibet in the north 
and by the chain of Panchuli mountains in the west.  The Darma people also migrate during 
the winter months to the lower hills and the villages around Dharchaula.  Population figures 
for the Darma people are not available separately, but their population is said to be less than 
that of the Byangs.    (See article on Darma by Shree Krishan in this volume.) 
 
2.7 Rangkas or Saukiya Khun 
 The Rangkas have not been able to maintain their original TB language and now 
speak the dominant language Kumauni, an Indo-Aryan language.  Rangkas was said to be 
spoken in Johar valley in Pithoragarh District.  Johar Valley is bounded by Tibet in the north, 
by Darma Valley in the east, Chamoli District of Garhwal in the west and Danapur and Sira 
divisions of Pithoragarh District in the south.  Johar Valley is also divided into Tolla Johar 
and Malla Johar.  Johar Valley is drained by the Dhauli Ganga river.  In The Linguistic 
Survey of India (1909) the language is said to have been spoken in five villages of Malla 
Johar and Malla Danapur.  But as early as in 1953 R.P. Srivastava (1967), a famous Indian 
anthropologist, who also adds Goriphat to the Rangkas area, failed to find any speaker of it 
while conducting a survey of the area, and most of the local people did not believe that there 
had been another language spoken in Johar.  However, an old man told him that he heard his 
father speaking such a language in Goriphat during their migration to Johar, and it was  still 
said that speakers of Rangkas could be found in Malla Johar, i.e., the upper valley, but on our 
fieldtrip we found that the only traces of any TB language found were the village names like 
Ralam, Lwan, and Sumdu, and the surnames formed after their village names, such as 
Martolia.  The neighbouring Darma and Byangs tribes consider the Rangkas their kin.  The 
Darma people call them 'Chyanam', the Rangpo call them 'Kyonam' and the Byangs call them 
'Canpa', which are names similar to those that are often found among the TB speakers in this 
area.  The suffixes, such as /-nam/ and /-pa/, used in the names, are also typical of the 
suffixes found in the TB languages of this area.  The word /nam/ means 'village, or home' in 
Rangpo as well as in some other Himalayan languages, and /-pa/ is the typical 'person' suffix 
among TB.  It has also been found that some kinship terms and a few vocabulary items are of 
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TB origin.  The speakers contacted claimed their linguistic and social identity to be one with 
the Kumauni speakers.  So it is difficult to say that they spoke a language named Rangkas as 
such.  In all possibilites it has died out already.  A detailed study may reveal some traces of a 
TB substratum even though they have merged their identity with the dominant Kumauni 
people.   
 
3.0 Sociolinguistic patterns and language use  
 As stated above, there are six TB languages in this region under study.  These six 
languages are Rongpo, in Chamoli District, Jad, in Uttarkashi, and Byangsi, Chaudangsi, 
Darma and Raji, in Pithoragarh District.  Garhwali is the dominant language in Chamoli and 
Uttarkashi districts and Kumauni is the dominant language in Pithorsgarh District.  Garhwali 
and Kumauni are both Indo-Aryan languages closely related to Hindi.  Hindi is the official 
language of Uttar Pradesh and is widely used as a medium of education and instruction from 
primary school to the university level.  All written communication, mass media, radio and 
television, political speeches, and formal and official discussions take place in Hindi.  
English is taught as one of the subjects at the high school level and some of the science 
subjects are also taught in English at the university level.   
 All the TB languages are used in the home with family members and friends from the 
same group.  TB languages are not used in any type of written communication.  Code 
switching and code mixing are very common.  A coordinate and stable type of bilingualism 
must have existed for a long time.  No one has been reported to be a monolingual in any age 
group among the speakers of TB languages.  The populations of the villages are mixed; the 
speakers of TB languages are not living in isolated areas like in other hill areas in India.  This 
increased pressure on the TB languages from the dominant languages around them has 
already caused the displacement of Rangkas by Kumauni.   
 The TB people are basically traders and agriculturists by profession.  Due to their 
proximity to Tibet, the male members of all the groups except Raji have been trading with 
Tibet, but the trade was stopped after the Indo-Chinese conflict.  Now efforts are being made 
to revive the trade links.  Some older male members have been found to have some working 
knowledge of Tibetan as well.  Some speakers of Byangsi, Darma, and Chaudangsi have also 
been found to have command of Nepali as well.  The border with Nepal is almost open and 
there are close links among the neighbours on both sides of the border.  Migratory patterns of 
all the groups except the Raji are similar.  During the summer they move upwards to the 
snowbound habitats and during winter they move downwards.  They maintain two homes.  
Even schools and administrative officials used to migrate.  Now these migrations are limited 
to the native people, as the government administration does not migrate to the uphill areas.  
Even among the tribal people the migrations are on the decline, as stated earlier.   
 The trade with Tibet operated on a barter system.  From India they used to carry salt, 
cloth, sugar and tea; and in exchange used to bring wool, goats and sheep.  The migrations 
and trade have played a major role in the development of bilingualilsm.   
 The TB speakers are called different names by the different neighbouring groups.  Bhot 
or Bhotia is a cover term for all the groups and this name is used in official records.  But it is 
interesting to note that Raji is not included under this term.  The Nepali call the TB people of 
this area 'Sauka', and the Tibetans call them 'Jaba'.  The TB speakers also have their own 
names for their neighbours and for themselves.  The cover term for the Byangs, Chaudangs, 
Darma and Rangpo is 'Rang', and a common name for all the languages is 'Ranglo' or 'Rang 
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Bhasa'.  It is interesting to find that the term 'Rang' includes the now extinct language 
speakers Rangkas but not the Raji.  The root /ra≥-/ in most of these languages means 'to sell'.  
This meaning goes well with their trading profession.  The TB speakers in Pithoragarh 
District call the Kumauni speakers /wal˙n/.  This name is not very much welcomed by the 
dominant population.  Apart from this they are also known by other terms.   
 The Jad practice Buddhism and the Raji follow their own system of religious beliefs.  All 
other groups practice the Hindu religion.  The modes of dress and other ways of living of the 
dominant Garhwalis and Kumaunis are being copied by the TB speakers.  But there is no 
codified form of religion followed by the TB speakers.  Most marriages among the TB 
speakers take place within their respective groups but intergroup marriages are not unknown.   
 
4.0 Bilingualism and Diglossia 
 The sociolinguistic patterns described above reveal that the TB speakers in this area 
are in close contact with the dominant speakers of Garhwali and Kumauni in their oral 
communication and with Hindi in written and spoken modes due to the nature of the socio-
political and educational systems.  The TB speakers start learning both their native languages 
and Kumauni or Garhwali simultaneously.  Native languages are learnt at home within the 
family and Garhwali or Kumauni is learnt from friends outside the home.  There is a clearcut 
demarcation of domains of L1 and L2, L1 being one of the respective TB languages and L2 
being either Garhwali or Kumauni.  Hindi is learnt at schools and is spoken with officials and 
teachers who do not know Garhwali or Kumauni.  For all written communication Hindi is 
used.  There is an increasing amount of code switching between Hindi and 
Kumauni/Garhwali in discussions, both formal and informal.  Hindi enjoys high prestige and 
the TB languages have low prestige.  According to Fishman's (1972) definition of diglossia, 
the TB languages, Kumauni, Garhwali and Hindi are distributed in a manner typical of 
diglossia.  However, Ferguson's (1959) defining feature that the distribution must include 
varieties of the same language is not applicable.  The groups are within the same political and 
economic entity.   
 There is a movement among the dominant Byangsi speakers to design a script for their 
language, and this movement has made the speakers of all the TB languages aware of their 
linguistic identities.  This awareness will go a long way to preserving the native languages of 
these small populations.  The native TB languages are maintained in the face of an increased 
number of domains being occupied by the majority languages and Hindi.  If the present 
socio-political and economic situation, and the sociolinguistic patterns of language use 
continue to exist, it is possible to predict that the speakers of the TB languages in this region 
will eventually shift completely to the majority languages, though it may turn out that a stable 
bilingualism may continue to exist, preserving the TB languages.   
 
5.0 Borrowings 
 All the TB languages under study are in close contact with the dominant majority 
languages Garhwali, Kumauni, and Hindi.  Due to various factors such as better road 
transport, increased interaction with Hindi, educational and literacy movements, radio, 
television and mass media in Hindi, an increased number of jobs in various government 
offices and army camps, popular Hindi film songs, and the increased movement of tourists, 
the Indo-Aryan languages are making in-roads among the speakers of the minority TB 
languages.  Rangkas is a good example of a language whose speakers shifted completely to 
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the majority langauge.  There are a large number of borrowings in most of the TB languages 
from the majority languages.  The amount of borrowings differs from language to language 
and from generation to generation.  The largest number of borrowings from Garhwali are 
found in Rongpo in Chamoli District.  It has been observed that the younger generation 
between the age group of 10-20 has a higher percentage of borrowings and the number 
decreases as we move upwards in age.  Women have been found to be more conservative in 
terms of borrowing.  An interesting fact about the borrowing is that when a lexical item is 
borrowed it is the monomorphemic root which is taken and suffixes and prefixes are added 
from the native languages.  Sometimes forms are borrowed along with suffixes.  The other 
languages like Byangsi, Chaudangsi, Darma, Raji and Jad have borrowed to a lesser degree.  
During our fieldwork, efforts were made to contact informants from the age group of 35 and 
above so that we could get the TB forms rather than the borrowed ones.  However, the 
borrowings come to the mind of the speakers more easily.  Informants have been found 
consulting their wives and mothers to ascertain the form they were giving for our recording.   
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A SKETCH OF RONGPO GRAMMAR*  

 
Suhnu Ram Sharma 

Linguistics Department 
Deccan College Pune-411 006 

 
1.0. Introduction 
 Our data were collected mainly from the Marcha dialect, since the linguistic 
differences between Marcha and Tolcha are just at the phonetic level and the Tolcha speakers 
are numerically very few.  
 
2.0. Rongpo Phonology 
2.1. Vowel Phonemes 
 

 FRONT CENTRAL BACK 
  
HIGH i i:  u u: 
HIGHER MID e ˙ o 
LOWER MID ‰  ø 
LOW  a a: 

 
2.1.1. General features of vowels 
 I agree with Zoller (1983) that length is phonemic in three vowels, viz., /i u a/ and 
the vowels /e ‰ o ø/ are inherently long. But we also found that length in the second set of 
vowels is at least phonetically significant. It is interesting to note that this is lexically 
conditioned. Most of the adjectival roots and verbal roots have lengthened allophones. 
Moreover, the length contrasts are typically found in medial position.  It is possible that the 
contrast is a matter of stress rather than in length in the case of adjectives, but this possibility 
has not been fully  investigatied yet. 
 No length contrasts are available finally but vowels in final position are relatively 
longer than their other counterpart allophones. It may be speculated that the length contrast 
must be the result of Indo-Aryan contact. 
 
2.1.2. Initial vowels 
 
/˙/ 
/˙g˙R/ 'if' /˙wu/ 'potato' 
/˙nDa/ 'egg' /˙b/ 'now' 
/˙R/ 'and' /˙l/ 'yawn' 
 

                                                
* I am grateful to the editors for their comments on an earlier draft of this paper.  I would also 
like to thank my informants, Shri Awt —ar Singh Martolia (age 48), and his family members, 
Village and Post Chinka, disrtict Chamoli. The author alone is responsible for errors and gaps 
if any. 
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/a/ 
/aca/ 'father's mother' /a≥/ 'snow' 
/an/ 'sound or voice' /apu/ 'breast' 
/aphi/ 'oneself' /amca/ 'path' 
/alu/ 'floor, inside' /arsi/ 'mirror' 
/aku/ 'father's younger brother, mother's younger sister's husband' 
 
/a:/ 
/a:ka/ 'stool' /a:pa/ 'father' 
/a:ma/ 'mother', /a:m/ 'mango' 
/a:ra:m/ 'rest, cure' /a:s/ 'hope' 
/a:na/ 'father's sister' /a:ta/ 'elder sister' 
/a:co/ 'elder brother' /a:ga:s/, /aga:s/ 'sky' 
 
/i/ 
/in/ '1pl. pronoun' /ina:m/ 'prize' 
/ila:j/ 'cure'  
 
/i:/ 
/i:b/ 'sleep' /i:n/ 'oneself' 
 
/u/  
/u≥/ 'stone' /usu/ 'a little bit' 
/ucø/ 'high' /utt˙r/ 'north' 
/uda:s/ 'sad' /um˙r/ 'age' 
/urp˙≥/ 'to wash' /ursp˙≥/ ‘to wash oneself' 
 
/u:/ 
/u:R/ 'to fly' /u:g/ ‘grow, increase' 
 
/e/ 
/e/ 'hey!' /eRi/ 'heel' 
 
/‰/ 
/‰b/ 'vice' /‰s/ 'sensual enjoyment' 
 
/o/ 
/oro/ 'tomorrow' /or ~îa/ 'smell' 
/or/ 'direction' /~os/ 'dew' 
/ol/ 'to knead' 
 
/ø/ 
/ør/ 'and' /øtar/ 'a name of a person' 
/øjar/ 'instrument' /øri/ 'good' 
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2.1.3. Medial vowels 
 
/˙ a a:/ 
/k˙i/ 'some, many' /ch˙m/ 'wool' 
/j˙d/ 'a kind of wheat' /ph˙l/ 'fruit' 
/rad/ 'cow' /nam/ 'village' 
/kar/ 'castrated ram' /than/ 'today' 
/cag/ 'iron' /mar/ 'butter, ghee' 
/pa:t/ 'leaf' /na:r/ 'foot' 
/b ~a:s/ 'bamboo' /j~a:s/ 'gold' 
/ca:ma/ 'daughter' 
 
/i i:/ 
/kim/ 'house' /din/ 'went' 
/ci:r/ 'to saw' /si≥/ 'wood' 
/si:d˙/ 'white' /si:r/ 'head' 
/ti:r/ 'arrow'  
 
/u u:/ 
/kui/ 'fungus' /khui/ 'dog' 
/phul/ 'flower' /mul/ 'silver' 
/phu:l/ 'to bloom' /yu:d˙/ 'old' 
/khum/ 'pillor' /ru:d˙/ 'long' 
/nu:d˙/ 'new' 
 
/e ‰/ 
/lhed˙/ 'yellow' /pyec/ 'bird' 
/kheb/ 'needle' /seru/,/s‰ru/ 'lad, young boy' 
/des/ 'country' /cheri/ 'son'  
/g‰t˙/ 'yours (sg.)' /g ~‰t˙/ 'yours (pl.)' 
/j‰j/ ‘having eaten' /ch‰l/ 'shade, shadow' 
 
/o ø/ 
/joR/ 'joint' /gou/ 'round' 
/g ~os/ 'evening' /thou/ 'lips' 
/loto/ 'skin' /roko/ 'all' 
/sod/ 'cold' /ghot˙/ 'whose' 
/khoR/ 'enclosure' /kor/ 'leprosy' 
/nøRi/ 'butter' /søt/ 'step-mother' 
/nønø/ 'mother`s brother' /jøRo/ 'root' 
/c~ør/ 'yak' /pøR/ 'rock' 
/phøRo/ 'spade' 
 
2.1.4. Final vowels: /i e ‰ a ˙ u o ø/ 
 
/mi/ 'person' /pi/ 'four' 
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/mhe/ 'fire' /gye/ '1sg pronoun' 
/d‰/ 'curd' /≥‰/ 'five' 
/bu/ 'grain' /yu/ 'mother-in-law' 
/go/ 'a Garhwali male' /gho/ 'who'(rel. pronoun) 
/gøu-/ 'melt' (vi.) /nø/ 'nine' 
/lha/ 'month' /ma/ 'sheep'  
/si:d˙/ 'white' /lhed˙/ 'yellow' 
 
In final position the vowel /˙/ (higher mid central), occurs typically in adjectives and in 
second person possessive (sg. and pl.) forms.  Zollar (1983) had not noticed this fact. 
Examples: 
 
/si:d˙/ 'white' /lhed˙/ 'yellow' 
/rhu:d˙/ 'long, tall' /sod˙/ 'cold' 
/tunt˙/ 'short/ /li:d˙/ 'heavy' 
  
It has also been noticed that, in examples where we have this vowel /˙/ finally, the preceding 
vowel (in a /cvcv/ pattern) is long. We noted earlier that length is phonemic only in the case 
of the vowels /i u a/ but in the case of the vowels /e ‰ o/ there is allophonic length restricted 
to these examples: 
 
[lhe:d˙] 'yellow' [so:d˙] 'cold' 
[g‰:t˙] 'yours (sg.)' [g~‰:t˙] 'yours' (pl.) 
 
2.1.5. Diphthongs 
 The following diphthongs have been found in our data: 
 
 ˙ a a: ‰ o ø u u:  
i ˙i ai a:i ‰i oi øi ui u:i 
u u˙/u˙ au a:u u‰ ou/uo uø 
a  ua u:a 
 
Examples: 
 
/la:u/ 'saliva' /mua:ri/ 'bee' 
/khui/ 'dog' /tai/, /ta:i/ 'lock' 
/jua/, /ju:a/ 'gamble' /t~u~î/ 'drank'  
/rui/ 'cotton wool' /su:a/ 'a type of barley' 
/mu~a/ 'kiss' /lua/ 'lungs' 
/k˙i/ 'many' /tøi/ 'sole of foot' 
 
 It may be noted here that many of the diphthongs are found in borrowed items. The 
most common diphthongs are /ui/, /ua/, /u:a/, /ai/.  The diphthongs [u‰] and [uo] are formed 
by the addition of  the singular and plural imperative suffixes, /-‰/ and /-ni/ respectively, to a 
root ending in /-o/, e.g. /so-/ 'to bring up, raise' > [su‰] 'raise! (singular)', [suoni] 'raise 
(plural)'. 
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2.2. Consonant phonemes 
 
 Bilabial Dental Alveolar Palato- Retroflex Velar Glottal 
    alveolar 
STOPS: p t   T k 
 ph th   Th kh 
 b d   D g 
 bh dh   Dh gh 
AFFRICATES:    c [tΔ∆]  
    ch [tΔ∆h]  
    j [dÔ]  
    jh [dÔh]  
FRICATIVES:   s Δ∆   h 
NASALS: m n   N ≥ 
 mh nh 
TRILLS:   r  R 
   rh 
LATERALS:   l 
   lh 
SEMI-VOWELS: w   y 
 
2.2.1. Some phonetic and distributional features of the consonant phonemes 
 The aspirated and murmured stops and affricates, and the murmured resonants /mh 
nh rh lh/, do not occur syllable-finally.  The latter are resonants with breathy or murmured 
phonation like the murmured stops, commonly referred to as voiced aspirated stops.  This 
type of resonant is also found in some of the Himalayan languages, such as Magar, Gurung 
and Newar.  
 The alveolar fricative /s/ has a palatal fricative allophone [Δ∆] before a front vowel /i e ‰/ or 
the semivowel /y/, e.g. /seru/ [Δ∆eru] 'boy', /si:d˙/ [Δ∆i:d˙] 'white, /se/ [Δ∆e] 'ablative marker'.  
Although [s] and [Δ∆] are in contrast otherwise, e.g. /sa:-/ 'to send' vs. /Δ∆a/ 'meat', they seem to 
be in free variation in [Δ∆eru ± seru] 'boy'. 
 
2.2.2. Consonant Contrasts 
 
/p ph b bh/ 
/pan-/ 'to spin' /phan-/ 'to stitch' 
/phag-/ 'to break (of rope, thread)' /bag-/ 'to learn' 
/bu/ 'grain' /bhu/ 'snake, insect' 
 
/m mh/ 
/ma/ 'sheep' /mha/ 'not, no' 
 
/t th d dh/ 
/to-/ 'to crush' /tho-/ 'to ask for' 
/th ~ø-/ 'to graze' /d ~ø-/ 'to graze(vi.)' 
/di-/ 'to go' /dhi/ 'this' 
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/n nh/ 
/ni:r/ 'day' /nhi:s/ 'two' 
 
/T Th D Dh/ 
/Tab/ 'bridle,rein' /Thab-/ 'to winnow' 
/Da:u/ 'wooden beam' /Dha:u/ 'slope' 
 
/N R/ 
Since the retroflex resonants /N R/ do not occur word-/syllable-initially, only the examples 
for medial and final contrasts are shown below.  
 
/da:Na/ 'grain' /da:Ra/ 'molar tooth' 
/gøN-/ 'to count' /g˙R/ 'castle' 
 
/k kh g gh ≥/ 
/kab/ 'when' /khab-/ 'to cover' 
/go/ 'a person from Garhwal' /gho/ 'who' 
/g ~‰/ '2pl. pronoun' /≥‰/ 'five' 
 
/c ch j jh/ 
/ci:r-/ 'to sew' /chi:r-/ 'to milk' 
/juTha/ 'inpurity caused by eating or drinking' /jhuTha/ 'lier' 
 
/s h/ 
/sid/ 'perfect' /hid-/ 'to grind' 
 
/r  rh/ 
/rig/ 'bear' /rhi:g/ 'louse' 
 
/l lh/ 
/la/ 'a vocative for calling' /lha/ 'month;goat' 
 
/w y/ 
/w ~a-/ 'to appear in sight' /ya/ 'or' 
 
2.2.3. Consonant clusters 
 All consonants except /mh nh N R ng rh lh/ can participate as the first members of a 
consonant cluster. Consonant clusters typically occur only initially. The second member of 
the consonant cluster is always /y/ or /w/. Medially consonant clusters are found at morpheme 
boundaries. These have not been treated as consonant clusters.  We also find final consonant 
clusters such as /-(C)st / in perfect participle forms.  The suffix /-st/ seems to be the reduced 
form of the perfect participle suffix /-sit/.  Some examples will be cited here but see the 
vocabulary list for more examples.   
 
/kya:wa/ 'banana' /khw˙ta≥/ 'walnut' 
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/khyagt˙/ 'sweet' /khw˙klo/ 'hollow' 
/gya/ 'day' /gwast˙/ 'when' 
/ghwø/, /gho/ 'what,who' /cyag/ 'iron' 
/chyas/ 'fat', rich' /jya/ 'tea' 
/jwa:ba/ 'a type of yak' 
 
2.3. Supra-segmental Phonemes 
2.3.1. Nasalization 
 Nasalization is phonemic in Rongpo. Any vowel followed or preceded by a nasal 
consonant is automatically nasalized and it is not marked. But phonemic nasalization is 
heavier than the automatic nasalization. Examples:  
  
/yu/ 'beer; mother-in-law' /y ~u/ 'age, year' 
/dø/ 'there' /d ~ø/ 'graze (imp. sg.)' 
 
2.3.2. Tones 
 We have established a two tone system for Rongpo, but it is difficult to find true 
minimal pairs to show the contrasts.  These tones are high falling, marked with /»a/, and level, 
which is not marked in our data.  Examples: 
 
/t»app˙≥/ 'to beat' /ta:p˙≥/ 'to keep' 
/Th»app˙≥/ 'to winnow' /khop˙≥/ 'to harvest or to cut grass' 
/kh »app˙≥/ 'to cover' /gøp˙≥/ 'to melt' 
 
 The high falling tone may undergo a change in certain constructions.  The high falling 
tone may be realized as a level tone, and the level tone may be realized as a high falling tone. 
Examples: 
 
/t»app˙≥/ 'to beat' /tad/ (sg. imp. form) /t‰ni/ (pl. imp)  
 
With some verbs, such as /thi≥p˙≥/ 'to spread', there is a level tone on the first syllable of the 
verb but the imperative forms have a high falling tone both in the singular and plural 
imperative forms, i.e. /th »î≥/ (sg. imp.), /th »î≥ni/ (pl. imp.).  Zoller (1983) also established a 
similar system of tones in Rongpo and he called these tones high tone and mid tone, but he 
did not mention the tone alternation.  
 
2.4. Syllable types 
 Morphemes in Rongpo consist of the following syllable types: 
 
/V/ /i/ 'itself' /VC/ /u≥/ 'stone' 
/V:C/ /i:b/ 'sleep' /VCV/ /usu/ 'a little bit (of liquid)' 
/VCV:C/ /uda:s/ 'sad' /CV/ /mi/ 'person' 
/CVC/ /thal/ 'back' /CCVC/ /cyag/ 'iron' 
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3.0. Grammar 
3.1. Nouns 
 Nouns are mostly composed of monosyllabic bases with suffixes of various types. 
Many words have been borrowed from Indo-Aryan sources along with suffixes. Nouns and 
pronouns are inflected for number and case. 
 
3.2. Number 
 Most nouns take the plural suffix/-se/; pronouns take/-te/ or /-tye/ and personal names 
take the sufffix /-k‰/. This means that suffixes are lexically conditioned. The plural suffix can 
be added to borrowed words as well. 
 
/lag/ 'hand' /lagse/ 'hands' 
/mi/ 'person' /mise/ 'persons' 
/dhi/ 'this' /dhitye/ 'these' 
/m˙kru/ 'a name' /m˙kruk‰/ 'Makrus' 
/yogi/ 'yogi' /yogise/ 'yogis' 
/u≥/ 'stone' /u≥se/ 'stones' 
 
3.3. Gender 
 Basically gender is lexically marked in TB languages. Examples: 
 
/a:pa/ 'father' /a:ma/ 'mother' 
/la:pa/ 'father's elder brother' /la:ma/ 'father's eld. bro's wife' 
/momo/ 'mother's mother' /popo/ 'mother's father' 
 
 From the examples above it may appear that /-pa/ or /-po/ marks masculine gender 
and/-ma/ or /-mo/ marks feminine gender, but these relationships do not hold in other cases, 
such as /by˙d/ 'brother', /rhi≥ja/ 'sister', /rhu/ 'father-in-law', /yu/ 'mother-in-law'. A second 
pattern is borrowed from Indo-Aryan. Examples: 
 
/ky ~øTø/ 'young boy' /k ~eTi/ 'young girl' 
/da:s/ 'slave' /da:si/ 'female slave' 
/ra:ja:/ 'king' /ra:Ni/ 'queen' 
/dyø/ 'god' /debi/ 'goddess' 
 
3.4. Case  
 A noun or a pronoun may be inflected for the following cases: agentive/instrumental, 
accusative/dative, ablative, and genitive. A case suffix may be added to a singular nominal 
base and in the plural form it is added after the plural suffix. The case suffixes are the same in 
both singular and plural forms except for the dative plural forms.  In the case of the personal 
pronouns, a special root form is used before some of the case marking suffixes (see below).  
The chart below gives the forms of the case marking suffixes: 
 
Nominative zero 
Agentive/Instrumental -j˙ 
Dative -ru (singular), -nu (plural) 
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Ablative -se 
Genitive -t˙ 
 
3.5. Examples of case marking 
 
/gye/ '1sg pronoun' 
 sg. pl. 
Nom. gye in 
Agentive gye-j˙ in-j˙ 
Dative gyi-ru i-nu 
Ablative gyi-se i-se 
Genitive gyi-t˙ in-t˙ 
 
/g˙n/ '2sg pronoun' 
Nom. g˙n g~‰ 
Agentive g˙n-j˙ g~‰-j˙ 
Dative g‰-ru g~‰-ru, g ~‰-nu 
Ablative g‰-se g~‰-se 
Genitive g‰-t˙ g‰-t˙ 
 
/dh‰/ '3sg pronoun, distal demonstrative' 
Nom. dh‰ dh‰tye 
Agentive dh‰-j˙ dh˙t‰-j˙, dh‰t‰-j˙ 
Dative dho-ru, dh‰-ru dh˙t‰-ru, dh˙tyo-nu 
Ablative dh‰-se dh‰-se 
Genitive dh‰-t˙ dh˙t‰-t˙, dh‰-t˙ 
 
/seru/ 'boy' 
Nom. seru seru-se 
Agentive seru-j˙ ser~u-j˙  
Dative seru-ru seru-nu 
Ablative seru-se ser~u-se 
Genitive seru-t˙ ser~u-t˙ 
 
/lag/ 'hand' 
Nominative lag lag-se 
Instrumental lag-j˙ lag ~‰-j˙ 
Dative lag-ru lagse-nu, lag ~‰-nu 
Ablative lag-se lagse-se 
Genitive lag-t˙ lagse-t˙, lag ~‰-t˙ 
 
/rad/ 'cow' 
Nominative rad radse 
Agentive raj-j˙ rad~‰-j˙ 
Dative rad-ru rad~‰-nu 
Genitive rat-t˙ rad~‰-t˙ 
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/u≥/ 'stone' 
Nominative u≥ u≥se 
Instrumental u≥-j˙ u≥s ~‰-j˙ 
Dative u≥-ru u≥s ~‰-nu 
Genitive u≥-t˙ u≥s ~‰-t˙ 
 
Examples of usage: 
 
The agentive/instumental case marker /-j˙/ marks an agent or instrument.  If both agent and 
instrument appear in the same sentence, this case marker may appear twice, as in the second 
and fourth examples below. 
 
/j˙ggu khui-ru u≥-j˙ tadi/ 'Jaggu beat the dog with a stone.' 
Jaggu dog-DAT stone-INST beat 
 
/a:ma-j˙ seru-ru lag-j˙ tadi/ 'The mother beat the child with her 
hand.' 
mother-ERG boy-DAT hand-INST beat 
 
/gye j~aThe-j˙ ka:m l˙c˙≥/ 'I work with a stick.' 
  I stick-INST work do 
 
/dh‰-j˙ gyi-ru u≥-j˙ tadi/ 'He beat me with stone.' 
 he-ERG I-DAT stone-INST beat 
 
Subjects of transitive verbs also take the agentive case marker in the past: 
 
/gye-j˙ t~uki/ 'I drank.' 
 I-ERG drank 
 
/m˙kru-j˙ ra:mru lhama dh‰/ 'Makru gave Ram a goat.' 
Makru-ERG Ram-DAT goat gave 
 
/gye-j˙ dh‰-ru rhap˙≥-ru lw‰ki/ 'I asked him to come.' 
 I-ERG he-DAT come-DAT said 
 
/in-j˙ t~u:n/ 'We drank.' 
 we-ERG drank 
 
/gan-j˙ jakhyan/ 'You ate.' 
 you-ERG ate 
  
Optionally, the case marker is also added to past tense verb forms as well: 
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/in-j˙ j‰khyan-j˙/ 'We ate.' 
we-ERG ate-ERG 
 
/g˙n-j˙ tu ~î-j˙/ 'You drank.' 
 you-ERG drank-ERG 
 
/dh˙t~‰-j˙ t~up~î-j˙/ 'They drank.' 
they-ERG drank-ERG 
 
In passive constructions when the subject is placed in genitive the verb also takes the 
agentive case marker: 
 
/gyi-t˙ t~u~î-j˙/ 'This has been drunk by me.' 
 I-GEN drink+PAST-ERG 
 
/g‰-t˙ t~upy~a-j˙/ 'This had been drunk by you.' 
 you-ERG drink+PAST-ERG 
 
/in-t˙ jap ~î:-j˙/ 'This had been eaten by us.' 
 we-GEN eat+PAST-ERG 
 
The dative case marker /ru/ is added to singular forms, while /nu/ is added to plural pronouns.  
This case marker is used on dative arguments and on animate patient/theme arguments.  It 
can also appear on some subordinate verbs, as in the eighth example below. 
 
/j˙ggu-ru coT lag‰/ 'Jaggu got hurt.' 
Jaggu-DAT hurt got 
 
/inu khyeni/ 'Give us.' 
we-DAT give+IMP 
 
/ra:mu-j˙ dh˙t‰-nu kita:b khi/ 'Ramu gave a book to them.' 
Ramu-ERG they-DAT book gave 
 
/ra:m-j˙ apnø-ru tadi/ 'Ram beat himself.' 
 Ram-ERG self-DAT beat 
 
/j˙ggu-ke-nu kita:b-se dhani/ 'Give books to Jaggu's.' 
 Jaggu-pl.-DAT book.-pl. give+IMP 
 
/m˙kru-j˙ ra:m-ru lha:ma dh‰/ 'Makru gave Ram a goat.' 
 Makru-ERG Ram-DAT goat gave 
 
/seru-se k~‰Ti-nu lhapca dh‰/ 'Boys gave girls rings.' 
 boy-pl. girls-DAT rings gave 
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/gye-j˙ dh‰-ru rhapø≥-ru lu‰hi/ 'I asked him to come.' 
 I-ERG he-DAT come-DAT said 
 
/dh‰tye tighati-ru tadi/ 'They beat each other.' 
 they each.other-DAT beat 
 
/j˙ggu-k~‰-nu kita:b-se dhani/ 'Give books to Jaggu's.'  
 Jaggu-pl.-DAT book-pl. give+IMP 
 
The genitive case marker /-t˙/ gives the sense of possession or is used to show that one noun 
modifies another: 
 
/dhi lha:mo gyi-t˙ hini/ 'This goat is mine.' 
 this goat I-GEN is 
 
/dhi khui gho-t˙ hini/ 'Whose dog is this?' 
 this dog who-GEN is 
 
/dhi khui m˙kru-t˙ hin/ 'This dog is Makru's.' 
 this dog Makru-GEN is 
 
/j˙ggu makru-t˙ by˙d hini/ 'Jaggu is Makru's brother.' 
 Jaggu Makru-GEN brother is 
 
/dhi roku ~‰-t˙ hini/ 'This belongs to all.' 
 this all-GEN is 
 
/seru-t˙ namΔ∆a/ 'son's wife' 
boy-GEN wife 
 
/a:pa-t˙ lag/ 'father's hand' 
father-GEN hand 
 
/si≥-t˙ ca:rpai/ 'wooden cot' 
wood-GEN cot 
 
/u≥-t˙ kim/ 'house of stone' 
stone-GEN house 
 
The ablative marker /se/ marks a source. 
 
/gye dhi m˙kru-se y˙nki/ 'I heard this from Makru.' 
 I this Makru-ABL heard 
 
Aside from these case markers, there is a relational marker of possession which is also used 
for a type of allative, /d˙b/: 
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/gyi-d˙b kita:b-se hini/ 'I have books.' 
 I-to book-pl. is 
 
/gyi-d˙b khui y~a/ 'I have a dog.' 
 I-to dog is 
 
/j˙ggu-d˙b tig khui y~a/ 'Jaggu has a dog.' 
 Jaggu-to one dog is 
 
/dh‰ ra:m-d˙b di/ 'He went to Ram.' 
 he Ram-to went 
 
3.6. Personal pronouns 
 There are only two persons marked by distinct personal pronouns in the Marcha 
dialect. As in many TB languages, the third person is represented by demonstrative pronouns.  
 
 sg. pl. 
First person gye in 
Second person g˙n g~‰ 
Third person/demonstrative 
  a) Proximate dhi dhitye 
  b) Remote dh‰ dh‰tye 
Demonstrative for inanimate objects: 
 a) Proximate: di 
 b) Remote : dhu 
 
3.7. Interrogative pronouns 
 
/khyoru/ 'why' /gho/ 'who' 
/khye/ 'what' /khye khye/ 'what (emphatic form)' 
 
3.8. Adverbial pronouns 
Place adverbs: 
/gu/ 'where' /gukari/ 'somewhere' 
/du/ 'here' /dø/ 'there' 
 
Place definitive: 
/du du/ 'at this fixed point' /dø dø/ 'at that point 
 
Time adverbials: 
/guast/ 'when' /guastari/ 'sometimes' 
/˙b/ 'now' /daga:t/ 'at that time' 
/khya:t/ 'at what time' 
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Manner adverbials: 
/khimi/ 'how' /dimi/ 'like this' /d˙mi/ 'like that'2 
 
3.9. Indefinite pronouns 
 
/kheri/ 'some' /ghori/ 'anyone, some, any' 
/khebi/ 'anything' 
 
3.10. Relative pronoun 
 The form of the relative clause as well as the relative pronouns are borrowed from 
Indo-Aryan.  The relative pronouns, /ghuø/ or /gho/ 'who, which, whosoever', /gu/ 'where' 
follow the head of the construction, and the relative clause follows the relative pronoun.  Any 
argument may be relativized on.  Case marking may appear on the relative pronoun to clarify 
the semantic relationships.  Examples (the semantic role of the argument relativized on is 
given to the left of the translation): 
 
 /dh‰ ky~eTi gho Dya:ra ka:m l˙c‰/ 
 that girl who house work doing 
 'that girl who is working in the house' (agent) 
 
 /dh‰ mi gho-j˙ dhi sueT˙r b˙N‰j˙/ 
 this man who-ERG this sweater made 
 'that man who made the sweater' (agent) 
 
 /dhi sueT˙r gho-ru m˙kru bu:Nc~‰/ 
 this sweater which-DAT makru is making 
 'the sweater which Makru is making' (patient) 
 
 /dhi ja:ga: gu gye huncih ~î/ 
 this place where I sit+PAST 
 'the place where I sat' (location) 
 
 /dhi mi gho-j˙ lha:ma-ru sadi/ 
 this man who-ERG sheep-DAT kill 
 'the man who killed the sheep' (agent) 
 
 /dhi mi gho-ru bhu-j˙ kadi/ 
 this man who-DAT snake-ERG bit 
 'the man whom the snake bit' (patient) 
 
 /dhi seru gho nam-ru di/ 
 this boy who village-DAT went 
 'the boy who went to the village' (agent/theme of intransitive) 
 

                                                
2/d˙/ in /d˙mi/ appears to be a reduced form of the demonstrative /dhu/. 
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 /dhi thømo gho sib a:pa-j˙ ri:-ru sadi/ 
 this sickle which with father-ERG bear-DAT kill 
 'the sickle with which the father killed the bear' (instrument) 
 
 /dhi kim gu m˙kru h~ukan/ 
 this house where Makru live 
 'the house where Makru lives' (location) 
 
There is also an older, native form of relative clause, in which there is no relative pronoun, 
and the relative clause (often simply a nominalized verb) appears before the head: 
 
/t~u-t mi/ 'drinking man' (the man who drinks) 
drink-NOM person 
 
/di-t wa:wo/ ‘one who goes' 
go-NOM one (person) 
 
3.11. Emphatic pronouns 
 
First person sg. gye  i:n 'I myself' 
 pl. in  i:n 'we ourselves' 
Second person sg. g˙n  g˙n˙n 'you yourself' 
 pl. g~‰  g~‰n 'you yourself' 
Third person sg. dh‰  i:n 'he/she himself/herself' 
 pl. dh‰tye  is ~‰n 'they themselves' 
 
These pronouns are only used for emphasis; they are not used in reflexive constructions.  
Examples of usage: 
 
/gye gyi-t˙ l˙n i:n lacan/ 'I will do my work myself.' 
 I I-GEN work self will.do  
 
/g˙n g~‰-t˙ l˙n g˙n˙n l‰/ 'You do your work yourself.' 
 you you-GEN work self do+IMP 
 
/dh‰tye is ~‰-t˙ l˙n is ~‰n l‰tin/ 'They will do their work themselves.' 
 they one-GEN work self do+FUT 
 
/dh‰ i:n rhatti/ 'He himself will come.' 
he himself come+FUT 
 
/in i:n rhata:/ 'We ourselves will come.' 
we ourselves come+FUT 
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3.12. Reflexive pronoun 
 For reflexives we have only one example (following).  It isn't clear if there is only one 
such reflexive pronoun or if there is a whole set.  Zoller (p. 40) gives /˙p˙≥ø/ (sing. & plural: 
'Beide Worter sind') and /ist/ (sing.) /is ~et/ (pl.) ('gleichermassen gebrauchlich').  The form 
seems to be that of a normal transitive with a dative-marked animate patient (see the 
examples in §3.5 above), except that the patient is represented by the pronoun for 'self'. 
 
/ra:m-j˙ apnø-ru tadi/ 'Ram beat himself.' 
 Ram-ERG self-DAT beat 
 
3.13. Reciprocals 
 Reciprocals also seem to take the same normal transitive form, but in this case the 
patient is represented by the expression /tig-hati/ (one-other/next) 'one another'. 
 
/dh‰tye tighati-ru tadi/ 'They beat each other.' 
 they each.other-DAT beat 
 
3.14. Formation of nouns 
 Apart from monomorphemic nominals stems, nouns may be formed with the help of 
suffixes. The typical native suffixes are /-pa/, /-pø/, /-ba/, /-mø/, /-ma/, /-mi/, /-ka/, /-ci/, and  
/-ca/. Monosyllabic nouns have the following syllabic patterns: 
 
VC: /a≥/ 'snow' /u≥/ 'stone' /a:m/ 'mango' 
CV: /ti/ 'water' /ga/ 'rice' /d‰/ 'curd' 
CCV: /Δ∆a/ 'meat' /khui/ 'dog' /cya:-/ 'to press' 
CVC: /than/ 'today' /mig/ 'eye' /phan-/ 'to sew' 
CCVC: /by˙d/ 'brother' /nyhac/ 'to dance' /khyar-/ 'to talk' 
 
 In the case of the above suffixes, an exact meaning can not be assigned. Possibly we 
can call them nominalizing suffixes. Examples: 
 
/chinpa/ 'liver' /rø≥pø/ 'Rangpa people or language' 
/jua:ba/ 'a hybrid yak' /khulmø/ 'hay' 
/ca:ma/ 'daughter' /nipca/ 'rat' 
/a:ma/ 'mother' /jumi/ 'a type of hybrid yak' 
/la:ma/ 'father's elder brother's wife'3 /nhimci/ 'nose' 
/a:ka/ 'stool' 
 
 /-pa/ can also function as a derivative suffix to derive nouns from abstract nouns, such 
as a person hailing from a place. The suffix /-ci/ also gives the sense of 'belonging to'. 
 
/nad/ 'sickness' /nadpa/ 'a sick person' 
/bya≥/ 'Tibet' /bya≥pa/ 'a person from Tibet' 

                                                
3/-ma/ has also been treated as a feminine marker and /-pa/ as a masculine marker in kinship 
terms. 
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/s ~øsa/ 'a village name' /s ~øspa/ 'a person from /s ~øsa/' 
/nam/ 'village' /namci/ 'villager' 
 
 There is a large body of borrowed words along with affixes from Indo-Aryan sources. 
These words are marked in the vocabulary with ' IA'. 
 In kinship terms we find an interesting suffix added for giving respect to the kin one 
is addressing. The examples are: /a:pa/ > /apni≥/ or /‰ni≥/ 'father', /a:ma/ > /amni≥/ 'mother', 
/by˙d/ > /by˙ni≥/ 'brother. Some morpho-phonemic changes take place as can be seen from 
the examples given. 
 
3.15. Numerals 
 Rongpo has just six cardinal numbers of native origin; all others have been borrowed 
from Indo-Aryan sources. These are /tig/ 'one', /nhi:s/ 'two', /sum/ 'three', /pi/ 'four', /≥a/ 'five', 
/gya/ 'hundred'. Numerals above one hundred are also borrowed from Indo-Aryan. Examples: 
/ek sø ek/ 'one hundred one', /pisø/ 'four hundred ', /h˙ja:r/ 'one thousand', /la:kh/ 'one lac'. 
 Ordinals are formed with the suffix /-pø/, e.g. /sumpø/ 'third', /pipø/ 'fourth', /a:Thpø/ 
'eighth.' 
 In the case of 'first' and 'second', the forms used have been borrowed from Indo-Aryan 
sources: /p‰lo/ 'first', /dusro/ 'second'. 
 Multiplicatives are also formed using the Indo-Aryan system: the suffix /-Na/ or /-
guNa:/ is added to the numeral, e.g. /duNa:/ 'two times', /sum guNa:/ 'three times', /pi guNa:/ 
'four times', /d˙s guNa:/ 'ten times'. 
 In order to express things and persons in the sense of 'both' or 'all three', etc., the 
plural suffix /-se/ is added to the numeral, e.g. /sumse/ 'all three', /nhi:sse/ 'both'.  
 
4.0. Adjectives 
 Typical adjectival suffixes are /-t˙/, /-d˙/, /-du/, /-tu/, /-t/, /-d/, /-ba/. Native adjectives 
do not inflect for number and gender but adjectives borrowed from Indo-Aryan inflect for 
these categories. (For the attributive use of adjectives, see §10.0.) Examples of native 
adjectives: 
 
/tunt˙/ 'short' /m˙≥d˙/ 'red' /khyagt˙/ 'sweet' 
/sod/ 'cold' /chat/ 'warm' /p ~îsit/ 'full' 
/Δ∆˙rba/ 'young' /rhu:d˙/ 'tall' /ya≥du/ 'light' (in weight) 
/bya:du/ 'thin' (flat objects) /lagtu/ 'thin' (long objects) 
 
 Adjectives may be formed by reduplication, e.g., /ci:ci/ 'small, a little bit' (solid 
things); /c˙lc˙lo/ 'bright'. 
 Aside from the type of adjectives listed above, there is another type of native 
adjective which includes adjectives that do not have the typical suffixes noted above.  
Moreover, they do not form any pattern except that most of them end in a vowel.  
 
/labu/ 'big' /usu/ 'a little' /mhast/ 'more, many' 
/chawo/ 'clear' /ori/,/øri/ 'good' /kh˙s ~u/ 'dull' 
 
/dh‰ kim nu:d˙ y~a/ 'That house is new.' 
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/dhi nam yu:d˙ y~a/ 'This village is old.' 
/dhi nam ci:ci yu:d˙ y~a/ 'This village is a little old.' 
/makru øri y ~a/ 'Makru is good.' 
/makru mhast øri y ~a/ 'Makru is very good.' 
 
4.1. Borrowed adjectives 
 The number of adjectives borrowed from IA languages like Garhwali, Kumauni and 
Hindi is growing day by day. Examples:  
 
/muskil/ 'difficult' /kha:li/ 'empty' /s ~‰go/ 'easy' 
/khara:b/ 'bad' /gou/ 'round' /nilo/ 'blue' 
/h˙ryo/ 'green' /s ~a≥Nu/ 'narrow' /Dhono/ 'hollow' 
 
 Some adjectives follow the IA system of agreement with regard to number and 
gender. Examples: 
 
/nilo k˙pRo/ 'blue cloth (masc.sg.)' /nile k˙pRe/ 'blue clothes (masc. pl.)' 
/nili Topi/ 'blue cap (fem.sg.)' /nili Topiy ~a/ 'blue clothes (fem. pl.)' 
 
5.0. Adverbs 
 Pronominal adverbials have been listed in the section on adverbial pronouns (§3.8). 
  
5.1. Temporal adverbials 
 
(a) Monosyllabic: 
/nya:r/ 'yesterday' /than/ 'today' /oro/ 'tomorrow' 
/dh ~a/ 'now' /lyøN/ 'later' 
 
(b) Composite forms:  
/ba:-gya/ 'two days after tomorrow' 
/thi≥-gya/ 'three days after tomorrow' 
/lu≥-gya/ 'four days after tomorrow' 
/cu≥-gya/ 'five days after tomorrow'  
/thami≥/ 'the day before yesterday' 
/othami≥/ 'all other days before yesterday' 
/th˙mi≥/ 'this year' 
/nani≥/ 'last year' 
/dhi:≥/ 'the year before last year' 
 
5.2. Adverbs of manner 
 Adverbs of manner are mostly formed with the suffixes /-l‰/ and /-li/. 
 
/Tupl‰/ 'quietly' /sø-søl‰/ 'slowly' /yakhuli/ 'alone' 
 
It was found that the following formations were commonly used by children while playing 
some game in the form of teams of two, three, four and so on: 
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/dokhuli/ 'in twos' /tyakhuli/ 'in threes' /cøkhuli/ in fours' 
 
6.0. Postpositions 
 Zoller (1983) treated all case markers and postpositions as postpositions only. We 
earlier discussed some of the case relation markers. These are the nominative, expressed by a 
zero suffix, the instrumental and agentive /-j˙/, the ablative /-se/, the dative singular /-ru/ and 
plural /-nu/, and the genitive /-t˙/. The postpositions to be discussed here generally are not 
case markers, but are locative nouns which follow a noun in the genitive case. Some 
postpositions can follow nouns in the nominative case. The postpositions /wa:sta/ 'for', /py˙r/ 
'on', and a few others are borrowed from Indo-Aryan sources.  Examples:  
 
/naca:r/ 'before' /lyøN/ 'behind, after' 
/h˙rk ~u/ 'this side, sideways' /gy˙rk ~u/ 'that side' 
/pø≥co/ 'below' /kalco/ 'above' 
/pa:N/ 'below the speaker' /nhamca:r/ 'front, before' 
/alu/ 'inside' /dagar/ 'outside' 
/ha:r/ 'a little away' /kalc˙ 'on from' 
/kal/ 'on, in' /se wado/ 'away from' 
/lithø/ 'near' /kildu/ 'in the middle' 
/wa:sta/ 'for' /dhipu/ 'this side' 
/rhapu/ 'across' /su/ 'since' 
/sib/ 'along with; instrumental'  
 
Examples: 
 
/n˙ca:r/ 'before' (takes a nominative NP) 
/dh‰ j˙p˙≥ n˙ca:r rh‰/ 'He came before eating.' 
 he eat-NOM before came 
 
/lyøN/ 'behind, after' (takes a genitive NP) 
/j˙ggu gyi-t˙ lyøN y~a/ 'Jaggu is behind me.' 
 Jaggu I-GEN behind is 
 
/h˙rk ~u/ 'this side; sideways' (takes a genitive NP) 
/kim-t˙ h˙rk ~u khye y~î/ 'What was there, this side of the house' 
 house-GEN this.side what is 
 
/gy˙rk~u/ 'that side; sideways' (takes a genitive NP) 
/kim-t˙ gy˙rk ~u/ 'that side of the house' 
 house-GEN that side 
 
/pø≥co/ 'under something' (takes a genitive NP) 
/u≥-t˙ pø≥c˙/ 'under the stone' 
 stone-GEN under  
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/kalco/ 'above' (takes a genitive NP) 
/u≥-t˙ kalco/ 'above the stone' 
 stone-GEN above 
 
/pa:N/ 'in, inside of' (takes a nominative NP) 
/jhoye pa:N/ 'inside the bag' 
/k ~eTi g˙R˙m pa:N nhasi/ 'The girl fell into the river.' 
 girl river in fell 
 
/nhamca:r/ 'in front of' (takes a genitive NP) 
/dh‰ gyi-t˙ nhamca:r y~a/ 'He is in front of me.' 
 he I-GEN front is 
 
/alu/ 'inside, on' (takes a nominative NP) 
/j˙ggu alu hunct~î/ 'Jaggu was sitting inside.' (house, etc.) 
 Jaggu inside sit:was 
/kita:b mej alu y~a/ 'The book is on the table.' 
book table on is 
 
/dagar/ 'outside' (takes nom. or gen. NP) 
/seru-se Dya:ra dagar hini/ 'Boys are outside the house.' 
 boy-pl. house outside is 
 
/ha:r/ 'away' (takes a nominative NP) 
/mej kal-c˙ kita:b ha:r t~aN‰/ 'Remove the book from the table.' 
 table on-from book away remove  
(cf. /dh‰ ha:r di/ [he away went] 'He went away') 
 
/kal/ 'on, in' (takes a nominative NP) 
/Dalo kal/ 'on the tree' 
/pijag rhig˙r kal y~a/ 'The seed is in the field.’ 
 seed field in is 
/gye m˙kru amca kal chisi/ 'I met Makru on the way.' 
 I Makru way on met 
 
/kal-c˙/ 'on from' (takes a nominative NP) 
/mej kal-c˙ kita:b ha:r t~aN‰/ 'Remove the book from the table.' 
 table on-from book away remove  
/seru Dalo kal-c˙ nhasi/ 'The boy fell from the tree.' 
 boy tree on-from fell 
 
/lithø/ 'near' (takes a genitive NP) 
/dh‰ gyi-t˙ lithø y~a/ 'He is nearby me.' 
 he I-GEN near is 
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/se wado/ 'away from' (takes a nominative NP) 
/m˙kru ra:m se wado di/ 'Makru went away from Ram.' 
 Makru Ram away.from went 
 
/wa:sta/ 'for' (takes a dative NP) 
/dhi ra:m-ru wa:sta y~a/ 'This is for Ram.' 
 this Ram-DAT for is 
 
/kildu/ 'in the middle, between' (nom. or gen. NP) 
/mi g˙R˙m kildu nhasi/ 'The man fell in the middle of the river' 
 man river middle fell 
/g‰-t˙ d~ø gyi-t˙ kildu gho y~a/ 'Who is between you and me?' 
 you-GEN and I-GEN between who is 
 
/rhapu/ 'across' (takes a nominative NP) 
/in-t˙ nam g˙R˙m rhapu y~a/ 'Our village is across the river' 
 we-GEN village river across is 
 
/dhipu/ 'this side (takes a nominative NP) 
/g‰-t˙ nam g˙R˙m dhipu y~a/ 'Your village is this side of the river' 
 you-GEN village river this.side is 
 
/sib/ 'along with, instrumental' (takes nom. NP) 
/gye ra:m sib diki/ 'I went with Ram' 
 I Ram with went 
/dh‰ thømo sib ci ka:T‰/ 'He cut the grass with a sickle.' 
 he sickle with grass cut 
 
/su/ 'since' (takes a nominative NP) 
/dh‰ pi-gya su du y~a/ 'He is here since four days ago.' 
 he four-day since here is 
 
7.0. Echo-formations 
 Echo-formations are very productive, as in the surrounding Indo-Aryan languages, 
and express plurality or 'and others'. We will give the dominant patterns found in Rongpo.  
 
Nouns:  
/khui/ 'dog' /khui-hui/ 'dogs' 
/lha:mo/ 'goat' /lha:mo-wa:mo/ 'goats' 
/kim/ 'house' /kim-him/ 'houses' 
/bhu/ 'snake' /bhu-hu/ 'snakes' 
/rhi≥ja/ 'sister' /rhi≥ja-mi≥ja/ 'sisters' 
/s‰ru/ 'lad, child' /s‰ru-meru/ 'children' 
 
Adjectives: 
/øri/ 'good' /øri-møri/ 
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/m˙≥d˙/ 'red' /m˙≥d˙-w˙≥d˙/ 
/nu:d˙/ 'new' /nu:d˙-mu:d˙/ 
 
Verbs: 
/dip˙≥/ 'to go' /dip˙≥-hip˙≥/ 
/t~up˙≥/ 'to drink' /t~up˙≥-t~˙p˙≥/ 
/ursp˙≥/ 'to bathe' /ursp˙≥-arsp˙≥/ 
/y˙np˙≥/ 'to hear' /y˙np˙≥-hy˙np˙≥/ 
/y ~up˙≥/ 'to walk' /y ~up˙≥-hy~up˙≥/ or /y ~ap˙≥/ 
 
8.0. The verb 
 Rongpo verb roots may be classified as transitive and intransitive. Some of the pairs 
of transitive and intransitive verbs are distinguished by a suffix added to the transitive verb 
base. In some cases morphophonemic changes take place. There are other ways to effect the 
distinction as well:4 
 The suffix /-s/ is added to a transitive base to derive a intransitive base.  This also has 
reflexive and middle uses as well.5  Examples: 
 
/sop˙≥/ 'to raise' > /sosp˙≥/ 'to be raised' 
/ta:p˙≥/ 'to keep' > /ta:sp˙≥/ 'to be kept' 
/ghop˙≥/ 'to dissolve' > /ghosp˙≥/ 'to get dissolved' 
 
In the examples above we have /so-/, /ta-/, and /gho-/ as the transitive bases and /sos-/, /tas-/, 
and /ghos-/ as the intransitive bases, and /-p˙≥/ as the infinitve marker. It is very interesting to 
find that this process of extension of bases is extended to some of the borrowings from Indo-
Aryan languages as well.  Examples: 
 
/phoRp˙≥/ 'to break (stone, coconut, utensil or round objects)' 
/phoRsp˙≥/ 'to be broken (in the above sense only)' 
 
 In the following cases a morphophonemic change often takes place. When a transitive 
base ends in a final consonant or consonant cluster, the consonant or cluster is often dropped, 
with nasalization of the base vowel if the cluster included the nasal consonant /n/, when the /-
s/ suffix is added to the base.  
 
/punp˙≥/ 'to cook' > /p ~usp˙≥/ 'to be cooked' 
/huncp˙≥/ 'to sit > /h ~usp˙≥/ 'to be seated' 
/pinp˙≥/ 'to fill' > /p ~î:sp˙≥/ 'to be filled up' 

                                                
4Editor's note:  Aside from the forms mentioned here, there seems to also be a transitivizing 
suffix /a:/, the addition of which shortens a long root vowel, e.g. /pa:k-/ 'ripen (vi.)' > [p˙ka:-] 
'ripen (vt.)'; /su:≥-/ 'smell (vi.)' > [su≥a:-] 'smell (vt.)'; /jhu:l-/ 'swing (vi.)' > [jhula:-] 'swing 
(vt.)'.  In at least one case it seems to affect a root vowel rather than being a suffix: /big˙R-/ 
'spoil (vi.)' > [biga:R-] 'spoil (vt.)'.  It may be this affix only appears in IA loan words. 
5Editor's note:  See LaPolla 1996 for a discussion of reflexive/middle marking in Tibeto-
Burman, and LaPolla 2000, in press, for examples from Rawang and Dulong. 
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/nharp˙≥/ 'to throw' > /nhasp˙≥/ 'to fall' 
/phagp˙≥/ 'to break (thread, rope)' > /phasp˙≥/ 'to be broken'  
/pinp˙≥/ 'to fill' > /p ~îsp˙≥/ 'to get filled up by  
    itself' (by some  
    natural process)  
/urp˙≥/ 'to wash' > /usp˙≥/ 'to wash oneself,  
    to be washed' 
 
 There is a similar process of extension of some verbal bases but it has no grammatical 
or semantic content.  We may say that it is a kind of free variation which is significant for the 
understanding of some of the morphophonemic changes. Examples:  
 
/gya:kcp˙≥/ or /gya:p˙≥/ 'to be broken' 
/darcp˙≥/ or /darp˙≥/ 'to tremble' 
/nhya:cp˙≥/ or /nhya:p˙≥/ 'to dance' 
/lyacp˙≥/ or /lyapp˙≥/ 'to get burnt' 
 
 The suffix /-c/ appears in certain verb forms, such as in the imperative. For example, 
the imperative forms of /nhya:p˙≥/ 'to dance' are /nhya:ci/ and /nhya:cini/ for singular and 
plural respectively. The /-c/ element in the imperative forms can not be explained. Moreover 
there are many examples of this type. One might speculate that a historical change has taken 
place in some verb base forms and in other forms it has not yet taken effect, or the /c/ element 
is important for maintaining some distinctions in imperative forms but it does not matter in 
the case of infinitive forms, where it is in free variation. 
 The transitive-intransitive distinction is also sometimes indicated by a distinction 
between a voiced initial consonant in the case of intransitive verb stems and voicless 
aspirated consonants in the case of transitive verb stems. Examples: 
 
/th ~øp˙≥/ 'to graze (vt.)' /d ~øp˙≥/ 'graze (vi.)' 
/phagp˙≥/ 'to break (vt.)' /bagp˙≥/ 'to be broken (thread) (vi.)' 
/phu˙lp˙≥/ 'to open (vt.)' /bu˙lp˙≥/ 'to be opened (vi.)' 
 
 In borrowed verb stems the distinction between transitive and intransitive is kept as it 
is in the donor language, e.g., 
 
/ha:rp˙≥/ 'to be defeated' /h˙ra:p˙≥/ 'to defeat' 
/h˙lkp˙≥/ 'to get moved' /h˙la:p˙≥/ 'to move' 
/lekhp˙≥/ 'to write' /lekha:p˙≥/ 'to make someone write' 
 
Borrowed verbs are treated as nouns and so must take some general native verb to be 
predicated. 
 
8.1. Verb forms 
 A verb in Rongpo may have various forms depending on tense and mood. The 
dominant patterns of various verb forms, such as particples, gerunds, and moods are 
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described here. We shall also point out the morphophonemic changes which take place 
during the process of forming the different verb forms. 
 
8.2. Imperative forms 
 There are several forms for the singular imperative. For some verb roots just the root 
is used with a rising intonation, since the imperative forms are basically single word 
sentences. Infinitive and singular imperative forms are given below: 
 
a) Basic roots with intonation, singular forms: 
 
/di-/ 'to go' /di/ 'go!' 
/rha-/ 'to come' /rha/ 'come!' 
/ch ~ø-/ 'to buy' /ch ~ø/ 'buy!' 
/y ~u-/' 'to walk' /y ~u/ 'walk!' 
/t~u-/ 'to drink' /t~u/ 'drink!' 
/lhe-/ 'to take' /lhe/ 'take!' 
/t˙r-/ 'to finish' /t˙r/ 'finish!' 
/r˙≥-/ 'to sell' /r˙≥/ 'sell!'  
/sig-/ 'to wipe' /sig/ 'wipe!' 
/ur-/ 'to wash (clothes)' /ur/ 'wash! (clothes)' 
 
b) Vocalic change in the verb root: Some verb roots ending in /˙, a, a:/ drop this vowel when 
the singular imperative suffix /-‰/ is added to the root. 
 
/l˙-/ 'to do' /l‰/ 'do!' 
/j˙-/ 'to eat' /j‰/ 'eat!' 
/dha-/ 'to give (to third person)' /dh‰/ 'give!' 
/sa:-/ 'to send' /s‰/ send!' 
/ta:-/ 'to keep' /t‰/ 'keep!' 
/piwa:-/ 'to make drink' /piw‰/ 'make drink!' 
 
Exception to this rule:  
/rha-/ 'to come' /rha/ 'come!'  
 
c) Indo-Aryan roots ending in consonants simply add the singular imperative suffix /-‰/ to the 
base form of the verb. Examples: 
 
/ka:T-/ 'to cut' /ka:T‰/ 'cut!' 
/lekh-/ 'to write' /lekh‰/ 'write!' 
/ci:r-/ 'to saw' /ci:r‰/ 'saw!' 
/h˙lk-/ 'to move' /h˙lk‰/ 'move!' 
 
d) Verb roots ending in /-c/ or /-s/ take the singular imperative suffix /-i/ with or without 
vocalic change in the root. Examples:  
 
/guc-/ 'to sleep' /guci/ 'sleep!' 
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/thos-/ 'to wear (cap)' /thosi/ 'wear!' 
/d˙rc-/ 'to tremble' /d˙rci/ 'tremble!' 
/sis-/ 'to die' /s ~îsi/ 'die!' 
/ghos-/ 'to get dissolve' /ghosi/ 'dissolve!' 
 
 Some verbs seem to have lost the /-c/ from the infinitive form of the verb base but this 
consonant appears in the imperative form. Examples: 
 
/ly˙p˙≥/ 'to burn' /ly˙ci/ 'burn!' 
/gya:kp˙≥/ 'to break' /gya:kci/ 'break!' 
/hump˙≥/ 'to stay, sit' /hunci/ 'stay, sit!' 
/nya:-/ 'to dance' /nya:ci/ 'dance!' 
 
f) In verb roots with final /-o/, the /-o/ becomes the on-glide /“u/ before the singular imperative 
suffix /-‰/. Examples:  
 
/so-/ 'to bring up, raise' /s “u‰/ 'raise!' (singular) 
/kho-/ 'to harvest' /kh “u‰/ 'harvest!' (singular) 
 
 But in plural imperative forms the /o/ becomes the diphthong /“uo/ when the plural 
imperative suffix /-ni/ is added. Examples:  
 
/so-/ 'to bring up, raise' /s “uoni/ 'raise!' (plural) 
/kho-/ 'to harvest' /kh “uoni/ 'harvest!' (plural) 
 
 An exception to this rule is /gho-/ 'to dissolve', the plural imperative of which takes 
the form /ghow‰/ 'dissolve!', in which the imperative suffix has the form [-w‰], a separate 
syllable. 
 
g) With verb roots ending in /-u/, the form of the singular imperative suffix is /-i/. Examples: 
 
/rhu-/ 'to ask' /rhui/ 'ask!' 
/bu-/ 'to bring' /bui/ 'bring!' 
 
In the plural, the plural imperative suffix /-ni/ is added to the base form: 
 
/rhu-/ 'to ask' /rhuni/ 'ask!'  
/bu-/ 'to bring' /buni/ 'bring!' 
 
h) With verb roots ending in /ø/, the imperative suffix has the form [-w‰], a separate syllable, 
e.g.  
 
/gø-/ 'to melt' /gøw‰/ 'melt!' 
/mø/ 'to rub' /møw‰/ 'rub!' 
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 It is interesting to note that verb roots with nasalized /~ø/ do not take any suffix in the 
imperative, e.g. 
 
/th ~ø-/ 'to graze' /th ~ø/ 'graze!' 
/ty ~ø-/ 'to weep' /ty ~ø/ 'weep!' 
/ch ~ø-/ 'to buy' /ch ~ø/ 'buy!' 
 
8.3. Plural imperative forms 
 There are only two plural imperative forms for the roots and only one plural 
imperative suffix, /-ni/. 
 
a) In most cases the plural imperative suffix /-ni/ is added to the base form. In fact for the 
sake of some morphophonemic changes we should say that the plural imperative suffix is 
added to the singular imperative forms. Of course we have the singular imperative form with 
just the base form along with intonation in the case of some verbs. 
 
sg. pl.  sg. pl. 
/di/ /dini/ 'go!' /y˙n/ /y˙nni/ 'hear!'  
/rha/ /rhani/ 'come!' /t˙r/ /t˙rni/ 'finish!' 
/d ~ø/ /d ~øni/ 'graze!' /ur/ /urni/ 'wash!' 
 
b) In the second set the plural imperative suffix is added after the singular imperative suffix. 
Examples: 
 
sg. pl.  sg. pl. 
/l‰/ /l‰ni/ 'do!' /j‰/ /j‰ni/ 'eat!' 
/ka:T‰/ /ka:T‰ni/ 'cut!' /ghuw‰/ /ghuw‰ni/ 'swallow!' 
/guci/ /gucini/ 'sleep!' /ol‰/ /ol‰ni/ 'knead!' 
/s »osi/ /s »osini/ 'raise!' /pot‰/ /pot‰ni/ 'brew!' 
 
 In some cases although the singular imperative suffix /-‰/ appears in the singular 
imperative form, in the plural the plural imperative suffix is added to the base form without 
the singular imperative suffix, e.g. 
 
  sg. pl. 
/ta:-/ 'to keep' > /t‰/ /ta:ni/ 'keep!' 
/dha:-/ 'to give ' > /dh‰/ /dha:ni/ 'give! (to 3rd person)' 
 
 In some cases regressive assimilation takes place when a verb root ends in /d/ and the 
plural imperative suffix /-ni/ is added. The rule ˙>‰ also applies here. 
 
  sg. pl. 
/s˙d-/ 'to kill' > /s˙d/ /s‰nni/ 'kill!'  
/t˙d/ 'to beat' > /t˙d/ /t‰nni/ 'beat!' 
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 In these examples, when the plural imperative suffix is added, /d/ assimilates to /n/ 
and ˙ > ‰.  In some other cases the plural imperative suffix is added to the base form only. 
Examples: 
 
  sg. pl. 
/ta:-/ 'to keep' > /t‰/ /ta:ni/ 'keep!' 
/dha:-/ 'to give ' > /dh‰/ /dha:ni/ 'give! (to 3rd person)' 
 
8.4. Prohibitive mood 
 The negation of the imperative is called the prohibitive mood. The prefix /th˙-/ is 
added to the singular and plural imperative forms. Examples: 
 
sg. pl.  sg. pl. 
/th˙di/ /th˙dini/ 'don't go!' /th˙l‰/ /th˙l‰ni/ 'don't do!' 
/th˙t~u:/ /th˙tu:ni 'don't drink!' /th˙lekh‰/ /th˙lekh‰ni/ 'don't write' 
 
8.5. Present partciple forms 
 Present participle forms take the suffixes /-t/, /-tan/, /-˙t/ and /-j˙n/. Examples: 
 
/y ~u-/ 'to walk' /y ~ut/ 'walking' 
/ka:T-/ 'to cut' /ka:T˙t/ 'cutting' 
/rha-/ 'to come' /rhat˙n/ 'coming'  
/t~u:-/ 'to drink' /t~u:j˙n/ 'drinking' 
/y˙n-/ 'to listen' /y˙nj˙n/ 'listening' 
/urs-/ 'to bathe' /urst˙n/ 'bathing' 
/bhi:j-/ 'to get wet' /bhi:jt˙n/ 'getting wet' 
 
8.6. Perfective participle 
 Perfective participle forms take the following suffixes: /-it/, /-t/, /-st/, and /-sit/. 
Examples: 
 
/sis-/ 'to die' /sicit/ 'dead' 
/Δ∆~a-/ 'to grow old' /Δ∆~at/ 'old'  
/di-/ 'to go' /dit/ 'gone' 
/khab-/ 'to cover' /khabst/ 'covered' 
/miwa:-/ 'to mix' /miwast/ 'mixed' 
/kho-/ 'to harvest' /khost/ 'harvested' 
/hunc-/ 'to sit' /huncit/ 'seated' 
 
In some cases the present participle and perfective participle are both marked by the /-t/ 
suffix, and so it is difficult to tell them apart out of context.  
 
8.7. Gerunds 
 Gerund forms are used as adverbials giving the sense of completed action, of 'having 
done something'. The suffix /-j˙/ (the agentive case marker) is added to the third person 
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singular past form. It may be glossed here as 'completive', though it is identical in form with 
the agentive/instrumental case marker.  Examples:  
 
/di:-j˙/ 'having gone' /rh‰-j˙/ 'having come, after coming' 
/hunci:-j˙/ 'having sat' /ka:T‰-j˙/ 'having cut' 
/j‰-j˙/ 'having eaten' /bha:j‰-j˙/ 'having run' 
/j‰-j˙ dh‰ di/ 'Having eaten, he went.' 
 eat+PAST-ERG he go 
/hunci:-j˙ dh‰ j‰/ 'Having sat, he ate.' 
 sit:PAST-ERG 3sg eat-PAST 
 
8.8. Infinitive forms 
 Infinitive forms are formed by adding the suffix /-p˙≥/ to the base form of the verb. 
This infinitive form can also be used as a verbal noun as well. Many of the non-native verbs 
also take this suffix. Examples: 
 
/lhep˙≥/ 'to take' /uma:up˙≥/ 'to boil' 
/punp˙≥/ 'to cook' /cump˙≥/ 'to hold' 
/khya:kp˙≥/ 'to break; to pluck' /pinp˙≥/ 'to fill' 
/rhanp˙≥/ 'to weave' /cu:sp˙≥/ 'to put on' 
/thi≥p˙≥/ 'to spread' /Tøp˙≥/ 'to fry' 
 
8.9. Participle nouns 
 Participle nouns are formed by adding the suffix /-pi≥/ to the verb base. This form is 
used in passive formations and indicates a completed action. For example, /di ph˙l gyi-t˙ 
j˙pi≥ y~a/ [this fruit I-DAT eaten is] 'this fruit was eaten by me'.  In fact this translation is not 
very close in its meaning. The Hindi sentence is more appropriate: 
 
/y˙h ph˙l mera: kha:ya: hua: hai/ 
this fruit 1sgPoss eaten be+PAST is 
giving the sense - 'I have the experience of eating this fruit in the past.' 
 
Examples: 
 
/lu˙pi≥/ 'something spoken' /b ~a:cpi≥/ 'something already read' 
/bha:jpi≥/ 'someone who has already run' /sadpi≥/ 'something killed' 
/hw˙Npi≥/ 'something which has happened already' 
 
8.10. Verb forms used as adverbs 
 Reduplicated verb forms with /-ka/ suffixed to each of the two tokens of the verb are 
used to indicate some action being performed at the same time as the action of the main verb. 
Examples: 
 
/t~uka t~uka/ 'while drinking' /rhaka rhaka/ 'while coming' 
/l˙ka l˙ka/ 'while doing' /lekha lekha/ 'while writing' 
/j˙ka-j˙ka/ 'while eating' 
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/j˙ka j˙ka dh‰ di/ 'While eating he went.' 
eating eating he go 
 
Verb forms ending in /c/ or /s/ take the suffix /-ika/, e.g. 
 
/rhacika-rhacika/ 'while laughing' /ursika-ursika/ 'while taking a bath' 
 
8.11. Interrogative forms 
 In many cases interrogative forms are indicated by a simple change of intonation. But 
in the case of the present tense habitual actions, interrogatives are formed by adding the 
normal present progressive/continuous suffixes /-c‰ni/ and /-kini/ to the base of the verbs. 
 
/ka:Tc‰ni/ 'does he cut?' /tadc‰ni/ 'does he beat?' 
/ty ~okini/ 'does he weep?' 
 
8.12. Subjunctive forms 
 Subjunctive forms are used for asking permission from the hearer. These are possible 
in first person singular and plural only. First person singular forms have the suffix /-ku/ and 
the plural forms have the suffix /-pye/ added to the base of the verb. Examples: 
 
/j˙ku/ 'may I eat?' /j˙pye/ 'may we eat?' 
/diku/ 'may I go?' /dipye/ 'may we go?' 
/rhacku/ 'may I laugh?' /rhacpye/ 'may we laugh?' 
 
8.13. Verbal Nouns 
 As stated earlier, the infinitive form with the suffix /-p˙≥/ can be used as a verbal 
noun.  Examples: 
 

/dip˙≥ naca:r/ 'before going' 
/jap˙≥ lyøN/ 'after eating' 
/gye dip˙≥ ca:c˙≥/ 'I want to go'  
/gye-ru dip˙≥ gy~ukhan/ 'I should go' 

 
In the last two examples subordinate clauses are also included.  In the case of /gye dip˙≥ 
ca:c˙≥/ the nominative form of the pronoun /gye/ is used, but in the other construction the 
pronoun is placed in the dative case: /gyeru/.  It is very much like in Hindi m ~‰ ja:na: cahta: 
h~u 'I want to go' and mujhe ja:na: ca:hiye 'I should go' (mujhe and mujhko are Hindi dative 
forms). 
 
8.14. Verbal noun as agent of action 
 Verbal nouns marking the agent of the action can also be formed by adding the suffix   
/-t/ to the base of the verb along with a borrowed IA agentive nominalizing form /wa:wo/ 
(Hindi wa:la:). But this form may be dropped in rapid speech. Examples: 
 
/jat wa:wo/ 'one who eats' /t~ut/ 'one who eats' 
/dit/ 'one who goes' /rhat/ 'one who comes' 
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/dha:t/ 'one who gives' /bat/ 'one who brings' 
 
 Verbal nouns may also be formed by adding the suffix /-cir/ to the verb base. This 
verb form is used in the sense of 'for the purpose of' or 'for the sake of', and is used as a 
nominal.  Examples: 
 
/gye dho-ru k~a-cir diki/ 'I went to see him.' 
I him-DAT see-PURP went  
 
/in dho-ru dha:-cir din/ 'We went to give him (something).' 
we him-DAT give-PURP went 
 
/j˙ggu Ka:T-cir rh‰/ 
Jaggu cut-PURP came  'Jaggu came to cut.'  
 
8.15. Tense and Aspect 
 We shall give the conjugated verb forms in the present, past, and future tenses and in 
the progressive and perfective aspects. 
 
 Transitive Intransitive 
 t~up˙≥ 'to drink' rhap˙≥ 'to come' 
Present tense 
1p. sg. gye t~u:k˙≥/t~u:≥ rha≥ 
 pl. in t~u:k˙ni/t~u:ni rhani 
 
2p. sg. g˙n t~u:k˙n/t~u:n rhan 
 pl. g~‰ t~u:k˙ni/t~u:ni rhani 
 
3p. sg. dh‰ t~u:k˙n/t~u:n rhan 
 pl. dh‰tye t~u:≥k˙ni/t~u:ni rhani 
 
 The present tense suffixes are fused morphs representing tense, person, and number. 
The present tense first person singular form is /-k˙≥/ or /-≥/; The present tense first person 
plural, second person plural, and third person plural suffix is /-ni/, and the present tense 
second and third person singular has the suffix /-n/. These suffixes hold good for both 
transitive and intransitive verbs. In some cases there is an intervening element /-k-/ in the 
case of the above conjugations and the element /-c-/ in some verbs; e.g. /dha:/ 'to give', the 
present forms are 1p. [dha:c˙≥] (sg.), [dha:cini] (pl.); 2p. [dha:c˙n] (sg.), [dha:cini] (pl.); 3p. 
[dhac˙n] (sg.), [dha:cini] (pl.). This /-c-/ element also appears in progressive forms where it 
may be treated as a progressive marker. Still these elements need further historical 
explanation.  
 
Present progressive 
1p. sg. gye t~u:c~‰ki rhac~‰ki 
 pl. in t~u:c‰ni rhac‰ni 
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2p. sg. g˙n t~u:c‰ni rhac~‰ni 
 pl. g~‰ t~u:c‰ni rhac~‰ni 
 
3p. sg. dh‰ t~u:c‰ rhac‰ 
 pl. dh‰tye t~u:c‰ni rhac‰ni 
 
 The progressive aspect marker is /-c‰/ or /-c~‰/, which is added before the person-
number-tense marker. But the markers undergo changes as we can see above. First person 
singular is /-ki/; first person plural, second person singular and plural and third person plural 
have the same suffix, /-ni/. 
 
Past tense 
1p. sg. gye-j˙ t~u:ki gye rhaki 
 pl. in-j˙ t~u:n in rhan 
 
2p. sg. g˙n-j˙ t~u:n g˙n rhan 
 pl. g~‰-j˙ t~u:n g~‰ rhan 
 
3p. sg. dh‰-j˙ t~u:~îj˙/t~u:~î dh‰ rh‰ 
 pl. dh˙t~‰-j˙ t~u:~îj˙/t~u:~î dh‰tye rh ~‰ 
 
 The past tense markers are first person singular /-ki/, first person plural, second 
person singular and plural /-n/, and third person plural /- ~î/. 
 The suffix /-j˙/ is an agentive marker added to the subject as well as to transitive 
verbs in past tense forms. However, it is found that the transitive verb may have it optionally. 
In rapid speech it is sometimes left out even from the subject.  It has been found that /j˙-/ 
appears with first person and second person verb forms as well. But it is optionally dropped 
more often with the first and second person verb forms and it is retained more often with the 
third person verb forms. 
 
Past progressive 
1p. sg. gye t~u:ci/gye-j˙ t~u:ci-j˙ gye rhac~î 
 pl. in t~u:ci  in rhac~î  
 
2p. sg. g˙n t~u:ci g˙n rhac~î 
 pl. g~‰ t~u:ci g~‰ rhac~î 
 
3p. sg. dh‰ t~u:ci dh‰ rhac~î 
 pl. dh‰tye t~u:ci dh‰tye rhac~î 
 
Present perfect 
1p. sg. gyi-t˙ t~u:p~îj˙ gye rhat~î 
 pl. in-t˙ t~u:p~îj˙ in rhat~î 
 
2p. sg. g‰-t˙ t~u:p~îj˙ g˙n rhat~î 
 pl. g~‰-t˙ t~u:p~îj˙ g~‰ rhat~î 
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3p. sg. dh‰-t˙ t~u:p~îj˙ dh‰ rhat~î 
 pl. dh˙t~‰-t˙ t~u:p~îj˙ dh‰tye rhat~î 
 
 The suffix /-t˙/ is the genitive suffix and is added to perfective forms giving the sense 
of 'something is done by the subject'. It is used basically in passive constructions. 
 
Future tense  
1p. sg. gye t~u:ta gye rhatta 
 pl. in t~u:tan in rhattan 
 
2p. sg. g˙n t~u:tan g˙n rhattan 
 pl. g~‰ t~u:tan g~‰ rhattan 
 
3p. sg. dh‰ t~u:ti dh‰ rhatti 
 pl. dh‰tye t~u:tin dh‰tye rhattin 
 
Conjugation of the auxiliary verb /hw˙np˙≥/ 'to be': 
Present tense: 
1p. sg. hinki pl. hini 
2p. sg. hini pl. hini 
3p. sg. y~a pl. hini 
 
Past tense:  
Past tense has a single form in all the persons and numbers: /h ~î/ 'was, were'. 
 
Future tense: 
1p. sg. hw˙nta pl. hw˙ntan 
2p. sg. hw˙ntan pl. hw˙ntan 
3p. sg. hw˙nti pl. hw˙ntin 
 
9.0. Agreement 
 The agreement system is also tied to the verb forms. The marking differs with the 
tense of the verb. In some cases it appears to be a degenerated system, whereas in some cases 
it is symmetrical. In present tense forms it has three way system, i.e., first person singular has 
one form; first person, second person and third person plural has another form and a third 
form represents second person and third person singular. We can say that with regard to 
person the distinction is made between first person singular and non-first person; whereas 
with regard to number in all the persons the plural form is the same. 
 In the present progressive also there is a three way system of argeement marking, but 
with some differences: first person stands out alone then first person plural, second person 
singular-plural and third person plural; and third person singular is also unique. In the present 
tense system it goes with second person. 
 In the past tense the three tier system is maintained but with different alignments: first 
person maintains its staus as earlier, while first person plural goes with second person 
singular-plural and the third person singular-plural join together in one form. It may be 
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important here to mention the agentive marker attached to the subject and optionally to the 
transitive verb form in past tense forms. 
 Past progressive and present perfect follow a highly simplified system where only a 
single form is found in all the numbers and persons. 
 Future tense follows a four way system: first person singular, first person plural, 
second person singular-plural, third person singular and third person plural.  Agreement is 
with the agent. There is no agreement with regard to patient or noun-adjective forms in this 
language.  Examples of the agreement forms can be seen in the verb paradigm charts just 
given in the preceding section. 
 
10.0. The Noun Phrase 
 An NP consists of a noun or a pronoun, which may be modified by a pronoun, 
quantifier, or adjective. Examples: 
 
/dhi khui/ 'this dog' /mi/ 'man' 
/dhi si:d khui/ 'this white dog' /dhi mi/ 'this man' 
/dhitye si:d˙ khuise/ 'these white dogs' /sum mi/ 'three men' 
/dhitye pi ti≥d˙ khuise/ 'these four black dogs' /mhast mise/ 'many men' 
/gyit˙ by˙d/ 'my brother' /ci:ci rhig˙r/ 'some field' 
/sarba: nhyanta mi/ '(a) young handsome man' 
 
 Verbal nouns can also appear in NPs, in the older form of relative clause introduced 
in Section 3.10, e.g. /t ~ut mi/ 'drinking man' (the man who drinks); /dit wa:wo/ 'one who goes'. 
 
11.0. The Verb Phrase 
 The VP consists of a main verb preceded by an adverb and/or followed by an 
auxiliary. Verbal endings appear on the auxiliary. Examples: 
 
/dh‰ j˙tti/ 'He will drink.' 
 he drink+FUT 
  
/ramu di-t h~î/ 'Ramu had gone.' 
 Ramu go-NOM was  
 
/j˙ggu beh˙d tu:~n/ 'Jaggu drinks a lot.'  
 Jaggu too.much drink 
  
/dh‰ ch ~aTo bha:j‰/ 'He ran fast.' 
 he fast ran 
  
/gye di-p˙≥ ca:c˙≥/ 'I want to go.' 
 I go-NOM wish+PRESENT  
 
/dh‰tye rha-p˙≥ ca:cini/ 'They want to come.' 
 they come-NOM wish+PRESENT 
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/in dh‰-ru k~acir din/ 'We went to see him.' 
 we he-DAT see went 
 
/gyi-j˙ dh‰-ru rha-p˙≥-ru lw‰ki/ 'I asked him to come.' 
 I-ERG  he-DAT come-NOM-DAT asked 
 
Some predicates are formed from combinations of noun plus verb, adjective plus verb, or 
adverb plus verb: 
 
Noun + verb 
/ka:m l˙p˙≥/ 'to work' 
work do 
 
/m˙s rhap˙≥/ 'to dream' 
dream come 
 
/gy˙s dha:p˙≥/ 'to swear' 
 oath give 
 
/yu b˙Na:p˙≥/ 'to make beer' 
beer make 
 
/kaNo l˙p˙≥/ 'to make a hole' 
 hole do 
 
Adjective + verb 
/øri chu˙rp˙≥/ 'to appear fine' 
 good appear 
 
/sod chu˙rp˙≥/ 'to feel cold' 
 cold appear 
 
Adverb +verb 
/lyøN l˙p˙≥/ 'to follow someone' 
 behind do 
 
/picø l˙p˙≥/ 'to follow someone' 
behind do 
 
12.0. Syntax 
 The normal word order in Rongpo is Subject-Object-Verb (SOV). Examples of 
simple sentences with copula: 
 
/gyi-d˙b khui y~a/ 'I have a dog.' 
 I-to dog is 
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/dhi gyi-t˙ lhama y~a/ 'This is my goat.' 
 this I-GEN goat is 
 
/gyi-d˙b kita:b-se hini/ 'I have books.' 
 I-to book-pl. is 
 
/dh‰ gyi-t˙ by˙d hini/ 'He is my brother.' 
 he I-GEN brother is 
 
 It can be seen from the possession examples that agreement is with the possessed 
object, even if the oblique possessor phrase preceeds the NP representing the possessed 
object.  The copula /y ~a/ can be substituted for by /hini/ but not vice versa. It may be that 
initially /y ~a/ was the singular copula and /hini/ the plural copula, but now with the singular 
we may have /y ~a/ or /hini/, but with the plural it is always /hini/. 
 
12.1. The direct object 
 The direct object normally follows the subject in monotransitive clauses. Subjects 
may be put in the agentive case and the object may be in the dative case.  
 
/gye-j˙ dh‰-ru t~aki/ 'I saw him.' 
 I-ERG he-DAT saw 
 
But the object may not always receive dative case. In general, NPs representing inanimate 
and often also non-human animate referents do not take the dative marker: 
 
/seru-j˙ pyec ta≥i/ 'The boy saw the bird.' 
boy-ERG bird saw 
 
12.2. The indirect object 
 In ditransitive clauses, the indirect object is placed before the direct object. The 
indirect object takes the dative marker, while the direct object does not receive any case 
marking. Examples: 
 
/ramu-j˙ m˙kru-ru kita:b dh‰/ 'Ramu gave Makru a book.' 
 ramu-ERG m˙kru-DAT book gave 
 
/seru-j˙ dh‰-ru kita:b dh~‰/ 'The boys gave him a book.' 
 boys-ERG he-DAT book gave 
 
/ramu-j˙ gyi-ru ph˙l khi/ 'Ramu gave me fruit.' 
 Ramu-ERG I-DAT fruit gave 
 
12.3. Interrogative sentences 
 Interrogative sentences may contain a question word (wh-word) such as /khye/ 'what', 
which can also move to the front of the sentence, or interrogation may be indicated by a 
rising intonation. Examples:  
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/g‰-d˙b khye y~a/ 'What do you have?' 
 you-to what is 
 
/khye g˙n gyi-ru j˙-p˙≥ mha-khi t˙rc˙n‰/ 
what you I-DAT eat-NOM NEG-give can 
'Can't you give me something to eat?' 
 
/dhi khui gho-t˙ hini/ 'Whose dog is this?' 
this dog what-GEN is 
 
/gho rh‰/ 'Who came?' 
who came 
 
/dh‰ gu˙st rh‰/ 'When did he come?' 
he when came 
 
/g˙n khimi hini/ 'How are you?' 
you how is 
  
 In the examples above the question words are /khye/ 'what', /gho-t˙/ 'whose', /gho/ 
'who', /gu˙st/ 'when', and /khimi/ 'how', which are responsible for the interrogative sense 
along with the rising intonation. The other question words are: 
 
/khyoru/ 'why' /khyor mha/ 'why not' 
/gu/ 'where' /khy˙l˙≥/ 'how much, how many'  
/khilep/ 'how much, how many' 
 
 Interrogative sentences can be formed with the help of rising intonation. Some 
examples of suffixes like /-‰, -‰ni, -c˙n‰, -k˙n‰/ are also found (see §8.11). Examples:  
 
/dh‰ ghu‰ni/ 'Who is he?' 
/dh‰ kh~ec˙n‰/ 'Does he pull?' 
/m˙kru dij˙/ 'Makru went.' 
/m˙kru dij‰/ 'Did Makru go?' 
/j˙ggu ty ~øk˙n‰/ 'Does Jaggu weep?' 
 
 In the examples about Makru above, both forms are given because some verbs have 
the suffix /-‰/ in the simple past as well; e.g. /dh‰ rh‰/ 'he went'. With rising intonation it will 
be interrogative. 
 
/dh‰-ru aber rh‰/ 'Did he come late?' 
he-DAT late come 
 
/g ~‰-d˙b boti y~a/ 'Do you have milk?' 
you(pl.)-to milk is 
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/g˙n Dya:ra: dic‰ni/ 'Are you going home?' 
you(sg.) home go+PRESPROG 
 
 With rising intonation these sentences can be interrogative ones.  One of the suffixes 
used for imperative sentences also has the form /‰/ (see §8.2), but imperatives would not take 
a rising intonation. 
 
13.4. Negation 
 The negative adverb [mha ~ ma] generally appears immediately before the verb in 
negative clauses. The normal form for the negative marker is /mha/, but in rapid speech the 
aspiration is lost and the negative marker is pronounced [ma]. Examples: 
 
/gye gy˙≥/ 'I go.' /gye ma-gy˙≥/ 'I do not go.' 
/dh‰ di/ 'He went.' /dh‰ ma-di/ 'He did not go.' 
/dh‰ ditti/ 'He will go.' /dh‰ ma-ditti/ 'He will not go.' 
  
 In the case of emphatic sentences the negative particle is placed after the verb form. 
Examples: 
 
/gye ditta m˙g˙r rhatta mha/ 'I shall go but shall not come back.' 
 I go+FUT but come+FUT not 
 
/gye-se y~u-sk˙n mha/ 'I am not able to walk.' 
 I-ABL walk-able not 
 
 Negation can also appear in interrogative sentences. Examples: 
  
/dhi g‰-t˙ duka:n m‰ni/ 'Isn't this your shop?' 
 this you-GEN shop not.is (< mahini) 
 
/g˙n ma-rhac‰ni/ 'Aren't you coming?' 
 you not-come+PRESPROG 
 
13.5. Conjunction and disjunction 
 Phrases or sentences can be joined with the help of the following coordinate 
conjuctions: /d ~ø, døNi, j~‰, j‰Ni, ˙r/. /d ~ø/ and /døNi/; /j~‰/ and /j‰Ni/ may alternate. Some 
informants gave /d ~ø/, whereas some gave /j~‰/ for this coordinator. Only two phrases or 
sentences can be conjoined with these conjunctions; having more than two phrases is not 
allowed.  E.g. 
 
/gye d ~ø dh‰/ 'I and he' 
/ramu d ~ø m˙kru/ 'Ramu and Makru' 
 
but we cannot say  
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*/gye, g˙n, d~ø dh‰/ 'I, you and he' 
*/ramu, m˙kru, d ~ø pu:ja:/ 'Ramu, Makru and Puja' 
 
 In such cases a pause between the phrases or words is enough. The adjectives have 
their scope within the phrase and they can not cross the conjunction 'and', therefore there is 
no ambiguity like in English where 'old men and women' has two readings. E.g., /Δ∆~at mi j ~‰ Δ∆~at 
ky~eTi/ 'old man and old woman'; /Δ∆~at mi j ~‰ kyeTi/ 'old man and woman who is not old'. Verb 
phrases are conjoined with /˙r/. This is a borrowing of Hindi ør 'and'. 
 
/dh‰ tu:ni ˙r j˙ni/ 'He drinks and eats.' 
/g˙n rhan ˙r dh‰ di/ 'You came and he went.' 
 
Clauses can also be conjoined by using /m˙g˙r/ 'but'.  E.g. 
 
/gye ditta m˙g˙r rhatta mha/ 'I shall go but will not come.' 
 
Conditional sentences can be conjoined by /˙g˙r ... tø/ 'if ... then'. 
 
/˙g˙r gye gyenj˙ tø dim mhaw˙ni/ 'If I had gone then it would 
  not have happened like this.' 
 
Disjunction is marked by /ya/ 'or', /kit˙ ... kit˙/ 'either or', or by /n˙ ... n˙/ 'neither ... nor'.  
Examples:  
  
/choTu ya moTu/ 'Chotu or Motu' /pi ya ≥‰/ 'four or five' 
/g˙n ya dh‰/ 'you or he' /du ya dø/ 'here or there' 
/g˙n da:l jattan ya j˙b˙≥/ 'Will you eat Dal or cooked food?' 
/kit˙ ra:m kit˙ m˙kru/ 'either Ram or Makru' 
/n˙ m˙kru jatti n˙ ramu jatti/ 'Neither Makru nor Ramu will eat.' (Lit.:  
  'Neither Makru will eat nor will Ramu  
  eat.') 
 
Note: The forms /m˙g˙r/, /˙g˙r ... tø/, /ya/, and /na ... na/ are borrowed from Indo-Aryan 
sources. 
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˙b—adv., now (IA) 
˙g˙r—conj., if (IA) 
˙la:R—adj., tight, narrow (IA) 
˙lsi—adj., rotten (IA)  
˙l—n., yawn 
˙nDa: —n., egg (IA) 
˙ndha—n., blind (masc. IA) 
˙ndhi—n., blind (fem. IA) 
˙nd˙r—pp., inside (IA) 
˙rj—n., request (IA) 
˙r—conj., and (IA) 
˙wu—n., potato (IA) 
aca—n., father's mother 
acha—adj., good, O.K., etc. (IA) 
achi ba:t—adj+n., good thing, good talk, 

used as a phrase (IA) 
aji—adv., once again, more than 
akto phw˙r- —vt., to open the door 
akto—n., door, entrance 
aku—n., father's younger brother, mother's 

younger sister's husband 
alu—pp., in, inside 
amca—n., path, way, road 
anwa:u—n., shepherd 
an—n., sound, voice 
aphi—reflexive pronoun, himself, oneself 

(IA) 
apu—n., breast 
arsi—n., mirror (IA) 
aR˙k-—vi., to cry (IA) 
as‰≥ø—adj., difficult (-a is an IA prefix 

added to TB adj. to derive antonyms) 
a≥ rha-—vi. to snow 
a≥—n., snow 
a:co—n., elder brother 
a:dø—n., ginger (IA) 
a:d˙r—n., respect (IA) 
a:d˙t—n., habit (IA) 
a:ga:s, aga:s—n., sky (IA) 
a:ka khy˙r- —vt., to defecate 
a:ka—n, stool 
a:khiri—adv., last (IA) 
a:l˙N—n., spice (IA) 
a:ma—n., mother 
a:m—n., mango (IA) 

a:na—n., father's sister 
a:pa—n., father 
a:ra:m—n., comfort, rest (IA) 
a:s l˙-—vi., to hope (a:s < IA) 
a:s—n., hope (IA) 
a:ta—n., elder sister, husband's elder 

brother's wife 
a:Th, a:T—num., eight (IA) 
a:wa:j—n., a call, sound (IA) 
a:≥˙N—n., courtyard (IA) 
b˙c˙n dha-—vt., to give promise 
b˙c˙n—n., promise (IA) 
b˙dla: lhe-—vt., to take revenge 
b˙dla: —n., revenge (IA) 
b˙d˙l-—vi., to change (IA) 
b˙g˙t—n., time (IA) 
b˙ja:-—vt., to ring, to play musical 

instrument (IA) 
b˙ja:r—n, market (IA) 
b˙Na:- —vt., to make (IA) 
b˙nca:—n., finger 
b˙ndu:k—n., rifle, gun (IA) 
b˙nd—adj., close (IA) 
b˙ra:b˙r—adj., equal (IA) 
b˙Ra—adj., big (IA) 
b˙Rwa:l—n., a Garhwali clan name 
b˙Rya—n., bull (IA) 
b˙r˙t—n., fast (IA) 
b˙s—adv., enough, stop (IA) 
b˙ta:-—vt., to tell (IA) 
b˙t~ø—n., wind (IA) 
b~ac- —vt., to read (IA) 
b~ad˙r—n., monkey (IA) 
b~aj—n., childless woman (IA) 
b~as—n., bamboo (IA) 
b~aT-—vt., to distribute (IA) 
ba- bar-—vt., to bring 
ba:ba—n., younger brother or sister 
ba:bu—n., father (address term) (IA) 
ba:churu—n., calf (IA) 
ba:d˙w—n., cloud (IA) 
ba:gya—adv., two days after tomorrow 
ba:g—n., tiger (IA) 
ba:j-,—vt.,to play a musical instrument 

(IA) 
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ba:lu—n., lamb 
ba:≥~ø —adj., left side (IA) 
ba:Re—n., shoemaker (IA) 
ba:Rø —n., garden (IA) 
ba:R—n., fence (IA) 
ba:R—n., flood (IA) 
ba:s—n., smell (IA) 
ba:wo—n., sand (IA) 
bag—vt, to tear 
baki—n., remainder, balance (IA) 
barkha rha- —vi., to get rain 
barkha—n., rain (IA) 
beh˙d—adv., too much (IA) 
beka:r—adj., useless (IA) 
b‰ri—n., enemy (IA) 
bet—n., stick, cane (IA) 
bi, bhi—adv., also (IA) 
bi:s—num., twenty (IA) 
bi:t—vi., pass away (time) (IA) 
biga:R-—vt., to spoil (IA) 
big˙R-—vi., to be spoiled (IA) 
big˙r—adv., without (IA) 
bik—n., poison (IA) 
bima:ri—n., disease (IA) 
bima:r—n., sick (IA) 
birkhu—n., kidney 
birø—n., cat (IA) 
bist˙ra—n., bedding (IA) 
biswa:s—n., faith (IA) 
bis˙r-—vi., to forget (IA) 
bita:-—vt., to spend (time) (IA) 
bit—n., hunger 
b~øThi—n., a type of sack 
bøgTya—n., a type of goat 
bok-—vt., to weigh 
boldu—adj., soft 
bøN—n., forest (IA) 
boT-—vt., to make rope (IA) 
boti—n., buttermilk 
bot˙w—n., bottle (IA) 
bøyø—n., mad (IA) 
bù-—vt., to carry 
bu:N-—vt., to knit, to weave (IA) 
bu:s—n., straw 
bu:t-—n., to sow, to plough 
buDya—n., old man (IA) 
buD˙i—n., old woman (IA) 
bu—n., grain 
bu~a—n., a village name 

buani—n., broom (IA) 
bu˙l-—vi., lie down 
bya:du—adj., thin (flat objects like paper, 

cloth) 
bya:kpya—n., flour 
bya≥—n., Tibet 
bya≥pa—n., a Tibetan 
by~‰-—vi., to run 
byø —n., marriage (IA) 
byøli—n., bride (IA) 
byølø —n., bridegroom (IA) 
byoRu—adj., first (IA) 
by˙d—n., brother 
by˙se—n., brothers (pl.) 
bh˙b˙R-,—vi., to roast (IA) 
bh˙b˙Rya:-—vt., roast (IA) 
bh˙ddø —adj., ugly (IA) 
bh˙ga:-—vt. drive away, to elope (IA) 
bh˙gwa:n—n., God (IA) 
bh˙la:dim—n., good person (IA) 
bh˙st—n., buckwheat 
bh˙s—n., a type of grain out of which a 

loaf is made which is considered 
sacred 

bh˙tija—n., nephew (IA) 
bh˙tiji—n., niece (IA) 
bh˙Tya:-—vi., to call (near the speaker) 
bha:i—n., brother (IA) 
bha:j-—vi., to run, to go away (IA) 
bha:Nja—n., sister's son (IA) 
bha:Nji—n., sister's daughter (IA) 
bha:N—n., hemp (IA) 
bha:p—n., steam (IA) 
bha:ri—adj., heavy (IA) 
bhala≥ —n., a generic term used for cows, 

bulls. 
bhaT—a Garhwali brahmin clan name 

(IA) 
bh~‰sø—n., buffalo bull (IA) 
bhed—n., secret (IA) 
bhej-,—vt., to send (IA) 
bh‰N—n., puzzle, shaft (IA) 
bhi:j-—vi., to get wet (IA) 
bhija:- —vt., to make wet (IA) 
bhiti—n., wall (IA) 
bhø rha- vi., to get boiling 
bh~ø —n., eye brow (IA) 
bhori—n., a clan name 
bhøR—n., hero one who leads (IA) 
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bhøw—n., ebullition, boiling 
bh~uk-, bh~ug-—vi., to bark (IA) 
bhu:j—n., birch tree (IA) 
bhug:r—n., a Tibetan type of sheep 
bhujy˙≥—n., fly (IA) 
bhuj˙lø—n., gourd (IA) 
bhurø—adj., brown (IA) 
bhusø—n., fodder (IA) 
bhu—n., snake, insect (IA) 
bhw ~ari—n., bee of big size 
bhw ~ît˙ya—n., a village name 
bhya:p-—vi., to do good 
c˙ba- c˙pa-—vt., to chew (IA) 
c˙ku—n., knife (IA) 
c˙la-—vt., to drive, to help someone walk 

(IA) 
c˙m˙k-—vi., to shine (IA) 
c˙m˙ka:-—vt., to cause to shine (IA) 
c˙nt—adj., sharp 
c˙T‰ —n., mat (IA) 
ca:-—vi., to wish (IA) 
ca:k-—vt., to try, to test 
ca:ma—n., daughter 
ca:m—n., skin (IA) 
ca:s-—vt., to begin, to start 
ca:T-—vt., to lick (IA) 
cag, cyag.,—n., iron 
camko—n., a type of bag made of wool 
cart l˙- —vt., to make hot 
cart—adj., hot 
ca≥- cya≥-—vi., to leak 
ci:ci—adj., small, a little bit (solidthings) 
ci:j—n., thing 
ci:mi—n., mother's younger sister 
ci:N- —vt., to build (brick or stone wall or 

house) 
ci:ni—n., sugar (IA) 
ci:r-—vi, to saw (IA) 
cipø —n., eye lash (IA) 
cira:-—vi., to get saw (IA) 
ci—n., grass 
comma—n., a type of gamble game 
coR-—vt., to peel (IA) 
cori—n., theft (IA) 
cor—n., thief (IA) 
cu:n-—vt., to choose (IA) 
cu:s-—vt., to suck (IA) 
cum-—vt., to hold, to catch 
cur-—vt., to light (lamp, match etc.) 

cuTka—n., a local blanket 
cu≥ gya—n., sixth day after tomorrow 
cwi:r—n., python 
cw ~o-—vt., to card cotton or wool 
cwøko—n., chaff (IA) 
cya:p- cya:-—vt., to press 
cy ~ari—n., bed bug 
cya≥-—vt., to lick 
cyu:-—vt., to brew 
cyu:i—n., apricot 
cy ~uku khy˙r-—vt., to urinate 
cy ~uku—n., urine 
cy ~øcø —n., figure, shape 
cy˙d- cy˙p-—vt., to kindle fire 
c~ør—n., yak (IA) 
ch˙m—n., wool 
ch˙nt—n., light 
ch˙t—n., roof (IA) 
ch˙wo—adj., dirt 
cha:N-—vt., to choose (IA) 
cha:pø —n., elder sister's husband 
cha:rø—n., ashes 
cha:ti—n., breast, chest (IA) 
chakø—n., picture 
ch ~aT-—vt., to select (IA) 
ch ~aTø —adj., fast 
chat—adj., warm 
cha—n., salt 
chemi—n., a type of beans 
cheR-—vt., to tease (IA) 
cheri—n., son 
ches-—vi., to warm oneself 
cheT—adv., far 
ch‰ —num., six (IA) 
ch‰l—n., shade (IA) 
ch‰po—adj., sixth 
chi, chi-chi—n., shame 
ch ~îk-—vt., to sneeze 
ch ~îk—n., sneeze (IA) 
chi:l-—vt., to peel (IA) 
chi:N—adj., weak (IA) 
chi:r-—vt., to milk 
chin-—vt., to tie a knot 
chinka—n., a name of a village (winter 

village) 
chinpa—n., liver 
chormi—n., female 
choro—n., spleen 
chorso—n., male 
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ch ~ø-—vt., to buy 
chø—n., thorn 
chu:T-—vi., to be left out (IA) 
chukpa rha-—vi., to be offended 
chukpa—n., anger, a feeling of being 

offended 
chuni—n., chin (IA) 
chura—n., cheese 
chu˙iya—n., avalanche 
chu˙r-—vi., to feel, to appear 
chya—n., pair 
chya:c-—vt., to break 
chya:s-—vi., to be ready 
chyadpa—adj., sweet 
chyampa—n., bad cold 
chyu-—vt., to divide, to share 
chyøR—n., extreme edge (IA) 
chy˙s, ch˙s—adj., fat 
d˙b—pp., possessive postposition 
d˙ga:t—n., that time 
d˙gDya:no—n., shaky (IA) 
d˙kchin—n., south 
d˙kt—adj., hard (IA) 
d˙ma:g, dima:g—n., brain (IA) 
d˙mi—adv., like that 
d˙phna:-,—vt., to bury 
d˙ph˙n-—vi., to be buried (IA) 
d˙ph˙n—n., bury (IA) 
d˙rmya:n—pp., in between 
d˙s—num., ten (IA) 
dagar—n., outside (outside the room, 

house) 
dag˙Rya:Ni—n., female friend (IA) 
dag˙Rya—n., friend (IA) 
daksiN—n., a payment given to a priest 

for his religious work 
da:i—n., mid-wife (IA) 
da:n—n., alms (IA) 
dan—n., a type of carpet 
da≥—n., a rope used for keeping clothes 
da:Na—n., grain, corn (IA) 
dar- darc-—vi., to tremble 
da:Ra—n., molar teeth (IA) 
da:Ri—n., beard (IA) 
darsan—n., visit, meeting, to be seen (IA) 
da:ru—n., liquor (IA) 
dasa—n., position, condition (IA) 
da:si—n., slave (female) (IA) 
da:s—n., slave (IA) 

da:u—n., pulses (IA) 
d‰ —n., curd (IA) 
debi—n., goddess (IA) 
d‰du:t—n., eating and drinking 
d‰No—n., right side (IA) 
des—n., region, country (IA) 
di-—vi., to go 
dila:p—adj., so big, that large 
dil—n., heart (IA) 
dimi—adv., like this, so 
din—n., day (IA) 
dipu—n., this one, this side 
diwa:r—n., wall (IA) 
d~ø-—vi., graze 
d~ø—conj., and 
dø-dø—adv., exactly there 
dod—n., inkpot (IA) 
døn—n., sorrow 
døri—n., hole 
dost —n., friend (IA) 
dosti—n., friendship (IA) 
dø—adv., there 
du—adv., here 
du-du—adv., exactly here 
du~as-—vi., to say 
dua:ro—adv., again (IA) 
du:Na—adj., double (IA) 
du:r—adv., far away (IA) 
duka:nda:r—n., shopkeeper (IA) 
duka:n—n., shop (IA) 
dukhi—n., one who has pain (IA) 
dukh—n., pain, grief (IA) 
dusm˙ni—n., enmity (IA) 
dusm˙n—n., enemy (IA) 
dusro—adj., the other, second (IA) 
dyøl—n., temple (IA) 
dyøra:Ni—n., husband's younger brother's 

wife (IA) 
dyør—n., husband's younger brother (IA) 
dyø—n., god (IA) 
dy˙l˙≥—adj., that many 
dh˙dya:-—vt., to hunt, to rush (IA) 
dh˙ja:r—adv., there, near by, at 
dh˙jer—adv., up there 
dh˙kka:-vt., to push (IA) 
dh˙mka:-—vt., to threaten (IA) 
dh˙na:i—n., bow (IA) 
dh˙ndya:-—vi., walk unsteadily 
dh˙R˙k-—vi. heart beating (IA) 
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dh˙r˙m—n., duty', religion 
dh˙r˙ti—n., earth (IA) 
dh˙t~‰j˙ —pro., they, those (agentive) 
dh˙t~‰nu, dh˙tyanu—pro., they (dative) 
dh~a —adv., now 
dha:-—vt., to give (to 2nd & 3rd person) 
dha:ni—n., a clan name 
dha:n—adv., at once 
dha:rø —n., water stream (IA) 
dha:r—n., an edge, a long mountain range 

(IA) 
dhar ~u —adv., recently,  
dh‰ —pro., 3sg (animate and inanimate) 
dh‰j˙ —pro., 3sg agentive 
dh‰ro, dhoru—pro., 3sg dative 
dh‰tye, dh‰t~‰j˙ —pro.,3pl 
dh‰t˙ —pro., 3sg possessive 
dhi:≥ —adv., last to last year 
dhij˙ —pro., this (sg. agentive) 
dhipu, dipu—adv., on this side 
dhiru—pro., this (sg.dative) 
dhiΔ∆e, dhise—pro., this (sg. ablative) 
dhitya:s-—vi., to be satisfied of hunger 
dhitye—pro., these 
dhit˙—pro., of this 
dhi—pro., this 
dhu:- —vt., lay together 
dhu˙ka—n., deception (IA) 
dhunya:r—n., fisherman (IA) 
dhuwu—n., dust (IA) 
dhya:-vi., to loaf around 
dhya:n se—adv., carefully (IA) 
Da:n—n., punishment in the form of fine 

(IA) 
Da:≥—n., rock (IA) 
Da:w—n., wooden beam (IA) 
Dalo—n., tree (IA) 
Damphan. —, a clan name 
Danø—n., hilly (IA) 
Dasa:N—n., bed (IA) 
Di:b —n., edge 
Dor—n., rope (IA) 
Dø—n., pain (IA) 
Du:b-—vi., to sink (IA) 
Duba:-—vt., to make something sink (IA) 
Du˙g—adj., rough (IA) 
Dya:ra—n., house, a staying place 
D˙ga:r rha-—vi., to belch (IA) 
D˙ga:r—n., belch 

D˙n‰—n., fence (IA) 
D˙ni—n., stretcher, barrow (IA) 
D˙≥k—n., sting (IA) 
D˙r-—vi. to be afraid of (IA) 
D˙ra:-—vt., to frighten (IA) 
Dh~aDu—n., lynx (IA) 
Dha:no rha-—vi., to hail 
Dha:no—n., hail 
Dha:w—n., slope (IA) 
Dher—n, heap (IA) 
Dhono—adj., hollow (IA) 
Dhu:n-—vt., to search (IA) 
Dh˙nya—n., thumb 
Dh˙ma:k—n., a blow, sound of something 

falling (IA) 
e—interj., hey (while calling someone) 
ekd˙m—adj., soon, suddenly (IA) 
ela—interj., exclamation expressing 

surprise 
eRi—n., heel (IA) 
er—pp., above, from the speaker's level 
‰bi—n., wicked person (IA) 
‰b—n., vice (IA) 
‰ni≥—n., respect form for father, fatherly 
‰s—n., enjoyment (IA) 
‰—interj., hey ! 
ga:j—n., foam 
ga:lu—n., cheek (IA) 
ga:t—n., torso (IA) 
gala—n., corn, grain 
ga—n., rice 
geR—n., knot 
gi:lo—adv., wet (IA) 
go-—to think, to understand 
goi—n., ball, a glass bead (IA) 
go—n., a term used for the Garhwali 

person (mas. sg.) 
gua:mi—n., a term used for a Garhwali 

person (fem.sg.) 
guast˙ri—adv., sometimes or the other 
guast˙—adv., when 
guc-—vi., to sleep 
guca—n., father's or mother's maternal 

aunt 
gulu—n., penis 
gunTi—n., button (IA) 
gurbawa—n., goat dung 
guti—n., father's or mother's maternal 

uncle 
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gu—adv., where 
gu˙se—n., garhwalis (masc.pl.) 
gyak- gyakc-—vi., to be broken (used for 

hard objects) 
gya—n., day 
gya—num., hundred 
gyej˙—pro., 1sg agentive 
gye—pro., 1sg 
gyiru—pro., 1sg dative 
gyit˙ wa:sta—pro., 1sg benefactive 
gyit˙—pro., 1sg possessive 
gy˙-—vi., to go (present tense stem only) 
gy˙r- gy˙rc-—vi., to fear 
gy˙rt—n., fear 
gy˙s dha-—vt., to take or give an oath 
gy˙s—n., oath 
gøN-—vt., to count (IA) 
gøu-—vi., melt (IA) 
g~‰t˙—pro., 2pl. possessive 
g‰t˙—pro., 2sg possessive 
g~‰—pro., 2pl 
g˙dda—n., ass (IA) 
g˙drø—n., rivulet 
g˙j—n., yard (IA) 
g˙n—pro., 2sg 
g˙rmi—n., heat (IA) 
g˙R—n., castle (IA) 
g˙R˙m—n., river (IA) 
g˙wa:-—vt., to melt (IA) 
gha:Ti—n., valley (IA) 
gher-—vt., to besiege, to surround (IA) 
ghi:N—n., hate (IA) 
ghiNya:s—vt., to hate (IA) 
gho, ghuø—pro., who, that (relative 

pronoun) 
ghoj˙ —pro., who (sg. agentive) 
ghol-—vt., to dissolve (IA) 
ghori—adv., some, any 
ghoRi—n., mare (IA) 
ghoru—pro., to whom (sg.) 
ghot~‰j˙—pro., who (pl. agentive) 
ghot‰nu—pro., obj. to whom (pl.) 
ghot~‰t˙—pro., whose (pl. possessive) 
ghot˙—pro., whose (sg.) 
ghu:m-—vi., to stroll, to go around (IA) 
ghu˙st˙ri—adj., sometimes 
ghua:Ra—n., horse (IA) 
ghuma:-—vt., to make something move in 

a round (IA) 

ghunnø —n., knee (IA) 
ghya:r—adv., here, this place 
ghya:wo—n., quarrel 
gh˙nTa—n., hour (IA) 
gh˙Ri-gh˙Ri—adv., time and again (IA) 
gh˙Ri—n., clock, watch, moment (IA) 
gh˙s l˙ga:-—vt., to sing a song 
gh˙s—n., song 
gh˙T—n., watermill (IA) 
h~ap-—vi., to gasp (IA) 
h~aΔ∆u:Ru—n., funny, cheerful (IA) 
h~a—adv., yes (IA) 
ha:r-—vi., to be defeated (IA) 
ha:r-gya:r—adv., here and there 
ha:r—adv., away from 
haja:r ~ø—adj. thousands (IA) 
hak˙la,—vi., to stammer (IA) 
halka—adj., light (IA) 
hara:-—vt., to defeat (IA) 
haRkø—n., bone (IA) 
hark ~u—adv., behind 
hati gya—adv., next day 
hati—n., elephant (IA) 
haya—n., plough man (IA) 
hid- hip-—vt., to grind 
hilø—n., mud 
hi—adv., only (IA) 
hoR—n., competition (IA) 
hu≥-, hunc-, hun-, hum-—vi., to sit, to 

live, to be 
huRkya—n., juggler (IA) 
hu~ø-—vt., to roast 
hu˙n- hu˙m-—vt., to be, to take 
hy˙- hy˙c-—vi., to go down 
h~˙sa:-,—vt., to make someone laugh (IA) 
h˙bya:s—n., practice, exercise (IA) 
h˙ja:r—num., one thousand (IA) 
h˙k—n., right (IA) 
h˙mba—n., stubborn 
h˙mesa—adv., always (IA) 
h˙ra:n—adj., surprised (IA) 
h˙Rk~u—adv., this side 
h˙ryø—adj., green (IA) 
i:b —n., sleep 
ichya—n., desire (IA) 
ila:j—n., treatment (IA) 
in —pro., 1pl 
ina:m—n., prize (IA) 
inja:r l˙-—vi., to wait for 
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inja:r—n, wait (IA) 
inj˙—pro., we (agentive form) 
int˙ja:m—n., arrangements (IA) 
int˙—pro., ours (poss.) 
inu—pro., we (dative form) 
~î py˙r—pro., on us 
irΔ∆a—n., jealousy, envy (IA) 
ise, ~îse—pro., from us 
iski:m—n., plan (IA) 
isku:l—n., school (English via IA) 
j˙-—vt., to eat 
j˙b ... t˙b—adv., when ...then (IA) 
j˙bki—adv., when, although (IA) 
j˙b—adv., when (IA) 
j˙b˙≥—n., meal, food 
j˙d—n., wheat 
j˙g˙t—n., a name, world (IA) 
j˙ma:-—vt., to make curd from milk (IA) 
j˙mi:n—n., land (IA) 
j˙ra—adv., a bit (IA) 
j˙ru:r—adv., surely (IA) 
j˙wa:b—n., answer, reply (IA) 
j˙≥˙l—n., forest (IA) 
ja:ga—n., place (IA) 
ja:g—n., watch 
ja:i—n., net (IA) 
ja:j—n., aircraft (IA) 
ja:N-—vi., to know (IA) 
ja:nw˙r—n., animal (IA) 
jaR˙k-—vi., to get stick (IA) 
j~as—n., gold 
j~aThi—n., a stick (IA) 
ja≥gali—n., pajama 
ja≥ma, jagma.—n., copper 
ja≥pø—n., bridge 
ji:b—n., anything with life (IA) 
ji:t-—vi., to win (IA) 
jib˙Ro—n., tongue (IA) 
jita:-,—vt., to win (IA) 
jog—n., fortune (IA) 
jon—n., moon 
joR-—vt., to join (IA) 
joR—n., joint (IA) 
jor—n., power, strength (IA) 
ju:a nhya:- —vt., to gamble 
ju:a—n., gamble (IA) 
ju:wø—n., yoke (IA) 
jua:ba—n., a hybrid of yak 
jua:Ra—n., shoe (IA) 

ju ~aka—n., leech (IA) 
ju ~akha—n., moustache 
jug ~u—n., body 
jumi≥—n., body 
jumi—n., a hybrid of yak 
juTho—n., defiled by eating or drinking 

(IA) 
jya—n., tea (IA) 
jøRo ~ j˙Rø—n., root (IA) 
jør—n., fever (IA) 
j~øy~ø—n., twins (IA) 
j‰N˙r—n., glow.worm 
jha:Ri—n., bush (IA) 
jhi:lø—adj., loose (IA) 
jhi:l—n., lake (IA) 
jhoyø—n., bag (IA) 
jhu:l-—vi., to swing (IA) 
jhula:-—vt., to swing (IA) 
jhunD—n., herd (of animals) (IA) 
jhuri—n., fold (IA) 
jhuTha—n., liar (IA) 
jhuT—n., false, a lie (IA) 
jh˙m˙lTø—n., wasp (IA) 
jh˙Tk-—vi., to jerk (IA) 
jh˙Tka:- —vt., to jerk (IA) 
ka:cø—adj., raw, uncooked (IA) 
k~a:c—n., glass (IA) 
ka:g—n., crow (IA) 
ka:m—n., work (IA) 
ka:Ni—n., story, blind woman (IA) 
ka:No l˙-—vt., to make a hole 
ka:No—n., blind man (IA) 
ka:n—n., shoulder (IA) 
ka:phi—adv., enough (IA) 
ka:T-—to cut (IA) 
kad-—bite of snake, dog 
kakh—adv., besides 
kalco—pp., above, over 
kaldu—pp., above 
kal—pp., in, inside 
kamra—n., room (IA) 
kan- kam-—vi., to catch sight of 
kan-—vi., to see (imp. sg.) 
kanpuRi—n., temple (IA) 
kar—n., ram castrated one 
ker—n., line 
ki (t˙) ... ki (t˙)—conj., either ... or (IA) 
ki:n—adj., dirt (IA) 
kilcø—adv., nearby 
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kildu—pp., in between 
kim—n., house 
kirm˙la—n., ant 
kis˙m—adj., type (IA) 
kita:b—n., book (IA) 
kor-—vt., to carve (IA) 
koT—n., coat (<Eng via IA) 
ku:d-—vi., to jump (IA) 
kui—n., fungus 
kukRu—n., hen (IA) 
kuNi, koNi—n., elbow (IA) 
ku≥kya:-—vi., to bark (IA) 
kua:Ra—n., seed, sprout (IA) 
kuata≥ —n., walnut 
kui:R—n., mist 
ku‰—adv., some 
ky~a-—vi., to be ashamed of 
kya:wa—n., banana (IA) 
ky~øTø—n., boy, man. lad 
ky˙l˙≥—adv., how much, how many 
k~‰Ti—n., young girl, lady 
k˙cha—n., underwear (IA) 
k˙du—n., pumpkin (IA) 
k˙grya:i—n., armpit (IA) 
k˙i—adv., many (IA) 
k˙ma- —vt., to earn, to do (IA) 
k˙mjor—adv., weak (IA) 
k˙m˙r—n., loins, waist (IA) 
k˙ndha—n., shoulder (IA) 
k˙nu:N—n., ear (IA) 
k˙ra:ma:t—n., wonder (IA) 
k˙ri:b—adv., approximate, near (IA) 
k˙s-—vt., to fasten (IA) 
k˙Ta-—vi., to get cut (IA) 
k˙tha—n., story 
k˙Tor—adj., hard (IA) 
k˙Tya:r—n., slope (IA) 
k˙≥gi—n., comb (IA) 
kh~a:s-—vi., to cough (IA) 
kh~a:si rha-—vi., to get a cough 
kh~a:si—n., cough (IA) 
khab- khap-—vt., to cover 
khaks-—vi. to cover oneself (reflexive v.) 
khaTo—adj., sour (IA) 
kha≥—n., a weight of dry things about one 

kilogram or a specified weight 
kha—n., hair of head 
khebi—adv., anything 
kheb—n., needle 

khi:-—vi., to worship 
khi:sa—n., pocket (IA) 
khiga:t, khy˙gat—adv., sometimes 
khikca-—vi., to giggle 
khilep—adj., how much, how many 
khilta—n., shirt 
khimi—adv., how 
khir-—vt., to close door or window 
khiri ... khiri ...—conj., so ... that ... as ... if 
khiri—n., something (also past form of 

/khir-/) 
khiRki—n., window (IA) 
kho-—vt., to harvest 
khoj l˙-—vt., to search 
khoj-—vt., to search (IA) 
khoj—n., search (IA) 
khol-—vt., to open something closed 
khoR—n., enclosure 
khu:b—adj., much, many (IA) 
khub-—vt., to close inside, animals or 

persons etc. 
khud—n., self (IA) 
khuica—n., puppy 
khui—n., dog. 
khulmø—n., hay 
khulø—adj., lose 
khum—n., pillow 
khuTi—n., lower leg (IA) 
khu—n., smoke 
khua:ma—n., bed 
khuar-—vt., to turn over 
khu˙k˙lo—adj., hollow (IA) 
khyag- khyak-—vt., to break, to pluck 
khyagt˙—adj., sweet 
khyen, khyenø—adv., what, that 
khye—adv., what 
khyo-—vt., to scrape 
khyor mha—adv., why not 
khyoru ki—conj., because 
khyoru—adv., why 
khyos-—vi., to ride 
khy˙-—vt., to give to first person only 
khy˙ga:t˙ mha khy˙ga:t˙—adv., 

sometimes or the other 
khy˙ga:t˙—adv., sometimes 
khy˙kø—adv., how much, how many 
khy˙l-—vi., to leave behind 
khy˙r-—vt., to talk 
khy˙wa, khyøwa—n., husband 
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khø-—vi., to be hungry 
khøcø—n., belley, stomach 
khøN-—vt., to dig (IA) 
kh~‰ guast—adv., sometime 
kh~‰c-—vt., to pull (IA) 
kh~‰gu—adv., somewhere (IA) 
kh~‰—adv, somewhere, anywhere (IA) 
kh˙b˙r lhe-—vi., to take information,or 'to 

take to task 
kh˙b˙r—n., news, information (IA) 
kh˙m—n., beam 
kh˙nt—adj., unsharp 
kh˙ra:b—adj., bad (IA) 
kh˙ro-—vt., to stir 
kh˙s ~u—adj., dull, not bright (IA) 
kh˙tagt˙—adj., bitter 
kh˙Tkh˙T—adv., knock (IA) 
kh˙Tkh˙Ta-—vt., to knock 
kh˙wa-—vt., to feed (IA) 
la:k—num., one lac 
la:ma—n., father’s elder brother’s 

wife;mother’s elder sister 
la:≥ -—vi., to cross some hurdle (IA) 
la:N—n., clothing (IA) 
la:pa—n., father's elder brother, mother's 

elder sister's husband 
la:Tø—adj., dumb (IA) 
la:u—n., saliva (IA) 
labu—adj., big. large 
laca—n., young one of goat 
lagpa—n., glove 
lagtu—adj., thin 
lag—n., hand 
lalli—n., a type of woolen blanket 
la≥bø—n., cowdung 
la≥Ra—adj., lame (IA) 
la≥sa—n., manure, dung 
la—n., a type of goat, month 
lek-—vt., to write (IA) 
ler—n., position 
les -—vi., to smear 
l‰—pp., with 
li:d˙—adj., heavy 
lika:-,—vt., to cause to write (IA) 
litø—adv., near 
lob—n., greed (IA) 
logTo—n., uncastrated male goat 
løR-—vt., to quarrel (IA) 
løT-,—vi., to come back (IA) 

løTa:- vt., to return (IA) 
lotø—n., skin 
lua—n., lungs 
lu:la—adj., a person without hands (IA) 
lu:tø—n., mange 
lu:T—vt., to rob (IA) 
lu≥gya—adv., four days after tomorrow 
lua:r—n., blacksmith (IA) 
lya-—vt., to give birth 
lya:c- —vi., to be born 
lyoni—adj, next 
lyøN—adv., behind, after 
ly˙- lya:c-—vi., burn 
l˙-, lu˙-—vt., to say, to speak 
l˙-—to do, to make 
l˙c-l˙cø—adj., flexible (IA) 
l˙ga:ta:r—adv., continuously (IA) 
l˙n—n., work 
l˙peT-—vt., to rap, to roll (IA) 
l˙s—n., price 
l˙Tka:-—vt., to hang (IA) 
l˙T˙k-—vi., hang (IA) 
l˙wa—n., a type of blanket 
lha:ma—n., a type of goat 
lhabca, lhapca—n., ring 
lhe-—vt., to take 
lhed˙—adj., yellow 
lhu≥ja—n., leech 
lhy˙m- lhy˙n-—vt., to drive away cattle 
lh˙soR-—vt., to pull 
ma:l˙k—n., landlord, owner (IA) 
ma:ma—n., mother's brother, father's 

sister's husband 
ma:n- vi., to agree (IA) 
ma:Na—n., a name of the valley 
ma:n—n., respect (IA) 
ma:phi tho-—vt., to request pardon 
ma:phi—n., forgiveness (IA) 
ma:wa—n., a chain of beads (IA) 
ma:ya—n., illusion, money (IA) 
macha—n., fish (IA) 
magpa, makpa—n., younger sister's 

husband, daughter's husband 
makRa—n., spider (IA) 
marcha—n., a name given to the people of 

one of the valley 
marka—n., a village name 
mar—n., ghee, clarified butter 
ma—n., sheep 
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m‰ sa:su—n., husband's maternal aunt 
m‰da:n—n., plane ground (IA) 
m‰la—adj., dirty (IA) 
m‰l—n., dirt (IA) 
men˙t—n., hard work (IA) 
mi:l—n., a mile (English via IA) 
mign˙ra—n., yellowish eye discharge 
migti—n., tears 
mig—n., eye 
mi≥gya—adv., a day after tomorrow 
miri—n., gums 
miser—n., father's younger brother's wife 
mise—n., persons (pl.) 
miTa:-—vt., to wipe (IA) 
mitig—n., a flying insect 
mi—n., person 
momo—n., mother's mother 
moNø, moRø—n., dead body (IA) 
moR-—vi., to turn (IA) 
mos-—vt., mop up 
møs˙m—n., weather (IA) 
mu—n., original stock, base 
mu:c-—vi. to let loose 
mua:ri—n., wild bee 
mu ~a—n., kiss 
muca:-—vt. to release 
mulya≥—adv., night 
mul—n., silver 
mul‰m. —adj., soft (IA) 
muncanam—adv., early morning 
muncø—adv., morning 
munya:u—n,source 
murkuli—n., earring (IA) 
muskil—adj., difficult (IA) 
muyo—n., scoundrel 
mu≥ri—n., maize (IA) 
myø—n., barren land 
my˙nkø—n., frog (IA) 
m˙ch˙r—n., mosquito (IA) 
m˙ja:k—n., fun, joke (IA) 
m˙na:- —vt., to persuade (IA) 
m˙≥d˙—adj., red 
m˙≥˙r—n., water well 
m˙n—n., mind, heart (IA) 
m˙rc—n., chilli (IA) 
m˙Rgini, m˙Ngini—n., nape of the neck 

(IA) 
m˙rtoliya—n., a clan name 
m˙R—n., a weight of 37 kg. 

m˙s—n., dream 
mhan—n., medicine 
mhast—adv., very many, very much (IA) 
mhaΔ∆a—n., elder brother's wife 
mha—adv., negation marker, no, not 
mhe—n., fire 
mhin—n., name 
mho-—vt.to load 
na:c-—vt., to dance (IA) 
na:c—n., dance (IA) 
na:g—n., a big snake (IA) 
na:i—n, groove 
na:Ni—n., nerve (IA) 
na:≥ø—n., naked (IA) 
na:ra:j—adj., angry (IA) 
na:r—n., foot 
na:s—n., destruction (IA) 
na:tiNi—n., granddaughter, daughter's 

daughter (IA) 
na:ti—n., grandson, daughter's son (IA) 
na:u—n., boat (IA) 
naca:r—adv., before, in front of 
nadpa—n., sick person 
nad—n., sickness 
nag—n., pus 
namch ~a-—vt., to grow dawn or dusk 
namci—n., villager 
namΔ∆a—n., younger brother’s wife, a 

married lady 
nam—n., village 
na≥cya—n., intestine, gut 
nani≥—adv., last year 
nem—n., rule (IA) 
n‰R-chil˙m—n., smoking pipe (IA) 
ni:lø—adj., blue (IA) 
ni:r—n., day 
ni:ti—n., a village name 
nibca—n., rat, mouse 
nica—n., mother's father's sister, father's 

father's sister 
nicoR-—vt., to squeeze (IA) 
nised—n., pain 
nisø—adj.low (IA) 
ni—n., sun 
nølø—n., navel 
nønø—n., mother's brother's wife 
nøRi—n., butter (IA) 
nø—adj., only 
nø—num.nine (IA) 
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nu:d˙—adj., new 
nu˙se—n., pots (pl.) 
nya:r—adv., yesterday 
nyama—n., sweets 
ny˙lu—n., bastard 
n˙g—n., gem (IA) 
n˙≥a:-—vt., to cross (IA) 
n˙≥—n., finger nail 
n˙Rd, n˙rd—n., husband's younger sister  
n˙ryu—n., coconut (IA) 
n˙r˙k—n., hell (IA) 
n˙s-—vi., to be ill 
n˙t˙r ... n˙t˙r—conj., neither ... nor 
nha:- nha:c-—vt., to dance 
nha:ma—n., goats and sheep (a common 

term) 
nhaku—n., pigeon, dove 
nhanta—adj., beautiful 
nhar-—vt., to throw 
nhars-—n., fall 
nhi:s gya—adj., three hundred 
nhi:s phyero—adv., at two times 
nhi:s—num., two 
nhila≥—adv., twice 
nhimci—n., nose 
nhisgya—adv., three days 
nhis˙ri—adv., both 
nhod—n., pot 
nhu:s-—vi., to wait for 
nh˙mca:r, nhanca:r, nhica:r—adv., front, 

before 
≥‰ —num., five 
≥‰pø—adj., fifth 
≥‰gya—adv., fifth day, five hundred 
o thami≥—adv., any day before two days 
ol-—vt., to knead 
ola—interjection, oh ! (while calling) 
oro, orø—n., tomorrow 
or ~îya—n., smell' 
or—n., direction (AI) 
o≥ -—vi., to doze 
o≥ —n., slumber (IA) 
øja:r—n., implement (IA) 
øri—adj., good 
ør—conj., and (IA) 
~øs—n., dew (IA) 
øta:r—n., a male name-Avatar 
pa:k- —vi.to ripen (IA) 

pa:khi—n., women's upper clothes, a 
gown type 

pa:l—n., a clan name 
pa:n-sa:t—adj., five-seven (IA) 
pa:n—n., betel leaf (IA) 
pa:N—pp., in, under 
pa:pi—n., sinner (IA) 
pa:p—n., sin (IA) 
pa:R—n., mountain, a big rock 
pa:t—n., leaf of a plant (IA) 
pa:wø—n., frost (IA) 
pachim—n., west (IA) 
pal˙≥—n., bed (IA) 
pan-—vt., to spin 
parb˙—n., festival (IA) 
paRd˙—adj., wide, broad 
p~‰c—n., handle (IA) 
p~‰sav—n., money (IA) 
pec—n., bird 
pel-—vt., to feed 
p‰la—adj., first (IA) 
p‰ra dha-—vt., to guard (IA) 
p‰ra—n., watch (IA) 
per—pp., on (IA) 
pi gya—num., four hundred 
pi:T-—vt., to beat (IA) 
p~îs-—vi., to be filled 
pigya—adv., four days 
pijag—n., seed 
pin-—vt., to fill 
piwa:-—vt., to make someone drink (IA) 
pi—num., four 
p~øc-—vi., to reach (IA) 
pø≥co—pp., under  
popo—n., mother's father 
pøR—n., rock 
pot-—vt., to brew 
pu:j-—vt., to worship (IA) 
pu:ja—n., worship (IA) 
pu:rø—adj., whole, full (IA) 
pu:Tu—n., anus, buttocks 
puc˙Ri—n., tail (IA) 
pun-—vt., to cook 
purb—adv., east (IA) 
purpuRi—n., temple (IA) 
puru—n., husband's elder brother 
pusu—n., head 
puyu—n., husband's elder sister 
pwa:ka—n., vagina 
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p˙cta:-—vi., to repent (IA) 
p˙ka:-—vt., to ripen (IA) 
p˙lc—n., milk 
p˙lTa:-—vt., turn around (IA) 
p˙lT˙-—vi., turn around (IA) 
p˙ndra —num., fifteen (IA) 
p˙nja:—n., toe (IA) 
p˙ra:u—n., halt (IA) 
p˙rs˙n—adj., happy (IA) 
p˙r—pp., on (IA) 
p˙ta:w—n., imaginary world under the 

earth. (IA) 
p˙ta—n., knowledge, address (IA) 
p˙ya:- —vt., to sharpen 
p˙ya:r—n., meadow 
pha:≥ø—n., branch of a tree (IA) 
pha:R-—vt., to split (IA) 
pha:T-—vi., burst (IA) 
phac-—vt., to put some dry eatable in 

mouth like, sattu, roasted grains, etc. 
phag-—vt., to break (thread, rope) 
phags-—vi., to be broken 
phan- pham—vt., to stitch, to sew 
phas-—vt., causative form of /phac-/ 
phaTø—n., arm (IA) 
pha—n., a chip of pine wood 
ph‰l- —vi., spread (IA) 
ph‰la:- —vt., to spread 
ph‰Ri—n., staircase (IA) 
pher—n., a round about way (IA) 
phi:ya—n., a squirrel like animal 
phi≥ba—n., saddle cloth 
phiTi≥, ph˙T—n., ashes 
pho-—vt., to dry 
phoc- phoj-—vi., fade away 
phøm—n., supposition 
phoR-—vt., to break (IA) (hard objects, 

stones etc.) 
phøro—n., spade 
phoro—adj., brown 
phoRs-—vi., to be broken 
phost—adj., dried 
phu:k-—vt., to blow, to puff (IA) 
phu:l-—vi., to bloom (IA) 
phula: -—vt., to pump air (IA) 
phun-—vt., to kindle,to strike (fire) 
phuRd˙, phurd˙—adj., fat, bulky 
phuskya:- —vt., to persuade, to allure 
phut˙r—n., hearth, oven 

phu˙l-—vt., to open, to loosen 
phu˙lc- —vi., be open, loose 
phu˙lTi—n., a pot 
phu˙nya—n., a clan name 
phu˙st—adj., opened 
phyag-—vt., to open 
phyala≥—adj., half 
phyer-—vt., to hasten 
phy˙d-muly˙≥—adj., mid night 
phy‰ni≥—adj., noon 
phy˙s khyer-—vt., to fart 
phy˙s—n., fart 
ph˙goT—n., bark of tree (IA) 
ph˙l—n., fruit (IA) 
ph˙njø—n., dead body 
ph˙rj—n., duty (IA) 
r˙g˙R-—vt., to scrub (IA) 
r˙kcø—n., defense 
r˙kcya—adj., protection 
r˙nca:- —vt., to erect 
r˙nka:-,—vt., decapitate, behead 
r˙≥ya-—vt., to colour (IA) 
r˙≥—n., colour (IA) 
r˙ssi—n., rope (IA) 
r ~ac—n., loom 
r ~aD—n., widow (IA) 
r ~akø—n., torch 
ra:g˙s—n., demon (IA) 
ra:ja—n., king (IA) 
ra:jpu:t—n., a Hindu caste name (IA) 
ra:na—n., a clan name (IA) 
ra:Ni—n., queen (IA) 
ra:≥—n., tin 
ra:p—adj., heat 
ra:u—n., livestock, animals 
rad—n., cow (from a yak family) 
ra≥- —vt., to sell 
ra≥pø, rø≥pø—n., Rangpø people  
r‰ dha-—vt., to give opinion 
r‰—n., opinion, counsel (IA) 
ri:D˙t-haRkø—n., back- bone (IA) 
ri:g—n., bear (IA) 
ri:≥-—vi., turn on oneself 
ri≥a:-—vt., to circle round 
roj—adv., day, everyday (IA) 
ro≥-—vt, to pull 
rø≥pø bha:sa—n., Rangpo language 
rop-—vt., to plant (IA) 
røR-—vt., to slip,to slide (IA) 
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røRø—n., landslide (IA) 
røRya:s-—vi., to overflow 
ru:k-—vi., to halt (IA) 
ruka:-—vt., to halt (IA) 
rukø—adj., coarse, dry (IA) 
rup ~‰, ruph ~‰ —n., money, rupees (IA) 
ruoko, ru˙ko—adj., all 
ryu:Ni—n., giddiness 
rha-—vi., to come 
rhag- rhagc-—vi., to blush 
rhapu—pp., on the other side, across 
rhi:- —vt., roll up threads into balls 
rhi:gcag—n., lice  
rhi:g—n., louse 
rhig˙r—n., field 
rhin- rhim-—vt., a process of making 

bundles of threads for further process 
rhi≥ja—n., sister 
rhu:- —vt., to ask 
rhu:d˙—adj., long, tall 
rhui—n., question, interrogation 
rh˙b, rh˙c-—vi., to laugh 
rh˙m- rh˙n-—vt., to weave 
s ~as lhe-—vi., take breath 
s ~as—n., breath (IA) 
sa:- —vi., send for 
sa:i—n., wife's sister (IA) 
sa:l—n., year (IA) 
sa:m˙N—n., soap (IA) 
sa:Ng˙u—n., chain for animals (IA) 
sa:n—adj., brightness 
sa:ra—adj., whole (IA) 
sa:rø—adj., firm 
sa:t—num., seven (IA) 
sa:tgya—adv., seven hundred 
sa:t gya—adv., seven days 
sa:wo—n., wife's brother (IA) 
sad-, sap-—vt., to kill, to extinguish 
sag—n., tooth 
saNø—adj., intact (IA) 
sastø—adj., cheap (IA) 
s ~‰s-—vi., to wake up 
s ~‰—adj., correct 
s‰-, sø-—vi., endure, bear 
s‰dø—n., marriage (IA) 
s‰≥ø—adj., easy 
s‰No—n., plane land (IA) 
s‰ru—n., child 
se—pp., from (agentive in passive forms) 

Δ∆~at yu—n., husband's grandmother 
si:da, sidø—adj., direct, straight (IA) 
si:d˙—adj., white 
si:r—n., head (IA) 
sib-—vt., to kill a goat or sheep 
sib—pp., with, along 
sidum—n., garlic 
sid—adj., perfect 
sig-—vt., to wipe 
sigca—n., comb 
si≥ —n., wood 
sis-, sisc-—vi., to die, to extinguish 
so-—vt., to bring up, to raise 
sod l˙—-vi., to get cold 
sod—n., cold, winter 
sok—n., grief (IA) 
sor-—vt., to sweep, to clean 
sos-—vi., to be brought up 
s ~øc-—vi., to think (IA) 
s ~øc—n., thought (IA) 
s ~øsa—n., a name of a village 
sø—num., hundred (IA) 
søda—n., deal, bargain (IA) 
søt—n., honey (IA) 
s ~u≥˙r—n., pig (IA) 
su:c-—vi., to stink 
su:l-—vt., to mend (clothes etc.) 
su:≥-—vi., to smell (IA) 
sub—adj., auspicious (IA) 
sud-bud—n., senses (IA) 
sud—adj., pure (IA) 
sum phero—adv., third time 
sumpø—adj., third 
sum—num., three 
suNa:-—vt., to narrate (IA) 
su≥a:r-—vt., to repair (IA) 
suRuk—adv., all of a sudden (IA) 
sus-—vi., to wash head 
susu—adv., exactly from 
su—pp., out of (location), since, point of 

time 
s˙b˙d—n., word (IA) 
s˙b—adj., all (IA) 
s˙ca:r—n., earth, ground 
s˙c—n., truth (IA) 
s˙d~‰, s˙d‰—adv., always (IA) 
s˙d—n., sickle 
s˙ja:-—vt., to decorate (IA) 
s˙k—n., doubt (IA) 
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s˙lø—n, grasshopper 
s˙m rha-—vi., to wish 
s˙mdi—n., son's or daughter's father-in-

law (IA) 
s˙md˙Ni—n., son's or daughter's mother-

in-law (IA) 
s˙mja:-—vt., to make understand (IA) 
s˙mund˙r—n., sea (IA) 
s˙m˙j-—vi., to understand (IA) 
s˙m—n., wish 
s˙nima—n., cinema (English via IA) 
s˙nsa:r—n., world (IA) 
s˙r-s˙r—n., ., sound of the wind 
s˙ri:r—n., body (IA) 
s˙r˙g—n., heaven (IA) 
s˙s-—vi., to know 
s˙wa:l—n., question (IA) 
Δ∆uaΔ∆a—n., heart 
Δ∆u~î rha-—vi., to bleed 
Δ∆u~î—n., blood 
Δ∆~a-, Δ∆~ac-—vi., to grow old 
Δ∆~at rhu—n., husband's grandfather 
Δ∆~at—adj., old 
Δ∆amni—n., an old type of greeting term 
Δ∆ampa—n., paddy 
Δ∆a≥ni—adj., elder 
Δ∆asag—n., a village name 
Δ∆a—n., meat, flesh 
Δ∆u:Ni—n., horn 
Δ∆˙rba—adj., young 
Δ∆˙wa—adj., seniority 
t˙b—adv., then (IA) 
t˙gt˙—adj., smell 
t˙kdi:r—n., fate (IA) 
t˙lø—n., pond (IA) 
t˙mbu —n., tent (IA) 
t˙ra:ju—n., a pair of scales (IA) 
t˙ri—n., soup (IA) 
t˙R˙m—adv., suddenly (IA) 
t˙r˙ph—adv., side (IA) 
t˙ya:ri—n., readiness (IA) 
t˙ya:r—adj., ready (IA) 
ta:- —vt., to keep 
ta:i—n., lock (IA) 
ta:ku—n., spindle 
ta:N-—vt., to put off, to take out 

something 
ta:n—n., part 
ta:ra—n., star (IA) 

ta:rik—adj., date (IA) 
ta:r—n., axe 
ta:r—n., wire (IA) 
tad-, tap-—vt., to beat 
tag—n., sign, mark 
ta≥-—vt., to find 
tar-—vt., to finish 
t~‰—pp., before 
tej—adj., fast, sharp (IA) 
te—adj., many 
t‰—n., decision (IA) 
ti:R-—vt., to burst (IA) 
ti:r—n., arrow (IA) 
tig-tig—adv., one by one 
tig—num., one 
tiha:i—adj., one third (IA) 
tikoN—adj., triangle (IA) 
tilguN—n., mole (IA) 
ti≥d˙—adj., black 
tir-—vt., to irrigate 
tit˙li—n., butterfly (IA) 
ti—n., water 
to-—vt., to crush 
tøi—n., bottom, soil 
tol-—vt., to weigh 
tol—n., weight (IA) 
toNi—adj., best, of first kind 
tøRo—n., thigh 
tota—n., parrot (IA) 
tøtø—n., father's father 
to—adv., then (IA) 
t~u-—vt., to drink 
tula:- —vt., to get weigh 
tu≥t˙—adj., big 
tunt˙—adj., short 
tupha:n—n., dust strom (IA) 
tupka:-—vt., to drop (IA) 
tupk˙-—vi., to drop (IA) 
tu˙n-—vt., to keep something on hearth 

for cooking 
ty ~ø-—vi., to weep 
tha:i—n., metal plate (IA) 
tha:m-—vi., to stop (IA) 
thagpa—n., rope 
thalmo—n., flesh 
thal—n., back 
thami≥—adv., a day before yesterday 
than—adv., today 
thani≥—adv., this year 
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thannya:r—adv., always 
tha≥ga—n., plain level 
thi:d˙—adj., wet 
thi≥ -—vt., to spread  
thi≥cø—pp., under, below 
th ~ø-—vt., to graze 
tho-—vt., to ask for 
thok-—vt, to knock (IA) 
thørø—pp., under, below 
thou, thol—n., lips 
thu:g-—vi., to spit (IA) 
thud-—vt., to teach 
thug—n., spittle (IA) 
thu≥gya—adv., three days after tomorrow 
thus-—vt., to learn 
thu˙ri—adv., a little, a few 
th˙ma-—vt., to hand over (IA) 
th˙n‰—pp., up to 
T ~ako—n., turban (IA) 
Ta:≥-—vt., to hang (IA) 
Ta:≥—n., leg (IA) 
Ta:Ri—n., whistle (IA) 
Tab—n., bridle, rein 
Tek l˙ga:- —vt., to take support of 

something physical 
Tek—n., support (IA) 
Tem, T‰m—n., time (English via IA) 
T‰T l˙-—vt., to tight 
T‰T—adj., tight (English via IA) 
Ti:k-—vt., to hold, to keep (IA) 
Tika:-—vt., to keep carefully in place (IA) 
TimTima:- —vi., to glow (IA) 
Tobli—n., cap (IA) 
Tolo—adj., deaf (IA) 
Tuku—n., top, peak 
Tuk˙Ra—n., piece (IA) 
Tun—adj., intoxicated (IA) 
Tua:na—n., rafter (IA) 
Tu˙k˙ri—n., a basket (IA) 
Tyu:b—n., tube (English via IA) 
T˙maT˙r—n., tomatoes (IA) 
T˙m—adj., something full, brimful (IA) 
T˙TTu—n., pony (IA) 
Tha:T l˙-—vi., to live in luxury (IA) 
Tha:T-ba:T—adv., great pump and show 

(IA) 
Thab-—vt., to winnow 
ThaNo hw˙≥-—vi., to stand 
ThaNo—adj., upright, erect 

TheT—adj., pure, typical (IA) 
Thik-Tha:k—adj., in good form (IA) 
Thik-Thik—right, exact, OK. (IA) 
Thør-—vt., to attempt, to try some work, 

to determine 
u:g -—vi., to grow (IA) 
u:R-—vi., to fly (IA) 
ucø—adj., high (IA) 
uda:s l˙-—vi., to be sad 
uda:s—adj., sad (IA) 
udha:r—n., borrow (IA) 
uDya:r—n., hole (IA) 
ulu—n., owl (IA) 
ums˙ri—n., wife 
um˙r—n., age (IA) 
upa: y—adv., method (IA) 
upha:r—n., gift (IA) 
upj˙-—vt., to grow, produce (noun) (IA) 
ur-—vt., to wash (something) 
urs-—vi., to wash oneself, to bathe', 
usu—adv., a little bit (liquid) 
uta:r-—vt., to get something down 
utt˙r—n., north (IA) 
ut˙lo—adj., shallow (IA) 
ut˙r-—vi., to come down (IA) 
u≥—n., stone 
w ~a-—vi., appear in sight 
wa:dø—adv., far, away 
wa:p˙s rha-—vi., to come back 
wa:p˙s—n., return (IA) 
wa:sta, wasta—pp., for (IA) 
wal˙n—n., Kumauni person 
w‰da l˙-—vt., to give promise 
w‰da—n., promise (IA) 
w‰la:r—n., slope 
w˙tha, wata—adv., next year 
ya:d rha-—vi., to remember 
ya:d—n., remembrance (IA) 
ya:r—n., friend (IA) 
yandu, ya≥d˙—adj., light (in weight) 
ya—conj., or (IA) 
yer, er—pp., above 
yer ~‰—adj., height 
ye—interjection, hey! 
y~u-—vi., to walk 
y~u-y~ut—adv., every year 
y~u—n., year 
yu:d˙—adj., old 
yu—n., mother-in-law; beer 
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y˙g—n., egg 
y˙khuli—adv., alone 
y˙ks˙n—adv., always 
y˙n- y˙m-—vi., to hear 
y˙s-—vi., to be intoxicated 
y˙s—n., intoxication 
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a bit (IA)—j˙ra 
a day after tomorrow—mi≥gya 
a day before yesterday—thami≥ 
a few, a little bit—thu˙ri 
a little bit (liquid)—usu 
a name of the valley—ma:Na 
a weight of 37 kg.—m˙R 
above—kaldu, yer, er 
above, over—kalco 
again (IA)—dua:ro 
age (IA)—um˙r 
agree (vt.) (IA)—ma:n- 
aircraft (IA)—ja:j 
all—ruoko, ru˙ko 
all (IA)—s˙b 
alms (IA)—da:n 
alone—y˙khuli 
also (IA)—bi, bhi 
always—thannya:r, y˙ks˙n 
always (IA)—h˙mesa 
always (IA)—s˙d~‰, s˙d‰ 
an old type of greeting term—Δ∆amni 
and—d~ø 
and (IA)—ør, ˙r 
anger, a feeling of being offended—

chukpa 
angry (IA)—na:ra:j 
animal (IA)—ja:nw˙r 
answer, reply (IA)—j˙wa:b 
ant—kirm˙la 
anus, buttocks—pu:Tu 
any day before two days—o thami≥ 
anything—khebi 
appear in sight—w ~a- 
approximate, near (IA)—k˙ri:b 
apricot—cyu:i 
arm (IA)—phaTø 
armpit (IA)—k˙grya:i 
arrangements (IA)—int˙ja:m 
arrow (IA)—ti:r 
ashes—cha:rø 
ashes—phiTi≥, ph˙Ti≥, phaTi≥ 
ask (vt.)—rhu:- 
ask for (vt.)—tho- 
ass (IA)—g˙dda 

at once—dha:n 
at two occasions—nhi:s phyero 
attempt, to try some work, to determine 

(vt.)—Thør- 
auspicious (IA)—sub 
avalanche—chu˙iya 
away from—ha:r 
axe—ta:r 
back—thal 
backbone (IA)—ri:D˙t- haRkø 
bad (IA)—kh˙ra:b 
bad cold—chyampa 
bag (IA)—jhoyø 
bag, made of wool—camko 
bamboo (IA)—b~as 
banana (IA)—kya:wa 
bark (v) (IA)—bh~uk-, bh~ug- 
bark of tree—ph˙goT 
barren land—myø 
basket, one of the type (IA)—Tu˙k˙ri 
bastard—ny˙lu 
bathe (v)—urs- 
be afraid of (vi.) (IA)—D˙r- 
be ashamed of (vi.)—ky~a- 
be born (vi.)—lya:c- 
be broken (vi.) (IA)—phoRs- 
be broken (vi.)—phags- 
be broken (vi.; used for hard objects)—

gyak-, gyakc- 
be brought up (vi.)—sos- 
be buried (vi.)—d˙ph˙n- 
be hungry (vi.)—khø- 
be ill (vi.)—n˙s- 
be intoxicated (vi.)—y˙s- 
be left out (vi.) (IA)—chu:T- 
be loosen (vi.)—phu˙lc- 
be offended (vi.)—chukpa rha- 
be ready (vi.)—chya:s- 
be sad (vi.)—uda:s l˙- 
be satisfied of hunger (vi.)—dhitya:s 
bead of a glass (IA)—goi 
beam—kh˙m 
beans of local type —chemi 
bear (IA)—ri:g 
beard (IA)—da:Ri 
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beat (vt.) (IA)—pi:T- 
beat (vt.)—tad-, tap- 
beautiful, handsome—nhanta 
because of—khyoru ki 
become wet (vi.) (IA)—bi:j- 
bed—Dasa:≥ 
bed—khua:ma 
bed (IA)—pal˙≥ 
bed bug—cy ~ari 
bedding (IA)—bist˙ra 
bee of big size—bhu~ari 
before—t~e 
before, in front of—naca:r 
begin, to start (vt.)—ca:s- 
behind—hark ~u 
behind, after—lyøN 
belch (IA)—D˙ga:r 
belley, stomach—khøcø 
besides—kakh 
besiege, to surround (vt.) (IA)—gher- 
best, of first kind—toNi 
betel leaf (IA)—pa:n 
big—tu≥t˙ 
big (IA)—b˙Ra, b˙Ryø 
birch tree (IA)—bhu:j 
bird—pyec 
bite of snake, dog—kad- 
bitter—kh˙tagt˙ 
black—ti≥d˙ 
blacksmith (IA)—lua:r 
blanket, a local type—cuTka 
blanket, a local type—lalli 
blanket, a local type —l˙wa 
bleed (vt.)—su~î rha- 
blind (fem. IA)—˙ndhi 
blind (masc. IA)—˙ndha 
blind man (IA)—ka:No 
blood—su~î 
bloom (vi.) (IA)—phu:l- 
blow, sound of falling something (IA)—

Dh˙ma:k 
blow, to puff (vt.) (IA)—phu:k- 
blue (IA)—ni:lø 
blush (vi.)—rhag-, rhagc- 
boat (IA)—na:u 
body—jug ~u 
body—jumi≥ 
body (IA)—s˙ri:r 
bone (IA)—haRkø 

book (IA)—kita:b 
both—nhis˙ri 
bottle (IA)—bot˙u 
bottom, soil—tøi 
bow (IA)—dh˙na:i 
brain (IA)—d˙ma:g, dima:g 
branch of a tree—pha:≥ø 
break (vt.) (IA) (hard objects, stones 

etc.)—phoR- 
break (vt.) (thread, rope)—phag- 
break (vt.)—chya:c- 
breast—apu 
breath (IA)—s ~as 
brew (vt.)—cyu:- 
brew (vt.)—pot- 
bride (IA)—byøli 
bridegroom (IA)—byølø 
bridge—ja≥pø 
bridle, rein—Tab 
brightness—sa:n 
bring (vt.)—ba-, bar- 
bring up, to raise (vt.)—so- 
broom (IA)—buani 
brother—by˙d 
brother (IA)—bha:i 
brothers (pl.)—by˙se 
brown—phoro 
brown (IA)—bhurø 
buckwheat—bh˙st 
buffalo bull (IA)—bh~‰sø 
build (vt.) (brick or stone wall or house) 

(IA)—ci:N- 
bull (IA)—b˙Rya 
burn—ly˙-, lya:c- 
burst (vi.) (IA)—ti:R- 
burst (vi.) (IA)—pha:T- 
bury (IA)—d˙ph˙n 
bury (vt.)—d˙phna:- 
bush (IA)—jha:Ri 
butter (IA)—nøRi 
butterfly (IA)—tit˙li 
buttermilk—boti 
button (IA)—gunTi 
buy (v)—ch ~ø- 
calf (IA)—ba:churu 
call (vt.) (near the speaker)—bh˙Tya:- 
cap (IA)—Tobli 
card (vt.) cotton or wool—cu~o- 
carefully (IA)—dhya:n se 
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carpet a local type —dan 
carry (vt.)—bu- 
carve (vt.) (IA)—kor- 
caste name (IA)—ra:jpu:t 
castle (IA)—g˙R 
cat (IA)—birø 
catch sight of (vt.)—kan, kam- 
causative form of /phac-/—phas- 
cause to shine (IA)—c˙m˙ka:- 
chaff (IA)—cuøko 
chain for animals (IA)—sa:≥ g˙u 
chain made of beads (IA)—ma:wa 
change (vt.) (IA)—b˙d˙l- 
cheap (IA)—sastø 
cheek (IA)—ga:lu 
cheese—chura 
chest, breast (IA)—cha:ti 
chew (vt.) (IA)—c˙ba-, c˙pa- 
childless woman (IA)—b~aj 
chilli (IA)—m˙rc 
chin (IA)—chuni 
chip of pine wood—pha 
choose (vt.) (IA)—cha:N- 
choose (vt.) (IA)—cu:n- 
cinema (English via IA)—s˙nima 
circle round (vt.)—ri≥a:- 
circuitous route (IA)—pher 
clan name—bhori 
clan name—b˙Rua:l 
clan name—Dampha 
clan name—dha:ni 
clan name—m˙rtoliya 
clan name—pa:l 
clan name—phu˙nya 
clan name (IA)—bhaT 
clan name (IA)—ra:na: 
clock, watch, moment (IA)—gh˙Ri 
close (IA)—b˙nd 
close door or window (vt.)—khir- 
close inside, animals or persons etc. 

(vt.)—khub- 
clothing (IA)—la:N 
cloud (IA)—ba:d˙u 
coarse, dry (IA)—rukø 
coat (IA)—koT 
coconut (IA)—n˙ryu 
cold—sod 
colour (vt.) (IA)—r˙≥ya- 
colour (IA)—r˙≥g 

comb—sigca 
comb (IA)—k˙≥gi 
come (vi.)—rha- 
come back (vi.)—wa:p˙s rha- 
come back (vi.) (IA)—løT- 
 come down (vi.) (IA)—ut˙r- 
comfort, rest (IA)—a:ra:m 
common term used for cows, bulls—

bhala≥ 
competition (IA)—hoR 
continuously (IA)—l˙ga:ta:r 
cook (vt.)—pun- 
cooking (passive form)—p~us- 
copper—ja≥ma, jagma 
corn, grain—gala 
correct—s ~‰ 
cough (vt.) (IA)—kh~a:s- 
cough (noun) (IA)—kh~a:si 
count (vt.) (IA)—gøN- 
courtyard (IA)—a:≥˙N 
cover (vt.)—khab-, khap- 
cover oneself (vi.)—khaks- 
cow (from a yak family)—rad 
cowdung—la≥bø 
cross (vi.) (IA)—n˙≥a:- 
cross some hurdle (vt.) (IA)—la:≥- 
crow (IA)—ka:g 
crush (vt.)—to- 
cry (vi.) (IA)—aR˙k- 
curd (IA)—d‰ 
cut (vt.) (IA)—ka:t- 
dance (vt.) (IA)—na:c- 
dance (vt.)—nha:-, nha:c- 
dance (IA)—na:c 
date (IA)—ta:rik 
dative suffix (sg.)—-ru 
dative suffix (pl.)—-nu 
daughter (IA)—ca:ma 
day—ni:r 
day (IA)—din 
day, hundred—gya 
dead body—ph˙njø 
dead body (IA)—moNø, moRø 
deaf (IA)—Tolo 
deal, bargain (IA)—søda 
debt, loan (IA)—udha:r 
decapitate, behead—r˙nka- 
deception (IA)—dhu˙ka 
decision—t‰ 
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decorate (vt.) (IA)—s˙ja:- 
defeated (be defeated) (vi.) (IA)—ha:r- 
defeat (vt.) (IA)—hara:- 
defecate (vi.)—a:ka khy˙r- 
defense—r˙kcø 
defiled by eating or drinking (IA)—juTho 
demon (IA)—ra:g˙s 
desire (IA)—ichya 
destruction (IA)—na:s 
dew (IA)—~os 
die, to extinguish (vi.)—sis-, sisc- 
difficult—a s‰≥ø 
difficult (IA)—muskil 
dig (vt.)—khøN- 
direct, straight (IA)—si:da, sidø 
direction (IA)—or 
dirt—ch˙wo 
dirt (IA)—ki:n 
dirt (IA)—m‰l 
dirty (IA)—m‰la 
disease (IA)—bima:ri 
dissolve (vt.) (IA)—ghol- 
distribute (vt.) (IA)—b~aT- 
divide, to share (vt.)—chyu- 
do good (vi.)—bhya:p- 
do, to make (v)—l˙- 
dog.—khui 
door, entrance—akto 
double (IA)—du:Na 
doubt (IA)—s˙k 
doze (vi.) (IA)—o≥- 
dream—m˙s 
dried—phost 
drink (vt.)—t~u- 
drive away cattle (vt.)—lhy˙m-, lhy˙n- 
drive away, to elope (IA)—bh˙ga:- 
drive, to help someone walk (vt.) (IA)—

c˙la- 
drop (vt.) (IA)—tupka:- 
drop (vi.) (IA)—tupk˙- 
dry (vt.)—pho- 
dull, not bright—kh˙s ~u 
dumb (IA)—la:Tø 
dust (IA)—dhuwu 
dust strom (IA)—tupha:n 
duty (IA)—ph˙rj 
duty', religion—dh˙r˙m 
ear (IA)—k˙nu:N 
early morning—muncanam 

earn, to do (vt.) (IA)—k˙ma- 
earring (IA)—murkuli 
earth (IA)—dh˙r˙ti 
earth, ground—s˙ca:r 
east (IA)—purb 
easy—s‰≥ø 
eat (vt.)—j˙- 
eating and drinking—d‰du:t 
ebullition, boiling—bhøu 
edge—Di:b 
egg—y˙g 
egg (IA)—˙nDa: 
eight (IA)—a:Th, a:T 
either ... or (IA)—ki (t˙) ... ki (t˙) 
elbow (IA)—kuNi, koNi 
elder—Δ∆a≥ni 
elder brother—a:co, a:cyo 
elder brother's wife—mhaΔ∆a 
elder sister's husband—cha:pø 
elder sister, husband's elder brother's 

wife—a:ta 
elephant (IA)—hati, ha:ti 
enclosure—khoR 
endure, bear—s‰-, sø- 
enemy (IA)—b‰ri 
enemy (IA)—dusm˙n 
enjoyment (IA)—‰s 
enmity (IA)—dusm˙ni 
enough (IA)—ka:phi 
enough, stop (IA)—b˙s 
enquire about, or to take to task (vi.)—

kh˙b˙r lhe- 
equal (IA)—b˙ra:b˙r 
erect (vt.)—r˙nca: - 
every year—y~u-y~ut 
everyday, day (IA)—roj 
exactly from—susu 
exactly here—du-du 
exactly there—dø-dø 
extreme edge (IA)—chyøR 
eye—mig 
eye brow (IA)—bh~ø 
eyelash (IA)—cipø 
fade away (vi.)—phoc-, phoj- 
faith (IA)—biswa:s 
fall—nhars- 
false (IA)—jhuT 
false person (IA)—jhuTha 
far—cheT 
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far away—wa:dø 
far away (IA)—du:r 
fart—phy˙s 
fart (vi.)—phy˙s khyer- 
fast (IA)—b˙r˙t 
fast (IA)—ch ~aTø 
fast, sharp (IA)—tej 
fasten (vt.) (IA)—k˙s- 
fat—chy˙s, ch˙s 
fate (IA)—t˙kdi:r 
father (address term) (IA)—ba:bu 
father's elder brother, mother's elder 

sister's husband—la:pa 
father's father—tøtø 
father's mother—aca, acya 
father's or mother's maternal aunt—guca 
father's or mother's maternal uncle—guti 
father's sister—a:na 
father's younger brother's wife—miΔ∆er 
father's younger brother, mother's younger 

sister's husband—aku 
fear—gy˙rt 
fear (vi.)—gy˙r-, gy˙rc- 
feather (IA)—p~a:kh 
feed (vt.) (IA)—kh˙wa- 
feed (vt.)—pyel- 
feel (vi.), to appear—chu˙r- 
female—chormi 
female counter part of /la:pa/—la:ma 
female friend (IA)—dag˙Rya:Ni 
fence (IA)—ba:R 
festival (IA)—parb˙ 
fever (IA)—jør 
field—rhig˙r 
fifteen (IA)—p˙ndra 
fifth—≥‰pø 
fifth day, five hundred—≥‰gya 
figure, shape—cy ~øcø 
fill (vt.)—pin- 
find (vt.)—ta≥- 
finger—b˙nca: 
finger nail—n˙≥ 
finish (vt.)—tar- 
fire—mhe 
firm—sa:rø 
first (IA)—byoRu 
first (IA)—p‰la 
fish (IA)—macha 
fisherman (IA)—dhunya:r 

five—≥‰ 
flesh—thalmo 
fleshy, and plump—phuRd˙, phurd˙ 
flexible (IA)—l˙c˙l˙cø 
flood (IA)—ba:R 
flour—bya:kpya 
fly (IA)—bhujy˙≥ 
fly (vi.) (IA)—u:R- 
foam—ga:j 
fodder (IA)—bhusø 
fold (IA)—jhuri 
foot—na:r 
for (IA)—wa:sta, wasta 
for me—gyit˙ wa:sta 
forest (IA)—bøN 
forest (IA)—j˙≥g˙l 
forget (vi.) (IA)—bis˙r- 
forgiveness (IA)—ma:phi 
fortune (IA)—jog 
four—pi 
four days—pigya 
four days after tomorrow—lu≥gya 
four hundred—pi gya 
four times—pi guNa 
friend (IA)—dag˙Rya 
friend (IA)—dost 
friend (IA)—ya:r 
friendship (IA)—dosti 
frighten (vt.) (IA)—D˙ra:- 
frog (IA)—my˙nkø 
from this—dhiΔ∆e, dhise 
from us—ise, ~îse 
from (agentive in passive forms)—se 
front, before—nh˙mca:r, nhanca:r, nhica:r 
frost (IA)—pa:wø 
fruit (IA)—ph˙l 
full—p~îsit 
fun, joke (IA)—m˙ja:k 
fungus—kui 
funny, cheerful (IA)—h~aΔ∆u:Ru 
gamble (IA)—ju:a 
gamble (vt.)—ju:a nhya:- 
game, a type of gamble—comma 
garden (IA)—ba:Rø 
Garhwali (fem.sg.)—gua:mi 
garhwalis (masc.pl.)—gu˙se 
garlic—sidum 
gasp (vi.) (IA)—h~ap- 
ghee, clarified butter—mar 
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gem (IA)—n˙g 
genitive suffix—-t˙ 
get belch (vi.) (IA)—D˙ga:r rha- 
get cold (vi.)—sod l˙- 
get cough (vi.)—kh~a:si rha- 
get cut (vi.) (IA)—k˙Ta- 
get filled in (vi.)—p~îs- 
get rain (vi.)—barkha rha- 
get saw (vi.) (IA)—cira:- 
get sleep (vi.)—i:b rha- 
get someone to write (vi.) (IA)—lika:- 
get something down (vi.)—uta:r- 
get stick (vi.) (IA)—jaR˙k- 
get weigh (vi.)—tula:- 
get wet (vi. ) (IA)—bhi:j- 
giddiness—ryu:Ni 
gift (IA)—upha:r 
giggle (vi.)—khikca- 
ginger (IA)—a:dø 
give (vt.) (to 2nd & 3rd person)—dha:- 
give (to first person only) (vt.)—khy˙- 
give birth (vt.)—lya- 
give opinion (vt.)—r‰ dha-  
give promise (vt.)—b˙c˙n dha- 
give promise (vt.)—w‰da l˙- 
glass (IA)—k~a:c 
glove—lagpa 
glow (vi.) (IA)—TimTima:- 
go (vi.)—di- 
go down (vi.)—hy˙-, hy˙c- 
go, present tense stem only) (vi.)—gy˙- 
goat a general type—lha:ma 
goat a local type —bøgTya 
goat dung—gurbawa 
goat,month—lha 
goats and sheep (a common term)—

nha:ma 
God (IA)—bh˙gwa:n 
god (IA)—dyø 
goddess (IA)—debi 
gold—j~as 
good—øri 
good person (IA)—bh˙la:dim 
good thing, good talk (fem.) (IA)—achi 

ba:t 
good, O.K., etc. (IA)—acha, achya 
gourd (IA)—bhuj˙lø 
grain—bu 
grain which is considered sacred—bh˙s 

grain, corn (IA)—da:Na 
granddaughter, daughter's daughter (IA)—

na:tiNi 
grandson, daughter's son (IA)—na:ti 
grass—ci 
grasshopper—s˙lø 
graze (vi.)—d~ø- 
graze (vt.)—th ~ø- 
greed (IA)—lob 
green (IA)—h˙ryø 
grief (IA)—sok 
grind (vi.)—hid-, hip- 
groove—na:i 
grow (vi.) (IA)—u:g- 
grow dawn or dusk (vi.)—namch ~a- 
grow old (vi.)—Δ∆~a-, Δ∆~ac- 
grow, produce (noun) (vt.) (IA)—upj˙- 
guard (vi.) (IA)—p‰ra dha- 
gums—miri 
habit (IA)—a:d˙t 
hail—Dha:no 
hail (vi.)—Dha:no rha- 
hair of head—kha 
half—phyala≥ 
halt (IA)—p˙ra:u 
halt (vi.) (IA)—ru:k- 
halt (vt.) (IA)—ruka: - 
hand—lag 
hand over (vt.) (IA)—th˙ma- 
handle (IA)—p~ec 
hang (vt.) (IA)—l˙Tka:- 
hang (vt.) (IA)—Ta:≥- 
hang (vi.) (IA)—l˙T˙k- 
happy (IA)—p˙rs˙n 
hard (IA)—d˙kt 
hard (IA)—k˙Tor 
hard work (IA)—men˙t 
harvest (vt.)—kho- 
hasten (vi.)—phyer- 
hate (vt.) (IA)—ghiNya:s 
hate (IA)—ghi:N 
hay—khulma 
he she (dative)—dh‰ro, dhoru 
he, she (agentive)—dh‰j˙ 
he, she, that—dh‰ 
head—pusu 
head (IA)—si:r 
heap (IA)—Dher 
hear (vi.)—y˙n-, y˙m- 
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heart—Δ∆uaΔ∆a 
heart (IA)—dil 
heart beating (IA)—dh˙R˙k- 
hearth, oven—phut˙r 
heat—ra:p 
heat (IA)—g˙rmi 
heaven (IA)—s˙r˙g 
heavy—li:d˙ 
heavy (IA)—bha:ri 
heel (IA)—eRi 
height—yer ~‰ 
hell (IA)—n˙r˙k 
hemp (IA)—bha:N 
hen (IA)—kukRu 
herd (of animals) (IA)—jhunD 
here—du 
here and there—ha:r-gya:r 
here, this place—ghya:r 
hero one who leads (IA)—bhøR 
hey! (while calling someone)—e, ye 
high (IA)—ucø 
hilly (IA)—Danø 
himself, oneself (IA)—aphi 
his, her—dh‰t˙ 
hold, to catch (vt.)—cum- 
hold, to keep (vi.) (IA)—Ti:k- 
hole—døri 
hole (IA)—uDya:r 
hollow (IA)—Dhono 
hollow (IA)—khu˙k˙lo 
home—kim 
honey (IA)—søt 
hope (IA)—a:s 
hope (vt.)—a:s l˙- 
horn—Δ∆u:Ni 
horse (IA)—ghua:Ra 
hot—cart 
hour—gh˙nTa 
house, a staying place—Dya:ra 
how—khimi 
how much, how many—khilep 
how much, how many—khy˙kø 
how much, how many—ky˙l˙N 
hundred (IA)—sø 
hunger—bit 
hunt, to rush (vt.) (IA)—dh˙dya:- 
husband—khy˙wa, khyøwa 
husband's elder brother—puru 
husband's elder sister—puyu 

husband's father-in-law—Δ∆~at rhu 
husband's maternal aunt—m‰ sa:su 
husband's mother-in-law—Δ∆~at yu 
husband's younger brother (IA)—dyør 
husband's younger brother's wife (IA)—

dyøra:Ni 
husband's younger sister —n˙Rd, n˙rd 
hybrid animal of yak—jumi, jua:ba 
I—gye 
I (dative)—gyiru 
I (agentive)—gyej˙ 
if (IA)—˙g˙r 
illusion, money (IA)—ma:ya 
implement (IA)—øja:r 
in between—d˙rmya:n 
in between—kildu 
in good form (IA)—Thik-Tha:k 
in that, in —dh˙ba:N, dh˙pa:N 
in, inside—kal 
in, inside—alu 
in, under—pa:N 
inkpot (IA)—dod 
insect, a flying one—mitig 
inside (IA)—˙nd˙r 
intact (IA)—saNø 
intestine, gut—na≥cya 
intoxicated (IA)—Tun 
intoxication—y˙s 
iron—cag, cyag 
irrigate (vt.)—tir- 
jealousy, envy (IA)—irΔ∆a 
jerk (vi.) (IA)—jh˙Tk- 
jerk off (vt.) (IA)—jh˙Tka:- 
join (vt.) (IA)—joR- 
joint (IA)—joR 
juggler (IA)—huRkya 
jump (vi.) (IA)—ku:d 
keep (vt.)—ta:- 
keep carefully in place (vt.) (IA)—Tika:- 
keep something on hearth for cooking 

(vt.)—tu˙n- 
kidney—birkhu 
kill a goat or sheep (vt.)—sib- 
kill, to extinguish (vt.)—sad-, sap- 
kindle fire (which is already burning) 

(vt.)—cy˙d-, cy˙p- 
king (IA)—ra:ja 
kiss—mu ~a 
knead (vt.)—ol- 
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knee (IA)—ghunnø 
knife (IA)—c˙ku 
knit, to weave (vt.) (IA)—bu:N- 
knock (IA)—kh˙Tkh˙T 
knock (vt.) (IA)—kh˙Tkh˙Ta- 
knot—geR 
know (vi.)—s˙s- 
know (vi.) (IA)—ja:N- 
knowledge, address (IA)—p˙ta 
lac—la:k 
lake (IA)—jhi:l 
lamb—ba:lu 
lame (IA)—la≥Ra 
land (IA)—j˙mi:n 
landlord, owner (IA)—ma:l˙k 
landslide (IA)—røRø 
large—labu 
last (IA)—a:khiri 
last to last year—dhi:≥ 
last year—nani≥ 
laugh (vi.)—rh˙b, rh˙c- 
lay together—dhu:- 
leaf of a plant (IA)—pa:t 
leak (vt.)—ca≥-, cya≥- 
learn (vt.)—thus- 
leave behind (vi.)—khy˙l- 
leech—lhu≥ja 
leech (IA)—ju~aka 
left side (IA)—ba:≥~ø 
leftover (of something) (IA)—baki 
leg (IA)—Ta:≥ 
let loose (vi.)—mu:c- 
lice —rhi:gcag 
lick (vt.) (IA)—ca:T- 
lick (vt.)—cya≥- 
lie down (vi.)—bu˙l- 
light—ch˙nt 
light (IA)—halka: 
light (in weight)—yandu, ya≥d˙ 
light (lamp, match etc.) (vt.)—cur- 
like that—d˙mi 
like this, so—dimi 
line—ker 
lips—thou, thol 
liquor (IA)—da:ru 
live in luxury (vt.) (IA)—Tha:T l˙- 
liver—chinpa 
livestock, animals—ra:u 
living being (IA)—ji:b 

load (vt.)—mho- 
loaf around (vi.)—dhya:- 
lock (IA)—ta:i 
loins, waist (IA)—k˙m˙r 
long, tall—rhu:d˙ 
loom—r ~ac 
loose (IA)—jhi:lø 
lose—khulø 
louse—rhi:g 
low (IA)—nisø 
lower leg (IA)—khuTi 
lungs—lua 
lynx (IA)—Dh~aDu 
mad (IA)—bøyø 
maize (IA)—mu≥ri 
make (vt.) (IA)—b˙Na:- 
make a hole (vt.)—ka:No l˙- 
make curd (vt.) (IA)—j˙ma:- 
make hot (vt.)—cart l˙- 
make rope (vt.)—boT- 
make someone drink (vt.) (IA)—piwa:- 
make someone laugh (vt.) (IA)—h~˙sa:- 
make someone understand (vt.) (IA)—

s˙mja:- 
make something move in a round (vt.) 

(IA)—ghuma:- 
make something sink (vt.) (IA)—Duba:- 
make something wet (vt (IA)—bhija:- 
male—chorso 
male name-Avatar—øta:r 
mange—lu:tø 
mango (IA)—a:m 
manure, dung—la≥sa 
many—te 
many (IA)—k˙i 
mare (IA)—ghoRi 
market (IA)—b˙ja:r 
marriage (IA)—byø 
marriage (IA)—s‰dø 
mat (IA)—c˙T‰ 
meadow—p˙ya:r 
meal, food—j˙b˙≥ 
meat, flesh—Δ∆a 
medicine—mhan 
melt (vi.) (IA)—gøu- 
melt (vt.) (IA)—g˙wa:- 
mend (vt.) (clothes etc.)—su:l- 
metal plate (IA)—tha:i 
method (IA)—upay 
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midnight—phy˙d-muly˙≥ 
mile (English via IA)—mi:l 
milk—py˙lc 
milk (vt.)—chi:r- 
mind, heart (IA)—m˙n 
mirror (IA)—arsi 
mist—kui:R 
molar teeth (IA)—da: Ra 
mole (IA)—tilguN 
money (IA)—p~‰sa 
money, rupees (IA)—rup ~‰, ruph~‰ 
monkey (IA)—b~ad˙r 
month, a vocative sentence particle —la 
moon—jon 
mop up—mos- 
morning—muncø 
mosquito (IA)—m˙ch˙r 
mother—a:ma 
mother's brother's wife—nønø 
mother's brother, father's sister's 

husband—ma:ma 
mother's father—popo 
mother's father's sister, father's father's 

sister—nica 
mother's mother—momo 
mother's younger sister—ci:mi 
mother-in-law; beer—yu 
mountain range, an edge (IA)—dha:r 
mountain, a big rock—pa:R 
mouth—gico 
much, many (IA)—khu:b 
mud—hilø 
multiplier (IA)—guNa 
mustache—ju~akha 
my—gyit˙ 
myself, ourselves—i 
naked (IA)—na:≥ø 
name—mhin 
name given to the people from one of the 

valleys—marcha 
narrate (vt.) (IA)—suNa:- 
navel—nølø 
near—litø 
nearby—kilcø 
neck —m˙Rgini 
needle—kheb 
negation marker, no, not—mha 
neither ... nor—n˙t˙r ... n˙t˙r 
nephew (IA)—bh˙tija 

nerve (IA)—na:Ni 
net (IA)—ja:i 
new—nu:d˙ 
news (IA)—kh˙b˙r 
next—lyoni 
next day—hati gya 
next year—w˙tha, wata 
niece (IA)—bh˙tiji 
night—mulya≥ 
nine (IA)—nø 
noon—phyeni≥ 
north (IA)—utt˙r 
nose—nhimci 
now—dh~a 
now (IA)—˙b 
nurse (IA)—da:i 
oath—gy˙s 
of this—dhit˙ 
oh—ela 
oh (IA)—h˙la 
oh (while calling)—ola 
old—Δ∆~at 
old—yu:d˙ 
old man (IA)—buDya 
old woman (IA)—buD˙i 
on (IA)—pyer 
on (IA)—p˙r 
on the other side, across—rhapu 
on this side—dhipu, dipu 
on us—~î py˙r 
once again, more than—aji 
one—tig 
one by one—tig-tig 
one third (IA)—tiha:i 
one thousand (IA)—h˙ja:r 
one who has pain (IA)—dukhi 
only—nø 
only (IA)—hi 
open door (vt.)—akto phu˙r- 
open (vt.)—phyag- 
open something closed (vt.)—khol- 
open, to loosen (vt.)—phu˙l- 
opened—phu˙st 
opinion, counsel (IA)—r‰ 
or (IA)—ya 
original stock, base—mu 
ours—int˙ 
out of (location), since, point of time—su 
outside (outside the room, house)—dagar 
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overflow (vi.)—røRya:s- 
owl (IA)—ulu 
paddy—Δ∆ampa 
pain—nised 
pain (IA)—Dø 
pain, grief (IA)—dukh 
pair—chya 
pair of scales (IA)—t˙ra:ju 
pajama—jaNgali 
parrot (IA)—tota 
part—ta:n 
pass away (time) (vi.) (IA)—bi:t- 
path, way, road—amca 
payment given to a priest for his religious 

work (IA)—daksiN 
peel (vt.) (IA)—coR- 
penis—gulu 
perfect—sid 
person—mi 
person without hands (IA)—lu:la 
persons (pl.)—mise 
persuade (vt.) (IA)—m˙na:- 
persuade, to allure (vt.)—phuskya:- 
physical secretion—khy˙r- 
picture—chakø 
piece (IA)—Tuk˙Ra 
pig (IA)—s ~u≥˙r 
pigeon, dove—nhaku 
pillow—khum 
place (IA)—ja:ga 
plain level—tha≥ga 
plan (IA)—iski:m 
plane ground (IA)—m‰da:n 
plane land (IA)—s‰No 
plant (IA)—rop- 
play a musical instrument (vt.) (IA)—

b˙ja:- 
playing of musical instrument (vi.) (IA)—

ba:j- 
plough man (IA)—haya 
pluck (vt.)—khyag-, khyak- 
plural suffix—-se, -Δ∆e 
pocket (IA)—khi:sa 
poison (IA)—bik 
pond (IA)—t˙lø 
pony (IA)—T˙TTu 
position—ler 
position, condition (IA)—dasa 
possessive postposition—d˙b 

pot—nhod 
pot, one type —phu˙lTi 
potato (IA)—˙wu 
pots (pl.)—nu˙se 
power, strength (IA)—jor 
practice, exercise (IA)—h˙bya:s 
press (vt.)—cya:p-, cya:- 
price—l˙s 
prize (IA)—ina:m 
process of making bundles of threads—

rhin-, rhim- 
prohibitive prefix—tha- 
promise (IA)—b˙c˙n 
promise (IA)—w‰da 
protection—r˙kcya 
pull—lh˙soR- 
pull (vt.)—ro≥- 
pull (vt.) (IA)—kh~‰c- 
pulses (IA)—da:u 
pump air (vt.) (IA)—phula: - 
pumpkin (IA)—k˙du 
punishment in the form of fine (IA)—Da:n 
puppy—khuica 
pure (IA)—sud 
pure, typical (IA)—TheT 
pus—nag 
push (vt.) (IA)—dh˙kka:- 
put off, to take out something (IA)—ta:N- 
put some eatable in mouth like, roasted 

grains (vt.)—phac- 
puzzle, shaft —bh‰N 
python—cui:r 
quarrel—ghya:wo 
quarrel (vt.) (IA)—løR- 
queen (IA)—ra:Ni 
question (IA)—s˙wa:l 
question, interrogation—rhui 
rafter (IA)—Tua:na 
rain (IA)—barkha 
ram—phara 
ram castrated one—kar 
Rangpo language—rø≥pø bha:sa 
Rangpo people —ra≥pø, rø≥pø 
rat, mouse—nibca 
raw, uncooked (IA)—ka:cø 
reach (vi.) (IA)—p~øc- 
reach boiling stage (vi.)—bhø rha- 
read (vt.) (IA)—b~ac- 
readiness (IA)—t˙ya:ri 
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ready (IA)—t˙ya:r 
recently, —dhar ~u 
red—m˙≥d˙ 
region, country (IA)—des 
release (vt.)—muca:- 
remember (vi.)—ya:d rha- 
remembrance (IA)—ya:d 
repair (vt.) (IA)—su≥a:r- 
repent (vi.) (IA)—p˙cta:- 
request (IA)—˙rj 
respect (IA)—a:d˙r 
respect (IA)—ma:n 
respect form for father, fatherly—‰ni≥ 
return (vt.) (IA)—løTa:-  
return (IA)—wa:p˙s 
revenge (IA)—b˙dla: 
rice—ga 
ride (vi.)—khyos- 
rifle, gun (IA)—b˙ndu:k 
right (IA)—h˙k 
right side (IA)—d‰No 
right, exact, OK. (IA)—Thik-Thi:k 
ring—lhabca, lhapca 
ring, to play musical instrument (vt.) 

(IA)—b˙ja:- 
ripen (vt.) (IA)—p˙ka:- 
ripen (vi.) (IA)—pa:k- 
river (IA)—g˙R˙m 
rivulet—g˙drø 
roast (vt.) (IA)—bh˙b˙R- 
roast (vt.) (IA)—bh˙b˙Rya:- 
roast (vt.)—hu~o- 
rob (vt.) (IA)—lu:T- 
rock—pøR 
rock (IA)—Da≥ 
roll up threads into balls—rhi:- 
roof (IA)—ch˙t 
room (IA)—kamra 
root (IA)—jøRo ~ j˙Rø 
rope—thagpa 
rope (IA)—Dor 
rope (IA)—r˙ssi 
rope used for hanging clothes—da≥ 
rotten (IA)—˙lsi 
rough (IA)—Du˙g 
round (IA)—gou 
rude, naughty (IA)—utyoRu 
rule (IA)—nem 
run—by~e- 

run, to go away (vi.) (IA)—bha:j- 
sack—b~øThi 
sad (IA)—uda:s 
saddle cloth—phi≥ba 
saliva (IA)—la:u 
salt—cha 
sand (IA)—ba:wo 
saw (vt.) (IA)—ci:r- 
say (vt.)—du~as- 
say, to speak (vt.)—l˙-, lu˙- 
school (English via IA)—isku:l 
scoundrel—muyo 
scrape (vt.) (IA)—chi:l- 
scrape (vt.)—khyo- 
scrub (vt.)—r˙g˙R- 
sea (IA)—s˙mund˙r 
search (vt.) (IA)—khoj- 
search (IA)—khoj 
search (vt.)—khoj l˙- 
search (vt.) (IA)—Dhu:n- 
secret (IA)—bhed 
see (vi.)—kan- 
seed—pijag 
seed, sprout (IA)—kua:Ra 
select (vt.) (IA)—ch ~aT- 
self (IA)—khud 
sell (vt.)—ra≥- 
send (vt.) (IA)—bhej- 
send for—sa:- 
seniority—Δ∆˙wa 
senses (IA)—sud-bud 
seven (IA)—sa:t 
seven days—sa:t gya 
seven hundred—sa:tgya 
shade (IA)—ch‰l 
shaky (IA)—d˙gDya:no 
shallow (IA)—ut˙lo 
shame—chi, chi-chi 
sharp—c˙nt 
sharpen (vt.)—p˙ya:- 
sheep—ma 
sheep, a Tibetan type —bhuga:r 
shepherd—anwa:u 
shine (vt.) (IA)—c˙m˙k- 
shirt—khilta 
shoe (IA)—jua:Ra 
shoemaker (IA)—ba:Re 
shop (IA)—duka:n 
shopkeeper (IA)—duka:nda:r 
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short—tunt˙ 
shoulder (IA)—ka:n 
shoulder (IA)—k˙ndha 
sick (IA)—bima:r 
sick person—nadpa 
sickle—s˙d 
sickness—nad 
side (IA)—t˙r˙ph 
sign, mark—tag 
silver—mul 
sin (IA)—pa:p 
sing a song (vt.)—gh˙s l˙ga:- 
sink (vi.) (IA)—Du:b- 
sinner (IA)—pa:pi 
sister—rhi≥ja 
sister's daughter (IA)—bha:Nji 
sister's son (IA)—bha:Nja 
sit, to live, to be (vi.)—hunc-, hun-, hum- 
six (IA)—ch‰ 
sixth—ch‰po 
sixth day—cu≥ gya 
skin—lotø 
skin (IA)—ca:m 
sky (IA)—a:ga:s, aga:s 
slave (female) (IA)—da:si 
slave (male) (IA)—da:s 
sleep—i:b 
sleep (vi.)—guc- 
slip (vi.) (IA)—røR- 
slope—w‰la:r 
slope (IA)—Dha:u 
slope (IA)—k˙Tya:r 
slumber (IA)—o≥ 
small, a little bit (solid)—ci:ci 
smear (vt.)—les- 
smell—or ~îya, t˙gt˙ 
smell (IA)—ba:s 
smell (vi.) (IA)—su:≥- 
smell (vt.) (IA)—su≥a:- 
smoke—khu 
smoking pipe (IA)—n‰R-chil˙m 
snake, a big one (IA)—na:g 
snake, insect (IA)—bhu 
sneeze (IA)—ch ~îk 
sneeze (vi.)—ch ~îk- 
snot (IA)—siw~aNø 
snow—a≥ 
snow (vt.)—a≥ rha- 
so ... that ... as .. if—khiri ... khiri... 

so big, that large—dila:p 
soap (IA)—sa:m˙N 
soft—boldu 
soft (IA)—mul‰m 
some, any—ghori 
some—ku‰ 
something (also past form of verb /khir-

/)—khiri 
sometime—kh~‰ guast 
sometimes—ghu˙st˙ri 
sometimes—khiga:t 
sometimes—khy˙ga:t˙ 
sometimes or the other—guast˙ri 
sometimes or the other (Hindi, kabhi na 

kabhi)—khy˙ga:t˙ mha khy˙ga:t˙ 
somewhere—kh~egu 
somewhere, anywhere—kh~‰ 
son—cheri 
son's or daughter's father-in-law (IA)—

s˙mdi 
son's or daughter's mother-in-law (IA)—

s˙md˙Ni 
song—gh˙s 
soon, suddenly (IA)—ekd˙m 
sorrow—døn 
sound of the wind—s˙r-s˙r 
sound, voice—an 
soup (IA)—t˙ri 
sour (IA)—khaTo 
source—munya:u 
south—d˙kchin 
sow, plough (vt.)—bu:t- 
spade—phøro 
spend (time) (vt.) (IA)—bita:- 
spice (IA)—a:l˙N 
spider (IA)—makRa 
spin (vt.)—pan- 
spindle—ta:ku 
spit (vt.) (IA)—thu:g- 
spit (IA)—thug 
spleen—choro 
split (vt.) (IA)—pha:R- 
spoil (vi.) (IA)—big˙R- 
spoil (vt.) (IA)—biga:r (IA) 
spread (vi.) (IA)—ph‰l- 
spread (vt.) (IA)—ta:N- 
spread (vt.)—thi≥- 
squeeze (vt.) (IA)—nicoR- 
squirrel-like animal—phi:ya 
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staircase (IA)—ph‰Ri 
stammer (IA)—hak˙la- 
stand (vi.)—ThaNo hu˙≥- 
star (IA)—ta:ra 
steal (IA)—corlap- 
steam (IA)—bha:p 
stick (IA)—j~aThi 
stick, cane (IA)—bet 
sting (IA)—D˙≥k 
stink (vi.)—su:c- 
stir (vt.)—kh˙ro- 
stitch, to sew (vt.)—phan-, pham- 
stone—u≥ 
stool—a:ka 
stop (vt.) (IA)—tha:m- 
story (IA)—k˙tha 
story, blind woman (IA)—ka:Ni 
straw—bu:s 
stretcher, barrow (IA)—D˙ni 
strike fire (vt.)—phun- 
stroll, to go around (vi.) (IA)—ghu:m- 
stubborn—h˙mba 
suck (vt.) (IA)—cu:s- 
suddenly (IA)—t˙R˙m 
suddenly (IA)—suRuk 
sugar (IA)—ci:ni 
sun—ni 
support (IA)—Tek 
supposition—phøm 
surely (IA)—j˙ru:r 
surprised (IA)—h˙ra:n 
sweep, to clean (vt.)—sor- 
sweet—chyadpa 
sweet—khyagt˙ 
sweets—nyama 
swing (vi.) (IA)—jhu:l- 
swing (vt.) (IA)—jhula:- 
tail (IA)—puc˙Ri 
take (vt.)—lhe- 
take, to be (vt.)—hu˙n-, hu˙m- 
take breath—s ~as lhe- 
take or give an oath (vt.)—gy˙s dha- 
take revenge (vt.)—b˙dla: lhe- 
take support of something physical (vt.)—

Tek l˙ga:- 
talk (vi.)—kamci khy˙r- 
tea (IA)—jya 
teach (vt.)—thud- 
tear (vt.)—bag- 

tears—migti 
tease (vt.) (IA)—chyeR- 
tell (vt.) (IA)—b˙ta:- 
temple (IA)—dyøl 
temple (IA)—kanpuRi 
temple (IA)—purpuRi 
ten (IA)—d˙s 
tender apology (vt.)—ma:phi tho- 
tent (IA)—t˙mbu 
term used for the Garhwali people (mas. 

sg.)—go 
that many—dy˙l˙≥ 
that time—d˙ga:t 
the other, second (IA)—dusro 
theft (IA)—cori 
then (IA)—to 
then (IA)—t˙b 
there—dø 
there, near by, at—dh˙ja:r 
these—dhitye 
they (dative)—dh˙t~‰nu, dh˙tyanu 
they, those—dh‰tye, dh‰t~‰j˙ 
they, those (agentive)—dh˙t~‰j˙ 
thief (IA)—cor 
thigh—tøro 
thin—lagtu 
thin (flat objects like paper, cloth)—

bya:du 
thing (IA)—ci:j 
think (vi.) (IA)—s ~oc- 
think, to understand (vi.)—go- 
third—sumpø 
third time—sum phyero 
this—dhi 
this (sg. agentive)—dhij˙ 
this (sg.dative)—dhiru 
this one, this side—dipu 
this side—h˙Rk~u 
this year—thani≥ 
thorn—chø 
thought (IA)—s ~oc 
thousands (pl)—haja:r ~o 
threaten (IA) (vi.)—dh˙mka:- 
three—sum 
three days—nhi:sgya 
three days after tomorrow—thu≥gya 
three hundred—nhi:s gya 
throw (vt.)—nhar- 
thumb—Dhu˙nya 
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Tibet—bya≥ 
Tibetan person—bya≥pa 
tie a knot (vt.)—chin- 
tiger (IA)—ba:g 
tight (English via IA)—T‰T 
tight (vt.)—T‰T l˙- 
tight, narrow (IA)—˙la:R 
time (English via IA)—Tem, T‰m 
time (IA)—b˙g˙t 
time and again (IA)—gh˙Ri-gh˙Ri 
tin—ra:≥ 
today —than 
toe (IA)—p˙nja: 
tomatoes (IA)—T˙maT˙r 
tomorrow—oro, orø 
tongue (IA)—jib˙Ro 
too much (IA)—beh˙d 
tooth—Δ∆ag 
top, peak—Tuku 
torch—r ~akø 
torso (IA)—ga:t 
treat (vt.)—ila:j l˙- 
treatment (IA)—ila:j 
tree (IA)—Dalo 
tremble (vi.)—dar-, darc- 
triangle (IA)—tikoN 
truth (IA)—s˙c 
try, to test (vi.)—ca:k- 
tube (English via IA)—Tyu:b 
turban (IA)—T ~ako 
turn (vi.) (IA)—moR- 
turn around (vi.) (IA)—p˙lT˙- 
turn around (vt.) (IA)—p˙lTa:- 
turn on oneself (vi.)—ri:≥- 
turn over (vi.)—khuar- 
twenty (IA)—bi:s 
twice—nhila≥ 
twins (IA)—j~øy~ø 
two—nhi:s 
two days after tomorrow—ba:gya 
type (IA)—kis˙m 
ugly (IA)—bh˙ddø 
uncastrated male goat—logTo 
under —pø≥co 
under, below—thi≥cø 
under, below—thørø 
understand (vi.) (IA)—s˙m˙j- 
underwear (IA)—k˙cha 
underworld (IA)—p˙ta:u 

unsharp—kh˙nt 
up there—dh˙jer 
up to—th˙n‰ 
upright, erect—ThaNo 
urinate (vt.)—cy ~uku khy˙r- 
urine—cy ~uku 
useless (IA)—beka:r 
vagina—pua:ka 
valley (IA)—gha:Ti 
very many, very much (IA)—mhast 
vice (IA)—‰b 
village—nam 
village name—bhu~ît˙ya 
village name—bu~a 
village name—marka 
village name—ni:ti 
village name—s ~øsa 
village name—Δ∆asag 
village name—chinka 
villager—namci 
visit, meeting, to be seen (IA)—darsan 
voice, sound (IA)—a:wa:j 
wait (IA)—inja:r 
wait for (vt.)—nhu:s- 
wait for (vt.)—inja:r l˙- 
wake up (vi.)—s ~es- 
walk (vi.)—y~u- 
walk unsteadily (IA)—dh˙ndya:- 
wall (IA)—bhiti 
wall (IA)—diwa:r 
walnut—kuata≥ 
warm—chat 
warm oneself (vi.)—ches- 
wash (vt.)—ur- 
wash head (vt.)—sus- 
wasp (IA)—jh˙m˙lTø 
watch—ja:g 
watch (IA)—p‰ra 
water—ti 
water stream (IA)—dha:rø 
water well—m˙≥˙r 
watermill (IA)—gh˙T 
we—in 
we (dative)—inu 
we (agentive)—inj˙ 
weak (IA)—chi:N 
weak (IA)—k˙mjor 
weather (IA)—møs˙m 
weave (vt.)—rh˙m-, rh˙n- 
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weep (vi.)—ty ~ø- 
weigh (vt.) (IA)—tol- 
weigh (vt.)—bok- 
weight—tol 
weight of things about one kilogram or a 

specified weight—kha≥ 
west (IA)—pachim 
wet—thi:d 
wet (IA)—gi:lo 
what—khye 
what, that—khyen, khyenø 
wheat—j˙d 
when—guast˙ 
when (IA)—j˙b 
when ...then (IA)—j˙b ... t˙b 
when, although (IA)—j˙bki 
where—gu 
whistle (IA)—Ta:Ri 
white—si:d˙ 
who (agentive pl.)—ghot~‰j˙ 
who (agentive sg.)—ghoj˙ 
who, that (relative pronoun)—gho, ghuø 
whole (IA)—sa:ra 
whole, full (IA)—pu:rø 
whom (pl.)—ghot‰nu 
whom (sg.)—ghoru 
whose (pl.)—ghot~‰t˙ 
whose (sg.)—ghot˙ 
why—khyoru 
why not—khyor mha 
wicked person (IA)—‰bi 
wide, broad—paRd˙ 
widow (IA)—r ~aD 
wife—ums˙ri 
wife's brother (IA)—sa:wo 
wife's sister (IA)—sa:i 
wild bee—mua:ri 
win (vi.) (IA)—ji:t- 
win (vt.) (IA)—jita:- 
wind (IA)—b˙t~ø 
window (IA)—khiRki 
winnow (vt.)—Thab- 
winter—sod 
wipe (vt.) (IA)—miTa:- 
wipe (vt.)—sig- 
wire (IA)—ta:r 
wish—s˙m 
wish (vi.)—s˙m rha- 
wish (vi.) (IA)—ca:- 

with—l‰ 
with—sib 
with great pump and show (IA)—Tha:T-

baT 
without (IA)—big˙r 
women's upper clothes, a gown type—

pa:khi 
wonder (IA)—k˙ra:ma:t 
wood—si≥ 
wooden beam (IA)—Da:u 
wool—ch˙m 
word (IA)—s˙b˙d 
work—l˙n 
work (IA)—ka:m 
world (IA)—j˙g˙t 
world (IA)—s˙nsa:r 
worship (vt.) (IA)—pu:j- 
worship (IA)—pu:ja 
worship (vt.)—khi:- 
wrap, to roll (vt.) (IA)—l˙peT- 
write (vt.) (IA)—lek- 
yak (IA)—c~ør 
yard (IA)—g˙j 
yawn—˙l 
year—y~u 
year (IA)—sa:l 
yellow—lhed˙ 
yellowish eye discharge—mign˙ra 
yes (IA)—h~a 
yesterday—nya:r 
yoke (IA)—ju:wø 
you (pl.)—g~‰ 
you (sg)—g˙n 
young—Δ∆˙rba 
young boy, lad—Δ∆eru 
young boy, man—ky~øTø 
young girl, lady—k~eTi 
young one of goat—laca 
younger brother or sister—ba:ba 
younger brother's wife, also a term of 

address for a married lady—namΔ∆a 
younger sister's husband, daughter's 

husband—magpa, makpa 
yours (pl.)—g~‰t˙ 
yours (sg.)—g‰t˙ 
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A SKETCH OF BYANGSI GRAMMAR*  

 
Suhnu Ram Sharma 

Linguistics Department 
Deccan College Pune-411 006 

 
1.0 Introduction 
 There are few dialect variations among the Byangs speakers, but people feel that the 
dialect spoken by the people in Kuti village is somewhat different from the others. G.M. 
Trivedi (1991) has also noted this fact, but no variant forms are given.  Our study also does 
not include any data on dialectal variations.  Our data are mainly collected from the speakers 
of the villages Nabi, Gunji and Napalchu. 
 
2.0 Phonology 
2.1 Vowel Phonemes 
 
 i  i: ï ∑ u  u: 
 e o 
 ‰ ø 
 a  a: 
 
2.1.1 Phonetic description of vowel phonemes 
/i/ High front short unrounded vowel, occurs syllable initially and finally. [i] 
 This vowel is shorter initially and in closed syllables than in open syllables. 
/i:/ High front long unrounded vowel, occurs syllable initially and finally. [i:] 
/ï/ Centralized high short unrounded vowel, occurs in closed syllables [ï] 
 and syllable finally. 
/u/ High back rounded short vowel, occurs syllable initially and finally. [u] 
 In closed syllables and syllable initially, it is shorter than in final position. 
/u:/ High back rounded long vowel, occurs  syllable finally. [u:] 
/∑/ High back unrounded short vowel, occurs in closed syllables [∑] 
 and syllable finally. 
/e/ Mid high front unrounded vowel, occurs syllable finally. [e] 
/o/ Mid back rounded vowel, occurs in closed syllables and syllable finally. [o] 
/‰/ Lower-mid front short  unrounded vowel, occurs syllable finally. [‰] 
/ø/ Lower-mid back short rounded vowel, occurs in closed syllables [ø] 
 and syllable finally. 
/a/ Low central short vowel, occurs initially, in closed syllables and in syllable- [a] 
 final position.  Initially and in closed syllables it is somewhat shorter than in 

                                                
* I am grateful to the editors for comments on an earlier draft of this paper.  I would also like 
to thank my informants, Shri Jagat Singh Nabiy —al (age 45), Village N —abi and Post, Gunji, (2) 
Shri Gurjan Singh Gunjy—al (age 58), Village and Post Gunji, and Shri Mohan Singh 
Napalchyu (age 48), Village Napalchy —al, Post Gunji; all the consultants were from Tehsil, Dh —
arcul—a (Dharchula in the older system of spelling) District Pithauragarh, Uttar Pradesh, India. 
The author alone is responsible for errors and gaps if any. 
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 syllable final position. 
/a:/ Low central long vowel, occurs initially, in closed syllables [a:] 
 and syllable finally. 
 
 Phonetically the vowels with high falling tones are shorter than the vowels with level 
tones.  The centralized high short vowel /ï/, front mid vowel /e/, front lower-mid short vowel 
/‰/, and the back high unrounded short vowel /∑/ are lower than the other vowels. The lower 
mid vowels /‰ ø/ are inherently long. It is interesting to note that vowels in verbal roots are 
longer than those found in other roots.  
 D.D. Sharma (1989) treats Byangsi and Chaudangsi as one and the same dialect with 
some lexical variations and gives the following vowel chart (p. 110): 
 
 Front Central Back 
High i  u 
 
Mid e ˙ o ( ø ) 
 
Low ‰  a  
 
 He treats /ø/ as an allophone of /o/ when it occurs before a nasal or in final position.  
He lists another allophone of /o/ which he transcribes as [wo] and says that, 'Another notable 
variant of mid back vowel /o/ is its glidalized pronunciation, realized as [wo], which is more 
prominent in the dialect of Byangs' (1989:113).  Similarly he also has an allophone of /u/ 
realized as [wu].  But no phonetic conditions are given.  Following the same argument, in his 
allophonic description he writes, '/i/ > [yi], /e/ > [ye]—similar to the back vowels the front 
vowels /i/ and /e/ too are pronounced with a preceding front glide /y/' (1989:113).  He cites 
examples but no conditions are stated for where the glides occur.  In fact D.D. Sharma has 
missed the centralized vowel /ï/ and the back unrounded vowel /∑/ which we have found to 
be phonemic in our data.  He has confused these vowels with glides.  We will not cite many 
of the problems with D.D. Sharma’s inadequate description, as they are so numerous, but we 
will mention major gaps in his description.  It is enough to quote from his analysis and the 
readers will see how messy the description is.  He writes, '/e/ > /‰/—The lower front vowel 
/‰/, besides a phoneme, is also attested as an allophone of the mid front vowel /e/, in a word 
final position' (1989:113).  Then he cites some examples.  We know that some languages do 
have some type of neutralization of contrasts under certain conditions but we have found 
clear contrasts between /e/ and /‰/ (see §2.2, phonemic contrasts).  Trivedi (1991:5) gives a 
vowel chart in his phonemic inventory where he has 8 vowels, /i i: u u: e o a a:/ and says that 
there are twelve vowel sounds in Byangsi.  Here he has included the allophones in his list.  
He considers [i i: e e* ‰] as front vowels; [a a:] as central and [u u: o o* ø] as back vowels.  
Trivedi notes that /e/ has three allophones: [e] occurs in final position but not after an 
alveolar consonant before a pause; the mean mid allophone, which he transcribed [e*], is 
comparatively shorter than [e] and occurs in medial position in closed syllables; the lower-
mid allophone [‰] is comparatively shorter than [e], and occurs in final position after an 
alveolar consonant before a pause.  In our analysis we have established /e/ and /‰/ as separate 
phonemes.  Trivedi further states that /o/ has a higher mid allophone [o], which occurs in 
final position but not after a nasal consonant before a pause, while the mean mid allophone 
[o*], comparatively shorter than [o], occurs in medial position in closed syllables, and the 
lower mid allophone [ø] occurs in final position after a nasal consonant before a pause.  In 
our description we have treated [o] and as [ø] separate phonemes.  We have found in our data 
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examples of clear-cut contrasts, however the functional load of both /‰/ and /ø/ is certainly 
low. 
 
2.1.2 Syllable initial vowel contrasts 
 The front high centralized vowel /ï/, the back high unrounded vowel /∑/, the mid 
vowels /e o/ and the lower mid vowel /‰/ do not occur syllable initially.  The syllable initial 
occurrences of other vowels are given below in sub-minimal pairs, as minimal pairs are not 
found.  (a hyphen /-/ after the syllable means that it is a verb root) 
 
Initial occurrences : 
 /a/ 
 /am/ 'path'  
 /ai/ 'this' 
 /ati/ 'that'(remote) 
 /a≥-/ 'to lift, to pick up' 
 /alu/ 'potato' 
 /at5o/ 'flour' 
 /an‰/ 'here' 
 /at‰ / 'there' 
 
 /a:/ 
 /a:/ 'mouth' 
 /a: m/ 'mango' 
 /a:rsi 'mirror' 
 
 /i:/ 
 /i:/ 'stool' 
 
 /i/ 
 /in/ '1pl. pronoun' 
 /i≥g‰/ '1pl genitive pronoun' 
 /ibu≥/ 'anus' 
 /ilam/ 'vagina' 
 /inΔ∆i/ '1du. pronoun' 
 /ita:/ 'now, at  present'  
 /itta:/ 'just at this moment' 
 
 /u/ 
 /uo/ '3sg. pronoun' 
 /uΔ∆i/ '3pl. pronoun' 
 /uniΔ∆i/ '3du. pronoun' 
 /ulo/ 'where' 
 /ula≥/ 'when, then, how much, how many' 
 /una:/ 'who, someone' 
 /u≥/ 'stone' 
 
 /ø/ 
 /\ø≥-/ 'to inspect' 
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2.1.3 Closed syllable vowel contrasts 
 The front mid vowel /e/ and the front lower mid vowel /‰/ do not occur in closed 
syllables at all.  The occurrence of /o ø/ is also not frequent.  A syllable may begin with any 
consonant but it can be closed most commonly by a nasal stop, a lateral, a trill, or a voiceless 
or voiced velar, alveolar, dental or bilabial stop.  All the final consonants are unreleased 
except the trill and laterals.  The affricates and fricatives are very rare finally and they have 
their usual articulation where the air escapes narrowly between the articulators.  None of the 
long vowels except /a:/ show contrast in closed syllables. Examples: 
 
 /i/ /cim/ 'house' 
 /ï/ /cïm-/ 'to burn' 
 
 /u/ /ru≥-/ 'a heap of pebbles' 
 /∑/ /r∑m-/ 'earthquake' 
 
 /a/ /da≥/ 'aim; hill' 
 /u/ /du≥/ 'desire' 
 
 /a/ /ka≥/ 'a type of tea cup' 
 /i/ /kin/ 'a round pit' 
 
 /a/ /gal/ 'yak' 
 /a:/ /ka:ts/ 'lamb' 
  /ra:p/ 'flame' 
 
 /o/ /kots/ 'a type of leather bag' 
 /u/ /gul/ 'phlegm' 
 
 /ø/ /lø≥/ 'vomit (n.)' 
 /u/ /lu≥/ 'back' 
 
 /ø/ /phø≥-/ 'to jump in one place' 
 /o/ /pho≥-/ 'to jump from up to down' 
 
 /ø/ /d5ø≥/ 'a courtyard on the first floor of the house' 
 /a/ /d5am/ 'blacksmith' 
 
2.1.4 Syllable final vowel contrasts 
 
 /i/ : /i:/ 
 /ri/ 'glacier' 
 /ri:-/ 'to write' 
 /ti/ 'water' 
 /th \î-/ 'to melt' 
 /thi:-/ 'to get wet' 
 /kh \ï-/ 'to scrub utensils' 
 /khi:-/ 'to bend' 
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 /ï/ : /y/ 
 /pïe/ 'brother' 
 /pye/ 'knee' 
 /bïe/ 'thread' 
 /bye/ 'steep mountain rock' 
 /m\ïe/ 'fire' 
 /my \‰/ 'eye' 
 
 /u/ : /u:/ 
 /bu-/ 'to release' 
 /bu:-/ 'to carry something on the back' 
 
 /u/ : /∑/ 
 /khu:-/ 'to steal' 
 /kh∑-/ 'to exchange' 
 /bu-/ 'to release' 
 /b∑-/ 'to be known'  
 
 /e/ : /‰/ 
 /be/ 'buckwheat'  
 /b‰/ 'skin' 
 /ce-/ 'to pinch' 
 /c‰/ 'flower' 
 
 /o/ : /ø/ 
 /ko-/ 'to boil' 
 /kø/ 'bark' (of tree) 
 
 /a/ : /a: / 
 /ba/ 'father' 
 /ba:-/ 'to fold' 
 /sa/ 'soil' 
 /sa:-/ 'to sacrifice an animal (for black magic)'  
€ 
2.2 Consonant phonemes 
 The inventory of Byangsi consonant phonemes is given in the following table. 
Phonemes occurring in loans are placed in parentheses. Square brackets indicate phonetic 
transcription (allophonic variation).  The loan words are borrowed from Indo Aryan sources, 
especially Kumauni and Hindi.  
 
 Bilabial Dental Alveolar Palato- Retroflex Velar Glottal 
    alveolar 
STOPS: p t t5   k 
 ph th t5h   kh 
 b d d5   g 
 (bh) (dh) 
AFFRICATES:   ts c [tΔ∆]  
   tsh ch [tΔ∆h]  
   dz j [dÔ]  
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FRICATIVES:   s Δ∆   h 
NASALS: m n n5   ≥ 
 hm hn 
TRILLS:   r  
   hr 
LATERALS:   l 
   hl 
FLAP     (^) 
SEMI-VOWELS: w   y 
 
2.2.1 Consonant phoneme contrasts 
 The syllable in Byangsi may begin with any consonant except the borrowed retroflex 
/^/.  The contrasts have been shown syllable initially only. 
 
 /k/ /kar/ 'castrated male sheep' 
 /kh/ /khar-/ 'to cheat' 
 /g/ /gar-/ 'to get burst' 
 /≥/ /≥ø/ 'face' 
  /kø/ 'bark of tree' 
 /t5/ /t5a:-/ 'to prick' 
 /t5h/ /t5ha:-/ 'to strike a match' 
 /t5h/ /t5h∑m-/ 'to dance' 
 /d5/ /d5∑m-/ 'to tremble' 
 /n5/ /n5is‰/ 'noon' 
 /n5a/ 'mother' 
 /t/ /ta:-/ 'to keep' 
 /th/ /th \a/ 'waterfall' 
 /d/ /da:-/ 'to give' 
 /dh/ /dharti/ 'earth' (Indo-Aryan) 
 /n/ /niΔ∆‰/ 'seven' 
 /nag‰/ 'your' 
 /hn/ /hna:-/ 'to unload something from the head or back' 
 /p/ /pa≥/ 'a Tibetan' 
 /ph/ /pha≥-/ 'to fly' 
 /b/ /ba≥/ 'place' 
 /bh/ /bhak/ 'sound' 
 /m/ /ma≥/ 'dream' 
 /hm/ /mi:-/ 'to become small' 
 /hmi:-/ 'ripe' 
 /ts/ /ts \e/ 'memory, lid' 
 /tsh/ /tsh \e/ 'life, age, fat' 
 /dz/ /dz\e/ 'boredom' 
 /c/ /ce-/ 'to pinch, to bite' 
 /ch/ /ch \e/ 'fat, grease' 
 /j/ /je/ 'I' (first person sg.) 
 /l/ /l\a/ 'hand, boulder' 
 /hl/ /hl\a/ 'moon, month' 
 /r/ /ra≥/ 'arm' 
 /ru/ 'horn' 
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 /hr/ /hra≥/ 'horse' 
 /hru-/ 'to ask' 
 /s/ /sø≥/ 'village' 
 /Δ∆/ /Δ∆ø≥-/ 'to sit' 
 /h/ /ha≥/ 'then, after' 
 /ham/ 'how' 
 /y/ /ya/ 'king' 
 /w/ /wa/ 'tiger' 
 (^) /hatho^a:/ 'hammer' 
 
2.2.2 Some phonemic gaps and variations  
 The contrast between alveolar nasal and dental nasal is found syllable initially though 
this contrast is neutralized in favor of the dental nasal in final position. D.D. Sharma (1989) 
sets up dental and retroflex stops, and Trivedi (1991) sets up alveolar and retroflex stops, 
leaving the gap of retroflex nasal in the phonemic system. Pre-aspirated dental and alveolar 
nasal contrasts are also neutralized in favor of dental pre-aspirated nasals. In the initial stages 
of our data collection I pronounced all the dental and the alveolar nasals as either dental or 
alveolar but when the informants insisted on the distinction I carefully went through the 
entire list of dental and alveolar nasals to make sure that there is no mixing. We have found 
minimal pairs to show the contrasts as given above. It is possible that some words may have 
been recorded in reverse order (dental for alveolar or vice-versa) but the phonemic contrasts 
have been checked time and again.  We shall give more examples showing contrasts and 
neutralization to make the distinction clear.  
 
Syllable initial contrasts: 
 /n5/ : /n/ 
 /n5is‰/; /n5ich‰/ 'noon' 
 /niΔ∆‰/ 'seven' 
 /n5ace/ 'thorn' 
 /naΔ∆‰/ 'two' 
 /n5ag‰/ 'mother’s' 
 /nag‰/ 'your' 
 
2.2.3 Neutralization in syllable final position 
 It has been noted that the occurance of /n/ and /n5/ is neutralized in syllable final 
position, as we find only the dental nasal in that position.  The syllable final occurances are 
not many.  Some examples are given below: 
 
 /in/ '1pl. pronoun' 
 /yin/ 'year; is' 
 /kan/ 'vegetables' 
 /gan/ '2sg. pronoun' 
 /lan/ 'work' 
 /kin/ 'a round pit; a grain store outside the house' 
 /gwan/ 'death rites' 
 /gultïn/ 'testicles' 
 /lakΔ∆in/ 'nail' 
 /n∑lan/ 'wind' 
 /wa:lan/ 'a term used for the non-TB speakers, esp. the Kumaunis and Nepalis' 
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 /kalin/ 'a type of stone' 
 /khwan/ 'scorpion' 
 /khwaran/ 'pigeon' 
 /una:/ 'who, someone' 
 /gunda:/ 'in the middle' 
 /thinja:/ 'today' 
 
 Unlike their western neighbor, Rongpo, which has a series of murmured resonants, 
/hm hn hr hl/, contrasting with unmurmured resonants, Byangsi has a series of voiceless 
resonants, /hm hn hl hr/.  This fact was not recorded by the earlier authors.  
 The occurrence of syllable final consonants is restricted to the voiced nasal stops /≥ m 
n/, and the unaspirated voiceless or voiced stops, except the alveolar stops /t5 t5h d5/.  These 
final consonants are unreleased.  Apart from these syllable finals a syllable may end with a 
lateral, /l/, or a trill, /r/.  The trill has a distinctive repeated release in syllable final position 
when preceded by high back unrounded vowel /∑/ e.g. [p∑rr] 'navel'. 
 
2.2.4 Consonant clusters 
 Byangsi only allows consonant clusters of the type where the semi-vowels /y/ and /w/ 
occur as the second member of a syllable initial consonant cluster. These occur with most of 
the consonants except the alveolar affricates /ts tsh dz/, the alveolar stops /t5 t5h d5/, the 
lateral /l/ and the retroflex flap /^/.  There are less clusters with /w/ than with /y/.  Still fewer 
examples have been found with a trill as the second member of a consonant cluster.  
Consonant sequences may be found at morpheme or syllable boundaries, but these are not 
treated as consonant clusters.  A few examples : 
  
-y- 
 /pye/ 'knee' 
 /phyarmo/ 'to whiff' 
 /bye/ 'rock' 
 /my‰d‰/ 'below, low from the level' 
 /tyemo/ 'to weep, to cry' 
 /thyemo/ 'to participate, to join in some work' 
 /dyemo/ 'to go' 
 /nya:r‰/ 'yesterday' 
 /n5y‰/ 'day' 
 /n5ya:/ 'fish' 
 /n5yu≥Δ∆imo/ 'to retreat' 
 /kyemo/ 'to chew meat' 
 /gyera:/ 'grain or crop' 
 /cyøla:/ 'index finger' 
 /cya:mo/ 'to hide' 
 /chyamo/ 'to be hot' 
 /jy \amo/ 'to be broken (thread, rope); to bloom' 
 /syapi c\emo/ 'to pinch' 
 /Δ∆y\amo/ 'to run away 
 /hmyar/ 'frost' 
 /hya:mo/ 'to empty' 
 /rye/ 'a tale' 
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-w-  
 /kwali/ 'skull' 
 /khwan/ 'scorpion' 
 /gwan/ 'death rites' 
 /≥womo/ 'to cut wool of sheep or goat' 
 /thwacmo/ 'to beg' 
 /hwa:/ 'honey' 
 
-r-  
 /nagra:/ 'a paw of lion or tiger' 
 /gadro/ 'a ditch, a pit' 
 /nø≥krø/ 'ant' 
 
2.3 Tonal Contrasts 
 We have found a two-way tonal contrast in Byangsi, i.e. a high falling tone, 
transcribed with a grave accent mark on the vowel (/\a/), and a level tone, which is left 
unmarked.  The tones typically occur on the first syllable of multisyllabic words only.  None 
of the earlier descriptions mentioned above recorded any tonal contrasts. The examples 
showing contrasts are given below:  
 
 /ye/ 'an eagle type of bird' /khu/ 'family' 
 /y \e/ 'mountain' /kh \u/ 'smoke' 
 
 /pi/ 'four' /ki-/ 'to twine' 
 /p \î-/ 'to sweep' /k \î-/ 'to break hard objects' 
 
 /gi:-/ 'to bulge' /ci:-/ 'to squeeze' 
 /g \î-/ 'to swallow' /c\î-/ 'ten' 
 
 /hna:-/ 'to unload something from the head or back' 
 /hn \a-/ 'to be left over (of something)' 
 
 Tone contrasts with long vowels: 
 /ga:/ 'paddy' 
 /g \a:/ 'wound' 
 
 High falling tone with both short and long vowels: 
 /ch \a/ 'fodder mixed with some corn' 
 /ch \a:/ 'grain' 
 
3.0 Grammar 
3.1 Nouns 
 Byangsi has basically two types of noun stems.  Simple, with a monosyllabic 
morpheme, and complex, which may be formed with various suffixes.  Simple stems: /hnil/ 
'gums', /kh\u/ 'smoke', /kar/ 'ram', /ka:/ 'crow' and so on. 
 
3.1.2 Complex noun stems 
 A complex noun stem is composed of a nominal root and a formative suffix.  Both the 
constituents of the complex form are bound forms and are monosyllabic.  Therefore, the 
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complex nouns are bisyllabic and bimorphemic.  Often it is not possible to trace the meaning 
of each morpheme.  We have isolated about eight of the most common suffixes used in the 
formation of complex noun stems. Examples: 
 
 /-pa:/  
 /khøk-pa:/ 'corpus' 
 /can-pa:/ 'a person from Johar valley' 
 /kh \a-pa:/ 'winter' 
 /chy \a-pa:/ 'summer' 
 
 /-pu/ 
 /ni-pu/ 'mouse' 
 /tha:-pu/ 'reserve' 
 
 /-bu/ 
 /kha-bu/ 'snake' 
 /la-bu/ 'butter' 
 /tim-bu/ 'sky' 
 /ta≥-bu/ 'a big snake' 
 /n∑-bu/ 'insect' 
 /lam-bu/ 'woolen cloth' 
  
 /-la:/ 
 /bø-la:/ 'thumb' 
 /cyø-la:/ 'index finger' 
 /la:m-la:/ 'a Tibetan goat' 
 /ma:-la:/ 'sheep' 
 /la-la:/ 'grandmother' 
  
 /-ma:/ 
 /kar-ma:/ 'star' 
 /ge-ma:/ 'a type of dish made with milk' 
 
 /-nam/  
 /jyar-nam/ 'east' 
 /re-nam/ 'west' 
 /Δ∆yar-nam/ 'north' 
 /ta-nam/ 'south' 
 
 /-ts/ 
 /Δ∆ir-ts/ 'male grown up goat' 
 /Δ∆ip-ts/ 'comb' 
 /ka:ts/ 'lamb' 
 /kar-ts/ 'male lamb' 
 /bar-ts/ 'female lamb' 
 /ko-ts/ 'a bag made of leather' 
  
 /sa:-/ 
 /tøk-sa:/ 'side, direction' 
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 /ka-sa:/ 'cloud' 
 /hrak-sa:/ 'pebbles' 
 
3.1.3 Compound forms 
 Noun compounds may be formed by taking two or more morphemes and combining 
them into a compound noun. The compound nouns are classified into various classes as 
follows: 
 Class 1: In this class the meaning of the constituents can be traced in the language and 
the meaning of the resultant form is transparent. Examples: 
 
 /mïtti/ 'tear' < /my‰/ 'eye' + /ti/ 'water 
 /mikcham/ 'eye lashes' < /mik/ 'eye'6 + /cham/ 'hair, fur' 
 /p∑Δ∆akcham/ 'hair' (of head) < /p∑Δ∆a:/ 'head' + /cham/ 'hair, fur' 
 /hnapti/ 'snot' < /hnim/ 'nose' + /ti/ 'water' 
 /Δ∆yaΔ∆i/ 'relatives'/ < /Δ∆ya:/ 'flesh' + /Δ∆ \î/ 'blood' 
 
 Class 2:  In this class we find that the meaning of one constituent can be traced in the 
language, though the meaning of the other form is unknown. e.g., /bu-ti/ 'butter-milk' < /ti/ 
'water' and /bu-/, which is a bound form we can not assign any meaning to.  Similar examples 
are: /Δ∆il-ti/ 'saliva', /la-ti/ 'semen', /gam-so/ 'molar tooth' (/so/ 'tooth'), /lak-Δ∆in/ 'nail' (/lak/ 
'hand'), /khu\e/ 'grandson' (/khu/ 'family').  Many examples will fall under this class. 
 Class 3:  This class has complex compounds with two or more syllables but it is hard 
to find any form with an identifiable independent meaning in the language, e.g. /wamba≥/ 
'dark'. here it is possible to speculate that the morphemes are /wam-/ and /-ba≥/, but there is 
no way to trace them to the meaning which the complex form has.  Similar examples are not 
hard to find.  Some examples are cited here: 
 
 /ba≥khar/ 'morning' /p‰na:/ 'a type of bat' 
 /n5amïn/ 'autumn' /mïncace/ 'bat' 
 /ra≥pli/ 'feather' /maya≥/ 'a type of basket' 
 /du≥la≥/ 'food' /labu/ 'butter' 
 /th∑mcaru/ 'custom' /latakta/ 'dirt' 
 /mad5ø≥ma≥/ 'eagle' /bochab/ 'porcupine' 
 
3.1.4 Gender 
 Gender is not a grammatical category in Byangsi, but in some domesticated animals it 
is expressed with the help of some bound morphemes which indicate masculine and feminine 
gender.  For humans there are separate words for male and female persons, though a few 
terms for females take a morpheme which can be treated as a feminine gender marker: 
 
 /byuli Δ∆ya:/ 'bride' /byulo/ 'bridegroom' 
 /Δ∆in Δ∆ya:/ 'sister' /pïe/ 'brother' 
 /hrithi Δ∆ya:/ 'wife' /hrithi/ 'husband' 
 /nam Δ∆ya:/ 'son’s wife' /hrin Δ∆ya:/ 'wife’s younger brother’s wife' 

                                                
6The free form for 'eye' is /my‰/, but there are three bound forms for 'eye', two of which are 
given here. However, I cannot relate these forms with each other or the free form by any 
morphophonemic rules at present.  The loss of the final consonat is also observed in the 
forms for 'hand', thus,  /l~a/, but /lak-/ in /lakshin/ 'fingernail'.  
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 Some animal names take a morpheme indicating masculine and feminine gender.  
These morphemes are prefixed to the noun.  Examples: 
 
 /hra≥/ 'horse' /pho hra≥/ 'male horse' /mo hra≥/ 'female horse' 
 /bila/ 'cat' /pho bila/ 'male cat' /mo bila/ 'female cat' 
 
 But this is not a very productive process, as many animal names involve separate 
terms for male and female creatures, apart from a general term, e.g.,  
 
 /gal/ 'yak' /d5umo/ 'female yak' /yakt5o/ 'male yak' 
 /ma:la:/ 'goat' /camts/ 'female goat' /lasa≥/ 'male goat' 
 /re/ 'cow' /kola≥/ 'bull' 
 
 Since gender is not a grammatical category in this language, there is no agreement of 
nouns and verbs involving gender. 
 
3.1.5 Number 
 It has been found that Byangsi count nouns take the plural number marker /ma≥/ and 
the case affixes are added after this marker in noun phrases. Mostly it is used with human 
nouns to indicate plurality.  When it is added to the other nouns it appears artificial, as in 
informal speech it is very rarely used. If the number of persons is known, then the specific 
numeral is added before the noun.  The dual number is indicated by suffixing /khan/ to both 
nouns and pronouns.  But this dual marker can be added to nouns representing humans only, 
whereas the plural marker can be added to other count nouns as well.  Examples: 
 
Plural forms: 
 /m\î-ma≥/ 'men' /Δ∆iri-ma≥/ 'boys' 
 /ma:la:-ma≥/ 'goats' /gal-ma≥/ 'yaks' 
 /Δ∆i≥-ma≥/ 'trees' /n5ya-ma≥/ 'fish (pl.)' 
 /l\a-ma≥/ 'hands' /hra≥-ma≥/ 'horses' 
 
Dual forms: 
 /m\î-khan/ 'two persons' /Δ∆iri-khan/ 'two boys' 
 /khu\e-khan/ 'two grand-sons' /khume-khan/ 'two grand-daughters' 
 
 The prefix /nis-/ is an alternate form of the numeral /naΔ∆‰/ 'two' which is sometimes 
prefixed to nouns representing humans to indicate the dual number.  Examples: 
 
 /nis-m\î/ 'two persons' /nis-Δ∆iri/ 'two boys' 
 /nis-tsame/ 'two daughters' /nis-pïe/ 'two brothers' 
 
4.0 Pronouns 
 The  personal pronouns differentiate three persons and three numbers. The dual forms 
are not commonly used.  Dual number is used only when one needs to be very precise and 
definite about the number of persons.  The dual suffix /-Δ∆i/ is added to the plural form to 
indicate the dual form.  The personal pronouns are given below: 
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 Singular Dual Plural 
First person : je inΔ∆i in 
Second person: gan ganiΔ∆i gani 
Third person: uo uniΔ∆i uΔ∆i 
 
 As discussed above, the dual number can also be formed by suffixing the marker /-
khan / to the plural forms of the pronouns.  But it is less common to use such forms.  
Examples: /in-khan/ 'we two'; /gani-khan/ 'you two'; /uΔ∆i-khan/ 'they two'.  The verb forms do 
not inflect according to dual number but the plural number is marked. 
 
4.1 Demonstrative pronouns 
 Byangsi demonstrative pronouns differentiate a five way contrast with regard to 
distance and elvation relative to the speaker's location and whether an object is visibile to the 
speaker or not.  The distance can be proximate or distal.  The position of an object relative to 
the position of the speaker can further be specified in terms of elevation, whether it is at a 
lower elevation or at a higher elevation.  These dimensions are used for a visible object; if the 
object is not visible to the speaker, a separate term is used.  The following chart shows the 
distinctions. 
 
 DISTANCE SIGHT HEIGHT 
  Proximate Distal Obviate Higher Lower 
 sg. ai ati teti thoti yoti 
 pl. aima≥ atima≥ tetima≥ thotima≥ yotima≥ 
 
 Dual forms, when needed, can easily be constructed by adding the dual marker, e.g., 
/ai khan/ or /ai niΔ∆i khan/ or /ai ni m \î/ 'two persons'. These demonstrative pronouns can also 
receive case markings.  
 
4.2 Interrogative Pronouns 
 Byangsi has the following interrogative pronouns.  Some of these are used as 
adverbials as well. 
 
/kh \a/ 'what'  This does not inflect for number or case. 
 /gan kh\a mïnta hlinø/  
 you what name is 'What is your name?' 
 
 /u-ja kh\a yin/ 
 he-DAT what  is 'What does he have?' 
 
 /ati kh\a hlye/ 
 that what is 'What is that?' 
 
/una:/ 'who'  This interrogative pronoun receives case marking but no number markers. 
 /ati una: hlye/ 'Who is he?'  
 /atima≥ una: hlyenan/ 'Who are they?' 
 /una:-ja/ 'to whom' (sg. / pl.) 
 /una:-g‰/ 'whose' (sg. / pl.) 
 
/ula≥/ 'when' 
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 /gan ula≥ ranis \ø/ 'When did you come?' 
 
/w \a/ 'where'  Most often this interrogative takes the locative marker /kho/. 
 /uΔ∆i w \a-kho yinan/ 'Where are they?' 
 /Δ∆elu w \a yin/ 'Where is Shelu?'  
 
/ham/ 'how' 
 /ati ham yin/ 'How is that?' 
 
/ho≥/ 'why' 
 /gan ho≥ tu≥nis \ø/ 'Why did you drink?' 
 
4.3 Emphatic/Reflexive Pronouns 
 The emphatic pronoun seems to have been borrowed from Hindi or Kumauni /api/ 
'self', and it is used with all the persons and numbers without any case or number markers, 
even if the coreferential non-emphatic pronoun or noun takes the agentive case marker.  
Examples: 
 
 /je-s‰ api Δ∆u≥tø/ 'I myself will do it.' 
 /wo-s‰ api Δ∆u≥ta/ 'He himself will do it.' 
 
4.4 Indefinite pronouns 
 Indefinite pronouns have adjectival and adverbial uses; more details will be given in 
the discussion of adjectives and adverbs. 
 
 /duma m\î/ 'some or some one or a few persons' 
 /lairi/ 'all' 
 /ula≥-i/ 'sometimes' 
 /w \a-khu-te/ 'somewhere' 
 
4.5 The relative pronoun 
 Byangsi uses a single relative pronoun, /dzai/, and it is always used with the remote 
demonstrative pronoun /ati/ as a correlative.  These two forms can refer to persons, objects, 
places, or situations.  Relativization can be on an agent, a locative, a patient, or an instrument.  
It appears that this relative pronoun is a borrowing from Hindi (cf. the Hindi relative 
pronouns jo, jise).  This relative marker can take case markers.  Examples: 
 
 /ati tsame dzai cim-dza lan Δ∆u≥g‰tata je-g‰ hrinΔ∆a hle/ 
 that girl RELPRO house-in work doing I-GEN sister is 
 'That girl who is doing work at home is my sister.' 
 
 /ati m\î  dzai-s‰ ai byam rans \ø bïd-mi hle/ 
 that man RELPRO-AGT this carpet weave good-man is 
 'The man who made this carpet is a good man.' 
 
 /ati byam dzai gurjan si≥-s‰ rang‰tata/ 
 that carpet RELPRO Gurjan Simha-AGT is.weaving 
 'That carpet which Gurjan Simha is making.' 
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 /ati ba≥ dzai ba≥-kho je Δ∆ø≥Δ∆ïy‰s \ø/ 
 that place RELPRO place-LOC I sat 
 'That place where (on which) I sat.' 
 
 /ati m\î dzai ma:mla sais\ø/ 
 that man RELPRO sheep killed 
 'That man who killed the sheep.' 
 
 /ati Δ∆end‰ dzai s \ø≥-kho dyis \ø/  
 that child RELPRO village-LOC went  
 'That child who went to the village.' 
 
 /ati m\î dzai khobu-s‰ c\îs \ø/ 
 that person RELPRO snake-AGT bit 
 'That person whom the snake bit.' 
 
 /ati akhan dzai-s‰ i≥-g‰ ba-s‰ wøm sais\ø/ 
 that sickle RELPRO-AGT 1pl-GEN father-AGT bear killed 
 'The sickle with which the father killed the bear.' 
 
 /ati cim dzai cim-dza ra:mu basat yin/ 
 that house RELPRO house-in Ramu live is 
 'The house where Ramu lives.' (/basat/ is a loan from Hindi basna: 'to dwell') 
 
 /ai ati-yi-cukti hle dzai gan nya:re tonis \ø/ 
 this that-same-cap is RELPRO you yesterday bought 
 'This is the same cap which you bought yesterday.' 
 
4.6 Case 
 Morphologically a noun or a pronoun may be marked for three cases, viz., 
agentive/instrumental, dative and genitive.  The nominative is unmarked and the other 
semantic relations are expressed with the help of postpositions.  Case suffixes are given 
below: 
 
 Nominative zero 
 Agentive/Instrumental -s‰ ~ -se 
 Dative -ja da≥ci, -ja, -ja ci 
 Genitive -g‰ 
 
 Case tables for one noun and the personal pronouns: 
 
/mi/ 'person' 
  sg. pl. 
 Nominative m\î mima≥ 
 Agentive m\îs‰ mima≥s‰ 
 Dative m\îja mima≥ja 
 Genitive m\îg‰ mima≥‰ 
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/je/  1st person 
 Singular Dual Plural 
 Nominative je inΔ∆i in 
 Agentive jes‰ inΔ∆is‰ ins‰ 
 Dative jeja inΔ∆ija inja 
 Genitive jig‰ inΔ∆ig‰ i≥g‰ 
 
/gan/ 2nd person 
 Nominative gan ganiΔ∆i gani 
 Agentive gans‰ ganiΔ∆is‰ gans‰ 
 Dative ganja ganiΔ∆ija ganija 
 Genitive nag‰ ganΔ∆ig‰ ganig‰ 
 
/uo/ 3rd person (visible) 
 Nominative uo uniΔ∆i uΔ∆i 
 Agentive wos‰ uniΔ∆is‰ uΔ∆is‰ 
 Dative woja uniΔ∆ija uΔ∆ija 
 Genitive ug‰ / wog‰ uniΔ∆ig‰ uΔ∆ig‰ 
 
/ati/ 3rd person (invisible or far away)'  
 Nominative ati atiΔ∆i atima≥ 
 Agentive atis‰ atiΔ∆is‰ atima≥s‰ 
 Dative atija atiΔ∆ija atima≥ja 
 Genitive atig‰ atiΔ∆ig‰ atima≥‰ 
 
4.7 Noun Case Markers 
 As is evident from the tables given above, the nominative case is expressed by a zero 
suffix and so the uninflected form of the noun or pronoun is used. In a clause with two 
nominative NPs, the order of the constituents then determines the interpretation of the case 
relations.  The subject is followed by the object and then the verb follows the object (SOV).  
It is important to note here that in Byangsi the agentive marker [-s‰ ~ -se] indexes the 
agentivity or deliberate control of the subject actant over a transitive or intransitive event.  
The case suffix [-s‰ ~ -se] also expresses instrumental relations.  The dative case marker /-
ja(da≥ci)/ also has multiple functions.  The pronouns are marked with this case though the 
nouns do not receive this case marker.  It is also used in possessive constructions, e.g., /gan-ja 
kh\a yin/ [you-DAT what is] 'What do you have?', /je-ja ma:la:ma≥ yinan/ [I-DAT goat-pl. are] 
'I have goats'.  To see the use of the different case markers, we can contrast /Δ∆i≥-ja/ 'of wood' 
or 'of tree', which means 'belongs to wood or tree', /Δ∆i≥-s‰/ 'by the help of wood', and /Δ∆i≥-g‰/ 
'made out of wood'.  The following examples illustrate the use of the case markings. 
 
 /uo ja≥-ts \ø/ 
 he run-PAST 
 'He ran.' 
 
 /uo ti tu≥-ts \ø/ 
 he water drink-PAST  
 'He drank water.' 
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 /ra:m-s‰ s‰lu lïbïn ka-da:/ 
 Ram-AGT Δ∆elu book PAST-give  
 'Ram gave Shelu a book.' 
 
 /ra:m du≥la≥ ka-dza:/ 
 Ram food PAST-eat 
 'Ram ate food.' 
 
 /ra:m-s‰ selu døb-s \ø/ 
 Ram-erg Δ∆elu see-PAST 
 'Ram saw Shelu.' 
 
 /je-s‰ Δ∆i≥ dza≥-s‰ cak-s \ø/  
 I-AGT tree axe-INST cut-PAST  
 'I cut the tree with the axe.'  
 
 /je-ja lïbïn yin/ 
 I-DAT book is  
 'I have a book.' 
 
 /ra:m-ja lïbïn-ma≥ yinan/ 
 Ram-DAT book-pl. are 
 'Ram has books.' 
 
 /je-s‰ Δ∆end‰-ja lan Δ∆u≥phï≥ ta:-to/ 
 I-AGT child-DAT work get done-PRESCONT 
 'I am getting the work done by the child.' 
 
 /je-s‰ gan-ja kharci ai lïbïn kwarya-≥go/  
 I-AGT you-DAT from this book take:FUT 
 'I shall take this book from you.' 
 
 /ai u≥ je-ja da:/ 
 this stone I-DAT give+IMP 
 'Give this stone to me.' 
 
 /uΔ∆i-g‰ ma:la:-ma≥ yinan/ 
 they-GEN goat-pl. are 
 'They have goats.' 
 
 /ai ra:m-g‰ cim hle/ 
 this Ram-GEN house is 
 'This is Ram’s house.' 
 
 /ati Δ∆i≥-g‰ hle/ 
 that tree-GEN is 
 'That belongs to the tree.' 
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 /Δ∆i≥-g‰ cim/ 
 wood-GEN house 
 'house made of wood' 
 
 /u≥-g‰ d5alo/ 
 stone-GEN piece 
 'a piece of stone' 
 
 /ra:msi≥-g‰ nya:r-ci duka:n yin/ 
 Ramsimha-GEN yesterday-ABL shop is  

'Ram Singh's is yesterday’s shop. (This sentence means that Ram Singh just started 
his shop a few days ago.)  

 
 /je-ja lan hlikan/ cf. /je-ja lan ma-hle/  
 I-DAT work done  I-DAT work not-done 
 'The work was done by me.'  'The work was not done by me.' 
 
4.8 Postpositions 
 Other case relations are expressed by the following postpositions. Some of these 
postpositions could be considered locative or comitative case markers, as they take a 
nominative NP, while the others take a dative or genitive NP. The list of postpositions given 
below is far from complete.  Examples: 
 
 /rakta/  'with, along'.  (takes a nominative NP) 
 /in rakta/ 'with us' 
 /ba rakta/ 'with father' 
 
 /khu/  'on, inside'.  (takes a nominative NP) 
 /u≥ khu/ 'on the stone' 
 /cu khu/ 'inside the room' 
 
 /dza/  'in'.  (takes a nominative NP) 
 /cim-dza/ 'in the house' 
 
 /n5intam/  'after, behind'.  (takes a nominative NP) 
 /cim nïntam/ 'behind the house'  
 
 /gunda:/  'in the middle'.  (takes a nominative NP) 
 /ya≥ti gunda:/ 'in the middle of the river' 
 
 /yarto/  'above'.  (takes a genitive NP) 
 /cim-g‰ yarto/ 'above the house' 
 
 /yikho/  'below'.  (takes a genitive NP) 
 /cim-g‰ yikho/ 'below the house' 
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 /kharci/  'from (source)'.  (takes a dative NP)7 
 /ra:m-ja kharci/ 'from Ram' 
 /je-ja kharci/ 'from me' 
 
 /kharci/  'from' (place, point ).  (takes a nominative or dative NP) 
 /yarto kharci yikho was‰/ 'from above to below 
 /dha:rcu:la: kharci/ 'from Dharcula  
 /re-ja-ci/ 'from the field' [field-DAT-ABL] 
 /cim-ja kharci/ 'from the house' 
 
 /khu kharci/  'from on; out of'.  (takes a nominative NP) 
 /ti khu kharci/ 'out of water' 
 /Δ∆i≥ khu kharci/ 'from on (the) tree' 
 
 /hratam/  'front, before'.  (takes a dative NP) 
 /cim-ja hratam/ 'in front of the house' 
 /gan-ja hratam/ 'in front of you' 
 
 /was‰/  terminative, 'up to'.  (takes a nominative NP) 
 /yarto kharci yikho was‰/ 'from above to below 
 /itta wase‰/ 'till now' 
 /wuila≥ was‰/ 'till then' 
 
 /nero/  'near'.  (takes a nominative NP) 
 /cim nero Δ∆i≥ yin/ 'Near the house there are trees.' 
 
 /tøksa:/  'towards'; 'side'.  (takes a genitive NP; vowel harmony below). 
 /ji-g‰ tøks‰/ 'my side' 
 /ati-g‰ tøks‰/ 'that side' 
 
 /nittam tøksa:/  'both sides'.  (takes a genitive NP) 
 /cim-g‰ nittam tøksa: ya≥ti yin/  'There is a river on both sides of the house.' 
 
5.0 Adjectives 
 Adjectives precede the nouns they qualify and some of them can even function as 
nouns, e.g. /ati ma≥d‰ yin/ 'that is red'. There is no agreement of number or gender between 
the nouns and adjectives.  In fact, the adjectives in Byangsi do not undergo any changes with 
regard to the nouns they qualify.  Adjectives may be classified into four types as follows: 1. 
Qualitative, 2. Similitive and demonstrative, 3. Quantitative, 4. Numerals. 
 
5.1 Qualitative 
 These adjectives precede the noun they qualify and refer to a quality of the noun. 
Most of them are derived from verbs and nominal stems.  They take adjectival suffixes to 
form the adjective class.  The most common adjectival suffixes are the following: 

                                                
7The source case is expressed with the ablative postposition /kharci/ or simply /ci/, which 
takes a dative-marked noun or pronoun, as in these examples.  Temporal and locative 
expressions sometimes also take the ablative marker /-(khar)ci/, but in this case the dative 
marking is optional, as can be seen from the following set of examples.  
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 /-d‰/  
 /yi:-/ 'to become old' 
 /yi:d‰/ 'old' 
 /b∑l-/ 'to be fat' 
 /b∑ld‰/ 'fat' 
 /kha/ 'walnut' (which is bitter in taste)  
 /kha:d‰/ 'bitter, difficult' 
 /bïe/ 'thread' 
 /by‰d‰/ 'thin' (in thickness) 
 
 /nu:d‰/ 'new ' /lod‰/ 'easy'  
 /th‰d‰/ 'high' /mi:d‰/ 'small' 
 /my‰d‰/ 'low' /Δ∆i:d‰/ 'white' 
 /ma≥d‰/ 'red' /wamd‰/ 'black' 
 /lyed‰/ 'yellow' /pha:d‰/ 'ash colour' 
 
 It may be noted here that there is no basic colour term for 'blue' in Byangsi; the word 
/timbu/ 'sky' is used for indicating 'blue', however colour terms for 'brown', /gyamo/, and 'ash' 
colour, /pha:d‰/, exist as basic terms in Byangsi.  In a way this fact violates Berlin and Kay’s 
universalistic hypothesis of colour terms (Berlin and Kay 1969).  
 Similar other adjectives are formed with various adjectival suffixes.  Some more 
examples with suffixes are given below: 
 
/-th‰/  
 /nya≥th‰/ 'light in weight' /hli:th‰/ 'heavy' 
 /bu≥th‰/ 'tall, long' /t∑nth‰/ 'short' 
 /tsanth‰/ 'sharp' (of an instrument) 
/-t‰/ 
 /hyukt‰/ 'deep' /thi:t‰/ 'wet' 
 /tshart‰/ 'dry' /lakt‰/ 'thin' (of round objects) 
 /part‰/ 'broad' /w \alt‰/ 'loose' 
 /khi:t‰/ 'dirty' /≥amt‰/ 'strong' 
/-ta/ 
 /thu:ta/ 'weak' /kyerakta/ 'curved' 
 /khasrakta/ 'rough' /phota/ 'thick' (liquid)  
 /chakta/ 'sweet' /Δ∆irta/' 'sour' 
 /latakta/ 'smell bad' /dzamta/ 'smooth' 
 
 Some opposites are formed by prefixing the negative particle to the existing positive 
form, e.g. /hyukt‰/ 'deep', /ma-hyukt‰/ 'shallow'.  In cases where the negative marker is 
required to achieve a certain meaning, a lexicalized opposite does not exist in the language. 
 
5.2 Similitive and demonstrative adjectives  
 The particle /na/ can be suffixed to some nouns, pronouns, adjectives, adverbs, and 
verbs to derive the adjectival meaning 'like' or have the same quality as that of the object or 
the concept.  Examples: 
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 /hla na chant‰/  
 moon like light 
 'light like the moon' 
 
 /n5i na chant‰/ 
 sun like light 
 'light like the sun' 
 
Also /je na/ 'like me', /ati na/ 'like that', /tsod‰ na/ 'mad like', /lomo na/ 'saying like, worth 
saying'.  This process is very productive in this language; one can add this particle to any 
verb and construct verbal nouns like 'worth eating', 'worth drinking', and so on. 
 The demonstrative pronouns can also function as adjectives and belong to this 
category of adjectives, e.g. /ai mi/ 'this man'.  
 
5.3 Quantitative adjectives 
 The following lexical items express the quantity of some entity: 
 
 /matm \î/ 'many' /dumam\î/ 'some, a few people' 
 /lairi/ 'all' /ga≥m\î/ 'the other person' 
 /jamma:/ 'whole' 
 
 Another group of quantitative adjectives is formed by demonstrative pronouns 
followed by the suffix /-la≥/, e.g. /ai-la≥/ 'this much'; /ati-la≥/ 'that much' or 'that many', /u-
la≥/ 'how many'. 
 
5.4 Numerals 
 The cardinal and multiplicative numerals can be used in the same place before the 
nouns as adjectives. The numerals from one to ten are monomorphemic and from eleven to 
nineteen are formed by an additive process, as the numeral /c \î/ 'ten' and its allomorphs [c‰-], 
[co-],  [cir-], [sa:] become the base and the allomorphs of 'one' to 'nine' are added with some 
morphophonemic changes. The form for 'twenty' is /nasa:/, 'two into ten', [na-] being the 
allomorph of 'two' and [sa:-] being an allomorph of /c \î/ 'ten'.  From twenty onwards /nasa:/ 
'twenty' becomes the base and the counting from twenty to forty is carried out by the process 
of addition (20+1), where the full form of the numerals from one to nineteen is added, and 
not their allomorphs. The numeral for thirty can be formed in two ways, one is /nasa: c \î/, 
'twenty plus ten', and the other is /s∑ms \a/, 'three into ten', but the counting continues with the 
additive process even after thirty, i.e., 'twenty plus eleven'; 'forty plus eleven', 'sixty plus 
eleven'; 'eighty plus eleven' continues up to ninety nine.  Basically Byangsi follows a decimal 
system of counting, but the base 'twenty', which is bimorphemic, is utilized in the formation 
of higher numerals.  So in a way the concept of twenty, i.e. a vigestimal system, is also 
followed.  We give the list of numerals below: 
 
/tig‰/ 'one' /naΔ∆‰/ 'two' /s∑m/ 'three' 
/pi/ 'four' /≥ai/ 'five' /t5ugu/ 'six' 
/niΔ∆‰/ 'seven' /j‰d‰/ 'eight' /gui/ 'nine' 
/c\î/ 'ten' /c‰th‰/ 'eleven' /c‰ny‰/ 'twelve' 
/ces∑m/ 'thirteen' /c‰pi/ 'fourteen' c‰ban 'fifteen' 
/cat5o/ 'sixteen' /conye/ 'seventeen' /c‰bj‰/ 'eighteen' 
/cirgu/ 'nineteen' /nassa:/ or /nasa:/ 'twenty' /pis \a/ 'forty' 
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/pisa: c\î/ 'fifty' /t5usa:/ 'sixty' /t5uksa: c\î/ 'seventy' 
/jatsha:/ 'eighty' /jatsha: c \î/ 'ninety' /r \a/ 'hundred' 
 
Higher numerals like /haja:r/ 'one thousand' and /la:kh/ 'hundred thousand' are borrowed from 
Hindi. 
 Multiplicatives are formed through the process of reduplication of the basic numeral. 
/s∑m-s∑m/ 'three times' /pi-pi/ 'four times' and so on, or by adding the suffix /-tsu/ to the 
basic numeral, e.g., /ti-tsu/ 'once'; /s∑m-tsu/ 'thrice' and so on.  The multiplicatives in the 
sense of folds used for papers and cloth are formed by adding the suffix /-ba/ to the basic 
numeral, e.g., /pi-ba/ 'four folds' /≥aba/ 'five folds' and so on.  'Half' is /phy‰/, a 
monomorphemic form.  For other fractions the local measurements are used.  The basic 
numerals are not used in their formation, as these numbers just specify the numeration of 
those measurements of weights and lengths, etc.  
 
6.0 Adverbs 
 Adverbs precede the verbs which they qualify. They locate the action of the verb in 
time or place, or specify the manner.  The various types are listed below: 
 
6.1 Time adverbs 
6.1.2 Indefinite 
 
 /n5intam/ 'after' /hratam/ 'before' 
 /itta wase‰/ 'till now' /wuila≥ was‰/ 'till then' 
 /than/ 'now' /ha≥/ 'then' 
 /thanla≥/ 'then' /wakhuri mani/ 'at no time' (never) 
 /ulan≥i/ 'sometimes, anytime' /khaja-guja/ 'sometimes' 
 /ratso/ 'every time, time and again' (literally 'hundred times') 
 
6.1.3 Definite 
 
 /ba≥khar/ 'morning' /n5ya≥ch‰/ 'evening' 
 /n5is‰/ 'noon' /n5irla≥/ 'dusk time' 
 /kh \apa:/ 'winter' /chy \apa:/ 'summer' 
 /yane/ 'spring' /n5amïn/ 'autumn' 
 /thinja:/ 'today' /nimja:/ 'tomorrow' 
 /nya:re/ 'yesterday' /hrija/ 'day before yesterday' 
 /thas∑mja:/ 'three days before today' /thapija:/ 'four days before today' 
 /than yin/ 'this year' /than hla/ 'this month'  
 /s∑mja:/ 'day after tomorrow' (literally 'three days from today') 
 
 Actually the adverb /than/ 'now' functions like a demonstrative adjective here in some 
of the compounds illustrated above. The literal meaning also corresponds to the meaning of 
the compound /than hla/ 'now month', which means the current month. 
 
6.2 Place adverbs 
 The place adverbs are formed with demonstrative pronouns and some location and 
direction markers.  Examples: /ai/ 'this' + /kho/ 'location marker' > /aikho/ 'here'.  More 
examples are given below: 
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 /wakhute/ 'somewhere' /wakhui/ 'everywhere' 
 /wakhuri mani/ 'nowhere' /Δ∆yartam/ 'left side' 
 /ati tøksa:/ 'that side, direction' /ai tøksa:/ 'this side, direction' 
 /tapø/ 'across the (river)' /tïpø/ 'this side (of river, rivulet)' 
 /atikho/ 'there' /aikho/ 'here' 
 /tetikho/ 'that, invisible' /taktam/ 'right side' 
 /thotikho/ 'that, at a higher elevation relative to the speaker' 
 /yotikho/ 'that, at a lower elevation relative to the speaker' 
 
 The directions like east and west are indicated by adding the suffix /-nam/ 'direction' 
to concepts of physical reality.  The verb roots with the meanings of 'sunrise' and 'sunset' 
receive the direction suffix and indicate 'east' and 'west' respectively.  Similarly, north is 
towards the left side if a person is facing the east and so the noun stem /Δ∆yar/ 'left' receives 
the direction suffix to produce the word for north, while the noun stem /tak/ 'right' takes the 
directional suffix to indicate south.  But in this case the final consonant of the noun stem 
undergoes regressive assimilation. The forms are given below: 
 
 /jyarnam/ 'east' /renam/ 'west' 
 /Δ∆yarnam/ 'north' /tanam/ 'south' 
 
6.3 Adverbs of manner 
 Some manner adverbs are also formed from the demonstrative pronoun bases with 
some suffixes or markers indicating the type of action being qualified.  Some involve the 
suffix /-na/ forms discussed in §5.2.  The adverbs precede the verbs they qualify.  Examples: 
 
 /ai-na/ 'like this' /at-na/ 'like that' 
 /ai-na gart‰/ 'in this way ' /at-na gart‰/ 'in that way' 
 /dzamri gart‰/ 'in all ways' /hanhi gart‰/ 'some way or the other' 
 /cat5ak/ 'quickly' /suku suku/ 'slowly' 
 /khaja:i/ 'usually' /chakka s‰ / 'approximately' 
 
 /uo d5i:l rannis \ø/ 
 he late came 
 'He came late.' 
 
 /ai-na Δ∆i≥y\ø/ 
 this-like do+IMP 
 'Do like this.' 
 
 /ittai da:/ 
 right now give+IMP 
 'Give right now.' 
 
 /satta: ra:/ 
 again come+IMP 
 'Come again.' 
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 /sa≥de dza:/ 
 with.care eat+IMP 
 'Eat carefully.' 
 
 /uΔ∆i ra:tsori sakul dyegnan/  
 they regularly school go 
 'They regularly go to school.' 
 
 /tsham-m\î tig-tig‰-s‰ dyeye≥nan/ 
 all-person one-one-AGT go+FUT 
 'All will go one by one.' 
 
 /u-s‰ api-g‰ hritiΔ∆ya gøΔ∆i ka-phan/ 
 he-AGT self-gen wife happy PAST-make 
 'He made his wife happy.'  
 
7.0 Verbs 
 Byangsi verbal stems are of two types: (1) simple and (2) compound. The simple ones 
are composed of monosyllabic roots which may be open or closed syllables .  Examples : 
 
7.1 Open syllable roots 
 
 /da:-/ 'to come /dza:-/ 'to eat' /ra:-/ 'to come' 
 /dye-/ 'to go' /ya:-/ 'to sleep' /lo-/ 'to say' 
 /hye-/ 'to laugh' /ri-/ 'to write' /co-/ 'to finish' 
 /ko-/ 'to boil' /kwa-/ 'to cook' /cha:-/ 'to break' 
 
7.2 Closed syllable roots 
 
 /tu≥-/ 'to drink' /hyu≥-/ 'to do' /yab-/ 'to stand' 
 /hnim-/ 'to smell' /ru≥-/ 'to hear' /chil-/ 'to wash clothes' 
 /ja≥-/ 'to run' /dzu≥-/ 'to begin' /ju≥-/ 'to drown' 
 /yar-/ 'to cry' /yer-/ 'to wash' /p \ac-/ 'to masticate' 
 
7.3 Compound verbs 
 The compound verbs are composed of a noun and the basic verb root, which are 
combined to derive a different verb, sometimes unrelated in meaning.  Examples: 
 
 /hnim-tomo/ /phela:-tomo/ 
 nose-beat palm-stop 
 'to snore' 'to clap' 
 
 /lan-thomo/ /mïn-tamo/  
 answer-pluck name-to put  
 'to answer a call' 'to give name' 
 
7.4 Transitive and intransitive verb stems 
 The distinction between transitive and intransitive verb stems is very interesting from 
the morphological point of view. Some verbs are generally treated as transitive or intransitive 
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on the basis of the grammatical and semantic notions of object-taking verbs and object-less 
verbs like 'eat' and 'drink' and 'come' and 'go'. But many intransitive stems are formed from 
the transitive bases by adding the suffix /-Δ∆i/.  There are also correspondences between sets of 
related verbs where the transitive member of the set has a unaspirated voiceless intial 
consonant while the intransitive member has a voiced initial consonant.  Similar sets were 
also found among Rongpo verbs, though the correspondence there was voiceless aspirated in 
transitive members and voiced in the intransitive members.8 
 
7.4.1 Suffixing 
 /-Δ∆i/ is the most common suffix added to the transitive stem to derive intransitive 
stems.  This suffix is added to the transitive base and then the other verbal suffixes are added 
to this derived intransitive base.  /-mo/ is the infinitive marker.  Examples: 
 
 /l\o-mo/ 'to shake' /l\o-Δ∆i-mo/ 'to be shaken' 
 /th \î-mo/ 'to melt' /th \î-Δ∆i-mo/ 'to be melted' 
 /cha:-mo/ 'to break' /cha:-Δ∆i-mo/ 'to be broken' 
 /Δ∆ø≥-mo/ 'to sit' /Δ∆ø≥-Δ∆i-mo/' 'to sit by oneself' 
 
 Some intransitive verbs undergo a change before this intransitivizing suffix is added.  
This is a kind of increment of the verb base.  Most commonly the suffix /-k/ is added to the 
transitive base and then the intransitive marking suffix /-Δ∆i/ is added.  Examples: 
 
 /chø-mo/ 'to itch' /chø-k-Δ∆i-mo/ 'to get an itch' 
 /khø-mo/ 'to peel' /khø-k-Δ∆i-mo/ 'to be peeled' 
 /no-mo/ 'to pull' /no-k-Δ∆i-mo/ 'to be pulled' 
 
 The suffix /-Δ∆i/ has another function in the case of some other verbs, and that is 
marking reciprocal action.  Examples: 
 
 /p \u-mo/ 'to make some drink' /p \u-Δ∆i-mo/ 'to make each other drink' 
 /du≥-mo/ 'to beat' /du≥-Δ∆i-mo/ 'to beat each other' 
 
 There is another class of verb stems which are intransitive and the suffix /-Δ∆i/ is part 
of the stem itself since the verbs in question are inherently reciprocal.9 
 
 /tsimΔ∆imo/ 'to wrestle' /tshø≥Δ∆imo/ 'cock fight' 
 /khaΔ∆imo/ 'horse fight' /t5h \îΔ∆imo/ 'dog fight' 
 

                                                
8Editor's note:  There also seems to be an analytical causative construction involving the verb 
/ph˙mmo/, e.g. [gøΔ∆i ph˙mmo] 'to make someone happy' (/gøΔ∆i/ 'happy'); [yanΔ∆i ph˙mmo] 'to 
make someone walk' (/yanΔ∆i/ 'walk'); [dz‰r ph˙mmo] 'to make someone be afraid' (/dz‰r/ be 
afraid'). 
9Editor's note:  This marker also has reflexive/middle uses, e.g. in [chiΔ∆imo] 'to feed oneself'; 
[phokΔ∆imo] 'cover oneself'; [thi:Δ∆imo] 'to wet oneself'.  See LaPolla 1996 on reflexive/middle 
marking in Tibeto-Burman, and LaPolla 2000, in press, for examples of cognate morphology 
in Rawang and Dulong. 
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7.4.2 Voicing contrast 
 The voiceless initial consonant of the transitive stem corresponds to a voiced initial 
consonant in a cognate intransitive stem.  Examples: 
 
 /cu≥-/ 'to drown' /ju≥-/ 'to be drowned' 
 /cy \a-/ 'to break' (rope) /jya-/ 'to be broken' 
 /pyo-/ 'to frighten' /byo-/ 'to be frightened' 
 /ka≥-/ 'to cause to swell' /ga≥-/ 'to swell by itself' 
 
7.4.3 The verb forms 
 A verb in Byangsi may have several inflected forms depending on tense, aspect, 
mood, person and number.  The dominant patterns of various verb forms such as participles 
and gerunds are also described here. 
 
7.4.4 Imperative and prohibitive mood 
 The imperative forms are used to give commands, orders or requests to the addressee.  
Three forms are distinguished according to the number: singular, dual, and plural.  The plural 
imperative forms are also used with singular referents to express requests or as a more polite 
imperative.  In the singular imperative three suffixes are found:  
 (i) Zero suffix, this means that the verb root is used with rising intonation and there is 
no separate suffix marking the singular imperative form. Some forms are assigned high 
falling tone. 
 
 roots singular imp. form 
 /dye-/ 'to go' /dy \e/ 
 /ra:-/ 'to come' /ra:/  
 /dza:-/ 'to eat' /dza:/ 
 /da:-/ 'to give' /da:/ 
 /tu≥-/ 'to drink' /t\u≥/ 
 
 (ii) The suffix /-yø/ is added to most verb roots with some morphophonemic changes 
in the verb roots.  Most of the verb roots are assigned high falling tone.  The verb root final 
nasal /m/ is deleted and the preceding vowel is nasalized and the root is extended with a 
vowel /i/ if the root does not have it already.  The suffix /-yø/ is added after this process.  
There is no person marking in type (i) and (ii). 
 
 roots singular imp. form 
 /yab-/ 'to stand' /yabyø/ 
 /yeb-/ 'to sow' /y \ebyø/ 
 /ja≥-/ 'to run' /ja≥yø/ 
 /hye-/ 'to laugh' /h \îyø/ 
 /ya:-/ 'to sleep' /y \ayø/ 
 /lo-/ 'to say' /loyø/ 
 /ch \u-/ 'to win' /ch \uyø/ 
 /n5ye-/ 'to rub' /n5y \eyø/ 
 /hwan/ 'to show' /hwanyø/ 
 /lay-/ 'to send' /l\ayø/ 
 /p \am-/ 'to spin' /paiyø/ 
 /r \am-/ 'to weave' /raiyø/ 
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 /k∑m-/ 'to cause to fall' /kaiyø/ 
 /chim-/ 'to tether' /chiyø/ 
 
 (iii) Some singular imperative forms take the second person pronominal suffix /-n/ but 
in these cases the imperative suffix becomes zero. The suffix /-n/ is mostly added to verb 
roots with bisyllabic structure where the second syllable is the suffix /-Δ∆i/ or the suffix /-c(i)/, 
or the syllable ends in /c/.  Examples: 
 
 roots singular imp. form 
 /sø≥Δ∆i-/ 'to sit' /sø≥Δ∆in/ 
 /danΔ∆i-/ 'to get up' /danΔ∆in/ 
 /yanci-/ 'to hear' (from a distance) /yancin/ 
 /ru≥Δ∆i-/ 'to listen' (from near) /yanΔ∆in/ 
 /hlabΔ∆i-/ 'to learn' /hlabΔ∆in/ 
 /p \ac-/ 'to masticate' /p \acan/ 
 
 The second person dual and plural imperative forms follow the pronominal agreement 
system consistently, with certain morphophonemic changes in the verb roots.  First of all we 
would like to cite the examples of various types of verbs and then discuss a possible analysis, 
since there appears to be more than one solution to this problem.  The second person dual and 
plural pronouns are placed on the top so as to show the pronominal element reflected in the 
imperative verb forms. In actual speech free pronouns are not required, due to the fact that 
the pronominal element is present in the verb form. 
 
 verb root /ganiΔ∆i/ 2du.imp. /gani/ 2pl. imp. 
 /dye-/ 'to go' /diniΔ∆‰/ /dini/ 
 /ra:-/ 'to come' /raniΔ∆‰/ /rani/ 
 /Δ∆ \ø≥-/ 'to sit' /Δ∆ø≥Δ∆iniΔ∆‰/ /sø≥Δ∆inni/ 
 /dza:-/ 'to eat' /dzaniΔ∆‰/ /dzani/ 
 /yanci-/ 'to hear' /yanciniΔ∆‰/ /yancini/ 
 /ri:-/ 'to write' /riniΔ∆‰/ /rini/ 
 
 If we look at the dual imperative forms here we find that the plural imperative form is 
taken as the base for the dual form and the suffix /-Δ∆‰/ is added, and it is then a person-
number-imperative complex.  Here [-Δ∆-] can be interpreted as an allomorph of the dual 
number morpheme [Δ∆i], and [-‰-] as an allomorph of the imperative suffix /-yø/ which we find 
in singular imperative forms as discussed above.  The plural imperative form has the suffix /-
ni/ added to the verb roots which represents the person-number-imperative complex, with 
some morphophonemic changes occurring in the verb roots. The long vowel verb root finals 
are shortened and /ye/ > [i] as a result of vowel harmony.  The suffix /-ni/ can be interpreted 
in two ways: one is simply to equate it with the second person-plural number suffix, just as 
we find it in the second person pronoun, and assume the imperative marker is zero, as in 
some of the singular imperative forms.  The second analysis is to treat /-n-/ as the second 
person marker, which we have found in some singular imperative forms as well, and the [-i] 
suffix can be assumed to be an allomorph of the imperative morpheme /yø/.  We are still left 
with the number marking to be assigned.  We know from our number analysis that the 
number category is not very much a preferred category in Byangsi, because even in nouns it 
is left unmarked.  So the number can be regarded as unmarked here as well.  
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 The examples below follow a second pattern, where the dual number suffix /-Δ∆i/ is 
added to the full verb roots and then the second person-imperative marker /-ni/ is added: 
 
 /hyu≥-/ 'to do' /hyu≥Δ∆ini/ /hyu≥ni/ 
 /hye-/ 'to laugh' /hiΔ∆ini/ /hini/ 
 /tye-/ 'to weep' /tiΔ∆ini/ /tini/ 
 /cy \a/ 'to cut' /cy‰\Δ∆ini/ /cy‰\ni/ 
 
 A somewhat similar pattern holds for the third type, but with a slight change in the 
dual number suffix, where /Δ∆i/>/Δ∆‰/: 
 
 /co-/ 'to finish' /c\oΔ∆‰ni/ /c\oni/ 
 /na≥-/ 'to drive animals' /na≥Δ∆‰ni/ /na≥ni/ 
 /yi-/ 'to grind' /yiΔ∆‰ni/ /yini/ 
 /t\o-/ 'to buy' /t\oΔ∆‰ni/ /t\oni/ 
 /ra≥/ 'to sell' /r \a≥Δ∆‰ni/ /r \a≥ni/ 
 
 The two examples below follow the first pattern of suffixing but with regressive 
assimilation in plural imperative forms.  The same resultant form is carried over to the dual. 
The verb root final /-m/ > /-n/. 
 
 /r \am-/ 'to weave' /r \anΔ∆ini /r \anni/ 
 /p \am-/ 'to spin' /p \anΔ∆ini/ /p \anni/ 
 
 The fourth pattern is found in the following three examples, where the verb root final 
vowels loose their length and are compensated for by a high falling tone and a following 
voiceless velar stop /-k/.  In the plural imperative forms the lost vowel length is recovered 
and the usual second person-imperative marker /-ni/ is added. 
 
 /ya:-/ 'sleep' /y \akΔ∆ini/ /ya:ni/ 
 /pha:-/ 'to speak' /ph \akΔ∆ini/ /pha:ni/ 
 /cha:/ 'to break' /ch \akΔ∆ini/ /cha:ni/ 
 
The fuller representation of the person-number-imperative complex is found in the imperative 
form for /lo-/ 'to say', 2du. /l \okΔ∆iniΔ∆‰/, 2pl. /loni/, where apart from the changes in the verb 
root we find that dual number represented by the /-Δ∆i/ suffix and the plural number form /-ni/ 
are also found here, followed by the dual imperative suffix /-Δ∆‰/, set up earlier.  The two 
examples given below give us a still fuller picture of all the allomorphs representing their 
morphemes without being affected by the forces of morphophonemic changes.  Even the 
order of morphemes is very systematic, with /-ye/, an imperative suffix, /-Δ∆i/, a dual number 
marker, and /-ni/, the second person-number suffix.  
 
 /khi:-/ 'to bend like an arc' /khiyeΔ∆‰ni/ /khiy‰ni/ 
 /cïm-/ 'to ignite' /c\ïy\eΔ∆ini/ /c\ïnni/ 
 
 The imperative forms for the verb /da:/ 'to give' are of two types, one used when the 
speaker is requesting or ordering his hearer to give something to him, and one when he is 
requesting or ordering his hearer to give something to someone else.  Examples: 
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 /da:/ 'give me'(sg.) /dani/ 'give us' (du.) /dani/ 'give us' (pl.) 
 /dai/ 'give him'(sg.) /dai/ 'give them'(du.) /dani/ 'give them' (pl.) 
 
7.5 Prohibitive  
 The prohibitive forms take the prefix /tha-/ before the imperative forms in all numbers 
and persons. It has the meaning of telling the hearer not to carry out the action. Some 
examples are given below: 
 
 /ra:/ 'come' /tha-ra:/ 'don’t come' (sg.) 
 /raniΔ∆‰/ 'come' /tha-raniΔ∆‰/ 'don’t come' (du.) 
 /rani/ 'come' /tha-rani/ 'don’t come' (pl.) 
 
7.6 Infinitive forms 
 The infinitive suffix is transcribed as /-mo/, but sometimes some informants 
pronounced it as /-mø/.  It is added to verb roots to form the infinitive form of the verbs. 
These can be used as verbal nouns as well. The infinitive forms of some of the verbs are used 
in compound verbs where the first constituent is a noun. Examples: 
 
 /khu:-mo/ 'to steal' /pu-mo/ 'to cross' 
 /hwan-mo/ 'to show' /du-mo/ 'to knead' 
 /mïn ta:-mo/ 'to name' /ta:-mo/ 'to fix; allow; put; hang' 
 /rusu ra:-mo/ 'to get anger /ra:-mo/ 'to come' 
 /gøΔ∆i-mo/ 'to be happy' /gøΔ∆iph∑m-mo/ 'to make someone happy' 
 /da:-mo/ 'to give' /t∑m da:-mo/ 'to lay eggs' 
 /ma≥ ra:-mo/ 'to dream' /nimphan \ø≥-mo/ 'to look backward' 
 /\ø≥-mo/ 'to look after, watch carefully or closely' 
 
7.7 Gerunds 
 The gerund forms are used as adverbials giving the sense of completed action, like 
'having done something'.  There are two types of meanings expressed with two types of 
morphological processes.  The first meaning is something like “'having eaten' he went almost 
immediately”.  It is formed by adding the suffix /-g‰/ to most verb roots with vowel or nasal 
finals, for example /dza:-g‰/ 'having eaten', /ra:-g‰/ 'having come', /Δ∆u≥-g‰/ 'having done', /uo-
tu≥-g‰ p\îra/ [he-drink-having-came] 'He came after having drunk.'  Other verb roots take the 
suffix /-kh‰/, with or without morphophonemic changes, e.g. /yab-kh‰/ 'having stood'; /luk-
kh‰/ 'having said' (< /lo-mo/; the verb root ends in /o/, but /o/ > /u/ with the extension of the 
verb root by /-k/, and then the gerund suffix /-kh‰/ is added). 
 The second type of meaning is something like 'after having completed some action' 
i.e., after some unspecified period of time but not immediately. This is achieved by 
reduplicating the first syllable of the verb root and adding the suffix /-≥/ or /-a≥/ after the verb 
root. If the verb root is an open monosyllable form with a long vowel, the vowel is shortened 
in the first token in the reduplicated form. Examples: 
 
 /dzadza:≥/ 'after having eaten' /rara:≥/ 'after having come' 
 /ruru≥Δ∆ia≥/ 'after having heard' /dedyea≥/ 'after having gone' 
 /dzadza:≥ uΔ∆i cim dyeya≥nan/ 'After having eaten they will go home.' 
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7.8 Verb forms used as adverbs 
 The adverbial form of verbs has the suffix /-la≥/ added to the verb root and the whole 
form is then reduplicated. This formation is used for indicating some action being performed 
in addition to the main verb at the same time. Examples: 
 
 /uo dza:la≥-dza:la≥ laiya/ 'While eating he slept.' 
 he eating-eating slept 
 
 /tu≥la≥-tu≥la≥/ 'while drinking' 
 /ra:la≥/-ra:la≥/ 'while coming' 
 da:la≥-da:la≥/ 'while giving' 
 
7.9 Subjunctive forms 
 Subjunctive forms are used when the speaker asks the hearer’s permission to perform 
some act. These are possible in the first person singular, dual and plural.  In the singular the 
verb root takes the suffix /y‰/, /-gø/, or /-kø/, with some morphophonemic changes in the verb 
root.  The dual and plural forms are identical, and the common suffix is /-n‰/, /-ny‰/, or /-mø/, 
with some morphophonemic changes taking place in the verb roots, which will be discussed 
along with the examples.  Here the second person pronoun is also incorporated into most of 
the non-singular forms (/-n-/ second person; /-‰/ allomorph of the subjunctive morpheme /-
y‰/).  In the last example below we find the ideal situation where even the dual number is also 
marked apart from the second person.  The nasalization in the dual form serves there as an 
allomorph of the second person morpheme /-n/ and /-Δ∆/ as allomorph of the dual morpheme 
/Δ∆i/. Since the forms are single word forms used as sentences, there is some difference in the 
intonation patterns with which the imperative and the subjunctive forms are used.  The 
imperative forms are used with high falling intonation and the subjunctive forms are used 
with high rising intonation. In case the speaker wants to use the personal pronoun to reinforce 
his readiness to do something and the verb is transitive, the pronouns must be placed in the 
agentive case (/je-s‰/ 'I-AGT'; /in-Δ∆i-s‰/ 'we-dual-AGT'; /in-s‰/ 'we-pl.-AGT').  The Hindi 
sentence is closer in meaning: mai kar ~u 'may I do it!' Examples: 
 
verb roots singular dual-plural 
/dye-/ 'to go' /dïy‰/ 'may I go!' /dïn‰/ 'may we go!' 
/ra:-/ 'to come' /ray‰/ 'may I come!' /rain‰/ 'may we come!' 
/dza:-/ 'to eat' /dzay‰/ 'may I eat!' /dzain‰/ 'may we eat!' 
/ya:-/ 'sleep' /yay‰/ 'may I sleep!' /yakny‰/ 'may we sleep!' 
/yab-/ 'to stand' /yaby‰/ 'may we stand!' /yabkhn‰/ 'may we stand!' 
/hyu≥-/ 'to do' /hyu≥gø/ 'may I do!' /hyu≥ny‰/ 'may we do!'  
/yeb-/ 'to sow' /yebkø/ 'may I sow!' /yebmø/ 'may we sow!' 
/hye-/ 'to laugh' /hiy‰/ 'may I laugh!' /hiΔ∆‰/ (du.); /hin‰/ 'may we laugh!' 
 
 The morphophonemic changes taking place in the root forms are simple: /ye/ > /ï/ for 
both singular and non-singular; long vowels in the singular are shortened and in the non-
singular the verb roots receive the root increment /-i/, /-k/, or /-kh/ before the subjunctive 
suffix is added.  These are the dominant patterns of subjunctive formation in Byangsi.  
 
7.10 Verbal Nouns 
 The infinitive forms of the verbs can be used as verbal nouns. But there is another 
type of verbal noun which is used in a somewhat different sense, i.e., in the sense of an agent 
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or the doer of the action, or one who is involved in some action either by way of habit or who 
somehow possesses a quality as a result of the action, or in some cases the person who is still 
involved in the on-going action.  Most verbs take the suffix /-nid‰/ but some roots take the 
suffix /-ta:d‰/. In a few cases these suffixes can alternate, but in most cases one can not be 
replaced by the other.  Most of the verb roots undergo a change with an increment of the 
roots by one of the velar stops /k kh g/ before the nominalizing suffix is added. In a few cases 
it has been found that a whole syllable is added to the verb root instead of the single 
consonants listed above.  Verbs with the suffix /-Δ∆i/ as the final syllable obligatorily take a 
full syllable increment /-g‰/ and then take the suffix /-nid‰/ for this formation. But there does 
not seem to be a phonological explanation for the kind of changes taking place in the verb 
roots in this formation. In our data listed below we find many examples which appear very 
similar in their phonological structure but undergo different changes and take different 
suffixes. Perhaps some larger corpus of data from Byangsi and other related languages will 
bring out some sound laws operating here. Here we have only singular forms but the dual and 
plural forms can be created by adding the dual marker /khan/ or the plural marker /ma≥/ to 
the verbal noun. The examples given below are listed by the kind of changes taking place in 
the verb roots.  
 
No change in the verb root: 
/dza:-/ 'to eat' /dza:nid‰/ 'one who eats or is eating' 
/tu≥-/ 'to drink' /tu≥nid‰/ 'one who drinks' 
/Δ∆u≥-/ 'to do' /Δ∆u≥ta:d‰/ 'doer, who is doing' 
/hyu≥ -/ 'to make' /hyu≥nid‰/, /-ta:d‰/ 'one who is making' 
 
Verb root adds /-k/: 
/lo-/ 'to say' /lokta:d‰/ 'one who says' 
/hye-/ 'to laugh' /hyeknid‰/ 'one who laughs'  
/ya:-/ 'to sleep' /ya:knid‰/ 'one who sleeps' 
/pha:-/ 'to speak' /phaknid‰/ 'one who is speaking' 
/ju≥-/ 'to be drowned' /junknid‰/ 'one who is drowning' 
 
Loss of root final consonant and the verbal noun takes /-kh/: 
/yab-/ 'to stand' /yakhnid‰/ 'who is standing' 
 
Verb root adds /-g/: 
/dye-/ 'to go' /dyegnid‰/ 'one who goes or is going' 
/tye-/ 'to weep' /tyegnid‰/ 'one who weeps or weeping' 
/ra:-/ 'to come' /ra:gnid‰/ 'one who comes' 
/co-/ 'to finish' /cogta:d‰/ 'one who is finishing'  
/kwar-/ 'to take' /kwargta:d‰/ 'one who takes, taking' 
/chil-/ 'to wash' /chilgta:d‰/ 'one who washes, is washing'(clothes) 
 
Verb root adds /-g‰/: 
/ru≥Δ∆i-/ 'to hear' /ru≥Δ∆ig‰nid‰/ 'one who hears, agrees' 
/løkΔ∆i-/ 'to climb' /løkΔ∆ig‰nid‰/ 'one who is climbing' 
/yarΔ∆i-/ 'to take a bath' /yarΔ∆ig‰nid‰/ 'one is taking a bath' 
/dzu≥-/ 'to begin' /dzu≥g‰ta:d‰/ 'one who is beginning' 
 
Verb root final consonant is devoiced and then the root adds /-k/: 
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/yeb-/ 'to sow' /yepkta:d‰/ 'one who sows' 
 
The following root has two possibilities, one with no change and the other adds /-cig/: 
/hnim-/ 'to smell' /hnimnid‰/ 'one who commands respect' 
   /hnimcignid‰/ 'one who is smelling something' 
 
7.11 Tense and Aspect 
 We shall give the conjugated verb forms in the present, past, and future tenses, and in 
the progressive and perfective aspects. 
 
7.11.1  Present tense 
 Present tense in Byangsi is habitual action generally carried out by way of habit or 
tradition and not action taking place at the time of the speech.  The present forms are also the 
immediate future forms as well.  Most of the transitive verbs distinguish six forms: three 
persons and two numbers.  So the basic distinction is between singular and plural forms in 
each person.  The intransitive verbs have the same distinctions except that the first person 
plural and the second person plural have the same forms, resulting in five forms.  The dual 
forms are the same as those of the plural and are not included in the table.  A full 
morphological analysis of the tense and aspect system has not been carried out, but we can 
say that the present tense marker is the suffix /-y‰/, and it undergoes some changes according 
to person.  The third person forms do not seem to reflect this marker.  The verb form in 
Byangsi is a complex of person-number and tense-aspect along with other morphophonemic 
changes taking place.  The tables are given below. 
 
  /dza:/ 'to eat' /dye/ 'to go' 
 1sg. je dz‰ dyey‰ 
 1pl. in dza:gn5y‰ dyegn5ye 
 
 2sg. gan dza:gn5ø dyegn5ø 
 2pl. gani dza:gn5i dyegn5ye 
 
 3sg. uo dza:gan dyegan 
 3pl. uΔ∆i dza:gn5an dyegn5an 
 
7.11.2  Present progressive  
 The present progressive forms are formed with the auxiliary verb /yi/ 'to be'.  The 
present tense suffixes are added to the auxiliary and the very root undergoes some 
morphophonemic changes. In fact, the present tense is also formed with the help of 
auxiliaries, but they are fused with person-number forms and the verb root has a different 
phonetic shape. 
 
 1sg. je dza:giy‰ dyeg yin y‰ 
 1pl. in dza:gen5y‰ dyeg yin y‰ 
 
 2sg. gan dza:gen5ø dyeg yin yø 
 2pl. gani dza:gen5yi dyeg yini (/dyeg yin yi/) 
 
 3sg. uo dza:geyen dyeg yin 
 3pl. uΔ∆i dza:gen5an dyeg yinan 
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7.11.3  Past tense 
 When the action has just been completed the past forms are used. For the past there is 
a single form for all persons and numbers. The past tense marker /ka-/ is prefixed to the verb 
root and some verb roots undergo morphophonemic changes. The verbs /ra:-/ 'to come' and 
/dye-/ 'to go' take the prefix /pï-/ in the past. The past form for /dza:-/ 'to eat' is /kadza:/ 'ate'. 
Apart from a single form there is an alternate system to form past tense in the language which 
is sometimes used in the positive but always used in negatives. In the alternative system the 
past tense marker is /s \ø/ in all the persons and numbers except third person plural, where the 
marker is /ts \ø/. Alternate forms follow the same rules of agreement as are followed by the 
present tense forms given above. The table shows both the positive and negative forms of this 
alternate form.  
 
 /dza:/ 'to eat' positive negative 
 
 1sg. je dza:y‰s \ø madz‰s \ø 
 1pl. in dza:ny‰s \ø madzanyes \ø 
 
 2sg. gan dza:nans \ø madzanans \ø 
 2pl. gani dza:nis \ø madzanis \ø 
 
 3sg. uo dza:s \ø madzas \ø 
 3pl. uΔ∆i dza:nants \ø madzanants \ø 
 
7.11.4  Past progressive  
 The past progressive and perfective forms in second person singular and plural are 
identical. 
  /dza:/ 'to eat' /n5ye-/ 'to rub' /dye/ 'to go' 
 1sg. je dza:g n5yes \ø dyegn5yes \ø 
 1pl. in dza:g n5yin5yes \ø dyegn5in5yes \ø 
 
 2sg. gan dza:g n5yin5is \ø dyegn5yin5is \ø 
 2pl. gani dza:g n5yin5is \ø dyegn5y5in5is \ø 
 
 3sg. uo dza:g n5yis \ø dyegn5yis \ø 
 3pl. uΔ∆i dza:g n5yinants \ø dyegn5ynants \ø 
 
7.11.5  Past perfect 
 1sg. je kadza:d n5yiyes \ø pïdyedn5yiyes \ø 
 1pl. in kadza:d n5yin5yes \ø pïdyedn5yin5yes \ø 
 
 2sg. gan kadza:d n5ïn5is \ø pïdyedn5inis \ø5 
 2pl. gani kadza:d n5ïn5is \ø pïdyedn5in5is \ø 
 
 3sg. uo kadza:d n5yis \ø pïdyedn5yis \ø 
 3pl. uΔ∆i kadza:d n5ïn5ants \ø pïdyedn5ïnants \ø 
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7.11.6  Future tense 
 As stated earlier, the present tense forms can also indicate an action in the future. In 
Byangsi the future can be of two types: one where the action promised is sure to take place 
immediately, and the other type is uncertain and remote. The future forms also have the 
distinctions of person and number like the present forms. A long vowel verb root is 
shortened.  
 
 Future I: certain and immediate Future II: remote and uncertain 
   /dza:/ 'to eat' /dza:/ 'to eat' /dye/ 'to go' 
 1sg. je dzaiy‰ dzaya≥y\‰ deya≥y‰ 
 1pl. in dzain5y \‰ dzaya≥n5y\‰ deya≥n5y‰ 
 
 2sg. gan dzain5ø dzaya≥n5\ø deya≥n5ø 
 2pl. gani dzain5i dzaya≥n5\î deay≥n5i 
 3sg. uo dzaya≥ dzaya≥ deya≥ 
 3pl. uΔ∆i dzaya≥n5an dzaya≥n5an dyeyen5an 
 
7.12 Negation 
 The negative forms of a verb can be formed by adding the prefix /ma-/. It can be 
prefixed even to the infinitive forms of the verbs. Examples: 
 
 /ra:mo/ 'to come' /mara:mo/ 'to not come' 
 /dza:mo/ 'to eat' /madza:mo/ 'to not eat' 
 
7.13 Agreement 
 The agreement system in Byangsi is tied to the person and number of the subject and 
the verb form, due to the fact that verb forms incorporate the pronominal elements. We can 
find from the present tense table above that there are five forms: three forms with regard to 
person (first, second and third person), and two forms with regard to number, as the first 
person plural and second person plural forms are identical. In past and future tense we find 
that we have six verb forms: first person singular and plural, second person singular and 
plural and third person singular and plural forms can be distinguished.   
 
7.14 Word order and some syntactic structures  
 Byangsi follows SOV word order. The adjectives and adverbs precede the nouns and 
verbs respectively.  
 
 /uΔ∆i-g‰ ma:la:-ma≥ yinan/  
 he-GEN goat-pl. are 
 'He has goats.' 
 
 /je-s‰ tig‰ n∑bu ti≥gs \ø/ 
 I-AGT one insect saw 
 'I saw an insect.' 
 
 /Δ∆elu-s‰ ra:m dukla≥ deis \ø/ 
 Shelu-AGT Ram food gave  
 'Shelu gave Ram food.' 
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 /uo ti tu≥ts \ø/ 
 he water drank 
 'He drank water.' 
 
 /uΔ∆i ja≥nants \ø/ 
 they ran 
 'They ran.' 
 
 /nag‰ Δ∆iri d5a≥th‰ yin/ 
 you+GEN son beautiful is 
 'Your son is handsome.' 
 
 /ra:m-ji Δ∆elu ranants \ø/ 
 Ram-and Shelu came 
 'Ram and Shelu came.' 
 
 /uΔ∆i ma-dzaya≥nan/ 
 they neg-eat+FUT 
 'They will not eat.' 
 
7.15 Interrogative sentences 
 Interrogative sentences are formed either with the help of question-words or with 
rising intonation. We cite a few examples below: 
 
 /ai kha hle/ /gan ula≥ ranis \ø/ 
 this what is you when came 
 'What is this?' 'When did you come?' 
 
 /ati kha hlenan/ /ra:m wa yin/ 
 these what are Ram where is 
 'What are these? 'Where is Ram?' 
 
 /ati un hle/ /uΔ∆i kaddza:/ 
 hat who is who ate 
 'Who is he/that?' 'Who ate?' 
 
 /ati una hlenan/ 
 they who are 
 'Who are they?' 
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aijamma:—adv., these 
aikho—adv., here 
aima≥—adv., these (used for human 

beings) 
aina gart‰—adv., like this 
aiΔ∆‰—adv., these 
aitøksa:—adv., this side 
ai—adv., dem. pro., this  
akhan—n., sickle 
akple—n., lips 
ald5wa:re—n., jaw 
alu—n. (IA) potato 
am—n., path 
an‰—adv., here 
a≥mo—vi., to lift, to pick up 
aptyali—n., childless person 
at‰—adv., there 
atijamma:—adv., these 
atikho—adv., there 
atima≥—adv., those (used for human 

beings) 
atina gart‰—adv., that side 
atiΔ∆‰—adv., those 
atitøksa:—adv., that side 
ati—adv., dem. pro. that (remote) 
atla≥—adv., that much 
at5o—n., (IA) flour 
\a≥Δ∆imo—vt., to boast 
a:gal—n., rein 
a:m—n., (IA) mango 
a:rsi—n., (IA) mirror 
a:—n., mouth 
baba:—n., father (term of address) 
babu—n., father's eldest brother 
bagta:re—n., weather 
baili—n., childless woman 
balcham—n., braid 
balwa:—n., sand 
bamba:—n., Caudangs people 
ba:mo—vt., to fold 
banan sø≥—n., in-laws’ village 
ba:ndar—n., monkey 
ba≥ba:lo—n., a local name for Caudangsi 

language 
band5u—n., utensils 

banj‰—n.,  (IA) sister's son 
banji—n., (IA) sister's daughter 
ba≥khar—adv., morning 
ba≥mo—vt., to erect a wall for a house, 

etc. 
ba≥—n., place 
barje—n., lion 
barts—n., female lamb 
ba—n., father (term of reference) 
beΔ∆imo—vi., to work in exchange 
be—n., buckwheat 
b‰—n., skin 
bïe—n., thread 
bila—n., (IA) cat 
bochab—n., porcupine 
bøkrø—n., throat 
boktsa:—n., uncastrated male-goat 
bøla:—n., thumb 
bømo—vi., to flow, to be opened 
bo≥ts‰—n., donkey 
brïd˙m—n., frost in ice form 
bu:mo—vt., to carry something on the 

back 
bumo—vt., to release 
bu≥mo—vi., to pile; to become long 
bu≥th‰—adj., tall, long 
buti—n., butter milk 
bya≥kholo—n., the native  name for 

Byangsi language 
byam—n., a type of carpet 
by‰d‰—adj., thin (in thickness, of a sheet 

like things) 
bye—n., steep mountain rock 
byuliΔ∆ya:—n., bride 
byulo—n., bridegroom 
b˙dmi—adj., bad (literally bad man) 
b˙ld‰—adj., fat (round shaped objects) 
b˙mo—vi., to be known 
b˙rmo—vi., falling (of something from a 

tree, etc.) 
bhak—n., sound 
bhiti—n., (IA) wild lizard 
cakti—n., local beer 
calk‰—n., threshold 
camts—n., she-goat 
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canpa:—n., a person from Johar valley 
ca≥Δ∆ya:—n., hips 
carmo—vt., to weigh 
carpy‰—n., cock 
c‰ban—num., fifteen 
c‰bj‰—num., eighteen 
cemo—vt., to pinch, to bite 
c‰ny‰—num., twelve 
c‰pi—num., fourteen 
c‰s˙m—num., thirteen 
c‰the—num., eleven 
c‰t5o—num., sixteen 
c‰—n., flower 
ci:mo—vt., to squeeze 
cikhu—adv., inside 
cim—n., house, home 
cini—n., (IA) sugar 
cipts‰—n., bird 
cirgu—num., nineteen 
c\î:l—n., (IA) kite 
c\îcimo—vi., to think 
c\îmmo—vt., to burn, to ignite 
c\îni—n., father's sister, a general term 
c\î—num., ten 
cod‰—adj., mad 
como—vt., to finish 
cony‰—num., seventeen 
co—n., memory 
cukalc‰—n., elbow 
cukcham—n., beard 
cukli—n., armpit 
cukΔ∆imo—vt., to wear clothes 
cukti—n., cap 
cuku—n., floor; lime 
cu≥mo—vi., to drown, to go ahead 
cu≥Δ∆imo–vt., to go forward 
cwo—n., chin 
cya:mo—vt., to hide 
cyamo—vt., to break (rope, thread) 
cy \amo—vt., to cut 
cyesa:—n., cremating place 
cye—n., bud 
cy \îmo—vi., to bark 
cyøla:—n., index finger 
cyukla—n., a gown type of dress 
cha:d‰—n., itch, itching sensation 
cha:mo—vt., to break (hard objects- stones 

etc.) 
cha:t5o—adj., quick, fast 

chakcha:—n., urine 
chakta—adj., sweet 
chaku—n., cooked rice 
cham—n., wool 
chanan—adv., tomorrow 
chandi—n., a hut 
cha≥go—n., dead human body (in the 

house) 
cha≥karo—n., a type of basket 
cha≥pa≥—n., courtyard 
chant‰—adj., sun light, bright 
cha≥ti—n., water drop 
cha≥—n., wall 
charmo—vt., to dry 
chaΔ∆imo—vi., to hide 
chat‰—adj., ripe 
ch \a—n., fodder mixed with some corn 
ch \a:—n., grain 
chekmo—vt., to cut something with 

scissors (cloth etc.) 
cheme—n., elder brother's wife 
ch \‰—n., fat; a type resin colour 
chilmo—vt., to wash clothes 
chimmo—vt., to tether animals 
chincha:—n., liver 
chirbe—n., dried cheese 
chirmo—vt., to milch 
chiΔ∆ide—n., love 
chiΔ∆imo—vt., to feed each other, to feed 

oneself 
ch \îmo—vt., to feed, to close 
ch \o—n., lake 
ch \o:—n., spoon 
cho≥—n., a piece 
chøkΔ∆imo—vt., to itch 
chølmo—vt., to peel something like potato 

or some vegetables with hard skin 
ch \ømo—vt., to dye, to mix 
chubu—n., mole 
chusar—adj., rose colour 
ch \umo—vi., to win, to collect (mass nouns 

things like corn, etc.) 
chyamo—vi., to be hot 
chy \apa:—adj., summer 
da:mo—vt., to give 
dakΔ∆imo—vi., to fight 
dammo—vt., to sieve  
damplya:—adj., gluttonous, voracious 
da≥ci—pp., for 
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danΔ∆imo—vi., to wake up 
da≥—n., aim; hill 
dan—n., belly 
dar—n., a village name 
dimti—n., vegetable with curry 
dinde—adj., cloudy 
dobmo—vi., to see something which is far 

away 
dolo p˙Δ∆a:—adj., bald headed 
dukta—adj., bitter and hot in taste like 

radish 
duli—n., stick 
dumam\î—adv. a few people 
duma—adv., a little bit less 
dumo—vt., to knead 
dumu—n., rat 
du≥la≥—n., meal, food 
du≥mo—vt., to beat ; to grind spices 
du≥Δ∆imo—vi., to  collide, to beat each 

other 
dunu—n., rabbit 
du≥—n., desire 
dyemo—vi., to go 
dyuru—n., wooden beam 
d˙m—n., garlic 
d˙r—n., ground floor of the typical local 

house 
dharti—n., earth (IA) 
d5abd5ab—adv., nearly, approximately 
d5abmo—vi., gathering of crowd; to 

continue 
d5akth‰—adj., bright  
d5ali—n., (IA) branch of tree 
d5alo—n., stone (of fruit), a piece of stone 
d5ami—n., marriage 
d5ammo—vt., to stir 
d5am—n., blacksmith 
d5a≥mi—n., servant 
d5anmo—vi., to be dense 
d5a≥Δ∆imo—vi., to be employed 
d5a≥the—adj., beautiful 
d5e—n., mule 
d5ile—adj., slow 
d5okthe—adj., bright, 
d5ø≥—a small courtyard on the first floor 

of the house 
d5o—n., poison 
d5umo—n., female yak 
d5˙mmo—vi., to tremble 

dza:mo—vt., to eat 
dzamta—adj., smooth 
dzam—adj., round from the outer side 
dzandi—n., tire, wheel 
dza≥khø—n., a lizard 
dza≥tha≥—n., staircase 
dza≥—n., gold; axe 
dzar—n., corner (outside) 
dzemo—vi., to get bored 
dz‰r ph˙mmo—vt., to be afraid of 
dz‰rmo—vi., rising of sun ; to fear 
dz\e—n., boredom 
dz‰—n., a type of barley 
dzïld‰—adj., clear 
dzimo—vi., to sneeze 
dz\î—n., sneeze 
dzømo—vi., to get ready 
dzumo—vi., to sprout 
dzu≥mo—vt., to begin 
dzu≥—adj., pair 
ga:kta—adj., tight 
ga:lΔ∆imo—vi., to bellow 
gã:t5ha—n., valley 
ga:—n., paddy, a leather blanket 
gadro—n., a ditch, a pit 
galmo—vi., to get stuck by itself 
galt5a:mo—vi., to stumble in intoxication 
gal—n., yak 
gammo—vi., falling, of something by 

itself, roll down 
gammo—vt., to wrap (things) 
gamso—n., molar teeth 
ganiΔ∆i—pro., 2du., you 
gani—pro., 2pl., you 
ga≥m\î—adj., the other person 
ga≥mo—vi., to swell 
gan—pro., 2sg., you 
garmo—n., door (Hindi kiva^) 
garmø—vt., to close (door, box) 
garto—n., woodpecker 
gar—n., fang 
gat5huti—n., rivulet 
g\a≥—n., rock stuck with soil etc 
g\a:—n., wound, scar 
gema:—n., a type of dish made with milk 
gi:mo—vi., to bulge 
g\îmø—vi., to swallow 
goga:—n., maize 
golca:—n., lock 
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gomo—vt., to cut grass 
gø≥ri gø≥ma:—n., middle finger 
gonu—n., fox 
gora≥—n., body 
gøΔ∆i ph˙mmo—vt., to make someone 

happy 
gøΔ∆imo—vi., to be happy 
gughu—n., owl 
gugti—n., dove 
gui—num., nine 
gukar—n., uncastrated ram 
gul khomo—vt., to clear one's throat 
gulΔ∆imo—vi., to cough 
gultïn—n., testicle 
gul—n., phlegm 
gunch‰—n., winter 
gu≥cini—n., father's second younger sister 
gu≥ci—n., father's second elder brother's 

wife; mother's second elder sister 
gunda:—adv., in the middle 
gunhya:—n., second elder brother 
gu≥ka:—n., father's second elder brother 
gunta:—n., second elder sister 
gurda:—n., fist 
gwan—n., death rites 
gwomo—vi., collapse (house) 
gyamo—vt., to white wash 
gyera:—n., crop, grain 
gyeΔ∆imo—vt., to quarrel 
gyeΔ∆inde—n., quarrelsome 
gyi:mo—vt., to tie, to control something or 

someone 
gyimo—vi., get burst 
g˙mmo—vi., to roll 
ha:Δ∆imo—vt., to backbite, to complain 
ha:thi:—n., (IA) elephant 
haja:r—num., (IA) one thousand 
hal gammo—vi., to yawn 
ham—adv., how 
hanau satho—n., friend 
ha≥—adv., then, afterwards 
hatho^a:—n., (IA) hammer 
haula:—n., fog 
heli—n., brass 
hicimo—vi., to die, to be extinguished 
hinam pïdi:de—n., married female 
ho≥—adv., why 
hurmo—vt., to smoke, to suck 
hwa:—n., honey 

hwalt‰—loose (fitting, of clothes or 
things) 

hwalti—n., a wave of water 
hwammo—vt., to show; to drive away 
hya:mo—vt., to empty 
hyarmo—vt., to drive the cattle one by one 

or two by two 
hy\a—n., elder brother, husband's elder 

sister's husband, wife's elder sister's 
husband 

hyelba:—n., adj., feeling of laughter 
hyem ra:mo—vi., to get of laughter 
hyemo—vi., to laugh 
hyomo—vt., to carry something on 

shoulders, in hands; to take someone 
on a horse 

hyø≥mo—vt., to count 
hyu:mo—vi., to float 
hyukt‰—adj., deep 
hyu≥mo—vt., to do, to make 
ibu≥—n., anus 
ilam—n., vagina 
ins‰—pro., 1pl. agentive pronoun 
inΔ∆i—pro., 1du. pronoun 
in—pro., 1pl. pronoun 
i≥g‰—pro., 1pl. possessive pronoun 
ita—adv., at present, now 
itta—adv., just now  
i:—n., stool 
ja thøcmo—vt., to fix a date for marriage 
ja:ba:—n., Tibetan name for the Tibeto-

Burman people of this area 
ja:mo—vi., to be broken 
ja:—n., tea 
jablye—n., tongue 
jalmo—vi., to limp 
jamma:—adj., whole 
jammo—vt., to harvest 
ja≥mo—vi., to run 
jant5utu—n., uvula 
ja≥—n., rope 
jarda—n., slope 
ja^i—n., root 
jarya—n., stag 
jat5omo—vt., to fix a date for death 

ceremony 
jatsha: c‰the—num., ninety one 
jatsha: c\î—num., ninety 
jatsha: tig‰—num., eighty one 
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jatsha:—num., eighty 
j‰d‰—num., eight 
j‰rkhulya:—coward 
je—pro., 1sg, I, me 
jil—n., creeper 
jimmo—vi., to get burnt; to consult 
jird‰—adj., narrow 
ji—conj., and 
jod‰—adj., colored 
jodmi—n., young man 
jõka:—n., (IA) leech 
ju≥mo—vi., to be drowned, to take a dip 
juru—n., coral 
jyamo—vi., to be broken (of thread, rope) 
jyarnam—n., adj., adv., east 
jy \amo—vi., to bloom 
k\a—n., stool (baby talk) 
ka:—n., crow 
k\abmo—vt., to make short 
kaca:r—n., mud 
kaca:—n., urine (baby talk) 
kaca≥—n., pubic hair 
kaka—n., mother's younger sister's 

husband, mother's brother, husband's 
or wife's mother's brother 

kakΔ∆a:—n., a type of mushroom 
kalin—n., a type of stone 
kalmo—vt., to stick 
ka:lo—n., (IA) death 
k\ammo—vt., to collect things (count noun 

things one by one) 
kan—n., vegetable 
kana—adj., blind 
ka≥ga:—n., unmarried, bachelor 
ka≥th‰—adj., sick 
ka≥—adj., single; a type of cup 
ka:≥d‰—adj., hard 
ka:ts—n., lamb a generic term 
karko—n., a type of basket used for 

keeping grains 
karma:—n., star 
karts—n., male lamb 
kar—n., ram (castrated) 
kasa:—n., cloud 
k\‰—n., a type of tuber 
kida≥—n., Tibet 
kikanca:—n., little finger 
kilmo—vt., to separate by choosing 
kimo—vt., to twine 

k\îmo—vt., to break hard objects; 
kin—n., a round pit; a store of grains 

outside the house 
kola≥—n., bull 
komo—vt., to boil 
ko≥kro—n., back of skull, neck 
kothlø—n., a bag made of jute 
kots—n., a type of leather bag 
k\ø—n., bark of tree 
k\ømo—vt., to erase 
kø≥Δ∆imo—vi., to be bent 
kwalïn—n., bell made of iron 
kwali—n., skull 
kwamo—vt., to cook 
kw \amo—vt., to dig, to scratch 
kwarmo—vt., to carry something in hand 

or on head 
kwarΔ∆i—n., peas 
kyemo—vt., to chew meat 
kyerakta—adj., curved 
kyø≥mo—vt., to take the sheep, goat to 

lead the herd 
k˙≥mø ;  k˙mmø—tø thrøw (stone, etc.) 
kha:d‰—adj., bitter, difficult, costly 
kha:lo—n., a sack of leather 
kha:—n., walnut 
khabu—n., snake 
khaja:i—adv., usually 
kharmo—vt., to cheat 
kharmo—vt., to take out liquid from a pot 
khase-phise—n., clothes 
khase—n., pajama  
khaΔ∆a:—n., kidney 
khaΔ∆imo—vi., to grapple (of horse) 
khasrakta—adj., rough 
khat—adj., cold 
kh\amo—vi., to get cold and cough 
kh\apa:—n., winter 
khi:mo—vt., to bend 
khi:t‰—adj., dirty 
khilta:—n., shirt  
kh\ïmo—vt., to scrub utensils 
khokc‰—n., stomach 
khøkpa:—n., corpse, dead body 
khomo—vt., to dismantle (wall, house) 
khømo—vt., to peel (orange, banana) 
khopa:—n., heel 
khu:mo—vt., to steal 
khuce—n., knot 
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khu\‰—n., grandson 
khuli—n., nest 
khulu—n., a type of fine wool 
khume—n., granddaughter 
khusmo—n., festival 
khuti—n., spittle 
kh\uma:—n., soot 
kh\u—n., smoke 
khu—n., family 
khwan—n., scorpion 
khwaran—n., pigeon 
kh˙mo—vt., to exchange 
la:—n., a boulder 
l\a—n., hand 
labu—n., butter 
laca:—n., raisin 
ladu—n., dough 
lairi—adv., adj., all 
lako—n., gloves 
lakpïn—n., finger 
lakp˙m—n., paw 
lakΔ∆in—n., nail 
lakΔ∆ya:—n., thigh 
lakt‰—adj., thin (round shape) 
lakuri—n., echo 
lala:—n., mother's mother, father's mother 
la:mla:—n., a Tibetan goat 
la:mo—vt., to lick; to know 
l\amo—vi., falling (of something with a 

thud) 
lan thomo—vt., to answer a call 
la≥i—n., cow dung 
la≥lua—adj., careless 
la≥mo—vi., to play 
lan—n., work, answer 
lasa≥—n., he-goat 
latakta—n., bad smell, dirt 
lati—n., semen 
latsa:—n., young one of goat 
laymo—vt., to send 
l‰ky‰—n., domesticated animals 
lela≥—n., fruits etc 
leso—n., front tooth 
le—n., fruit 
lïbïn—n., book, paper 
like—n., foot 
lintsa—n., flute made of silver 
lo—n., word, languages, saying 
lod‰—adj., easy, cheap 

løkΔ∆imo—vi., to ascend 
lomo—vi. to say 
l\omo—vt., to shake, to swing, to move 
lø≥mo—vt., to vomit 
lø≥—n., vomit 
løΔ∆imo—vi., to forget 
l\oΔ∆imo—vi., to take swing, to be moved 
lugra:—n. cloth 
lumo—vt., to have sexual intercourse 
lu≥bar—n., lungs 
lu≥da—adj., hot, heat 
lu≥mo—vi., to get warm, hot 
lu≥pa:—n., summer 
lu≥—n., back 
luΔ∆imo—vi., to have sexual intercourse 
lyed‰—adj., yellow 
l˙mo—vi., to get cold 
hla:de—adj., straight 
hla:mo—vt., to stitch by a putting a patch 

of cloth 
hla:Δ∆imo—vi., to get down from the horse 
hlabmo—vt., to teach, to train 
hlabΔ∆imo—vi., to learn 
hlame—n., soul 
hlammo—vt., to wrap 
hlamo—vt., to bring something down 
hla≥—adv., enough 
hlaΔ∆imo—vi., to descend 
hl\a—n., moon, month 
hlemo—vi., to be ready 
hli:th‰—adj., heavy 
hlimo—aux., to happen 
hløkΔ∆imo—vt., to read 
hlyemo—vt., to join something together 
ma:la:—n., sheep or goat (generic term) 
ma:mla:—n., sheep 
ma:mo—vt., to search 
ma:sa≥—n., sheep (female) 
mad5ø≥ma≥—n., eagle 
ma≥d‰—adj., red 
ma≥mo—vi., to become red 
mansi—n., buffalo 
manu—n., nipples 
ma≥—n., dream 
man—n., night 
marja:—n., salty tea (a Tibetan type) 
marø≥—n., door 
marti—n., oil., water spring 
mar—n., butter, clarified butter 
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masi—n., (IA) ink 
masΔ∆ya:—n., husband's younger brother's 

wife 
mas—n., husband's younger brother 
matm\î—adv., many 
m\au—n., family 
maya≥—n., a type of basket used for 

carrying various things 
mi:d‰—adj., small 
mi:mo—vi., to become small 
mï\e—n., fire 
mikcham—n., eyebrow 
milen—n., hearth 
mima≥—n., foreigner 
mïn manid‰—n., ring finger 
mïn tomo—vt., to tell 
mincace—n., a bat 
mïnd5li—adj., bald 
mïnje—n., louse 
mïpl\e—n., eyelid 
mïplicham—n., eyelashes 
mïta—adj., ripe 
mitha≥—n., mother's younger brother 
mïtti—n., tear 
m\î—n, person 
mïyar—n., an imaginary place beyond the 

sky 
mïyu≥—n., gem, jewel 
m\îcini—n., father's fourth younger sister 
m\îhya:—n., fourth elder brother 
m\îka:—n., father's fourth elder brother 
m\îta:—n., fourth elder sister 
mokΔ∆ya:—n., a type of mushroom 
mor—n., (IA) peacock 
mukna:—thunder, dragon 
my‰d‰—adj., below the level (in height) 
my\‰—n., eye 
m˙l-d5amo—vi., lightning 
m˙ld5i—adj., blunt 
m˙l—n., silver 
m˙tti—n., flea 
hmi:mo—vi., to ripe 
hmint—adj., ripe 
hmin—adj., name 
hmomo—vt., to put cloth, wool, corn in 

place 
hmyar—n., frost 
hmye—n., daughter's husband, younger 

sister's husband 

nace—n., thorn 
naga—n., cobra (IA) 
nag‰—pro., your 
nagra:—n., paw of lion, tiger 
nakt‰—adj., soft 
nambu—n., woolen cloth 
namΔ∆ya:—n., younger brother's wife; son's 

wife 
na≥mo—vt., to drive cattle 
na≥mo—vt., to measure 
na≥—n., a type of bangle 
napal—n., buckwheat 
napΔ∆id‰—adj., flexible, elastic 
narak—n., hell (IA) 
nare—n., lice 
naΔ∆‰—num., two 
nassa: c‰the—num., thirty one 
nassa: c\î—num., thirty 
nassa: tig‰—num., twenty one 
nassa:—num., twenty 
natsar—n., lice egg 
nayamo—vt., to aim at 
n˙lan—n., wind 
nibΔ∆imo—vi., to hum 
nikis \o—n., incisors 
nimo—vi., to live, to stay 
nïmphan nyu≥Δ∆imo—vi., to retreat, to look 

at oneself 
nïmphan ø≥mo—vt., to look back 
nïmphan—adv., behind  
nipe—n., chicken 
nipu—n., mouse 
niΔ∆‰—num., seven 
nithalo—n., second floor of the house 
nøksam—adj., appropriate 
nomo—vt., to., pull 
nø≥kr \ø—n., ant 
nu:d‰—adj., new 
nunu—n., younger brother; husband's 

younger sister's husband 
n\u—n., milk 
nya:r‰—adv., yesterday 
nya≥th‰—adj., light (in weight) 
nyero—adv., near 
nyu≥Δ∆imo—vi., to retreat 
hna:mo—vt., to unload something from 

the head or back 
hnabmo—vi., to reach 
hnakΔ∆imo—vi., to pray 
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hna≥mo—vt., to measure 
hnappa:—n., accident, unfortunate 

happening 
hnapti—n., snot 
hnaΔ∆imo—vi., to make love 
hn\amo—adj., to be left over (something 

left over after some use) 
hnil—n., gums 
hnim d5ø≥ t5hø≥—n., nostrils 
hnimmo—vi., to smell 
hnimnid‰—n., one who commands respect 
hnim—n., nose 
≥aba—adj., five fold 
≥agba:—duck 
≥ai—num., five 
≥akhte—n., bad smell 
≥alde—n., a separated lover 
≥amt‰—adj., robust, strong 
≥a≥ba:—n., duck 
≥asa—num., fifty 
≥atsu—adj., five times 
≥okhø—pp., in front of, in the presence of 
≥ø—n., face 
≥uo—n., a kiss 
≥womo—vt., to cut hair of sheep, goat 
n5aba—n., parents 
n5ag‰—n., mother's 
n5amïn—n., autumn 
n5ana—n., mother (term of address) 
n5a—n., mother 
n5ikapc‰—n., sprout 
n5ikhi—n., dog 
n5i≥go—n., lower part of the body below 

the waist 
n5intam—adv., after, behind, next 
n5irla≥—adv., dusk 
n5is‰, n5ich‰—adv., noon 
n5i—n., sun 
n5ya:—n., fish 
n5yamd‰—adj., pleasant 
n5ya≥ch‰—adv., evening 
n5ya≥th‰—adv., dim light 
n5yemo—vt., to rub 
n5y‰—n., day 
n5yu≥Δ∆imo—vi., to retreat 
n5˙bu—n., insect 
\ø≥mo—vt., to inspect, to watch something 

closely 

ø—adv., an affirmative answer to a 
question 

pa:mo—vt., to fill (water) 
pa:t—n., leaf.(IA) 
p\acmo—vt., to chew (something which is 

something hard) 
p\akare—n., ankle 
palo—n., frog 
p\amo—vt., to fill (solid artiles in a bigger 

container etc.) 
p\ammo—vt., to spin 
pa≥mo—vt., to spread 
pa≥phan—adv., outside 
pa≥—n., a Tibetan 
papalΔ∆ya:—n., calf (of human leg) 
part‰—adj., broad 
p\aΔ∆imo—vi., to stroll 
paula:—n., (IA) shoes 
paul—n., plant 
p‰na:—n., a type of bat 
p\‰mo—vt., to tear (cloth) 
p‰—n., blanket made of wool 
pi:ku—n., bedbug 
piba:—adj., fourfold 
pïe—n., brother 
pij‰—n., seed 
pipi—adj., four times (arithmetic sense) 
pisa: c‰the—num., fifty one 
pisa: c\î—num., fifty 
pisa:—num., forty 
pitsu—adj., four times (on a fourth 

occasion) 
p\îmo—vt., to sweep 
pi—num., four 
pocini—n., father's first younger sister 
poda—adj., big 
pohya:—n., eldest brother 
pon\a:—n., father's eldest brother's wife, 

mother's elder sister 
pø≥Δ∆imo—vi., to jump in one place 
pophy‰—adj.three fourth 
pota—n., eldest sister 
p\ømo—vi., to become big., to be increased 
p\ua—n., husband's elder brother 
puci—n., mother's elder sister 
puk‰—adj., ripe 
pumo—vt., to cross 
puni—n., mother's brother's wife, father's 

eldest sister, mother-in-law 
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putha≥mi—n., mother's elder brother 
pu—n., husk 
pyalmo—vt., to saw 
pye—n., knee 
pyomo—vt., to frighten 
p˙chni—n., tail 
p˙r—n., navel 
p˙Δ∆a:—n., head 
p˙Δ∆ak cham—n., hair of head 
p˙thra:—n., forehead 
ph\a:—n., ashes 
pha:d‰—adj., ash colour 
pha:mo—vi., to speak 
phabmo—vt., to sprinkle (liquid) 
phaktsham—n., a type of bridge 
phammo—vt., to stitch 
pha≥ ph˙nmo—vt., to make something fly 
pha≥lore—n., patella 
pha≥mo—vi., to fly 
pharmo—vt., to untie a knot 
phat5ko da:mo—vi., to jump from one 

place to another 
ph˙mo—vt., to sprinkle (grains, powder) 
ph˙rmo—vt., to pluck fruits by throwing a 

stick or stones 
ph˙tsap—n., rice 
phela tomo—vt., to clap 
phela—n., palm 
pheΔ∆ide—adj., sacred 
phir—n., a box for keeping clothes 
pho-bila:—n., male-cat 
pho-hra≥—n., horse 
pho-phya:—n., wild animal 
phoda—adj., dry (from the state of being 

wet) 
phokΔ∆imo—vi., to wrap, to cover with a 

sheet while sleeping, cover oneself 
phoktimo—vt., to cover 
phomo—vt., to open a door, to uproot, to 

unlock 
phø≥mo—vi., to jump from higher place to 

lower place 
phote—adj., thick (liquid) 
ph\ø—n., cave, deer 
phuli—n., a pot to keep water 
phumo—vt., to churn, to make cloth short 

by a special washing process 
phu≥gli—n., a water pot 
phyamo—vt., to throw water 

phyarmo—vt., to whiff 
phy‰—adj., half 
r ~ad5i—adj., widow (IA) 
r ~ad5o—adj., widower 
ra:mo—vi., to come 
ra:p—n., flame 
ra:tso—adv., time and again 
ra:—n., enclosure for goats and other 

animals 
r \a—num., hundred 
rabmo—vt., to mend clothes or shoes by 

stitching 
racimo—vi., to get up 
rackwanti—n., temple 
raj‰—n., wheat 
rakh \u—n., people belonging to one's 

group 
ram—n., an extra field which is not a legal 

one 
r \ammo—vt., to knit 
ra≥lo—n., a cover term for all the Tibeto-

Burman people in this area except Raji 
ra≥mo—vt., to sell; to weave cloth 
rannu—n., curd 
ra≥pli—n., feather 
ra≥—n., upper arm 
raya≥—n., hare 
renam—n., adj., adv., west 
resumo—vt., to plough 
r \‰—n., bone 
re—n., cow, field, land 
ri:mo—vt., to carve; to draw; to write 
rïm—n., arrow (cf., earthquake) 
ri—n., glacier 
røkΔ∆imo—vi., to have mercy 
røla:—n., centipede 
romo—vt., to roast meat 
rø≥mo—vt., to cover 
rø≥—n., shoulder 
r \økΔ∆imo—vt., to comb 
rø—adj., hungry 
ro—n., a plank 
rui—n., .(IA) cotton 
rukcimo—vi., to chew a cud 
rum—n., princess 
ru≥Δ∆imo—vi., to hear, to agree, to accept 
rusu—adj., (IA) angry 
r \u≥—n., a heap of small pebbles 
ru—n., corner (inside the house); horn 
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rye—n., a story, tale 
r˙m—n., earthquake; bottom; a boundary 

stone between the two fields 
hra:d‰—adj., clean 
hra:mo—vi., to be ashamed of 
hrac‰—n., ear 
hraksa:—n., pebbles 
hramo—vt., to bring 
hra≥—n., horse 
hraso—n., front teeth 
hratam—adv., in front, before 
hrati—n., cheek 
hremïn—n., sister, brother  
hri:mo—vi., setting of sun 
hril—n., gland 
hrimmo—vt., to criticize 
hrincimo—vi., to wait for 
hrinΔ∆imo—vt., to guard, to watch 
hrinΔ∆ya:—n., sister (general term), wife's 

younger brother's wife 
hrinte—n., wave 
hrithiΔ∆ya:—n., wife 
hrithi—n., husband 
hrokΔ∆imo, hroΔ∆imo—vi., to graze 
hromo—vt., to graze 
hrø—n., snow 
hru:mo—vt., to ask 
hr˙b, shr˙b—n., ribs 
sa—n., soil 
sa:d5u—n., (IA)  wife's younger sister's 

husband 
sa:mo—vt., to sacrifice some animal for 

black magic 
sa:rangi—n., (IA)  a kind of singing bird 
sa:tso—adj., empty 
saco—n., (IA)  truth 
s \ag—n., breath 
sai—num., hundred 
sal—n., charcoal 
s \amo—vt., to kill, to extinguish 
samundro—n (IA) sea 
sande—adv., carefully, with care 
sapa≥—n., earth 
sapha—n., dust 
sara:—n., hailstone 
sata:ni—n., a type of liquor 
satta:—adv., again 
se—pp., because of, due to (some reason)  
semo—vt., to bear 

ser\‰—n., forest 
s‰rcimo—vt., to agree 
silju—n., female musk deer 
sïmo—vt., to recognize 
sirtsi—adj., wild 
s \o—n., tooth 
s \ø≥—n., village 
suiyo—n., parrot 
sukce cyamo—vt., to cut with teeth 
suku—adj., low voice, slow 
swarg—n., (IA) heaven 
syapi c\‰mo—vt., to pinch 
s˙m sa—num., thirty 
s˙m s˙m—adj., three times 
s˙mthalo—third floor of the house 
s˙mtsu—adj., thrice 
s˙m—num., three 
s˙ta—adj., rotten 
Δ∆akcimo—vi., to breathe 
Δ∆akΔ∆imo—vt., to wear (ornaments) 
Δ∆anda—n., spinach 
Δ∆ \a≥—adj., large 
Δ∆a≥ka:—n., father's third younger brother 
Δ∆a≥la:—n., a type of rock 
Δ∆a≥mi—adj., a wealthy person 
Δ∆a≥the—adj., old (person) 
Δ∆a≥wa:—tiger (a large size) 
Δ∆au—n., (IA)  an apple 
Δ∆elo—adv., shade 
Δ∆end‰—n., child 
Δ∆‰rci ph˙mo—vt., to make someone agree 
Δ∆‰rcimo—vi., to agree 
Δ∆eΔ∆imo—vi., to crawl (a baby) 
Δ∆ \î—n., blood 
Δ∆i:d‰—adj., white 
Δ∆ \îl—n., dew-drops 
Δ∆ilti—n., saliva 
Δ∆ime—n., breast 
Δ∆ \îmo—vt., to apply something, to wipe 
Δ∆ïncini—n., father's third younger sister 
Δ∆ïnci—n., father's third younger brother's 

wife 
Δ∆ïnhya:—n., third elder brother 
Δ∆i≥ram—n., ginger 
Δ∆ïnta:—n., third elder sister 
Δ∆in—n., wood 
Δ∆ipts—n., comb 
Δ∆iri—n., boy, son 
Δ∆irta—adj., sour 
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Δ∆irts—n., male goat 
Δ∆ir—n., castrated male goat 
Δ∆iΔ∆i da:mo—vi., to mimic 
Δ∆isø—n., heart 
Δ∆iyumo—vi., to bleed 
Δ∆omo—vt., to roast (dry) to parch 
Δ∆øla:—n., birch tree bark used as paper in 

olden days 
Δ∆ømo—vt., to fulfill a promise 
Δ∆ \ømo—vi., to slip 
Δ∆ \ø≥mo—vt., to make some one sit 
Δ∆ \ø≥Δ∆imo—vi., to sit 
Δ∆u≥mo—vt., to do 
Δ∆y\a:—n., meat, flesh 
Δ∆yala: kalmo—vt., to plaster 
Δ∆y\al‰—n., rainy season 
Δ∆y\amo—vi., to run away, to abscond; to 

increase 
Δ∆y\and‰—n., offspring 
Δ∆yarnam—n., adj., adv., north 
Δ∆yartam—n., adv., left side of the body 
Δ∆yaΔ∆i—n., relatives (related by blood) 
t˙m-da:mo—vt., to lay egg 
t˙mmo—vi., to become short 
t˙mmo—vt., to pack a package 
t˙m—n., an egg 
ta:mo—vt., to hang 
ta:mo—vt., to keep, to put, to allow, to fix, 

to have 
ta:rmo—vt., to spread spread tent etc., to 

help cross some river or a difficult path 
tabmo—vt., to thrash 
taktam—adv., right side of the body 
tammo—vt., to touch 
tamo—vt., to keep something (light 

things) 
tanam—n., adj. adv., south 
ta≥bu—n., a big snake, python 
ta≥mo—vt., to bury 
ta≥mo—vt., to press 
tanΔ∆imo—vi., to be hung 
ta≥Δ∆imo—vi., to be pressed 
tanu—n., brain 
ta≥ze—n., bag of wool 
tapø—adv., across (of the river or rivulet) 
taram—n., key; mediator 
t\armo—adj., brave 

tata—n., son's wife's mother, husband's 
elder brother's wife, wife's elder 
brother's wife, fifth elder sister 

t‰ka—n., saddle 
tete—n., sister's husband, wife's elder 

brother 
teti—adv., dem., pro., that (invisible) 
ti—n., water 
tïbka—n., gun 
tig‰—num., one 
tikilmo—vt., to boycott 
tïlin—n., ice 
timbu—n., sky; blue 
timmo—vi., to appear, to be seen 
tinci—adj., green (literally green grass) 
tind‰—adj., raw 
ti≥mo—vi., to see, to be found 
tipø—adv., this side (of the river or 

rivulet) 
tïte—n., father's father; mother's father 
tith‰—n., nut (generic term) 
tithimo—vt., to irrigate 
titsu—adv., once 
tø da:mo—vt., to give loan 
tø karmo—vt., to take loan 
tocmo—vt., to sing 
tokca:—n., pickaxe 
tøksa:—adv., direction 
tomo—vt., to stop; to understand; to buy 
t\omo—vt., to play a musical instrument; to 

intervene 
to≥mo—vt., to trap 
to≥—n., bead 
toΔ∆imo—vi., stop; understand 
tø—n., loan 
tukka—n., miser 
tu≥d‰—n., one who drinks   
tu≥mo—vt., to drink 
tya:ba:ri—n., window 
tyemo—vi., to weep, to cry 
th˙bmo—vi., to spit 
th˙mo—vt., to cut with an axe 
th \a—n., waterfall 
tha:pu—n., reserve 
thammo—vt., to saw, to wring 
than kyamo—vt., to arrange things in 

order 
tha≥mi—n., father's sister's husband, 

father-in-law 
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thanΔ∆in—adv., this year 
than—adv., now 
tha≥—n., flat ground or land 
thapija:—adv., three days before yesterday 
thapΔ∆imo—vi., to grapple (animals with 

horns) 
tharwa—n., leopard 
thas˙mja:—adv., two days before 

yesterday 
th‰d‰—adj., height, high 
thi:mo—vi., to get wet 
th \îmo—vt., to melt 
thi:Δ∆imo—vi., to wet oneself 
th \îΔ∆imo—vi., to be melted 
thi:t‰—adj., wet, watery 
thim—n., ceiling 
thinja:—adv., today 
thøcmo—vt., to settle marriage 
thokam—n., bed 
thøkΔ∆imo—vi., to return 
tholi—n., penis 
thomo—vt., to pluck fruits 
thømo—vt., to return something 
thøΔ∆imo—vi., to return, to come back 
thoti—adv., dem., pro., that (object at a 

higher level relative to the speaker) 
thu:mo—vi., to become weak 
thu:ta—adj., weak 
thukΔ∆imo—vt., to destroy 
thwacmo—vi., to beg 
thyemo—vt., to participate, to join in some 

work 
t5a:mo—vt., to prick, to fix a nail 
t5a:Δ∆imo—vi., to be pricked 
t5amt5am, t5amyar—n., bank of a river 
t5am—n., edge 
t5a≥de—adj., alive 
t5a≥mala—n., animal 
t5 \a≥th‰—adj., short (in length) 
t5a≥t5a≥—adv., only 
t5imo—vi., to go by taking something 
t5iΔ∆a:—n., a group of women in a marriage 

party 
t5 \îΔ∆ïmø—vi., to grapple (of dogs) 
t5øllya:—n., deaf 
t5ølmo—vt., to fondle, to cuddle 
t5 \ømo—vt., to light  a  lamp (religious 

purposr) 
t5ugba:—adj., six fold 

t5ugu—num., six 
t5uksa: cath‰—num., seventy one 
t5uksa: ci—num., seventy 
t5uksa: tig‰—num., sixty one 
t5uksa:—num., sixty   
t5uktsu—adj., six times 
t5˙nth‰—adj., short 
t5ha:mo—vt., to strike a match; to push 
t5ha≥mo—vt., to castrate, to improve, to 

decorate 
t5harmo—vt., to respect; to pose 
t5h \amo—vt., to inform 
t5h \aΔ∆imo—vi., to be informed 
t5hat5o—n., cot 
t5h \‰kka—adj., fit (neither loose nor tight) 
t5hilmo—vt., to take off clothes 
t5hinka—n., clothes 
t5hiΔ∆imo—vi., fighting of dogs 
t5hømo—vi., to worship 
t5hummo—vt., to uproot (plants etc.) 
t5hu≥a:—n., hammer 
t5hu≥mo—vt., to tame, to rear 
t5h˙mcaru—n., custom 
t5h˙mmo—vi., to dance 
t5h˙mo—vt., to tighten a screw 
tsa:—n., remains of corn after making beer 
tsame—n., girl, daughter 
tsamo—vt., to make (a piece of furniture); 

to fix 
tsa≥mo—vt., to throw 
tsanth‰—adj., sharp (instrument) 
tsebind‰—adj., full 
ts \‰—n., memory; lid 
ts \î—n., grass 
tsimmo—vt., to catch 
ts \îmo—vt., to fry 
tsimΔ∆imo—vi., to wrestle 
tsiri—n., intestine 
ts˙mmo—vt., to collect 
tsh \a:—n., salt 
tsham—n., bridge 
tsha≥mo—vt., to cut into small pieces 
tshart‰—adj., dry.(wood) 
tshed‰—adj., sacred, pious  
tsh \‰—n., life; age; fat 
tshig—n., joint, knot 
tshimo—vi., to ripe 
tshø≥Δ∆imo—vi., grapple (of cocks) 
tsh \u—adj., part (of whole) 
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tshumo—vt., to distribute, to divide 
tshuΔ∆imo—vi., to be divided 
tsh˙r—n., loin 
ula≥i—adv., sometimes 
ula≥—adj., how many, how much, when, 

then 
ulo—adv., where 
una:—pro., who 
uniΔ∆i—pro., 3du., they 
u≥—n., stone 
uo—pro., 3s., he/ she 
uΔ∆i—pro., 3pl., they 
uso—n., medicine 
wa—n., tiger 
w \a—pro., adv., where 
wa khui—adv., everywhere 
wa khuri mani—adv., nowhere 
wa khute—adv., somewhere 
wa naya≥—n., bee 
wa:lan—n., a term used for the Indo-

Aryan speakers by the Tibeto-Burman 
people. 

w \alt‰—adj., loose, not tight 
wamd‰—adj., black 
w \ammo—vi., to spring out (streamlet) 
wamy‰—n., face 
wa:ri—adv., anywhere 
wa:ts—n., a thread ball 
wase—adv., up to.(up to a point) 
wath‰—adv., a longer path, far away 
wo Δ∆i≥mo—vt., to kiss 
woja—pro., 3sg. dative pronoun 
womba—n., smallpox 
wøm—n., bear 
wø≥—n., a herd, flock 
wurthe—adj., loud 
ya:mi—n., bad person 
ya:mo—vi., to sleep 
yabmo—vi., to stand 
yadd‰—adj., bad 
yaknid‰—n., one who is sleeping 
yakt5o—n., male yak 
yana:-yana:—adv., in olden days; once 

upon a time in the past 
yane—n., spring season 
ya≥kwal—n., a serving spoon 
yanΔ∆i ph˙mmo—vt., to make someone 

walk 
yanΔ∆imo—vi., to walk 

ya≥ti—n., river 
yargo—n., upper part of the body (above 

the waist) 
yarmo—vt., to wash utensils, to bathe 

someone; to cry 
yarΔ∆imo—vi., to bathe (oneself) 
yarto—adv., above 
yatsa: galmo—vt., to invite 
y\ammo—vi., to take an oath 
ya—n., king 
ye—n., an eagle type of bird 
yebmo—vt., to sow 
yeda≥—n., big mountain 
yelba:—n., bamboo 
yemïn—n., husband-wife 
yemo—vt., to save 
yenΔ∆imo—vi., to walk 
yeΔ∆imo—vi., to get collected 
y\‰—n., mountain., a type of flour 
yi:d‰—adj., old 
yi:mo—vt., to grind corn; vi., to grow old 
yi:—n., bow 
yikho—adv., below, down 
yilmo—vt., to sharpen 
yilth‰—adv., late 
yilwu≥—n., a sharpening stone 
yinmo—vi., to be tired 
yin—vi., aux., be 
yoti—adv., dem., pro., that (object at a 

lower level relative to the speaker) 
yugu—n., a log 
y\ukΔ∆imo—vi., to ride a horse 
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above—yarto 
accident, unfortunate happening—hnappa: 
across (of the river or rivulet)—tapø 
affirmative answer to a question, yes—ø 
afraid of—dz‰r ph˙mmo 
after, behind, next—n5intam 
again, due to, by—satta: 
agree (vi.)—Δ∆‰rcimo 
aim at (vt.)—nayamo 
alive—t5a≥de 
all—lairi 
and (conj. )—ji 
angry—rusu (IA) 
animal—t5a≥mala 
ankle—p\akar‰ 
answer a call (vt.)—lan thomo 
ant—nø≥kr \ø 
anus—ibu≥ 
anywhere—wa:ri 
appear, to be seen (vi.)—timmo 
apple—Δ∆au (IA) 
apply something, wipe (vt.)—Δ∆ \îmo 
appropriate—nøksam 
armpit—cukli 
arrange things in order (vt.)—than kyamo 
arrow—rïm 
ascend (vi.)—løkΔ∆imo 
ash colour—pha:d‰ 
ashamed of (vi.)—hra:mo 
ashes—ph\a: 
ask (vt.)—hru:mo 
autumn—n5amïn 
back—lu≥ 
back of skull, neck—ko≥kro 
backbite, to complain—ha:Δ∆imo 
bad—yadd‰ 
bad (literally bad man)—b˙dmi 
bad person—ya:mi 
bad smell—≥akhte 
bad smell, dirt—latakta 
bag made of jute—kothlø 
bag of wool—ta≥dze 
bald—mïnd5li 
bald headed—dolo p˙Δ∆a: 
bamboo—yelba: 
bangle, one type of—na≥ 
bank of a river—t5amt5am, t5amyar 
bark (vi.)—cy \îmo 
bark of tree—k\ø 
barley—dz‰ 
basket used for carrying various things—

maya≥ 
basket used for keeping grains—karko 

basket, one of the types—cha≥karo 
bat—mincace 
bathe (someone), wash utensils (vt.)—

yarmo 
bathe oneself (vi.)—yarΔ∆imo 
be (aux.)—yin 
be broken (of stone etc.) (vi.)—ja:mo 
be broken (of thread, rope) (vi.)—jyamo 
be divided (vi.)—tshuΔ∆imo 
be employed (vi.)—d5a≥Δ∆imo 
be happy (vi.) —gøΔ∆imo 
be informed (vi.)—t5h \ahimo 
bead—to≥ 
bear—wøm 
bear (vt.)—semo 
beard—cukcham 
beat, grind spices (vt.)—du≥mo 
beautiful—d5a≥the 
become big, to be increased (vi.)—p\ømo 
become red (vi.)—ma≥mo 
become short (vi.)—t˙mmo 
become small (vi.)—mi:mo 
become weak (vi.)—thu:mo 
bed—thokam 
bedbug—pi:ku 
bee—wa naya≥ 
beg—thwacmo 
begin—dzu≥mo 
behind—nïmphan 
bell made of iron—kwalïn 
bellow—ga:lΔ∆imo 
belly—dan 
below the level (in height)—my‰d‰ 
below, down—yikho 
bend (vi.)—kø≥Δ∆imo 
bend (vt.)—khi:mo 
big—poda 
big snake, python—ta≥bu 
birch tree bark (used as paper in olden 

days)—Δ∆øla: 
bird (genral)—cipts‰ 
bird, a kind of singing bird—sa:ra≥i (IA) 
bird, a type—p‰na: 
bitter and hot in taste like radish—dukta 
bitter, costly, difficult—kha:d‰ 
black—wamd‰ w \alt‰ 
blacksmith—d5am 
blanket made of wool—p‰ 
bleed—Δ∆iyumo 
blind—kana 
blood—Δ∆ \î 
bloom—jy \amo 
blunt (not sharp)—m˙ld5i 
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boast—\a≥Δ∆imo 
body—gora≥ 
boil (vt.)—komo 
bone—r \‰ 
book, paper—lïbïn 
boredom—dz\‰ 
boulder—la: 
bow—yi: 
box for keeping clothes—phir 
boy, son—Δ∆iri 
boycott (vt.)—tikilmo 
braid—balcham 
brain—tanu 
branch of tree—d5ali (IA) 
brass—heli 
brave (adj.)—t\armo 
break (hard objects- stones etc.) (vt.)—

cha:mo 
break (rope, thread) (vt.)—cyamo 
break (hard and hollow objects  as nuts) 

(vt.)—k\îmo 
breast—Δ∆ime 
breath—s \ag 
breathe (vi.)—Δ∆akcimo 
bride—byuliΔ∆ya: 
bridegroom—byulo 
bridge—tsham 
bridge, a type—phaktsham 
bright—d5akth‰ 
bring—hramo 
bring something down—hlamo 
broad—part‰ 
brother—pïe 
buck wheat, a type of—napal 
buckwheat, a type of—be 
bud—cye 
buffalo—mansi 
bulge—gi:mo 
bull—kola≥ 
burn, to ignite—c\îmmo 
bury—ta≥mo 
butter—labu 
butter milk—buti 
butter, clarified butter—mar 
Byangsi language (local name) —

bya≥kholo 
calf (of leg)—papalΔ∆ya: 
cap—cukti 
carefully—sande 
carefully, with care—sande 
careless—la≥lua 
carpet, a type of—byam 
carry something in hand or on head—

kwarmo 
carry something on shoulders; in hands ; 

on a horse—hyomo 
carry something on the back—bu:mo 
carve; to draw; to write—ri:mo 

castrate, to improve, to decorate—
t5ha≥mo 

castrated he- goat—Δ∆ir 
cat—bila (IA) 
catch—tsimmo 
Caudangs people—bamba: 
cave, deer—ph\ø 
ceiling—thim 
centipede—røla: 
charcoal—sal 
cheat (vt.)—kharmo 
cheek—hrati 
chew (something which is something 

hard)—p\acmo 
chew a cud—rukcimo 
chew meat—kyemo 
chicken—nipe 
child—Δ∆end‰ 
childless person—aptyali 
childless woman—baili 
chin—cwo 
churn, to make cloth short by a special 

washing process—phumo 
clap (vi.)—phela tomo 
clean—hra:d‰ 
clear—dzïld‰ 
clear one's throat—gul khomo 
close (door, box)—garmo 
cloth—lugra: 
clothes—t5hinka 
clothes etc.—khase-phise 
cloud—kasa: 
cloudy—dinde 
cobra—naga (IA) 
cock—carpy‰ 
cold—khat 
collapse (house)(vi.)—gwomo 
collect—ts˙mmo 
collect (count noun things one by one)—

k\ammo 
collide, to beat each other—du≥Δ∆imo 
colored—jod‰ 
comb (n.)—Δ∆iptsa 
comb (vt.)—r \økΔ∆imo 
come—ra:mo 
cook (vt.)—kwamo 
cooked rice—chaku 
coral—juru 
corner (inside the house); horn—ru 
corner (outside)—dzar 
corpse, dead body—khøkpa: 
cot—t5hat5o 
cotton—rui (IA) 
cough (vi.)—gulΔ∆imo 
count—hyø≥mo 
courtyard—cha≥pa≥ 
cover  (fully )(vt.)—phoktimo 
cover (vt.)—rø≥mo 
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cover oneself, to wrap (vi.)—phokΔ∆imo  
cow, field, land—re 
cow-dung—la≥i 
coward—j‰rkhulya: 
crawl (of a  baby)—Δ∆eΔ∆imo 
creeper—jil 
cremating place—cyesa: 
criticize—hrimmo 
crop, grain—gyera: 
cross—pumo 
crow—ka: 
curd—rannu 
curved—kyerakta 
custom—t5h˙mcaru 
cut—cy \amo 
cut (with an axe or with bigger 

instrument)—th˙mo 
cut grass—gomo 
cut hair of sheep, goat—≥womo 
cut into small pieces—tsha≥mo 
cut something with scissors (cloth etc.)—

chekmo 
cut with teeth (vt.)—sukce cyamo 
dance (vt.)—t5h˙mmo 
dative form of 3sg. pro.—woja 
daughter's husband, younger sister's 

husband—hmye 
day—n5y‰ 
dead human body (in the house)—cha≥go 
deaf—t5øllya: 
death rites—gwan 
death.—ka:lo (IA) 
deep—hyukt‰— 
dense, to be dense (vi.)—d5anmo 
descend—hlaΔ∆imo 
desire—du≥ 
destroy—thukΔ∆imo 
dew drops—Δ∆ \\îl 
die, to be extinguished—hicimo 
dig, to scratch—kw \amo 
dim light—n5ya≥th‰ 
direction—tøksa: 
dirty—khi:t‰ 
dish made with milk—gema: 
dismantle (wall, house)—khomo 
distribute, to divide (vt.)—tshumo 
ditch, a pit—gadro 
do (vt.)—Δ∆u≥mo 
do, to make—hyu≥mo 
dog—n5ikhi 
domesticated animals—l‰ky‰ 
donkey—bo≥ts‰ 
door—marø≥ 
dough—ladu 
dove—gugti 
dream—ma≥ 
dried cheese—chirbe 
drink—tu≥mo 

drinker—tu≥d‰ 
drive cattle—na≥mo 
drive the cattle one by one, or two by two 

(vt.)—hyarmo 
drown, to go ahead (vt.)—cu≥mo 
drown, to take a dip (vi.)—ju≥mo 
dry (adj., n.)—tshart‰ 
dry (from the state of being wet)—phoda 
dry (vt.)—charmo 
duck—≥agba: 
due to, because of—se 
dusk—n5irla≥ 
dust—sapha 
dye, to mix—ch \ømo 
eagle—mad5ø≥ma≥ 
eagle type of bird—ye 
ear—hrac‰ 
earth—sapa≥ 
earth—dharti (IA) 
earthquake; bottom; a boundary stone—

r˙m 
east—jyarnam 
easy, cheap—lod‰ 
eat—dza:mo 
echo—lakuri 
edge—t5am 
egg—t˙m 
eight—j‰d‰ 
eighteen—c‰bj‰ 
eighty one—jatsha: tig‰ 
eighty—jatsha: 
elbow—cukalc‰ 
elder brother—hy\a: 
elder brother's wife—cheme 
eldest brother—pohya: 
eldest sister—pota 
elephant—ha:thi: (IA) 
eleven—c‰the 
empty—sa:tso 
empty (vt.)—hya:mo 
enclosure for goats and other animals—ra: 
enough—hla≥ 
erase—k\ømo 
erect a wall for a house, etc.—ba≥mo 
evening—n5ya≥ch‰ 
everywhere—wa khui 
exchange (vt.)—kh˙mo 
extra field which is not a legal one—ram 
eye—my‰ 
eyebrow—mikcham 
eyelashes—mïplicham 
eyelid—mïpl\‰ 
face—≥ø 
falling (of something from a tree, etc.)—

b˙rmo 
falling (of something with a thud)—l\amo 
falling, of something by itself, roll 

down,towrap—gammo 
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family—khu, m\au 
fang—gar 
fat (round shaped objects)—b˙ld‰ 
fat; a type resin colour—ch \‰ 
father (term of address)—baba: 
father (term of reference)—ba 
father's eldest brother—babu 
father's eldest brother's wife, mother's 

elder sister—pon\a: 
father's eldest sister—puni 
father's father; mother's father—tïte 
father's first younger sister—pocini 
father's fourth elder brother—m\îka: 
father's fourth younger sister—m\îcini 
father's second elder brother—gu≥ka: 
father's second elder brother's wife—gu≥ci 
father's second younger sister—gu≥cini 
father's sister's husband, father-in-law—

tha≥mi 
father's sister, a general term—c\îni 
father's third younger brother—Δ∆a≥ka: 
father's third younger brother's wife—

Δ∆ïnci 
father's third younger sister—Δ∆ïncini 
feather—ra≥pli 
feed each other, to feed oneself (vi.)—

chiΔ∆imo 
feed, to close (vt.)—ch \îmo 
female lamb—barts 
female musk deer—silju 
female yak—d5umo 
festival—khusmo 
fifteen—c‰ban 
fifty—≥asa 
fifty—pisa:c\î 
fifty one—pisa: c‰the 
fight (vt.)—dakΔ∆imo 
fighting of dogs,be melted—t5hiΔ∆imo 
fill (solid articles ) (vt.)—p\amo 
fill (water) (vt.)—pa:mo 
fine wool—khulu 
finger—lakpïn 
finish—como 
fire—m\ïe 
fish—n5ya: 
fist—gurda: 
fit (neither loose nor tight)—t5h \‰kka 
five—≥ai 
five fold—≥aba 
five times—≥atsu 
fix a date for death ceremony—jat5omo 
fix a date for marriage—ja thøcmo 
flame—ra:p 
flat ground or land—tha≥ 
flea—m˙tti 
flexible, elastic—napΔ∆id‰ 
float (vi.)—hyu:mo 
floor; lime—cuku 

flour—at5o (IA) 
flow, to be opened (vi.)—bømo 
flower—c‰ 
flute made of silver—lintsa 
fly (vi.)—pha≥mo 
fodder mixed with some corn—ch \a 
fog—haula: 
fold—ba:mo 
fondle, to cuddle—t5ølmo 
foot—like 
for—da≥ci 
forehead—p˙thra: 
foreigner—mima≥ 
forest—ser\‰ 
forget—løΔ∆imo 
forty—pisa: 
four—pi 
four times (arithmetic sense)—pipi 
fourfold—piba: 
fourteen—c‰pi 
fourth  time (on a fourth occasion)—pitsu 
fourth elder brother—m\îhya: 
fourth elder sister—m\îta: 
fox—gonu 
friend—hanau satho 
frighten—pyomo 
frog—palo 
front teeth—hraso 
front tooth—leso 
frost—hmyar 
frost in ice form—brïd˙m 
fruit—le 
fruits etc—lela≥ 
fry—ts \îmo 
fulfill a promise—Δ∆ømo 
full—tsebind‰ 
garlic—d˙m 
gathering of crowd; to continue (vi.)—

d5abmo 
gem, jewel—mïyu≥ 
get bored (vi.)—dzemo 
get burnt; to consult (vi.)—jimmo 
get burst (vi.)—gyimo 
get cold (vi.)—l˙mo 
get cold and cough (vi.)—kh\amo 
get collected (vi.)—yeΔ∆imo 
get down from the horse (vi.)—hla:Δ∆imo 
get laughter (vi.)—hyem ra:mo 
get oneself wet (vi.)—thi:Δ∆imo 
get ready (vi.)—dzømo 
get stuck by itself (vi.)—galmo 
get up (vi.)—racimo 
get warm, hot (vi.)—lu≥mo 
get wet (vi.)—thi:mo 
ginger—Δ∆i≥ram 
girl, daughter—tsame 
give (vt.)—da:mo 
give loan (vt.)—tø da:mo 
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glacier—ri 
gland—hril 
gloves—lako 
gluttonous, voracious—damplya: 
go—dyemo 
go by taking something—t5imo 
go forward—cu≥Δ∆imo 
gold; axe—dza≥ 
gown type of dress—cyukla 
grain —ch \a: 
granddaughter—khume 
grandson—khu\e 
grapple (of cocks)—tshø≥Δ∆imo 
grapple (of dogs)—t5 \îΔ∆ïmø 
grapple (of horse)—khaΔ∆imo 
grapple (vi.) (animals with horns)—

thapΔ∆imo 
grass—ts \ï 
graze (vi.)—hrokΔ∆imo, hroΔ∆imo 
graze (vt.)—hromo 
green (literally green grass)—tintsi 
grind, grow old—yi:mo 
ground floor of the typical local house—

d˙r 
group of women in a marriage party—

t5iΔ∆a: 
guard, to watch—hrinΔ∆imo 
gums—hnil 
gun—tïbka 
hailstone—sara: 
hair of head—p˙Δ∆ak cham 
half—phy‰ 
hammer—hatho^a: (IA) 
hammer—t5hu≥a: 
hand—l\a 
hang (vi.)—tanΔ∆imo 
hang, keep, put, to have, fix, allow (vt.)—

ta:mo 
happen—hlimo 
hard—ka:≥d‰ 
hare—raya≥ 
harvest (vt.)—jammo 
have mercy (vi.)—røkΔ∆imo 
have sexual intercourse (vt.)—lumo 
have sexual intercourse (vi.)—luΔ∆imo 
have the feeling of laughter—hyelba: 
he, she (3s.)—uo 
he-goat—lasa≥ 
head—p˙Δ∆a: 
heap of small pebbles—ru≥ 
hear, to agree, to accept (vi.)—ru≥Δ∆imo 
heart—Δ∆isø 
hearth—milen 
heavy—hli:th‰ 
heel—khopa: 
height, high—th‰d‰ 
hell—narak (IA) 
herd, flock—wø≥ 

here—aikho 
hide (vi.)—chaΔ∆imo 
hide (vt.)—cya:mo 
hill; aim—da≥ 
hips—ca≥Δ∆ya: 
honey—hwa: 
horse (generic term)—hra≥ 
horse (male horse)—pho-hra≥ 
hot, be hot (vi.)—chyamo 
hot, heat—lu≥da 
house, home—cim 
how—ham 
how many, how much—ula≥ 
hum (vt.)—nibΔ∆imo 
hundred—r \a 
hundred—sai 
hungry—rø 
husband—hrithi 
husband's elder brother—pu\a 
husband's younger brother—mas 
husband's younger brother's wife—

masΔ∆ya: 
husband-wife—yemïn 
husk—pu 
hut—chandi 
ice—tïlin 
imaginary place beyond the sky—mïyar 
in front of, in the presence of—≥okhø 
in front, before—hratam 
in olden days; once upon a time in the 

past—yana:-yana: 
in the middle—gunda: 
in-law's village—banan sø≥ 
incisors—nikis \ø 
index finger—cyøla: 
inform (vt.)—t5h \amo 
ink (Indo-Aryan)—masi 
insect—n5˙bu 
inside—cikhu 
inspect, to watch something closely—

\ø≥mo 
intestine—tsiri 
invite (vt.)—yatsa: galmo 
irrigate—ti: thimo 
itch (vi.)—chøkΔ∆imo 
itch, itching sensation—cha:d‰ 
jaw—ald5wa:re 
join something together—hlyemo 
joint, knot—tshig 
jump from higher place to lower place—

phø≥mo 
jump from one place to another—phat5ko 

da:mo 
jump in one place—pø≥Δ∆imo 
just now—itta 
keep something (light things)—tamo 
keep, to put, to allow, to fix, to have—

ta:mo 
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key; mediator—taram 
kidney—khaΔ∆a: 
kill, extinguish (vt.)—s \amo 
king—ya 
kiss—≥uo 
kite—c\î:l 
knead—dumo 
knee—pye 
knit—r \ammo 
knot—khuce 
know (vi.) be known—b˙mo 
lake—ch \o 
lamb (male)—karts 
lamb, a generic term—ka:ts 
large—Δ∆ \a≥ 
late—yilth‰ 
laugh (vi.)—hyemo 
lay egg—t˙m-da:mo 
leaf—pa:t (IA) 
learn—hlabΔ∆imo 
leather bag—kots 
leech—jø$ka: (IA) 
left over (vi.)—hn\amo 
left side of the body—Δ∆yartam 
leopard—tharwa 
lice—nare 
lice egg—natsar 
lick; to know—la:mo 
lid, memory;—ts \‰ 
life; age; fat—tsh \‰ 
lift, to pick up—a≥mo 
light  a  lamp (religious sense)(vt.)—

t5 \ømo 
light (in weight)—nya≥th‰ 
lightning—m˙l-d5amo 
like this—aina gart‰ 
limp—jalmo 
lion—barje 
lips—akple 
liquor, a particular type—sata:ni 
little bit less—duma 
little finger—kikanca: 
live, to stay—nimo 
liver—chincha: 
lizard—dza≥khø 
loan—tø 
local beer—cakti 
local name for Caudangsi language—

ba≥ba:lo 
lock—golca: 
log—yugu 
loin—tsh˙r 
longer path, far away—wath‰ 
look back (vi.)—nïmphan ø≥mo 
loose (not tight)—walth‰ 
loud—wurthe 
louse—mïnje 
love—chiΔ∆ide 

lower part of the body, below the waist; 
buttocks—n5i≥go 

lungs—lu≥bar 
mad—cod‰ 
maize—goga: 
make (a piece of furniture); to fix—tsamo 
make love—hnaΔ∆imo 
make short—k\abmo 
make someonae walk (vt.)—yanΔ∆i 

ph˙mmo 
make someone agree (vt.)—Δ∆‰rci ph˙mo 
make someone happy—gøΔ∆i ph˙mmo 
make someone seat (vt.)—Δ∆ \ø≥Δ∆imo 
make something fly—pha≥ ph˙nmo 
male goat—Δ∆irts 
male yak—yakt5o 
male-cat—pho-bila 
mango—a:m (IA) 
many (literally many people)—matm\î 
marriage—d5ami 
married female—hinam pïdi:de 
me, I—je 
meal, food—du≥la≥ 
measure (vt.)—hna≥mo 
meat, flesh—Δ∆y\a: 
medicine—uso 
melt (vt.)—th \îmo 
memory—co 
mend clothes or shoes by stitching—

rabmo 
middle finger—gø≥ri gø≥ma: 
milch—chirmo 
milk—n\u 
mimic (vt.)—Δ∆iΔ∆i da:mo 
mirror—a:rsi 
miser—tukka 
molar teeth—gamso 
mole—chubu 
monkey—ba:ndar (IA) 
moon, month—hl\a 
morning—ba≥khar 
mother (term of address)—n5ana 
mother (term of reference)—n5a 
mother's—n5ag‰ 
mother's brother, husband's or wife's 

mother's brother—kaka 
mother's elder brother—putha≥mi 
mother's elder sister—puci 
mother's mother, father's mother—lala: 
mother's second elder sister—gu≥ci 
mother's younger brother—mitha≥ 
mother's younger sister's husband;—kaka 
mother-in-law, mother's brother's wife—

puni 
mountain big one—yeda≥ 
mountain, small, one  a type of flour—y\‰ 
mouse—nipu 
mouth—a: 
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mud—kaca:r 
mule—d5e 
mushroom, another kind—mokΔ∆ya: 
mushroom, one of the various kinds—

kakΔ∆a: 
nail—lakΔ∆in 
name—hmin 
narrow—jird‰ 
native term for T-B people in this area 

except Raji—ra≥lo 
navel—p˙r 
near—nyero 
nearly, approximately—d5abd5ab 
nest—khuli 
new—nu:d‰ 
night—man 
nine—gui 
nineteen—cirgu 
ninety—jatsha: c\î 
ninety one—jatsha: c‰the 
nipples—manu 
noon—n5is‰, n5ich‰ 
north—Δ∆yarnam 
nose—hnim 
nostrils—hnim d5ø≥ t5hø≥ 
now—than 
now, at present—ita 
nowhere—wa khuri mani 
nut (generic name)—tith‰ 
offspring—Δ∆y\and‰ 
oil., water spring—marti 
old—yi:d‰ 
old person—Δ∆a≥the 
once—titsu 
one—tig‰ 
one who commands respect—hnimnid‰ 
one who is sleeping—yaknid‰ 
only—t5a≥t5a≥ 
open a door, to uproot, to unlock—phomo 
outside—pa≥phan 
owl—gughu 
pack a package—t˙mmo 
paddy, a leather blanket—ga: 
pair—dzu≥ 
pajama—khase 
palm—phela 
parents—n5aba 
parrot—suiyo 
part (of whole)—tsh \u 
participate, to join in some work—thyemo 
patella—pha≥lore 
path—am 
paw—lakp˙m 
paw of lion, tiger—nagra: 
peacock—mor (IA) 
peas—kwarΔ∆i 
pebbles—hraksa: 
peel (orange, banana)—khømo 

peel something like potato or some 
vegetables.—chølmo 

penis—tholi 
people belonging to one's group—rakh \u 
person—m\î 
person from Johar valley—canpa: 
phlegm—gul 
pickaxe—tokca: 
piece—cho≥ 
pigeon—khwaran 
pile up ; to become long (vt.)—bu≥mo 
pinch a pinch—syapi c\emo 
pinch, to bite—c\emo 
place—ba≥ 
plank—ro 
plant—paul 
plaster (vt.)—Δ∆yala: kalmo 
play—la≥mo 
play a musical instrument; to intervene—

t\ømo 
pleasant—n5yamd‰ 
plough—resumo 
pluck fruits—thomo 
pluck fruits by throwing a stick or 

stones—ph˙rmo 
poison—d5o 
porcupine—bochab 
pot to keep water—phuli 
potato—alu (IA)  
pray (vi.)—hnakΔ∆imo 
press (vi.)—ta≥Δ∆imo 
press (vt.)—ta≥mo 
prick (vi.)—t5a:Δ∆imo 
prick, to fix a nail (vt.)—t5a:mo 
princess—rum 
pubic hair—kaca≥ 
pull—nomo 
pure, pious—tshed‰ 
put cloth, wool, corn, in place—hmomo 
quarrel—gyeΔ∆imo 
quarrelsome—gyeΔ∆inde 
quick, fast—cha:t5o 
rabbit—dunu 
rainy season—Δ∆y\al‰ 
raisin—laca: 
ram (castrated)—kar 
rat—dumu 
raw—tind‰ 
reach—hnabmo 
read—hløkΔ∆imo 
ready (vi.)—hlemo 
recognize (vt.)—si›mø 
red—ma≥d‰ 
rein—a:gal 
relatives (related by blood)—Δ∆yaΔ∆i 
release—bumo 
remains of corn after making beer—tsa: 
reserve—tha:pu 
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respect; to pose—t5harmo 
retreat—nyu≥Δ∆imo 
retreat, to look back at oneself—nïmphan 

nyu≥Δ∆imo 
return (vi.)—thøkΔ∆imo 
return something (vt.)—thømo 
return, to come back (vi.)—thøΔ∆imo 
ribs—hr˙b, Δ∆r˙b 
rice—ph˙tsap 
ride a horse—y\ukΔ∆imo 
right side of the body—taktam 
ring finger—mïn manid‰ 
ripe (adj.)—chat‰ 
ripe (vi.)—hmi:mo 
ripe (vt.)—tshimo 
riped—hmint 
riped—mïta 
rise (of sun); to fear—dz‰rmo 
river—ya≥ti 
rivulet—gat5huti 
roast (dry) parch (vt.)—Δ∆omo 
roast meat—romo 
robust, strong—≥amt‰ 
rock along with the soil—g\a≥ 
rock, a type of—Δ∆a≥la: 
roll—g˙mmo 
root—ja^i (IA) 
rope—ja≥ 
rose colour—chusar 
rotten—s˙ta 
rough—khasrakta 
round from the outer side—dzam 
round pit; a store of grains outside the 

house—kin 
rub—n5yemo 
run—ja≥mo 
run away, abscound, to increase—Δ∆y\amo 
sack of leather—kha:lo (IA) 
sacred—pheΔ∆ide 
sacrifice some animal for black magic—

sa:mo 
saddle—t‰ka 
saliva—Δ∆ilti 
salt—tsh \a: 
salty tea (a Tibetan type)—marja: 
sand—balwa: 
save—yemïn 
save (vt.)—yemo 
saw—pyalmo 
saw, to wring—thammo 
say—lomo 
scorpion—khwan 
scrub utensils—kh\ïmo 
sea—samundro (IA) 
search—ma:mo 
seat, to make someone sit (vt.)—Δ∆ \ø≥mo 
second elder brother—gunhya: 
second elder sister—gunta: 

second floor of the house—nithalo 
see, something which is a far away—

dobmo 
see, to be found—ti≥mo 
seed—pij‰ (IA) 
sell; to weave cloth—ra≥mo 
semen—lati 
send—laymo 
separate by choosing or selecting—kilmo 
separated lover—≥alde 
servant—d5a≥mi 
serving spoon—ya≥kwal 
setting (of sun)—hri:mo 
settle marriage—thøcmo 
seven—niΔ∆‰ 
seventeen—cony‰ 
seventy—t5uksa: ci 
seventy one—t5uksa: cath‰ 
shade—Δ∆elo 
shake, to swing, to move—l\ømo 
sharp (instrument)—tsanth‰ 
sharpen (vt.)—yilmo 
sharpening stone—yilwu≥ 
she-goat—camts 
sheep—ma:mla: 
sheep (female)—ma:sa≥ 
sheep (generic term)—ma:la: 
shirt—khilta: 
shoes—paula: (IA) 
short—t5˙nth‰ 
short (in length)—t5 \a≥th‰ 
shoulder—rø≥ 
sick—ka≥th‰ 
sickle—akhan 
sieve—dammo 
silver—m˙l 
sing—tocmo 
single; a type of cup—ka≥ 
sister (general term), wife's younger 

brother's wife—hrinΔ∆ya: 
sister's daughter—banji (IA) 
sister's husband, wife's elder brother—tete 
sister's son—banj‰ (IA) 
sister-brother—hremïn 
six—t5ugu 
six fold—t5ugba: 
six times—t5uktsu 
sixteen—c‰t5o 
sixty —t5uksa: 
sixty one—t5uksa: tig‰ 
skin—b‰ 
skull—kwali 
sky; blue—timbu 
sleep—ya:mo 
slip—Δ∆ \ømo 
slope—jarda 
slow—d5ile 
slow, low voice—suku 
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small—mi:d‰ 
small courtyard on the first floor of the 

house—d5ø≥ 
smallpox—womba 
smell—hnimmo 
smoke—kh\u 
smoke, suck (vt.)—hurmo 
smooth—dzamta 
snake—khabu 
sneeze—dz\\î 
sneeze (vi.)—dzimo 
snot—hnapti 
snow—hrø 
soft—nakt‰ 
soil—sa 
some, a few people—dumam\î 
sometimes—ula≥i 
somewhere—wa khute 
son's wife's mother, husband's elder 

brother's wife—tata 
soot—kh\uma: 
soul—hlame 
sound—bhak 
sour—Δ∆irta 
south—tanam 
sow (vt.)—yebmo 
speak—pha:mo 
spin—p\ammo 
spinach—Δ∆anda 
spit—th˙bmo 
spittle—khuti 
spoon—ch \o: 
spread—pa≥mo 
spread tent etc., to help cross some river or 

a difficult path—ta:rmo 
spring out (vi.)—w \ammo 
spring season—yane  
sprinkle (grains, powder)—ph˙mo 
sprinkle (liquid)—phabmo 
sprout (n.)—n5ikapc‰ 
sprout (vi.)—dzumo 
squeeze—ci:mo 
stag—jarya 
staircase—dza≥tha≥ 
stand up (vi.)—yabmo 
star—karma: 
steal—khu:mo 
steep mountain rock—bye 
stick—duli 
stick with (vi.)—kalmo 
stir—d5ammo 
stitch—phammo 
stitch by a putting a patch of cloth—

hla:mo 
stomach—khokc‰ 
stone—u≥ 
stone (of fruit), a piece of stone—d5alo 
stone, a particular type—kalin 

stool—i: 
stool (baby talk)—k\a 
stop; to understand; to buy (vt.)—tomo 
stop; understand (vi.)—toΔ∆imo 
story, tale—rye 
straight—hla:de 
strike a match; to push—t5ha:mo 
stroll—p\aΔ∆imo 
stumble in intoxication—galt5a:mo 
sugar—cini (IA) 
summer—chy \apa: 
summer—lu≥pa: 
sun—n5i 
sun light, bright—chant‰ 
swallow—g\îmo 
sweep—p\îmo 
sweet—chakta 
swell—ga≥mo 
tail—p˙chni (IA) 
take an oath—y\ammo 
take loan—tø karmo 
take off clothes—t5hilmo 
take out liquid from a pot—kharmo 
take swing, to be moved—l\øΔ∆imo 
take the sheep, goat to lead the herd—

kyo≥mo 
tall, long—bu≥th‰ 
tame, to rear—t5hu≥mo 
tea—ja: 
teach, to train—hlabmo 
tear—mïtti 
tear (cloth) (vt.)—p\‰mo 
tell—mïn tomo 
temple—rackwanti 
ten—c\î 
testicle—gultïn 
tether animals—chimmo 
that (invisible)—teti 
that (object at a higher level relative to the 

speaker)—thoti 
that (object at a lower level relatie to the 

speaker—yoti 
that (remote)—ati 
that much—atla≥ 
that side—atina gart‰ 
that side—atitøksa: 
the other person—ga≥m\î 
then, afterwards—ha≥ 
there—atikho 
there—at‰ 
these—aijamma: 
these—aiΔ∆‰ 
these (used for human beings)—aima≥ 
they (3du.)—uniΔ∆i 
they (3pl.)—uΔ∆i 
thick (liquid)—phote 
thigh—lakΔ∆ya: 
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thin (in thickness, of a sheet like things)—
by‰d‰ 

thin (round shape)—lakt‰ 
think—c\îcimo 
third elder brother—Δ∆ïnhya: 
third elder sist‰r—Δ∆ïnta: 
third floor of the house—s˙m 
thirteen—c‰s˙m 
thirty—nassa: c\ï 
thirty one—nassa: c‰the 
this—ai 
this side—aitøksa: 
this side (of the river or rivulet)—tipø 
this year—thanΔ∆in 
thorn—nace 
those—atiΔ∆‰ 
those (used for human beings)—atima≥ 
thousand—haja:r (IA) 
thrash—tabmo 
thread—bïe 
thread ball—wa:ts 
three—s˙m 
three days before yesterday—thapija: 
three fourth—pophy‰ 
three times—s˙m s˙m 
threshold—calk‰ 
thrice—s˙mtsu 
thrid floor of the house—s˙mthalo 
throat—bøkrø 
throw—tsa≥mo 
throw (stone, etc.)—k˙nmo k˙mmo 
throw water—phyamo 
thumb—bøla: 
thunder, dragon—mukna: 
Tibet—kida≥ 
Tibetan—pa≥ 
Tibetan goat—la:mla: 
Tibetan name for the Tibeto-Burman 

people of this area—ja:ba: 
tie, to control something or someone—

gyi:mo 
tiger—wa 
tiger (a large size)—Δ∆a≥the 
tight—ga:kta 
tighten a screw—t5h˙mo 
time and again—ra:tso 
tire (vi.)—yinmo 
today—thinja: 
tomorrow—chanan 
tongue—jablye 
tooth—s \o 
touch (vt.)—tammo 
trap (vt.)—to≥mo 
tremble (vi.)—d5˙mmo 
truth—saco (IA) 
tuber—k\‰ 
twelve—c‰ny‰ 
twenty—nassa: 

twenty one—nassa: tig‰ 
twine—kimo 
two—naΔ∆‰ 
two days before yesterday—thas˙mja: 
two times—s˙m sa 
tyre, wheel—dzandi 
uncastrated male-goat—boktsa: 
uncastrated ram—gukar 
unload something from the head or back—

hna:mo 
unmarried, bachelor—ka≥ga: 
untie a knot—pharmo 
up to.(up to a point)—wamy‰ 
upper arm—ra≥ 
upper part of the body (above the waist)—

yargo 
uproot (plants etc.)—t5hummo 
upto a point, upto—wase 
urine—chakcha: 
urine (baby talk)—kaca: 
usually—khaja:i 
utensils—band5u 
uvula—jant5utu 
vagina—ilam 
valley—g\a:t5ha 
vegetable—kan 
vegetable with curry—dimti 
village—s \ø≥ 
village name—dar 
vomit (n.)—lø≥ 
vomit (vi.)—lø≥mo 
wait for—hrincimo 
wake up—danΔ∆imo 
walk (vi.)—yanΔ∆imo 
wall—cha≥ 
walnut—kha: 
wash clothes—chilmo 
wash utensils, to bathe someone; to cry—

yarmo 
water—ti 
water drop—cha≥ti 
water pot—phu≥gli 
waterfall—th \a 
wave—hrinte 
wave of water—hwalti 
we (1du.)—inΔ∆i 
we (1pl., erg.—ins‰ 
we (pl)—in 
weak—thu:ta 
wealthy person—Δ∆a≥mi  
wear clothes—cukΔ∆imo 
wear ornaments—Δ∆akcimo 
wear ornaments (vi.)—Δ∆akΔ∆imo 
weather—bagta:re 
weep, to cry—tyemo 
weigh—carmo 
west—renam 
wet, watery—thi:t‰ 
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wheat—raj‰ 
where—ulo 
where—w \a 
whiff—phyarmo 
white—Δ∆i:d‰ 
white wash—gyamo 
who—una: 
whole—jamma: 
why—ho≥ 
widow—r ~ad5i (IA) 
widower—r ~ad5o (IA) 
wife—hrithiΔ∆ya: 
wife's elder brother's wife, fifth elder 

sister—tata 
wife's younger sister's husband—sa:d5u 

(IA) 
wild—sirtsi 
wild animal—pho-phya: 
wild lizard—bhiti (IA) 
win, to collect mass nouns like corn, etc.—

ch \umo 
wind—n˙lan 
window—tya:ba:ri 
winter—gunch‰ 
winter—kh\apa: 
wood—Δ∆in 
wooden beam—dyuru 
woodpecker—garto 
wool—cham 
woolen cloth—nambu 
word, languages, saying—lo 
work in exchange (vt.)—beΔ∆imo 
work, answer—lan 
worship—t5hømo 
wound, scar—g\a: 
wrap (anything)—hlammo 
wrap (things)—gammo 
wrestle—tsimΔ∆imo 
yak—gal 
yawn (vi.)—hal gammo 
yellow—lyed‰ 
yesterday—nya:r‰ 
you (2du.)—ganiΔ∆i 
you (2pl.)—gani 
you (2sg.)—gan 
young man—jodmi 
young one of goat—latsa: 
younger brother's wife; son's wife—

namΔ∆ya: 
younger brother; husband's younger 

sister's husband—nunu 
your—nag‰ 
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1.0 General Introduction 
 Dharchula is a sub-divisional head-quarters of Pithoragarh district, where the main 
population consists of the Byangs (Byang-khung), Chaudangs (Bangba:mi) and Darma 
(Darma:) tribes.  Other ethnic groups, who speak the Indo-Aryan languages Kumauni and 
Nepali, live side by side with these tribes.  The Kumauni people call the tribals names such as 
Sauka:, Sakya:, and Sa:k.  The river Kali flows to the eastern side of Dharchula town.  This 
river serves as a natural boundary between India and Nepal.  The township across the river in 
Nepal is known as Darchula, only a phonetic variation of the Indian word Dharchula.  
Nineteen kilometers upriver from Dharchula is the town of Tawaghat, at the confluence of 
the rivers Kali and Dhauli, the river Kali coming from the eastern side of Mount Puloma and 
the river Dhauli coming from the western side.  Mount Puloma divides Byangs/Chaudangs 
Valley on the eastern side from Darma on the western side.   
 The tribals in the valleys are both settled and migratory.  In Darma Valley there are 
eighteen villages inhabited by the Darma tribe.  This valley is divided into two geographical 
regions, Malla Darma (Upper Darma) and Talla Darma (Lower Darma).  Talla Darma 
consists of eight villages which are settled permanently, whereas the ten villages of Malla 
Darma migrate to the lower regions around Dharchula and down to Jaulzibi, which is 28 
kilometers downriver from Dharchula, and stay there during the winter months (October to 
April).  During the winter months most of the people are engaged in the spinning and 
weaving of woolen clothes, carpets and blankets. During the summer they cultivate crops in 
the upper regions. 
 In Byangs/Chaudangs Valley there are seven villages of Byangs and fourteen villages 
of Chaudangs.  The Byangs occupy the upper region of the valley and the Chaudangs inhabit 
the lower region of the same valley.  The Byangs migrate during the winter like their Malla 
Darma brothers to the settlements in and around Dharchula town and go back to the upper 
region during the summer months. 
 Though the number of Byangs villages (seven) is only half that of the Chaudangs 
villages (fourteen) in this valley, the Byangs tribe is socially and linguistically dominant over 
the Darma and Chaudangs tribes. The Byangs consider themselves to be superior to the 
Darmas and Chaudangs.  This sense of superiority may be due to the fact that the Byangs are 
more educated and economically more prosperous.  
 The People of India Project initiated by the Anthropological Survey of India in 1985 
gives a list of 4,635 communities found in the country on the basis of their field work, but 
none of the three Rang communities (Byangs, Chaudangs, Darma) are mentioned in that list.  
But the Raji tribe, which is a very small community, is listed.  It may be possible that these 
people have been given an alternative name like Bhot or Bhotia, which is very much the 
current term in official records and a common popular term used for most of the speakers of 
Tibeto-Burman languages in this area. 
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 All these tribes had barter trade with Tibet before the Indo-Chinese conflict disrupted 
the trade in 1962.  Because of this, some older people have a working knowledge of Tibetan 
as well.  The border trade began again in July 1992 after the signing of an agreement between 
India and China.  The name of the trade centre is Nihurchu Mandi in Tibet.  During the 
interim 30 years these tribals became settled traders in Dharchula and in some semi-urban 
settlements.  Nowadays the tribals are going for higher education and occupy  government 
jobs both in the central and state government departments and other organizations. 
 
2.0 The Languages 
 The common name for all the TB languages used by these tribes is /ranglo/.  The 
morpheme /ra≥/ means 'self' or 'own' and /lo/ means 'language' or 'speech'.  The individual 
names of each language are give below: 
 
(i) Bya:ns, Bya:ngkho lo, Bia:ngsi, Bia:nsi (By ~a:si) 
(ii) Darma, Darma:, Darma: lo, Da:mia (Da:rmiy ~a) 
(iii) Chauda:ns lo, Chanpa: lo, Bangba: lo, Chauda:ngsi, Chauda:nsi. 
 
The last names in these lists were coined by the Indo-Aryan speakers (Kumauni).  The names 
were coined on analogy with the names of Indo-Aryan languages such as Bengali and 
Panjabi. The names Darmiy ~a, Byangsi, and Chaudangsi mean the language of the Darma, 
Byangs and Chaudangs people respectively. 
 The people of all three tribes are multilingual in Hindi, Kumauni and their respective 
mother tongues.  One might say that they have accepted Kumauni and Hindi as additional 
mother tongues along with their native languages, since all three are learnt right from 
childhood.  Hindi is a prestigious language, and is the official language of the state and the 
medium of education at all levels.  It is also the medium of inter-group communication 
among these tribes and between these tribes and the other adjacent linguistic groups.  The 
people prefer to communicate in Hindi in many of the domains of language use.  It appears 
that over a period of time the native languages of these people may be lost in favour of 
Kumauni and Hindi, similar to what happened to the extinct language Johari or Rangkas once 
found in Johar Valley. 
 There is no script for these tribal languages.  The people of the tribes have tried to 
develop a script to maintain their mother tongues but have not been able to develop a suitable 
one.  Even if they develop a script for these languages it will be based on the Devanagri script 
which is used for Hindi, Nepali, and Kumauni. 
 On the basis of the data collected, the phonology and skeleton grammars of Darma and 
Chaudangsi have been worked out.  However, these are in no way comprehensive studies of 
either language.  It has been observed that there are dialect variations between Malla Darma 
and Talla Darma.  Even village to village variations were reported by the informants.  
Therefore for a comprehensive study a long term project should be undertaken in order to 
record the variatons of the Tibeto-Burman languages of the region.  Since the languages are 
loosing ground to the Indo-Aryan languages, there is an urgent need to record them in detail 
so that valuable data will not be lost forever.  
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1.0 Introduction 
 The data on Darma were collected at Dharchula and Kalika Village from native 
speakers of Darma, and further checked with other informants to varify its validity.  The 
informants were all above the age of 45, and were bilingual in their mother tongue and Hindi.  
Some of them had a working knowledge of English as well.  They felt more at home in Hindi 
and hence the medium of communication between the informants and the researcher was 
mainly Hindi.  
 
2.0 Phonology 
2.1 Segmental Phonology 
 Darma has thirty-two consonant phonemes and nine vowel phonemes.  There is a 
three-way phonemic contrast between voiceless, voiced, and voiceless aspirated stops and 
affricates, though all fricative phonemes are voiceless.  Except for the velar nasal, all nasals, 
liquids and semi-vowels show a phonemic contrast between preaspirated and plain voiced 
phonemes.  There is also a syllabic /›/, as found in Sanskrit words such as /›shi/ 'ascetic' and 
/›tu/ 'season'.  Phonemic contrasts of the consonant phonemes have been worked out on the 
basis of minimal and sub-minimal pairs as far as they are available in the present data.  
Where minimal pairs were not available the phonemes have been shown in different 
environments.  Phonemic contrasts and the occurrence of different consonant phonemes are 
given in the following section.  The following charts show the inventory of Darma segmental 
phonemes: 
 

Table 1: The Consonant Phonemes of Darma 
 Bilabial Dental-Alveolar Palatal Velar Glottal 
Stops: 

voiceless p t  k 
voiceless aspirated ph th  kh 
voiced b d  g 

Affricates: 
voiceless  ts c 
voiceless aspirated  tsh ch 
voiced  dz j 

Fricatives:  s ˚  h 
Nasals: 

plain m n  ≥ 
pre-aspirated hm hn 

Liquids: 
plain  l 
pre-aspirated  hl 

Trill: 
plain  r 
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pre-aspirated  hr 
Semi-vowels: 

plain w  y 
pre-aspirated hw  hy 

Vocalic r  › 
 

Table 2: The Vowel Phonemes of Darma 
 Front Central Back 
   unrounded rounded 
 i  ∑ u 
 e  o 
  ˙ 
 ‰  ø 
  a  
 
2.1.1 Phonotactic Rules 
 (i) The vowels /‰/, /∑/ and /ø/ do not occur initially.  In Darma the occurrence of 
vowels in initial position is restricted mostly to adjectivals except in a few pronominals and 
nominals. 
 (ii) The vowels /i  e  a  o  u/ are considered long. 
 (iii) In disyllabic and trisyllabic words the length of the vowels depends mainly on 
their environment.  Two long vowels do not occur in successive syllables, i.e. one after the 
other.  As a general rule, when two long vowels occur in successive syllables the first one is 
shortened. 
 (iv) Though examples of bisyllabic and trisyllabic words are given to show the 
occurrence of different phonemes, the canonical syllabic structure of the language is 
monosyllabic.  Some exceptions may be found in loan words from Indo-Aryan. 
 (v) More than one morpheme occuring in a word may have independent meaning but 
in certain cases the meaning can not be deciphered. 
 (vi) Except for the stops /p t k/, the liquids /l r/, the semi-vowel /y/, and the nasals /m 
n ≥/, all consonants occur only in syllable initial position.  Examples given of their 
occurrence in non-initial position are to be considered as occuring initially at syllable 
boundaries.  These examples show their occurrence in the context of a word.   
 (vii) The velar nasal /≥/ occurs in syllable initial position only in a few words in the 
data collected so far, e.g. /≥ak-pya/ 'duck', /≥a-ci-mo/ 'pray'. 
 (viii) The dental-alveolar affricates /ts tsh dz/ and the palatal affricates /c ch j/ have 
been treated as distinct phonemes.  However, there is a great amount of free variation 
between the two sets in the speech of some informants, except before the high unrounded 
back vowel /∑/, where only dental-alveolar affricates occur in the speech of all the 
informants.  
 (ix) The voiced dental-alveolar affricate /dz/ is nearer to the pronunciation of the 
voiced fricative /z/ in the speech of some of the informants.  
 (x) Vocalic /›/ occurs only in the medial and final position of words, and only in a 
limited number of words. 
 (xi) The inventory of phonemes does not include voiced aspirated stops and affricates, 
and also does not include retroflex or palatal consonants, but the voiced aspirated affricate 
/jh/, the voiced aspirated post-alveolar stop /Dh/, and the post-alveolar flap /R'/ occur in the 
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following words in our data: /jh˙b-mo/ 'to pierce' /DhaR'u/ 'male cat'.  No other examples of 
these three sounds or any of the voiced aspirates, flaps and retroflex stops are found. 
 (xii) Voiceless and voiced stops have been found in free variation in initial position in 
rapid speech.  However, when the informants were asked to specify whether it was one or the 
other in a particular context they maintained the distinction.  Voiceless stops are realized as 
voiced stops between vowels or when preceded by a voiced consonant.  
  
2.1.2 Consonant Contrasts 
 Following we will present examples of syllable initial and syllable final consonant 
contrasts. 
 
Syllable initial contrasts: 
/p  ph  b/ 
/pu/ 'elder brother' /phu/ 'cave' /bu/ 'insect' 
/p‰/ 'knowledge' /ph‰-nu/ 'thick (liquid)' /b‰/ 'skin' 
/pya/ 'bird' /phyala/ 'palm' /by ~a-bu/ 'fly (n.)' 
/pa-mo/ 'fill (liquid)' /pha-mo/ 'speak' /ba/ 'father' 
 
/t th d/ 
/to-mo/ 'to tune (an instrument)' /tho-lok/ 'heaven' /domo/ 'to plant' 
/t˙r-mo/ 'to see' /th˙≥/ 'ground' /d˙n/ 'belly' 
/te-mo/ 'weep' /the-mo/ 'to throw' /de-mo/ 'go' 
/hr˙ti/ 'temple' /hrithi/ 'wife' /di/ 'mule' 
 
/k kh g/  
/ke-mo/ 'fall (vt.)' /khe/ 'daughter' /ge-mo/ 'collapse' 
/ka/ 'crow' /kha/ 'walnut' /ga/ 'paddy' 
/k‰/ 'defeat' /kh‰l-cu/ 'reins' /g‰/ 'you (pl)' 
/k˙car/ 'mud' /kh˙to/ 'scar' /g˙dro/ 'hole' 
 
/c ch j/ 
/bagu-ca/ 'marriage party' /cha/ 'salt' /ja/ 'eat' 
/cuku/ 'lemon' /chura/ 'cheese' /jubba/ 'bull' 
/c˙pa/ 'armpit' /ch˙p/ 'needle' /j˙≥/ 'rope' 
/ce-mo/ 'bark' /che/ 'life' /je-mo/ 'sneeze' 
 
/ts tsh dz/ 
/ts∑m/ 'bridge' /tsh∑m/ 'hair' /dz∑nu-basu/ 'good smell' 
/ts‰b-mo/ 'suck' /tsh‰/ 'fat (grease)' /dz‰nu/ 'good' 
/tse/ 'grass' /tshe/ 'joint' ----- 
/kur-tso/ 'lamb' -----  /dzo/ 'ox' 
 
/s sh h/  
/pisa/ 'forty' /pi˚a/ 'head' /hati/ 'fresh' 
/si-nu/ 'white' /˚i/ 'blood' /hiba-j˙ti/ 'defence' 
/so/ 'tooth' /˚o-ni/ 'Autumn' /ho-mo/ 'roast' 
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/s˙l/ 'charcoal' /˚˙≥/ 'big' /h˙l/ 'jaw' 
 
/m n ≥/ 
/mi-nu/ 'small' /nim/ 'nose' ----- 
/m˙n/ 'mind' /n˙≥-mo/ 'to measure' ----- 
/moro/ 'dead body' /no-mo/ 'to stretch' ----- 
/mar-jya/ 'tea' /na-no/ 'spicy hot' /≥alo/ 'to bless' 
 
/l hl/ 
/la/ 'moon' /hla/ 'hand' 
/le-mo/ 'to fall down (vi.)' /hle-mo/ 'to say' 
/lo/ 'language' /hlo-mo/ 'to shake' 
/l˙la/ 'father's mother' /hl˙≥-mo/ 'to jump' 
 
/r hr/ 
/ro/ 'bone' /hro/ 'snow' 
/ru/ 'horn' /hru-mo/ 'to question' 
/ren˙m/ 'western direction' /hre/ 'louse' 
/rado/ 'widower' /hra-mo/ 'be ashamed' 
 
/w hw/ 
/wa/ 'wild cat' /hwa/ 'honey' 
/w˙me/ 'face' /hw˙n-mo/ 'to reach' 
/wi-mo/ 'to call' /hwi/ 'wind' 
 
/y hy/ 
/ya≥-si-mo/ 'to prepare' /hya≥-mo/ 'flexible' 
/yi-mo/ 'grate, grind' /hyi/ 'flour' 
-----  /hye-mo/ 'to complete' 
-----  /hyu-nu/ 'deep' 
 
/m hm/ 
/mu≥/ 'name' /hm~u/ 'rain' 
/mar-jya/ 'tea' /hma/ 'sheep' 
/m~e/ 'eye' /hm~e/ 'fire' 
 
/›/ 
No exact medial contrasts with the /r/ trill or any other sound are found, but some final 
contrasts are given below: 
 
/b›uti/ 'sew' /ci›/ 'stick to roll cloth on' 
/chi›/ 'loin' /p∑›/ 'navel' 
/tir/ 'arrow' /h˙r/ 'sound' 
/m›uti/ 'stream' 
 
Some syllable final contrasts: 
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/m n ≥/ 
/lim/ 'anus' /gigin-mo/ 'to roll' /ni≥/ '1pl pron.' 
/thum-mo/ 'to collect' /gunda/ 'middle' /du≥-mo/ 'to husk' 
/g˙m-so/ 'molar teeth' /r˙n-mo/ 'to knit' /r˙≥/ 'feather' 
 
/l r/ 
/h˙l/ 'jaw' /m˙r/ 'ghee' 
/kh‰l-cu/ 'reins' /ph‰r-mo/ 'to blow (of the wind)' 
/hul-pa/ 'sometimes' /hur-mo/ 'to separate' 
/tolya/ 'deaf' /wor-mo/ 'to scrub' 
 
2.1.4 Consonant clusters 
 Darma has a limited number of intrasyllabic consonant clusters.  These clusters are 
generally available initially only with /y/, /w/, or /r/ as the second member of the cluster.  E.g. 
/hnya/ 'fish', /kyok/ 'laddle'; /kwali/ 'forehead'; /bri≥-˚i-ni/ 'earthquake', /khrø/ 'corner'.  The 
semi-vowel /y/ combines with most initials in our data, though /w/ and /r/ appear in our data 
only in the lexical items just given.  Pre-aspirated phonemes such as /hm hn hl hr hy hw/ are 
treated as unit phonemes and not as a sequence of two sounds.  Examples were given above, 
therefore we have not given any examples here.  
 
2.1.5 Vowel Contrasts 
 Most vowel contrasts are found in final and medial position only.  Significant 
contrasts are shown below. 
 
/i e/ 
/hri/ 'tale' /hre/ 'field' 
/mi/ 'person' /me/ 'eye' 
 
/e ‰/ 
/tse-mo/ 'to break' /ts‰b-mo/ 'to suck' 
/tshe-mo/ 'to carry by hanging' /tsh‰/ 'fat' 
 
/a ˙/  
/dal/ 'hailstone' /d˙l/ 'much', 'tiredness' 
/mar-jya/ 'tea' /m˙r-ti/ 'oil' 
 
/u o/ 
/saru/ 'forest' /saro/ 'hard' 
/bu/ 'insect' /bo-la/ 'thumb' 
 
/o ø/ 
/hro/ 'graze' /hrø/ 'snow' 
/ro≥/ 'amuse' /rø≥-mo/ 'to cover' 
 
/∑ u/  
/th∑m-mo/ 'to cut (wood)' /thum-mo/ 'to collect' 
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/d∑≥-mo/ 'tremble' /du≥-mo/ 'to husk' 
 
2.1.6 Occurrence of vowels in different environments 
 The occurrence of vowels shown below will exemplify the conditions given earlier 
in Section 2.1.1.   
 
Initial  Medial  Final 
/i/ 
/id∑m/ 'same' /birmi/[birmi:] 'all' /hati/ 'fresh' 
 
/e/ 
/el˙≥/ 'that much' /˚eli/ 'brass' /pe/ 'brother' 
 
/‰/ 
-----  /p‰nu/ 'short' /sokts‰/ 'comb' 
 
/a/ 
/a≥˚ino/ 'high' /pala/ [pala:] 'mortar' /sa/ 'earth' 
 
/˙/ 
/˙m/ 'path' /s˙l/ 'charcoal' /jil˙/ 'creeper' 
 
/ø/  
-----  /pøla/ 'shoe' /phø/ 'male' 
 
/o/  
/o/ 'he' /goga/ 'maize' /lono/ [lo:no] 'easy' 
 
/u/  
/uwi/ 'they' /nu-nu/ [nu:nu] 'new' /pyu/ 'mouse' 
 
2.1.7 Vowel sequences 
 Vowel sequences are mainly intersyllabic.  When two vowels co-occur in a sequence 
the first one is generally shortened, except when schwa (/˙/) is the second vowel. The 
following combinations are found: 
 
 /u˙/, /e˙/, /˙i/, /ie/, /io/, /ia/, /ea/, /eo/, /ui/, /uo/, /ua/, /ue/ 
 
2.2 Tones 
 Though Darma has three lexical tones, i.e. rising /á/, falling /à/, and level tone 
(unmarked), we have not been able to find them contrasting in many lexical items.  It appears 
that due to the influence of Hindi and its dialects, in which these people have been bilingual 
for generations, the clear-cut distinctions in the tonal system have been considerably affected, 
giving rise to many homophonous words.  Following are all the minimal or near minimal 
pairs we were able to record: 
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Rising tone:  
/lá/ 'moon' /ká/ 'crow' /phú/ 'wild animal' 
/ch |∑m/ 'to walk' /wá/, /uwá/ 'where' /ló/ 'language' 
/ró/ 'flat basket' 
 
Falling tone:  
/là/ 'rock' /kà/ 'excreta' /phù/ 'cow' 
/ch \∑m / 'wool' /wà/ 'wild cat' /lò/ 'fruit' 
/rò/ 'hungry (person)' 
 
Level tone: 
/hla/ 'hand' /ro/ 'bone' /phu/ 'copper' 
 
Since the contrast in tone is restricted to only a few lexical items, it is left unmarked in the 
data.  
 
3.0 Grammatical Structure 
 The basic sentence pattern of Darma is subject-object-verb.  The verb may appear 
with or without tense-aspect-number markers.  The verb may be modified by an adverb.   
 
3.1 Root morphemes 
 Darma has two types of root morpheme: nominal/pronominal roots and bound roots.  
The nominal roots are the personal, proper, and mass nouns, whereas the bound roots are 
nouns or verbs depending on their position in the sentence and the suffixes they take.  
Examples:   
 
/ja-mo/ 'to eat' /jal˙m/ 'food' 
/ja hi/ 'I eat' /yo-mo/ 'to come' 
/la/ 'hand' /la-mo/ 'to bring out' 
 
3.2 The Noun Phrase 
 The noun phrase in Darma consists of a noun or pronoun plus possibly a number 
marker and/or a gender marker.  A noun phrase may be followed by a postposition.  A noun 
may also be modified by an adjective, which precedes the noun.  In the following sentences 
the noun phrases are marked off with square brackets: 
 
(i) /[ni≥-go-cim-ko-lak˙nti] [˚inu-kar] nini/ 
   1pl-GEN-house-GEN-front white-car stative 
 'A white car is (standing) in front of our house.' 
 
(ii) /[dharcula] [sim-we-ko-gunda] nini/ 
   Dharchula three-mountain-GEN-middle stative 
 'Dharchula is in the middle of three mountains.' 
 
(iii) /[pya] [tu≥mu]-ru kh˙r-tso [tha≥]-ru nyce-co/ 
   bird sky-LOC high-up ground-LOC alight-PAST 
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 'A bird alighted onto the ground from the sky.' 
 
3.2.1 Gender 
 Darma exhibits natural gender only; inanimate nouns are not marked with any gender 
marker.  Animates can be further classified into human and non-human categories based on 
the type of marker they take.  Human category nouns take /-m~‰/, /-˚ya/, /-nya/, or /-n~a/ as 
feminine markers, and /-jo/ or /-tso/ as masculine markers.  The choice of which of the 
different markers to use in each category appears to be lexically conditioned.  There are other 
markers as well in kinship terms, such as /-ma/, /-ni/, and /-nu/ for feminine gender.  Non-
human category nouns take /mø-/ as the feminine marker and /phø-/ as the masculine marker.  
Human gender markers are suffixed to the nouns, while non-human gender markers are 
prefixed to the nouns.  Examples: 
 
Human: 
/hri≥-˚ya/ 'younger sister' /nem-˚ya/ 'son's wife' 
/mim-nya/ 'mother's younger sister' /min ~a/ 'mother' 
/pum-nya/ 'mother's elder sister' /ts‰-tso/ 'younger brother' 
/khe-m~‰/ 'daughter's daughter' /ts˙m~‰/ 'girl' 
/c˙-jo/ 'elder sister's husband' 
 
Non-human: 
/phø-hr˙≥/ 'male horse' /mø-hr˙≥/ 'female horse' 
/phø-˚yar/ 'male jackal' /mø-˚yar/ 'female jackal' 
 
3.2.2 Number 
 Darma has a three-way number contrast for nouns representing animate referents, i.e. 
singular, dual, and plural, though the verb is marked for singular and non-singular only.  The 
marking of number in the verb may differ depending on the tense as well.  The dual marker 
for nouns is /ni-mi/ (< 'two' + 'person') and the plural marker is [c˙n ~ j˙n ~jan].  The plural 
marker appears to be a loan from Indo-Aryan /j˙n/, which means 'persons'.  A special plural 
marker [b‰r ~ bir] is used on some pronouns (see §3.2.3 below).  Examples: 
 
/siri/ 'boy' /siri deni/ 'the boy goes' 
/siri nimi/ 'two boys' /siri nimi deni/ 'two boys go' 
/siri j˙n/ 'boys' /siri j˙n deni/ 'boys go' 
 
3.2.3 Pronouns 
 In its system of personal pronouns, Darma has a three-way person contrast, i.e. first 
person, second person and third person.  First person plural can be divided into inclusive 
(Incl.) and exclusive (Excl.) plural.  The third person pronoun [o ~ ou] is the same form as 
the (visible) distal demonstrative pronoun.  The plural suffix [ni-mi] derives from 'two' + 
'person', while the plural suffix /birmi/ derives from a plural marker [b‰r ~ bir] + 'person'.  
The chart below shows the system of personal pronouns: 
 
 Singular Dual Plural 
First person  ji ~ je Excl. ni≥-nimi ni≥ 
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   Incl. ni≥-nimi ni≥-birmi 
Second person g‰ g˙ni g˙ni-birmi 
Third  person o ~ uo usi-nimi usi-birmi 
 
 The demonstrative pronouns show a two-way split of proximate and distal, and a 
secondary split in the distal pronouns between visible referent and non-visible referent.  
 
Proximate: /n˙do/ 'this, it' 
 /n˙do-b‰r/ 'these' 
 /dokho≥/ 'here' 
Distal, Visible: [o ~ uo] 'that' 
 /ui-b‰r/ 'those' 
 /t˙r‰/ 'there' 
Distal, Non-visible /ido/ 'that' 
 /ido-b‰r/ 'those' 
 /t˙r‰-m˙t˙n/ 'there away' 
 
 The base form for most of the interrogative pronouns is /kh˙/, with the morpheme /mi/ 
'person' added to form 'who', and the genitive postposition /go/ added to that for the meaning 
'whose'.  The different forms are given below: 
 
/kha/ 'why' /g∑m g˙rto/ 'how' 
/kh˙mi/ 'who' /ude/ 'where' 
/kh˙migo/ 'whose' 
/kh˙co/ 'whom' 
/kh˙wa/ 'what' 
 
3.2.4 Case marking postpositions 
 As stated above, within a noun phrase the noun may be followed by a case marking 
postposition.  Following are the markings used for the different case relationships: 
 
3.2.4.1  Absolutive and dative: unmarked 
 The single direct argument of an intransitive verb, the patient of a transitive or 
ditransitive verb, and the dative of a ditransitive verb are all unmarked in Darma. 
 
(i) /˙ndo mithai ram da tya/ 
  this sweet Ram give IMP 
 'Give this sweet to Ram.' 
 
(ii) /˙ndo gorge o da tya/ 
  this cloth 3sg give IMP 
 'Give this cloth to him.' 
 
(iii) /ji ja k˙-ja so/ 
  1sg food PAST-eat PAST 
 'I ate the food.' 
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(iv) /ji de-mo da/ 
  1sg go-INFINITIVE PERMISSIVE 
 'Let me go.' 
 
(v) /siri-so nikhi k˙-k˙m co/ 
  boy-AGT dog PAST-beat PAST 
 'The boy beat the dog.' 
 
3.2.4.2  Agentive: /so/ 
 The agent of a transitive past tense clause often takes the agentive suffix /so/.  The 
occurrance of /so/ is restricted to the past tense only. 
 
(i) /ji-so je-guna ja ja ˚o/ 
  1sg-AGT 1sg-self food eat PAST 
 'I have eaten my food.' 
 
(ii) /o-so apnom ja ja co/ 
  3sg-AGT self food eat PAST 
 'He has eaten his food.' 
 
3.2.4.3  Instrumental: /so/ 
 The instrumental is also expressed by the suffix /so/.  It seems when this marker is 
used on an instrument, the agent does not take the agentive marker (which has the same 
form). 
 
(i) /ji ph˙rsa-so ˚i≥ th∑m ti/ 
  1sg axe-INST tree cut PRESENT 
 'I cut the tree with the axe.' 
 
(ii) /g‰ jib-so de so/ 
  2sg jeep-INST go PAST 
 'You went by jeep.' 
 
3.2.4.4  Ablative: /so/ 
 The form /so/ is also used for marking the ablative relation, the sense of separation 
from a source.  It sometimes appears together with the locative case marker, as in example (i) 
below.  Examples: 
 
(i) /˚i≥-tø-so pato bir ni/ 
 tree-LOC-ABL leaf fall NON.PAST 
 'A leaf falls from the tree.' 
 
(ii) /hn‰ mi-j˙n kheco su≥khu≥-so ra-no hl‰/ 
 these man-PL another village-ABL come-NOM COPULA 
 'These people have come from another village.' 
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3.2.4.5  Benefactive: /d˙≥so/ 
 
(i) /o-so ji-d˙≥so gorge hr‰-te so/  
 3sg-AGT 1sg-BEN cloth bring-carry PAST 
 'He has brought cloth for me.' 
 
(ii) /je-so siri-d˙≥so am hr‰-te so/ 
 1sg-AGT boy -BEN mango bring-carry PAST 
 'I have brought mango for the boy.' 
 
3.2.4.6  Locative:  /rø/, [y˙rto ~ to] 
 The locative marker [-rø ~ -ru] has an inessive ('in(side)'), or allative ('to') sense, 
while the marker [-y˙rto ~ -to] has the sense of 'on', i.e., 'placed'.  Examples: 
 
(i) /gera b∑c‰m-rø ni-ni/ 
  grains grain.box-LOC be.at-NON.PAST 
 'The grains are in the grain box.' 
 
(ii) /lopu≥ b‰g-rø ni-ni/ 
  book bag-LOC be.at-NON.PAST 
 'The books are in the bag.' 
 
(iii) /idumna o ji cim-rø hna ni/ 
 usually 3sg 1sg house-rø come NON.PAST 
 'He usually comes to my house.' 
 
(iv) /ni≥ chu≥-to ˚ø≥-˚ino ni-s˙n/ 
  1pl roof-LOC sit-state be.at-PRESENT 
 'We are sitting on the roof.' 
 
(v) /lopu≥ mej˙-y˙rto ni-ni/ 
  book table-LOC be.at-NON.PAST 
 'The books are on the table'  
 
It has been found that /rø/ and /to/ occur together in certain constructions, especially when the 
subject is inside something and sitting on some object.  Examples: 
 
(i) /ji b˙s-rø-to ˚ø≥-˚ino ni-si/  
  1sg bus-in-on sit-state be.at-NON.PAST 
 'I am sitting in the bus.' 
 
(ii) /g‰ bist˙r-rø-to ˚ø≥-˚ino ni-si/ 
  2sg bedding-in-on sit-state be.at-NON.PAST 
 'You are sitting in the bedding.' 
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Note: The informant gave the explanation that /rø/ occurs when the object is visible and /to/, 
which is the short form of /y˙rto/, occurs when the object is invisible.  But the investigator 
was not convinced by this explanation since he observed other situations where both the 
alternatives were used by some other informants. 
 
3.2.4.7  Genitive and possessive: [ko ~ go] 
 There is alternation between the two suffixes [ko] and [go] (see rule (xii) in Section 
2.1.1 for the conditions on the alternation).  Examples: 
 
(i) /˙ndo ji-go-cim hl‰/ 
  this 1sg-GEN-house COPULA 
 'This is my house.' 
 
(ii) /ji-go-m∑≥ dh˙r˙m si≥ hl‰/ 
  1sg-GEN-name Dharm Singh COPULA 
 'My name is Dharm Singh.' 
 
3.2.4.8 Comitative: /r˙ksa/ 
 
(i) /ji-r˙ksa hri≥-˚ya l‰ de ni/ 
  1sg-COM younger-sister also go NON.PAST 
 'My younger sister is also going with me.' 
 
(ii) /ni≥-r˙ksa dy˙≥ ˚˙n/ 
  1pl(ex)-COM go FUTURE 
 '(You) will go with us.' 
 
(iii) /ji-r˙ksa go-go-hri≥-˚ya l‰ de ni/ 
  1sg-COM 2sg-GEN-younger-sister also go NON.PAST 
 'Your younger sister is also going with me'  
 
Note: [go-go] in the above example is in fact /g‰-go/ 'your', but sometimes it is realized as 
[go-go], a case of vowel harmony.  
 
3.2.5 Locational nouns 
 The following locational nouns are generally used in construction with the genitive to 
specify the location of a particular object. 
 
/lak˙nti/ 'in front of' 
(i) /ji-go-lak˙nti kurtso k˙gui ˚ino ni-ni/ 
  1sg-GEN-front lamb tie state be.at-NON.PAST 
 'A lamb is tied in front of me.' 
  
(ii) /ji-go-cim-ko-lak˙nti minu we ni-ni/ 
  1sg-GEN-house-GEN-front small mountain be.at-NON.PAST 
 'There is a small mountain in front of my house.' 
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/nyok˙nti/ 'behind, after' 
(i) /ji g‰-nyok˙nti ra-≥ si/ 
  1sg 2sg-after come-FUTURE NON.PAST 
 'I will come after (behind) you.' 
 
(ii) /ni≥-go-hre-go-nyok˙nti serø≥ ni-ni/ 
  1pl-GEN-field-GEN-after forest be.at-NON.PAST 
 '(There) is a forest behind our field.' 
 
/bero/ 'under, below' 
(i) /bila khatu-ko-bero tu ˚ø≥-˚ino ni-ni/ 
  cat cot-GEN-under quite sit-state be.at-NON.PAST 
 'The cat is sitting quite under the cot.' 
 
(ii) /khui mej˙-ko-bero tu ˚ø≥-˚ino ni-ni/ 
  dog table-GEN-under quite sit-state be.at-NON.PAST 
 'The dog is sitting quite under the table.' 
 
/gunda/ 'middle, in between' 
(i) /ni≥-nimi-gunda ˚˙nu ˚ø≥-˚ino ni-ni/  
  1-dual-between child sit-state be.at-NON.PAST 
 'The child is sitting between us.' 
 
(ii) /bhar˙t nepal-go-gunda bo-ni/ 
  India Nepal-GEN-between stay-NON.PAST 
 '(We) stay between India and Nepal.' 
 
3.2.6 Adjectives 
 Adjectives in Darma precede the noun in a noun phrase. They sometimes take the 
same suffixes as the nouns do.  But mostly they do not take any suffixes for number or 
gender like the nouns.  Most adjectives take a nominalizing suffix, [-no ~ -nu ~ -o], just as in 
the relative clause construction, showing that formally these modifiers are in fact relative 
clauses.  Examples: 
 
/mi-no/ 'small' + /we/ 'mountain' > /mino we/ 'small mountain' 
/ch˙r-no/ 'dry' + /si≥/ 'tree' > /ch˙rno si≥/ 'dry tree' 
/lo-no/ 'easy' + /l˙n/ 'work' > /lono l˙n/ 'easy work' 
/bu≥-no/ 'tall' + /mi/ 'person' > /bu≥no mi/ 'tall person'   
 
 Predicative adjectives take the same nominalizers, and so it is necessary to have a 
copula in such constructions, e.g. 
 
(i) /cim pu-nu the/ 
 house big-NOM COPULA 
 'The house is big.' 
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(ii) /phu cu≥na hyu-nu the/ 
 cave very deep-NOM COPULA 
 'The cave is very deep.' 
 
(iii) /si≥ cu≥na bu≥-nu the/ 
 tree very tall-NOM COPULA 
 'The tree is very tall.' 
 
3.2.7 Numerals 
3.2.7.1 Cardinal Numerals 
 Numerals in Darma are of the decimal type, i.e. the forms for 'one' to 'ten' are 
monomorphemic, whereas in the numerals from 'eleven' to 'nineteen' the first syllable of the 
basic numeral is suffixed to the numeral 'ten'.  The numerals from 'seventeen' to 'nineteen' 
show a peculiar infixed /-r-/ in between the morpheme for 'ten' and the morpheme for the unit 
number.  In the numeral 'eighteen' a whole syllable [-b˙r- ~ -ber-] is infixed. 
 The form for 'twenty' is /n˙sa/, which is also a peculiar combination of 'two' plus 
something which can be called an allomorph of 'ten'.  The forms for 'twenty one' to 'twenty 
nine' are combinations of 'twenty' plus 'one' to 'nine'.  
 
/t˙ko/ 'one' /niso/ 'two' 
/s∑m/ 'three' /pi/ 'four' 
/≥ai/ 'five' /tuku/ 'six' 
/nisu/ 'seven' /j˙du/ 'eight' 
/gui/ 'nine' /ci/ 'ten/  
/cy˙te/ 'eleven' /cy˙ne/ 'twelve' 
/cy˙s∑m/ 'thirteen' /cy˙pi/ 'fourteen' 
/cy˙b˙≥/ 'fifteen' /cy˙thuk/ 'sixteen' 
/cy˙rni/ 'seventeen' /cy˙berji/ 'eighteen' 
/cy˙rgu/ 'nineteen' /n˙sa/ 'twenty' 
/hn˙sataku/ 'twenty one' /hn˙sakniso/ 'twenty two' 
/hn˙sas∑m/ 'twenty three' /hn˙sa, hy˙du/ 'twenty eight' 
/hn˙sagui/ 'twenty nine /s∑sa/ 'thirty' 
/s∑sataku/ 'thirty one' /s∑sane/ 'thirty two' 
/s∑sab˙rci/ 'thirty eight' /s∑sagu/ 'thirty nine' 
/pisa/ 'forty' /pisa tuku/ 'forty one' 
/pisagu/ 'forty nine' /≥asa/ 'fifty'  
/hnasagu/ 'fifty nine' /tuk-cha/ 'sixty' 
/tuk caci/ 'seventy' /jya cha/ 'eighty' 
/jya chaci/ 'ninety' /jy˙ tsha cigu/ 'ninety nine' 
/ra/, /s‰/ 'hundred' /ratuku/ 'one hundred one'  
/cis‰/ 'one thousand' /lakh/ 'one lakh' 
 
There are no classifiers in Darma, so numerals directly modify nouns.  See section 3.2.2 for 
examples. 
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3.2.7.2  Ordinal Numerals 
 Ordinals are formed by suffixing /go/ to the cardinal numerals.  There is a slight 
change in the root in the case of 'second', as given below: 
 
/t˙ko-go/ 'first' /n˙k˙ndi-go/ 'second' 
/s∑m-go/ 'third' /ci-go/ 'tenth'  
 
3.2.7.3 Additives 
 The additives are generally formed by suffixing the word /pali/ 'turn', an Indo-Aryan 
loan, to the numeral, though it was found that some older informants still retain the native 
suffix /-tso/.  We give examples of both suffixes below: 
 
Borrowed system Native system 
/t˙k-pali/ /t˙k-tso/ 'once' 
/nik-pali/ /nik-tso/ 'twice' 
/s∑m-pali/ /s∑m-tso/ 'thrice' 
/pi-pali/ /pi-tso/ 'four times' 
 
3.2.7.4  Multiplicatives 
 When forming multiplicatives the suffix /pa/ is added to the basic numerals.  
Examples: 
 
/hni-pa/ 'two times' /s∑m-pa/ 'three times' 
/pi-pa/ 'four times' /≥ai-pa/ 'five times' 
 
3.2.7.5  Fractions 
 Fractions in Darma are formed as in many TB languages, by describing the total 
process of their formation.  For example, to say 'one fourth', one will say 'one part out of four 
parts'.  Most of the Darma speakers use Hindi fractions these days.  Some of the fractions 
which could be collected from an old man are as follows: 
 
/p‰l-cho/ 'half' 
/po-p‰l/ 'three quarters' 
/p‰l-th‰-niso/ 'one and a half (half less than two)' 
/p‰l-th‰-s∑m/ 'two and half (half less than three)' 
 
3.3 Adverbs 
 Darma has various types of adverbs. The adverbs precede the constituent they 
modify, and are often followed by the adverbial marker /na/.  They are as follows: 
 
/n˙-d∑m/ 'like this, in this way' /i-d∑m-na/ 'usually' 
/i-d∑m-ga/ 'like that, in that manner' /hagu m˙te/ 'stealthily' 
/hra-l˙n-na/ 'continuously' 
 
Locative Adverbs: 
/doru/ 'towards (near)' /tuktu/ 'before'  
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/hne-n˙m/ 'near' /nyo-k˙nti/ 'behind' 
/d˙≥-su/ 'far' 
 
Temporal Adverbs: 
/una-ch˙t-leni/ 'immediately' /˙i-t˙k-tso/ 'at once (lit. 'once again')' 
/l˙≥-na/ 'as soon as' /l˙≥-wana-su/ 'till when, how long' 
/i-ta-wana-su/ 'till now' /uma-wana-su/ 'till what time' 
 
Use of adverbs in sentences: 
 
(i) /si≥ n˙dum th˙m-mo/ 
  tree like.this cut-infinitve 
 'Cut the tree like this.' 
 
(ii) /idumna o ji cim-rø hna ni/ 
  usually 3sg 1sg house-rø come NON.PAST 
 'He usually comes to my house.' 
 
(iii) /idumna ni≥ ch˙ga ja ni/ 
  usually 1pl(ex) rice eat NON.PAST 
 'We(exclusive) usually eat rice.' 
 
(iv) /siri hagum˙te phu≥ m˙≥ co/ 
  boy stealthily run lost PAST 
 'The boy ran away stealthily.' 
 
3.4 The Verb Phrase 
 The verb phrase in Darma consists of a verb, plus possibly a modifier, i.e. an adverb, 
negation, etc., all of which precede the verb root.  The verb root may also take the tense-
aspect-mood and number suffixes.  In the case of predicative adjectives, the adjective must 
take the copula /the/.  Examples: 
 
(i) /cim pu-no the/ 
 house big-NOM COPULA 
 'The house is big.' 
 
(ii) /phu cu≥na hyu-nu the/ 
 cave very deep-NOM COPULA 
 'The cave is very deep.' 
 
(iii) /si≥ cu≥na bu≥-no the/ 
 tree very tall-NOM COPULA 
 'The tree is very tall.' 
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3.4.1 The Verb 
 As stated above, the lexical root in Darma can be a noun or a verb depending on the 
suffix it takes.  The roots can be compounded to express the totality of the meanings.  Noun 
roots take the infinitive suffix /-mo/ to become verbs.  For example:   
 
/hre-te/ 'bring-carry' /røk/ 'help (n.)' 
/˚ø≥-˚i/ 'sit still' /røk-ga-mo/ 'to help' 
/da-ty˙/ 'give-give' /si/ 'blood' 
/nim/ 'nose, smell (n.)' /si-ci-mo/ 'to die' 
/nim-mo/ 'to smell' /wi/ 'a call' 
/khusi/ 'theft' /wi-mo/ 'to call' 
/khusi-mo/ 'to steal' 
 
3.4.2 Tense 
 On the basis of the data collected, we find that there are two distinct tenses, i.e. past 
and non-past.  The auxiliaries for past tense are /so/, often pronounced [hiø], for 1st and 2nd 
person and /co/ for 3rd person.  There is also an optional prefix /k˙-/, which seems to be an 
older form of past tense marking (cf. the past tense prefix /ka-/ in Byangsi).  The auxiliaries 
for non-past are [si ~ hi] for 1st person, [sen ~ hen] for 2sg, [sini ~ hini] for 2pl, and /ni/ for 
3pl.  3sg forms do not take any auxiliary.  The /-n/ final of the 2sg forms may be the remnant 
of an old person-marking suffix (in the case of the past forms, the /-n/ is suffixed to the verb, 
but in the non-past forms, it follows the non-past marker, possibly an old copula, i.e. /si + n/ 
> [sen]).  The non-past can be further divided into two categories, the eventive or stative (i.e. 
present) and the intentive (i.e. future).  The latter tense formation is marked by suffixing /-≥/ 
to the verb, which is then, for 1st and 2nd person, followed by the non-past marker.  Some 
examples of these forms are given below:   
 
Past tense: 
(i) /je ja hiø/ 'I ate.' or 'I have eaten.' 
 /je k˙-ja so/ 'I ate.' or 'I have eaten.' 
(ii) /g‰ ja-n so/ 'You ate.' or 'You have eaten.'  
 /g‰ k˙-ja-n so/ 'You ate.' or 'You have eaten'. 
(iii) /o ja so/ 'He ate.' or 'He has eaten.' 
 /o k˙-ja co/ 'He ate.' or 'He has eaten.' 
 
Non-past: 
(a) Stative 
(i) /ji ja-si/ 'I eat.' or 'I am eating.' 
 /ji ja-hi/ 'I eat.' or 'I am eating.' 
(ii) /g‰ ja-sen/ 'You (sg.) eat.' or 'You are eating.' 
 /g‰ ja-hen/ 'You (sg.) eat.' or 'You are eating.' 
(iii) /g˙ni nimiri ja-hini/ 'You (two) eat.' or 'You are eating.' 
(iv) /usi birmi ja-ni/ 'They eat.' or 'They are eating.' 
 
(b) Intentive 
(i) /ji ja-≥-si/ or /ji ja-≥-hi/ 'I will eat.' 
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(ii) /g˙ni ja-≥-hen/ 'You (pl.) will eat.' 
(iii) /o ja-‰≥/ 'He will eat.' 
(iv) /usi ja-‰≥/ 'They will eat.' 
 
3.4.3 Aspect 
 The category of aspect marks the internal temporal structure of an event rather than 
its relation to the time of speaking or some other reference point.  The different aspectual 
categories of Darma and their marking are discussed below. 
 
3.4.3.1  Perfective 
 The perfective aspect can be used with both past and non-past, but not in the stative.  
The peculiarity of Darma is that the action verb-roots are compounded by adding the word 
/hl˙n/ 'work, action' after these roots, especially in the perfective aspect.  In the past tense this 
compound is then followed by /so/ in the first and second person and /co/ in the third person.  
Examples: 
 
/ja hl˙n/ 'act of eating' /tu≥ hl˙n/ 'act of drinki≥/smoking' 
/phu≥ hl˙n/ 'act of running' /gyo hl˙n/ 'act of running (stealthily)' 
 
The perfective marker is /ta/ or /tap/, though the conditions on the use of /ta/ vs. /tap/ are not 
yet clear.  Examples: 
 
(i) /polis hra so khumi phu≥ hl˙n ta co/ 
 Police come PAST thief run action perfective PAST 
 'When the police came the thief had already run away.' 
 
(ii) /o so≥ru hw˙na so ji hlo ta so/ 
 3sg residence reach PAST 1sg go perfective PAST 
 'When he reached home I had already gone.' 
 
(iii) /g‰ ja-hl˙n tap cun so/ 
 2sg eat-action perfective PAST PAST 
 'You had eaten.' 
 
3.4.3.2  Progressive 
 In the progressive the nominalizing suffix /-no/ is attatched to the verb root, and this 
is followed by the progressive marker /hni/.  The suffix /-no/ derives from the word /no/ 'to 
stretch', which came to be used with the verb to convey the meaning of an extended action or 
continuity of the action.10  In the stative the simple and the progressive are the same, hence 
no progressive marker is used.  Examples: 
 
(i) /ji ca tu≥-no hni si so/ 
 1sg tea drink-extend progressive still PAST 
 'I was taking tea.' 

                                                
10Editor's note: Another possibility is that this /-no/ is the nominalizing suffix. 
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(ii) /usi ja ja-no hni so/ 
 they food eat-extend progressive PAST 
 'They were eating food.' 
 
(iii) /siri j˙r-no hni s˙≥/ 
 boy fear-extend progessive FUT 
 'The boy will be afraid.' 
 
(iv) /ji ya-no hni s˙≥-si/ 
 1sg sleep-extend progressive FUT-NON.PAST 
 'I will be sleeping.' 
 
3.4.3.3  Habitual 
 The habitual in Darma is an elaborately expressed formation.  It consists of several 
morphemes such as /hra-hl˙n-na/ 'continuously' ('come' + 'action/work' + adverbial marker), 
which is shortened to /hl˙n-na/ when used in a construction, and /˚ø≥/ 'sit' occuring 
successively in a construction.  The tense markers are used according to the time of the 
happening of the event.  Examples: 
 
(i) /ji ja-hl˙nna ˚ø≥ si ni/ 
 1sg eat-continuously sit still NON.PAST 
 'I eat continuously' or 'I keep on eating.' 
 
(ii) /ram hri-hl˙nna ˚ø≥ si ni/ 
 Ram write-continuously sit still NON.PAST 
 'Ram habitually writes' or 'Ram keeps on writing.' 
 
(iii) /o ji doro ra-l˙nna ˚ø≥ si ni/ 
 3sg 1sg house come-continuously sit still NON.PAST 
 'He used to come to my house.' 
 
3.4.4 Mood 
 Mood, tense, and aspect in Darma are mixed up in such a way that it sometimes 
becomes difficult to decide which of the affixes or other bound morphemes represent what 
category.  Still, some of these categories have been worked out to give a fragmentary view of 
the functions of these categories.  Some of them are distinguished below: 
 
3.4.4.1  Declarative 
 This is a mood of simple statement in this language without many suffixes or 
prefixes except the completive, which occurs at the end of the sentence or just after the main 
verb.  Sometimes it appears that this element might be an auxiliary and the researcher was 
tempted to put it under that category.  But on close observation and analysis this is taken as a 
declarative marker only.  Examples: 
 
 (i) /ji b˙r niktso ra≥ si/ 'I will come in the afternoon.' 
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(ii) /s˙nu chi≥t˙ nini/ 'The child is on the roof.' 
(iii) /tu≥gu huw˙≥ nini/ 'The sky is blue.' 
(iv) /si≥r˙m tano nini/ 'The ginger is pungent (hot).' 
 
3.4.4.2  Imperative 
 The verb root is used in this type of mood without any suffix when the verb root ends 
in a vowel, but if the verb root ends in a consonant the suffix /-a/ is added to the verb root.  
(See Sec. 3.4.5 for the negative imperative.)  Examples: 
 
(i) /(g‰) de/ '(You) go!' 
(ii) /(g‰) ˚i≥ th˙m-a/ '(You) cut the wood!' 
(iii) /(g‰) darim k˙r-a/ '(You) close the door!' 
(iv) /(g‰) hya/ '(You) sleep!' 
(v) /gwa/ 'Laugh!' 
 
3.4.4.3  Permissive 
 In the permissive the infinitive form of the verb is used instead of the root as in the 
imperative.  The permissive marker /da/ is used after the infinitive marker.  The examples 
are: 
 
(i) /ji de-mo da/ 'Let me go.'  
(ii) /o de-mo da/ 'Let him go.' 
(iii) /khumi de-mo tha-da/ Don't let the thief go.' 
 or /khumi de-mo m˙-da/ 'Don't let the thief go.' 
 
3.4.4.4  Hortative 
 In the hortative the verb root takes the suffix /-nya/.  It gives the meaning of 
suggestion by the speaker to the second person and both of them are involved in the action.  
Examples: 
 
(i) /joni (ja) ja-nya/ 'Let us eat.' 
(ii) /ch˙m de-nya/ 'Let us go.' 
(iii) /jo ja-nya/ 'Let me eat.' 
 
3.4.4.5  Subjunctive (Conditional clauses) 
 The subjunctive mood is formed by using the suffix /-c‰/ after the irrealis marker or 
the verbal root of the dependent clause.  Examples: 
 
(i) /ji de c‰ thøkta m˙-ray-l‰/ 
 1sg go if return NEG-come-IRREALIS 
 'If I go I may not come back.' 
 
(ii) /o hl˙n gano l‰ c‰ rø m˙-su≥-se-l‰/ 
 3sg work do IRREALIS if hunger NEG-sit-still-IRREALIS 
 'If he had worked he would not have remained hungry.' 
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(iii) /g‰ dølin c‰ ji m˙-de-l‰/  
 2sg present if 1sg NEG-go-IRREALIS 
 'Had you been here I would not have gone.' 
 
3.4.4.6  Other construction types 
 
/t˙r/ 'can, able' 
(i) /darma mi ts˙m p˙m t˙r ni/ 
 Darma person wool spin able NON.PAST 
 'Darma people can spin.' 
 
(ii) /ji ˚ya ja t˙r si/ 
  1sg meat eat able NON.PAST 
 'I can eat meat.' 
 
(iii) /ji-go hri≥-˚ya ja ga t˙r ni/ 
  1sg-GEN younger-sister food cook able NON.PAST 
 'My younger sister can cook.' 
 
(iv) /s˙nu g˙m je t˙r ni/ 
  child able NON.PAST 
 'The child can walk.' 
 
/ci≥/ 'should' 
(i) /th˙n ji de-mo ci≥ ni/ 
  now 1sg go-INFINITIVE should NON.PAST 
 'Now I should go.' 
 
(ii) /g‰ ja ja-mo ci≥ y˙≥/ 
  2sg food eat-INFINITIVE should IMPERFECTIVE 
 'You should eat meal.' 
 
(iii) /th˙n g‰ ya-mo ci≥ y˙≥/ 
  now 2sg sleep-INFINITIVE should IMPERFECTIVE 
 'Now you should sleep.' 
 
/naci≥/ 'must' 
(i) /th˙n ji de-mo naci≥ ni/ 
  now 1sg go-INFINITIVE must NON.PAST 
 'Now I must go.' 
 
(ii) /g‰ ja ja-mo naci≥ y˙≥/ 
  2sg food eat-INFINITIVE must IMPERFECTIVE 
 'You must eat your food.'  
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(iii) /th˙n g‰ ya-mo naci≥ ni/ 
  now 2sg sleep-INFINITIVE must NON.PAST 
 'Now you must sleep.' 
 
3.4.5 Negation 
 The negative marker /m˙-/ and the prohibitive marker /tha-/ immediately precede the 
verb.  If there is a modal verb in the construction, the negative markers always occur before 
the modal verb and so follow the main verb.  Examples: 
 
(i) /ji ˚ya m˙-ja no/ 'I do not eat meat.' 
(ii) /g‰ ˚ya tha-ja/ 'You do not eat meat!' 
(iii) /o ˚ya m˙-ja/ 'He does not eat meat.' 
(iv) /o tsh˙m m˙-hr‰/ 'He did not bring wool.'  
(v) /kani mi t˙m m˙-t˙r y˙≥/ 
 blind person see NEG-able IMPERFECTIVE 
 'A blind man cannot see.' 
 
3.4.6 Causatives 
 The causative construction is formed by suffixing the coverb /phu≥/, which literally 
means 'run stealthily'.  The following examples give the simplex and causative forms: 
 
(i) /o hl˙n ga ta/ 'He works.' 
 /o hl˙n ga phu≥ ta/ 'He gets the work done.' 
 
(ii) /m˙≥g˙l cim tha≥ ta/ 'Mangal constructs a house.' 
 /m˙≥g˙l cim th˙≥ phu≥ ta/ 'Mangal gets the house constructed.' 
 
(iii) /c˙m‰-j˙n sige chil ta/ 'The girls wash the clothes.' 
 /c˙m‰-j˙n so d˙≥mi co ge chil phu≥ ta/ 'The girls get the clothes washed by the servant.' 
 
3.5 The Relative Clause 
 The relative pronoun is /˙nduna/.  The verb denoting the action takes the nominalizing 
suffix /-no/ or /-sino/.  The structure of the relative clause is unusual for Tibeto-Burman, as it 
is a corelative with the usual Tibeto-Burman prehead relative with nominalization, and a 
post-head relative pronoun, as in the Indo-Aryan languages, but not a full post-head relative 
clause.  The following examples show relativization on an actor (i) and on different types of 
patients and themes (ii-iv).  Examples: 
 
(i) /am˙ ja-no siri ˙nduna hl‰/ 
 mango eat-NOM boy RELPRO COPULA 
 '(He) is the boy who had eaten the mango.' 
 
(ii) /nim˙≥ to-sino b‰na ˙nduna hl‰/ 
 yesterday purchase-NOM cow RELPRO COPULA 
 '(This) is the cow which was purchased yesterday.' 
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(iii) /ji-go-c˙m‰-so hr˙≥-sino bi˙m ˙nduna hl‰/ 
 1sg-GEN-daughter-ERG sell-NOM carpet RELPRO COPULA 
 'This is the carpet which my daughter sold.' 
 
(iv) /nim˙≥ go-sino hma-gu ts∑m˙n ˙nduna hl‰/ 
 yesterday cut-NOM sheep-GEN wool RELPRO COPULA 
 'This is the same sheep whose wool was cut yesterday.' 
 
3.6 Emphatic possession constructions 
 The emphatic possessives are formed by suffixing /-guna/ to a form of the personal 
pronoun which controls the emphatic pronoun.  Examples: 
 
(i) /ji-so je-guna ja ja so/ 'I have eaten my food.' 
(ii) /o-so o-guna ja ja co/ 'He has eaten his food.' 
(iii) /g‰-so go-guna ja jan so/ 'You have eaten your food.' 
 
Note: The third person reflexive is generally /apno/, which is a loan from Indo-Aryan.  When 
the subject is a third person pronoun the construction with /˙bigo/ is sometimes used, but 
when the subject is expressed by a personal noun the reflexive is always the loan word.  
Examples: 
 
(i) /ram Abigo ja j˙n co/ 'Ram has eaten his food.' 
(ii) /radha apno l˙n gan co/ 'Radha has done her work.' 
 
3.7 The Reciprocal Construction 
 The reciprocal construction does not have either a suffix or a prefix but is formed by 
using the reciprocal words /usi-usi/ and /˙phi-˙phi/.  /˙phi-˙phi/ is again a loan from Indo-
Aryan.  The reciprocals are followed by the adverbial marker /na/.  These occur before the 
verb.  Examples: 
 
(i) /s˙n-jan usi-usi-na orsi ni/ 'The children bathe each other.' 
(ii) /c˙m‰-j˙n usi-usi-na cha ni/ 'The girls are playing with each other.' 
(iii) /s˙n-j˙n Aphi-Aphi-na k˙msi ni/ 'The boys are beating each other.' 
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˙hi-nu—up 
˙hind—above 
˙itag-tso—at once 
˙lip‰ mi—a few 
˙lip‰, ˙lib‰—some 
˙llya—only 
˙l˙≥-w˙na-su—till then 
˙m—path 
˙m-mo—lift (vt.) 
˙≥kura—jar 
˙rsi (IA)—mirror 
a-la-mo—lie (v.) 
ahe-nu—high 
akpo, akple—lips 
ala-nu—lie 
alo (IA)—potato 
am~o (IA)—mango 
a≥-khula—goose-berry 
ata—husband's elder brother's wife; son's 

wife's mother; daughter's husband's 
mother; wife's elder brother's wife 

ba—father 
ba-mo—fold (cloth) (v.) 
baguca—marriage 
balo-˚yano—infant 
basu (IA)—smell 
bathi—ladle (for pulse) 
b‰—skin 
b~e-ti—lizard (house) 
b‰-ra-ga-mo—sing (v.) 
begun (IA)—brinjal 
bela-˚i≥—bamboo 
b‰na—bright (light) 
bero—under 
billa (IA)—cat (female) 
bir mi—all 
blis—resin (of pine) 
b~ø-pha-ro—buttocks 
bø-da-mo—swim (v.) 
bo-la—thumb 
bøk-cu—socks 
bøkrø—flute 
bø≥-bu≥—bell 
bo≥-ju—donkey 
b›-ti—dew 

bri≥-˚i-ni—earthquake 
bu—insect 
bu-mo—carry on back (v.) 
budru—inside 
bu≥-nu—long, tall 
buo—porcupine 
by~a-bu—fly (insect) 
bya≥-ro, malo—Tibet 
byoli-˚ya—bride 
b˙gwan (IA)—god 
b˙li-da-mo (IA, b˙li)—sacrifice (v.) 
b˙li-˚i-mo—braid 
b˙lma—yeast 
b˙≥—place 
b˙≥-gar—alloy 
b˙n-muk-ca—noon 
b˙≥-ro—verandah 
b˙≥-ts∑m-mo—occupy (v.) 
b˙na—neck 
b˙na—throat 
b˙nda-gunda—utensils 
b˙r-tsi—sheep (castrated) 
b˙rdino—year  
b˙y˙≥—nest 
b∑ja-ts˙m‰, hrithi-˚ya—wife 
b∑j∑m—grain-store 
b∑l-nu—fat 
b∑l-nu, p˙r-nu—broad 
b∑r-mo—drop (v.) 
b∑r-mo—fall (a branch) (v.) 
ca≥-ko, ja≥-go—lizard (wild) 
ce—flower 
ce-j˙≥—bowl (for pulses) 
ce-mo—bark (v.) 
ce-mo—cut (cloth) (v.) 
ce-ra-mo—long for (v.) 
c‰m-tsa—goat (virgin) 
c‰≥-jo—younger sister's husband 
c‰r-ga-nu—crooked 
ci-c‰ndu—side (right) 
ci-mo—squeeze, wring (v.) 
ci-˚i≥—fodder 
cib-la—fist 
cib-mo—fasten (v.) 
cil (IA)—kite 
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cil-cil da-nu—mica 
cim—house 
cim-l˙n-ta-mo—hold (v.) 
cini (IA)—sugar 
ci≥-mo—burn (vt.) 
ci≥-mo—need (v.) 
ci≥-mo—want (v.) 
cip-cu—chicken 
cir-cir-ga-mo—chirp (v.) 
co-la—finger (index) 
co-mo—finish (v.) 
cøk-˚i-mo—wear (clothes) (v.) 
cu—chin 
cu-tshim—beard 
cuku—lemon 
cu≥-bala—gown (for married women) 
cu≥-geju—long shirt (for married women) 
cu≥-l‰—headgear 
cu≥-na—many 
cun˙-th˙≥—cheap 
cya (IA)—tea 
cya-mo—hide (v.) 
cyo-mo—bring out (scoop) (v.) 
cyo-numa—madly 
cyu—thorn 
c˙-jo—elder sister's husband 
c˙≥-mo—soak (v.) 
c˙≥-˚ya—thigh 
c˙≥-th˙≥—ladder 
c˙pa—armpit 
cha—salt 
ch ~aju—earlymorning 
chana (IA)—hut 
ch‰—sister's son 
che—life 
che-mo—carry by hanging (v.) 
ch‰-˚ya—sister's daughter 
ch‰r-mo—serve (food) (v.) 
ch‰r-˚i-mo—avoid (v.) 
chi—rose colour 
chi-mo—divide (v.) 
chi-mo—meet (v.) 
chi≥-cha—liver 
chi≥-mo—tether (v.) 
chiru, d˙mba—urine 
cho—lake, sea 
chø-mo—scratch (v.) 
chukto—chest 
chura—cheese 

chya-no—sweet 
chya-nu—sweet 
chyo-mo—dye (v.) 
chyo≥-to—roof 
ch˙b—needle 
ch˙ga—rice (cooked) 
ch˙t-ch˙t—quick 
da-mo—give, offer (v.) 
da-r∑m, kholi, m˙rø≥—door 
dak-˚i-mo—fight (v.) 
dali (IA)—branch 
de-mo—go (v.) 
delna—much 
dharu (IA)—cat (male) 
di—mule 
di—string (for yak) 
dikte-˚ya—husband's younger sister 
dimo—yak (cross-bred) 
do-mo—plant (v.) 
dokh-ga-mo (IA)—accuse (v.) 
dø≥-mo—pound (v.) 
doru—towards 
dra-mo—cry (v.) 
dudi, pudi—buttermilk 
du≥-mo—husk (v.) 
du≥-mo—rear (v.) 
duo—poison 
dyu—marsh 
dz‰-nu—good 
dzor-su (IA)—loudly 
dz∑nu-basu—good smell 
d˙l-th˙≥—costly 
d˙n-dø-ka-li—spider 
d˙≥ro—height 
d˙pya—sword 
d˙rm (IA)—religion 
d˙r˙m-damo, baba-c‰mo—divorce 
d∑n, tsh∑r—belly 
d∑≥-mo—tremble (v.) 
d∑r-mo—push (v.) 
ga —paddy 
ga-ji—animal (domestic) 
ga-mo—do (v.) 
ga-nu—tight 
gata, tati—valley 
g‰—cloth 
g‰—you (sg.) 
ge-mo—collapse (person) (v.) 
ge-˚i-mo—tease (v.) 
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g‰ju—pajama 
g‰ra—crop 
gigin-˚inu—rolled 
gim-mo—roll up (v.) 
go-mo—cut (grass) (v.) 
go-na—fox 
goga, koga—maize 
gogu-ano—happy 
gøk-mo—collapse (house) (v.) 
gola (IA)—nut (coco) 
gu-jøk-su—ready 
gubakte—usually 
gubda-ba—father's elder brother (3rd.) 
guguti—dove, pigeon 
gui-mo—burst (vi.) 
gui-mo—tie (v.) 
gujali—bow 
gukhe (if only one)—mother's elder 

brother  
guk˙r—sheep (uncastrated) 
gul-˚i-mo—cough (to) (v.) 
gul-thi≥—testicles 
gun-chu—winter 
gunda—middle size, in the middle, in 

between 
gunda-ba—father's elder brother (2nd.) 
gunda-la—finger (middle) 
gunta-th˙≥—molehill 
gup-cya—often 
guro≥—conceive (vi.) 
gyo-mo—run (v.) 
gy˙mo—brown 
g˙b-da-mo—brood (v.) 
g˙dro—hole 
g˙l—glacier 
g˙l—yak (male) 
g˙m-so—molar teeth  
g˙m-th‰na—continuously 
g˙≥-mo—bulge (v.) 
g˙ndu—round 
g˙ni-birmi—you (pl.) 
g˙ni-go—your (pl.) 
g˙ni-nimi—you (dual) 
g∑ro—fang 
ha-˚i-mo—complain (v.) 
hagu-m˙t‰, hau-m˙t‰—stealthily 
hami, ko-hoi-nu—roasted barley 
hati—fresh 
he-mo—increase (liquid) (v.) 

hiba-j˙ti—defense 
ho-ga-mo—kiss (v.) 
ho-mo—roast (on fire) (v.) 
ho-m˙≥—dark 
ho-˚i-mo—quarrel (v.) 
hok-˚i-mo—quarrel (vi.) 
hul-ba—when 
hul-pa—everywhere 
hul-pari—never 
hulpa-hulpa—sometimes 
hum-ba—then 
hwa, hua—honey 
hwa-n˙m—far 
hw‰-th‰—loud, loudly 
hwi—wind 
hwi-mo—fan (to) (v.) 
hw˙l-nu—loose 
hyi—flour 
hyu-nu—deep 
hyunu-mini—shallow 
h˙l—jaw 
h˙lpa—cheek 
h˙r-ga-mo—yawn (v.) 
h˙rthi—phlegm 
id∑m—like that 
it-t˙na-ra˚i—just now 
ita-w˙na-su—till now 
it∑na—same 
ja, jamo-tu≥mo—meal 
ja-mo—eat (v.) 
jab-mo—cut (harvest) (v.) 
jaho-mi—coward 
jak-mo—break (stick) (v.) 
jali—net 
jamo (IA)—birth 
jarna—regularly 
j‰, ts˙m~a—barley 
j‰-mo—bloom (v.) 
je-mo—sneeze (v.) 
j‰-nu—clean 
j‰nu-sa—soil 
jh˙b-mo—pierce (v.) 
ji, je—I (1sg pronoun) 
ji-g‰—mine 
ji-mo—cut into pieces (v.) 
ji-mo—sneeze 
jil˙—creeper 
jim-mo—consult (v.) 
jiph‰ (IA)—tongue 
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jitne (IA)—win (v.) 
jø≥-mo—pay (v.) 
jø≥-ph∑l—money 
jo≥-su—pair 
ju-j˙≥—belt 
jubba—bull 
jugo—long gown 
ju≥-mo—begin (v.) 
ju≥a-bu—leech 
junu (IA)—young 
jya—next year 
jyama—intestine 
jya≥-mo—drown (v.) 
jyu—colour 
j˙d-j˙d—quickly 
j˙m-ma—whole 
j˙≥—gold 
j˙≥gi—flour 
j˙r-mo—afraid of (v.) 
j˙r-nani—east 
j˙r-nu, ga-nu—narrow 
ka—crow 
k~aso (IA)—bell metal 
ka-tsuk-ta—goose 
kalo (IA)—death 
kana (IA)—blind 
kap-˚i-mo—lay down (v.) 
kar—car 
k‰-mo—defeat (v.) 
kela (IA)—banana 
ki-b˙≥—temple 
kib-mo—close (eyes) (v.) 
kil (IA)—nail 
kø—bark (of tree) 
ko-mo—stir (vegetable) (v.) 
koi-mo—bite (dog) (v.) 
koi-mo—chew (v.) 
koka-hinu—boiled food 
kølo≥—bell (a type) 
kopho-˚inu—open 
kør-mo—carry in hand (v.) 
kor-mo—take (v.) 
ku-li—calf 
ku‰-mo—boil, cook (v.) 
kur-tso—lamb 
ku˙n-c‰ndu—side (left) 
ku˙nti—gourd 
kwali—forehead 
kyok—ladle (for liquid) 

kyo≥-mo—take (one by one) (v.) 
k˙-tsh˙r-mo—dry (vi.) 
k˙car (IA)—mud 
k˙m-mo—beat (v.) 
k˙≥-the-ga-mo—talk (v.) 
k˙≥nu hmi—ill 
k˙r-mo—close (door, box) (v.) 
k˙r-tsu—sheep (male) 
k˙ru—sprout 
k˙t˙m, p˙≥-pho—plough 
k∑b-mo—fold (arms) (v.) 
k∑m, g∑m, g˙rto—how 
k∑p-˚i-mo—shrink (v.) 
kha—walnut 
kha-no—bitter 
kha-nu—difficult 
khato (IA)—cot 
khe—son's son; daughter's son 
khe-mo—change (v.) 
kh‰-˚i-mo—bite (meat) (v.) 
kheju—another, other 
kh‰l-cu—reins 
khem~‰—son's daughter; daughter's 

daughter 
kh‰ta—shirt 
khi-jak-ce-mo—hate (v.) 
khi-˚i-mo—desire (v.) 
khij‰g—till then 
kho-ba—cobra 
kho-mo—peel out (v.) 
khosi-mu—feast 
khrø—corner (inside) 
khu—smoke 
khu-˚i-mo—steal (v.) 
khu-ti—saliva, spittle 
khuc-ci-mo—bind (bundle) (v.) 
khuci—knot 
khue-mo—split (wood) (v.) 
khui—dog 
khura-hini—roasted 
khuy˙≥—plate (for female) 
khu˙n—scorpion 
khwe-mo—dig (v.) 
khwe-mo—scratch (utensils) (v.) 
kh˙-dø≥-s‰—kidney 
kh˙i—tomorrow 
kh˙l‰—what 
kh˙mi—who 
kh˙mi-go—whom 
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kh˙mi-j˙n—who (pl.) 
kh˙ni-j˙n-g‰—whom (pl.) 
kh˙nu—brain 
kh˙pa—heal 
kh˙r-mo—defend (v.) 
kh˙t˙—scar 
la—hand 
la-k˙r—star 
la-mo—bring down (v.) 
la-nu—thin 
la-˚˙≥—moon 
lacya—resin 
lak-ch˙p—ring 
lak-pu≥—finger 
lak-pu≥—gloves 
lak-p˙≥—clutch 
lak-p˙≥—paw 
lak-˚i≥—nail 
lakuri-t˙sine—echo 
lak˙nti—in front of 
las˙≥—goat (bearable) 
las˙≥—light (of moon) 
l‰-mo—climb down (v.) 
l‰-mo—fall down (v.) 
l‰-˚i-mo—forget (v.) 
l‰nu-ga-mo—love (v.) 
li-j˙≥—iron 
li-nu—heavy 
lige—foot 
lo—language 
lo, lo-˙≥—fruit 
lo-kh˙l-mo—believe (v.) 
lo-mo—hesitate (v.) 
lo-mo—read (v.) 
lo-m˙-de-mo—suspect (v.) 
lo-nu—easy 
løk-mo—climb up (v.) 
lø≥—back of the body 
lø≥—vomit 
lø≥-b˙r—lungs 
lo≥-mo—vomit (v.) 
lo≥-ni—hot 
lo≥-nu—summer 
lophu≥—book 
l˙b-mo—teach (v.) 
l˙c˙n—end 
l˙g˙n-di-si—incisors 
l˙la—father's mother; mother's mother 
l˙n-ga-mo—work (v.) 

l˙≥-s˙k—manure 
l˙phu—tail 
l∑b-mo—bury (v.) 
l∑b-mo—plaster (v.) 
l∑ge—leg 
l∑ge-p˙≥—sole 
hla-ur-mo—wash (hands) (v.) 
hlan—dirt 
hla≥-mo—fly (v.) 
hle-mo—say (v.) 
hlo-mo—shake (v.) 
hl˙≥-mo—jump (v.) 
m~a—goat (male) 
m~a-˚i-mo—hunt after (v.) 
ma-˚i-mo—search (v.) 
mala, m˙la—goat  
mar-jya—tea (local) 
m~e—eye 
me-k∑m—eye lid 
me-ti—tear (of eye) 
mel∑≥—hearth 
m‰r-mo—winnow (v.) 
mi, hmi—person 
mi-m∑ktsh∑m—eye lashes 
mi-nu—small 
mim-nya—mother's younger sister; 

father's younger brother's wife 
min-ba—father's younger brother; 

mother's younger sister's husband 
min-pua—mother's brother 
min-puni—mother's younger brother's 

wife 
min ~a—mother 
mini-d˙≥—foot-hill 
mini-n˙d˙≥-c˙n—pebble 
minu-ti—rivulet 
min∑-we—hill 
mo—cloud 
m~o—family 
m~ona—bee 
mo-guano—unhappy 
mø-hr˙≥—horse (female) 
mø-køro (IA)—ant 
mobu≥-nu—empty 
mok-˚ya—mushroom 
molo (IA)—price 
mor (IA)—peacock 
moro (IA)—corpus 
m›-ti, mul˙ti—stream 
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mug-t˙≥—spectacle 
muk tsh∑m—eye brow 
mu≥, hmu≥—name 
mu≥-harte-mi—brave 
mu≥-nu-lo—ripe (fruit) 
mu≥-ta-mo—name (to) (v.) 
mya-mi—bridegroom 
m˙-rø≥-mo—refuse (v.) 
m˙-ru≥-mo—deny (v.) 
m˙-tir-penu—smooth 
m˙-ts˙r-nu—blunt 
m˙-t˙r-nu—weak 
m˙khu≥—quilt 
m˙n (IA)—mind 
m˙≥-mo—drive (cattle) (v.) 
m˙≥-nu—red 
m˙n-ra-mo—like (v.) 
m˙n-˚i (IA)—buffalo 
m˙n‰-mo (IA)—celebrate (v.) 
m˙≥nu, murtso (IA)—chili 
m˙r—ghee 
m˙r-ti—oil 
m˙tsh˙r (IA)—mosquito 
m∑l—silver 
m∑l-d∑n—iris of eye 
m∑r-ti, j˙≥-ti—clear 
hma—sheep 
hm~e—fire 
hme-t›b-mo—light (fire) (v.) 
hm~u—rain 
hmya≥-mo—enjoy (v.) 
hmya≥-mo—taste (v.) 
na-no—hot (like ginger) 
na-nu—soft 
≥ak-pya—duck 
nak˙l—moss (swamp) 
nalo—bless (v.) 
nam-ch˙≥-ni—morning 
nara≥ki (IA)—orange 
n‰-lok—hell 
n‰-mo—save (v.) 
ne-mo—oil (v.) 
ne-mo—rub (v.) 
ne-n˙m—near 
ne-˚i-mo—relax (v.) 
n‰≥-nu—light (in weight) 
nep-ts∑-mo—fold (hands) (v.) 
ni—light (of sun) 
ni—sun 

nil—gums 
nim—nose 
nim-mo—smell (v.) 
nim-˚i-mo—blow (nose) (v.) 
nim-toto—nostrils 
nim˙≥—yesterday  
ni≥-birmi—we (pl. incl.) 
ni≥-go—our 
ni≥-jya—a day after tomorrow 
ni≥-nimi—we (pl.) 
n~oni (IA)—butter 
no-k˙nti,nyo-k˙nti,no-k˙ndi—after, again, 

behind, last 
nø-mo—drag (v.) 
no-mo—increase (by stretching) (v.) 
nu-nu—new 
nuk-chou—day 
nunu—younger brother 
ny~a—fish 
nya≥-th˙pa—evening 
ny˙m-no—pungent 
n˙do, døkhu≥—here 
n˙do-b‰r, ne≥-birna—these 
n˙du, n˙do—this 
n˙d∑m-ga—like this 
n˙ll—iron-shaft 
n˙m-˚ya—younger brother's wife 
n˙mbu-j˙≥—cloth (woolen) 
n˙≥-mo—measure (v.) 
hne—medicine 
hn‰p-ti—snot 
hnya-mo—catch fish (v.) 
hnyu≥-nu—flexible 
≥a-ci-mo—pray (v.) 
~o—yes 
o, uo, wo—he, she 
o-˚i-mo—nod (v.) 
omph›—hips 
or-˚i-mo—bathe (vt.) 
p~adro (IA)—monkey 
pa-mo—fill (liquid) (v.) 
pa-mo—measure (grains) (v.) 
pagaro—ankle 
pag˙r-˚ino—closed 
pala—mortar 
pal˙≥ (IA)—spinach 
pan (IA)—betel leaf 
pap˙l—calves 
pat (IA)—leaf 
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pe-m~a—father's elder sister's husband; 
father's younger sister's husband 

pe-ma, powa—wife's father; husband's 
father 

p‰-mo—know (v.) 
pe-mo—slip (v.) 
pe-mo—tear (v.) 
p‰-nu—short 
p‰l-mu≥—midnight 
p‰l˙p—frog 
p‰nu-mi, lama—priest 
pi-m~‰, n˙m-˚ya—son's wife 
pi-tsu, mya—daughter's husband 
pi-t∑m—egg 
picha≥ (IA)—behind,below 
pij‰ (IA)—seed 
pi˚a—head 
pi˚a—skull 
po-lini—spring 
po-mo—increase (v.) 
po-mo—take out (v.) 
pok-sa-pe-mo—sweep (v.) 
pøk-˚inu—rotten 
pøla (IA)—shoe 
pøla-guna—cobbler 
pomi-la—finger (ring) 
po≥-mo—fill (grains) (v.) 
pon˙-be—rock 
pu—elder brother; husband's elder sister's 

husband 
pu—husk 
pu, nunu—husband's younger sister's 

husband 
puk-to—knee 
puk-to-ro—patella 
pum-nya—mother's elder sister 
pum-nya, pum-mi-na—father's elder 

brother's wife 
pun-ba—father's elder brother; mother's 

elder sister's husband 
pun-pua—mother's elder brother 
pun-puni—mother's elder brother's wife 
puna-ta—elder sister 
puni—wife's mother; husband's mother 
puni, cini—father's elder sister; father's 

younger sister 
punu, ˚˙n—big, large 
pun∑,m∑n-ci—elder brother's wife 
pu˙l-mo—knead (v.) 

pya—bird 
pya-gue-mo—break (v.) 
pyaju (IA)—onion 
pyu—mouse 
p˙lti-bu—bedbug 
p˙m-mo—spin (v.) 
p˙≥-mo—send (v.) 
p˙≥-mo—spread (bed) (v.) 
p˙≥-ph˙l—wall 
p˙≥-˚i-mo—hum (v.) 
p˙ny~‰—ladle (for rice) 
p˙s∑, p˙chura—blanket 
p∑jya—three days after tomorrow 
p∑›—navel 
p∑tsh∑m—rice 
pha—ash 
pha-mo—speak (v.) 
pha-nu—gray (ash) 
phak-˚inu—down, low 
phak-˚ya—rabbit 
phe—thread 
ph‰-nu—thick (liquid) 
ph‰l-mo—wash (clothes) (v.) 
ph‰r-mo—blow (wind) (v.) 
phø—male 
pho—animal (wild) 
pho, j˙rya—deer 
phø-hr˙≥—horse (male) 
pho-mo—open (v.) 
pho-mo—uncover (v.) 
phøk-˚i-mo—cover (self) (v.) 
pho≥-lo—water-pot 
phu—cave 
phu—copper 
phu-˚i≥, dyu-ri—beam 
phu≥-mo—run (stealthily) (v.) 
phya-mo—rebuke (v.) 
phyala—palm 
phyam-mo—pour out (v.) 
phy˙≥-mo—rinse (v.) 
ph˙m-mo—stitch (v.) 
ph˙r-mo—open (chain) (v.) 
ph˙r-mo—untie (v.) 
ph˙tita-ga-mo—insult (v.) 
ra-l˙≥na—as soon as 
ra-mo—arrive (v.) 
rado (IA)—widower 
rani-˚yani—widow 
rap—flame 
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r‰-mo—cold (to get) (v.) 
re-nani—west 
ritu (IA)—season 
ro—bone 
rø-mo—bellow (v.) 
ro-mo—roast (in fire) (v.) 
røk-ga-mo—help (v.) 
røk-mo—chuckle (v.) 
røk-˚i-mo—comb (v.) 
røk-sø≥, røk-tsø≥—guts 
rø≥—shoulder 
rø≥-mo—cover (vt.) 
ro≥-mo—amuse (v.) 
rø≥-˚i-mo—listen (v.) 
rota (IA)—bread 
royo≥—hare 
ru—corner (outside) 
ru—horn 
ru≥-˚i-mo—accept (v.) 
rupya (IA)—rupee 
r˙j‰—wheat 
r˙ju—ear 
r˙m-mo, r˙n-mo—weave (v.) 
r˙≥—arm 
r˙≥—feather (wing) 
r˙≥-mo—sell (v.) 
r∑b-mo—stitch (torn clothes) (v.) 
r∑m—root 
r∑m-mo—knit (v.) 
hra-mo—ashamed of (v.) 
hra-mo—come (v.) 
hre—field 
hre, darti (IA)—earth 
hr‰-mo—bring (v.) 
hri—louse 
hri-ca-mo—stand up (v.) 
hri-jya—a day before yesterday 
hri-mo—back-bite (v.) 
hri-mo—set (sun) (v.) 
hri-mo—write (v.) 
hri-ra-ni—avalanche 
hri-s∑—anger 
hrin-˚ya—younger sister; husband or 

wife's younger brother's wife 
hrithi—husband 
hrithi-hrithi-˚ya—couple 
hro—snow 
hrø-b›-ti—frost 
hro-hrun-k˙n—sibling 

hrø-mo—graze (to cause) (v.) 
hrok-ga-mo—accompany (v.) 
hrøk-mo—graze (v.) 
hru-mo—ask (v.) 
hrui (IA)—cotton 
hruk-c‰—louse (egg) 
hru≥-mo—protect (v.) 
hru≥-˚i-mo—obey (v.) 
hr˙-ci-mo—awake (v.) 
hr˙ti—temple 
hr∑p—ribs 
sa-pha, pu-pa—straw 
sak (IA)—breath 
sak-sa—sand 
sak-˚i-mo—breathe (v.) 
sali-˚ya (sali, IA)—wife's younger sister 
sa≥-wa—tiger 
saro—hard 
saro, hre—garden 
s‰-ga-mo—shoot (v.) 
s‰-mo—extinguish (v.) 
s‰-mo—kill (v.) 
se-mo—cold (feel cold) (v.) 
se-mo—cross (v.) 
s‰-tho-mo—worship (v.) 
s‰l-chu—rainy season 
sero—forest 
sew (IA)—apple 
sik˙n—sickle 
sil‰—vulture 
sø≥—village 
suk-ts‰—comb 
suk-tsi—mole 
sumlo—foam 
supari (IA)—nut (betel) 
su˙r (IA)—pig 
syal (IA)—jackal 
sya≥-we—precipice 
s˙l—charcoal 
s˙≥-d˙m‰—drum 
s∑ so—tooth 
˚ak-˚i-mo—wear (ornament) (v.) 
˚eli—brass 
˚‰n-c˙n—child 
˚epi-ci-mo—pinch (v.) 
˚i—blood 
˚i-ci-mo—die (v.) 
˚i-ji-mo—use (v.) 
˚i-mo—paint (v.) 
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˚i-no—white 
˚ik-su-nø—slope 
˚ilb˙r (IA)—aluminum 
˚ildu—dough 
˚ilmu—raw (vegetable) 
˚im‰—breast 
˚im‰-lo—nipple 
˚i≥—fire-wood 
˚i≥—stick 
˚i≥—tree 
˚i≥—wood 
˚i≥-dala—log 
˚i≥-w˙m—ginger 
˚ini—cold 
˚inu-b˙t˙—bean 
˚ir-no—sour 
˚ir-˚i-mo—move (v.) 
˚iri—boy 
˚iri—son; brother's son 
˚i˚ø—heart 
˚o-k˙≥-mo—mercy (to have) (v.) 
˚o-ni—autumn 
˚ø≥-mo—leak (v.) 
˚ya—flesh 
˚ya—king 
˚ya—meat 
˚yai (IA)—ink 
˚˙≥-d∑m—garlic 
˚˙≥-j˙≥-gø—lizard (wild, big) 
˚∑m-jya—two days after tomorrow 
ta-jya—two days before yesterday 
ta-mo—carry on head (v.) 
ta-mo—keep, to put up (v.) 
ta-no—hot (like chili) 
tak-sa—supporting pillar 
tal—uvula 
tanu-yi≥—last year 
tar-nu—strong 
tar-su—low voice 
tar-ta-su—slow, slowly 
tar∑m—key 
tata—sister 
tati—have (v.) 
tawi—bowl (for cooking rice) 
te-mo—weep (v.) 
tete—father's father, mother's father 
tewari (IA)—window 
ti—water 
ti-mo—swallow (v.) 

tibri (IA)—kettle 
ti≥-nu—green 
tir (IA)—arrow 
tire—there (visible) 
tire-m˙t˙n—there (invisible) 
tirpe-nu—rough 
tø-mo—light (a lamp) (v.) 
to-mo—burn (vi.), forbid (v.) 
to-mo—obstruct (v.) 
to-˚i-mo—stop (v.) 
tolya (IA)—deaf 
tøm-mo—appear (v.) 
topli (IA)—cap 
tota (IA)—parrot 
tuk-tu—before, next, beginning 
tu≥-bu—sky 
tu≥-mo—drink, smoke (v.) 
tyara (IA)—festival 
ty˙ma—tobacco 
t˙b-mo—thresh (v.) 
t˙guna—your (sg.) 
t˙ho,k˙p-tso—hot-plate 
t˙k-cu—part 
t˙li—plate (for male) 
t˙m-mo—see (v.) 
t˙≥-bu—python 
t˙≥-lan—straight 
t˙≥-mo—live (v.) 
t˙n-˚i≥—peg 
t˙≥-y˙b-mo—stand (quite) (v.) 
t˙r-mo—able, to be (v.) 
t˙r-nu—bravely 
tha-mo—strike (match) (v.) 
tha-r‰-mo—report (v.) 
thalo (IA)—bowl (for kneading flour) 
th‰-mo—show (v.) 
thi-mo—dance (v.) 
thi-mo—melt (vi.) 
thi-mo—wet (to get) (v.) 
thi-nu—thin (liquid) 
thi-nu—wet 
thi-˚i-mo—melt (vt.) 
thim—first floor 
thimd-la—pastel 
thø, dø—near 
tho-lok—heaven 
thø-mo—reply (v.) 
tho-mo, cha-mo—pluck (v.) 
thø-˚i-mo—beg (v.) 
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thøk-˚i-mo—return (v.) 
thu≥-l˙n-de-mo—allow (v.) 
thu≥o, th˙n (IA)—hammer 
thy ~a—today 
thyak-nu—fit 
th˙k-˚i-mo—collide (v.) 
th˙m-mo—cut (wood) (v.) 
th˙≥—ground 
th˙n, th˙n-disi—now 
th˙≥-mo—built, construct (v.) 
th˙≥-tso—elbow 
th∑m-ja—custom 
ts∑—bush 
tsa-mo—play (v.) 
ts‰-m~‰—wife's elder sister 
tse-mo—bite (snake) (v.) 
tse-mo—ripe (v.) 
tse-mo—understand (v.) 
ts‰-tso—husband's brother; son's wife's 

father; daughter's husband's father 
ts‰b-mo—suck (v.) 
ts‰r-bu, nunu—wife's younger sister's 

husband 
tsi—grass 
tsi-ramo—memory 
tsir, tsirr—loin 
tsobu≥-nu—full 
tsok-˚i-mo—attack (v.) 
tsu-mo—spread (tent) (v.) 
tsu-mu—post (pillar) 
ts˙m~‰—daughter; brother's daughter 
ts˙m~‰—girl 
ts˙m~‰—husband's elder sister 
ts˙≥-mo—throw (v.) 
ts˙r-nu—sharp 
ts˙r-pya—cock 
ts∑-mo—catch (v.) 
ts∑ku≥-la—finger (little) 
ts∑r-ro—back-bone 
tsh‰—fat (grease) 
tshe-˚i-mo—swing (v.) 
tsh‰-tso—wife' elder brother 
tshe-˙≥—wife' younger brother 
tshi—joint 
tshir-mo—milk (v.) 
tshøka-ga-mo—feel (v.) 
tsh˙r-mo—dry (vt.) 
tsh˙r-mo—spread (seed) (v.) 
tsh˙r-nu—dry 

tsh∑m—hair 
tsh∑m-ba—scissors 
tsh∑r—waist 
u-we—mountain 
ud‰-wud‰—where 
udiri-mini—nowhere 
ui-b‰rna—those 
ul˙≥—nearly 
uma-w˙na-su—till what time 
u≥-mo, so-mo—look after (v.) 
uo—that 
usi-birmi, uib‰r—they (pl.) 
usi-go, uigo—their 
usi-nimi—they (dual) 
uwa≥—blue 
uwi-nog˙l, wi-nog˙l—ice 
vø-sø≥-˚i-mo—fast (to) (v.) 
wa—lion 
wa-co pundo—bind (thread, join) (v.) 
wami—face 
wi-mo—call (v.) 
wi-mo—invite (v.) 
wiru—old 
wøm—bear 
wømna-mirci—pepper 
wor-mo—scrub (v.) 
w˙lcu—lock 
w˙m-mo—spring out (v.) 
ya-mo—sleep (v.) 
ya-nu, khi-nu—dirty 
yak-kh˙r-ma—then 
ya≥-˚i-mo—prepare (v.) 
ya≥-ti—river 
yana—bad 
yana-basu—bad smell 
ya≥a-mo—curse (v.) 
ya≥ti-th˙m-th˙mte—bank (of river) 
y‰r-mo—shout (v.) 
yi-mo—grate, grind (v.) 
yo, tho—downward 
yohe-nu—curd 
y˙b-mo—sow (v.) 
y˙k˙m—yoke 
y˙m-ja-mo—take (an oath) (v.) 
y˙n-mo—hear (v.) 
y˙rto, y‰rto—on, in 
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a day after tomorrow—ni≥-jya 
a day before yesterday—hri-jya 
a few—˙lip‰ mi 
able, to be (v.)—t˙r-mo 
above—˙hind 
accept (v.)—ru≥-˚i-mo 
accompany (v.)—hrok-ga-mo 
accuse (v.)—dokh-ga-mo (IA) 
afraid of (v.)—j˙r-mo 
after, again, behind, last—no-k˙nti, nyo-

k˙nti, no-k˙ndi 
all—bir mi 
allow (v.)—thu≥-l˙n-de-mo 
alloy—b˙≥-gar 
aluminum—˚ilb˙r (IA) 
amuse (v.)—ro≥-mo 
anger—hri-s∑ 
animal (domestic)—ga-ji 
animal (wild)—pho 
ankle—pagaro 
another, other—kheju 
ant—mø-køro (IA) 
appear (v.)—tøm-mo 
apple—sew (IA) 
arm—r˙≥ 
armpit—c˙pa 
arrive (v.)—ra-mo 
arrow—tir (IA) 
as soon as—ra-l˙≥na 
ash—pha 
ashamed of (v.)—hra-mo 
ask (v.)—hru-mo 
at once—˙itag-tso 
attack (v.)—tsok-˚i-mo 
autumn—˚o-ni 
avalanche—hri-ra-ni 
avoid (v.)—ch‰r-˚i-mo 
awake (v.)—hr˙-ci-mo 
back of the body—lø≥ 
back-bite (v.)—hri-mo 
back-bone—ts∑r-ro 
bad smell—yana-basu 
bad—yana 
bamboo—bela-˚i≥ 
banana—kela (IA) 

bank (of river)—ya≥ti-th˙m-th˙mte 
bark (of tree)—kø 
bark (v.)—ce-mo 
barley—j‰, ts˙m~a 
bathe (vt.)—or-˚i-mo 
beam—phu-˚i≥, dyu-ri 
bean—˚inu-b˙t˙ 
bear—wøm 
beard—cu-tshim 
beat (v.)—k˙m-mo 
bedbug—p˙lti-bu 
bee—m~ona 
before, next, beginning—tuk-tu 
begin (v.)—ju≥-mo 
beg (v.)—thø-˚i-mo 
behind,below—picha≥ (IA) 
believe (v.)—lo-kh˙l-mo 
bell (a type)—kølo≥ 
bell—bø≥-bu≥ 
bell metal—k~aso (IA) 
bellow (v.)—rø-mo 
belly—d∑n, tsh∑r 
belt—ju-j˙≥ 
betel leaf—pan (IA) 
big, large—punu, ˚˙n 
bind (bundle) (v.)—khuc-ci-mo 
bind (thread, join) (v.)—wa-co pundo 
bird—pya 
birth—jamo (IA) 
bite (dog) (v.)—koi-mo 
bite (meat) (v.)—kh‰-˚i-mo 
bite (snake) (v.)—tse-mo 
bitter—kha-no 
blanket—p˙s∑ p˙chura 
bless (v.)—nalo 
blind—kana (IA) 
blood—˚i 
bloom (v.)—j‰-mo 
blow (nose) (v.)—nim-˚i-mo 
blow (wind) (v.)—ph‰r-mo 
blue—uwa≥ 
blunt—m˙-ts˙r-nu 
boil, cook (v.)—ku‰-mo 
boiled food—koka-hinu 
bone—ro 
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book—lophu≥ 
bow—gujali 
bowl (for cooking rice)—tawi 
bowl (for kneading flour)—thalo (IA) 
bowl (for pulses)—ce-j˙≥ 
boy—˚iri 
braid—b˙li-˚i-mo 
brain—kh˙nu 
branch—dali (IA) 
brass—˚eli 
brave—mu≥-harte-mi 
bravely—t˙r-nu 
bread—rota (IA) 
break (stick) (v.)—jak-mo 
break (v.)—pya-gue-mo 
breast—˚im‰ 
breath—sak 
breathe (v.)—sak-˚i-mo 
bride—byoli-˚ya 
bridegroom—mya-mi 
bright (light)—b‰na 
bring down (v.)—la-mo 
bring out (scoop) (v.)—cyo-mo 
bring (v.)—hr‰-mo 
brinjal—begun (IA) 
broad—b∑l-nu, p˙r-nu 
brood (v.)—g˙b-da-mo 
brown—gy˙mo 
buffalo—m˙n-˚i (IA) 
built, construct (v.)—th˙≥-mo 
bulge (v.)—g˙≥-mo 
bull—jubba 
burn (vi.)—to-mo 
burn (vt.)—ci≥-mo 
burst (vi.)—gui-mo 
bury (v.)—l∑b-mo 
bush—ts∑ 
butter—n~oni (IA) 
buttermilk—dudi, pudi 
buttocks—b~ø-pha-ro 
calf—ku-li 
call (v.)—wi-mo 
calves—pap˙l 
cap—topli (IA) 
car—kar 
carry by hanging (v.)—che-mo 
carry in hand (v.)—kør-mo 
carry on back (v.)—bu-mo 
carry on head (v.)—ta-mo 

cat (female)—billa (IA) 
cat (male)—dharu (IA) 
catch fish (v.)—hnya-mo 
catch (v.)—ts∑-mo 
cave—phu 
celebrate (v.)—m˙n‰-mo (IA) 
change (v.)—khe-mo 
charcoal—s˙l 
cheap—cun˙-th˙≥ 
cheek—h˙lpa 
cheese—chura 
chest—chukto 
chew (v.)—koi-mo 
chicken—cip-cu 
child—˚‰n-c˙n 
chili—m˙≥nu, murtso (IA) 
chin—cu 
chirp (v.)—cir-cir-ga-mo 
chuckle (v.)—røk-mo 
clean—j‰-nu 
clear—m∑r-ti, j˙≥-ti 
climb down (v.)—l‰-mo 
climb up (v.)—løk-mo 
close (door, box) (v.)—k˙r-mo 
close (eyes) (v.)—kib-mo 
closed—pag˙r-˚ino 
cloth (woolen)—n˙mbu-j˙≥ 
cloth—g‰ 
cloud—mo 
clutch—lak-p˙≥ 
cobbler—pøla-guna 
cobra—kho-ba 
cock—ts˙r-pya 
cold (feel cold) (v.)—se-mo 
cold (to get) (v.)—r‰-mo 
cold—˚ini 
collapse (house) (v.)—gøk-mo 
collapse (person) (v.)—ge-mo 
collide (v.)—th˙k-˚i-mo 
colour—jyu 
comb—suk-ts‰ 
comb (v.)—røk-˚i-mo 
come (v.)—hra-mo 
complain (v.)—ha-˚i-mo 
conceive (vi.)—guro≥ 
consult (v.)—jim-mo 
continuously—g˙m-th‰na 
copper—phu 
corner (inside)—khrø 
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corner (outside)—ru 
corpus—moro (IA) 
costly—d˙l-th˙≥ 
cot—khato (IA) 
cotton—hrui (IA) 
cough (to) (v.)—gul-˚i-mo 
couple—hrithi-hrithi-˚ya 
cover (self) (v.)—phøk-˚i-mo 
cover (vt.)—rø≥-mo 
coward—jaho-mi 
creeper—jil˙ 
crooked—c‰r-ga-nu 
crop—g‰ra 
cross (v.)—se-mo 
crow—ka 
cry (v.)—dra-mo 
curd—yohe-nu 
curse (v.)—ya≥a-mo 
custom—th∑m-ja 
cut (cloth) (v.)—ce-mo 
cut (grass) (v.)—go-mo 
cut (harvest) (v.)—jab-mo 
cut (wood) (v.)—th˙m-mo 
cut into pieces (v.)—ji-mo 
daughter; brother's daughter—ts˙m~‰ 
dance (v.)—thi-mo 
dark—ho-m˙≥ 
day—nuk-chou 
deaf—tolya (IA) 
death—kalo (IA) 
deep—hyu-nu 
deer—pho, j˙rya 
defeat (v.)—k‰-mo 
defend (v.)—kh˙r-mo 
defense—hiba-j˙ti 
deny (v.)—m˙-ru≥-mo 
desire (v.)—khi-˚i-mo 
dew—b›-ti 
daughter's husband—pi-tsu, mya 
die (v.)—˚i-ci-mo 
difficult—kha-nu 
dig (v.)—khwe-mo 
dirt—hlan 
dirty—ya-nu, khi-nu 
divide (v.)—chi-mo 
divorce—d˙r˙m-damo, baba-c‰mo 
dog—khui 
donkey—bo≥-ju 
door—da-r∑m, kholi, m˙rø≥ 

dough—˚ildu 
dove, pigeon—guguti 
down, low—phak-˚inu 
downward—yo, tho 
do (v.)—ga-mo 
drag (v.)—nø-mo 
drink, smoke (v.)—tu≥-mo 
drive (cattle) (v.)—m˙≥-mo 
drop (v.)—b∑r-mo 
drown (v.)—jya≥-mo 
drum—s˙≥-d˙m‰ 
dry (vi.)—k˙-tsh˙r-mo 
dry (vt.)—tsh˙r-mo 
dry—tsh˙r-nu 
duck—≥ak-pya 
dye (v.)—chyo-mo 
ear—r˙ju 
earlymorning—ch ~aju 
earth—hre, darti (IA) 
earthquake—bri≥-˚i-ni 
east—j˙r-nani 
easy—lo-nu 
eat (v.)—ja-mo 
elder brother—pu 
elder brother's wife—pun∑,m∑n-ci 
echo—lakuri-t˙sine 
egg—pi-t∑m 
elbow—th˙≥-tso 
empty—mobu≥-nu 
end—l˙c˙n 
enjoy (v.)—hmya≥-mo 
elder sister's husband—c˙-jo 
elder sister—puna-ta 
evening—nya≥-th˙pa 
everywhere—hul-pa 
extinguish (v.)—s‰-mo 
eye brow—muk tsh∑m 
eye lashes—mi-m∑ktsh∑m 
eye lid—me-k∑m 
eye—m~e 
father—ba 
face—wami 
fall (a branch) (v.)—b∑r-mo 
fall down (v.)—l‰-mo 
family—m~o 
fan (to) (v.)—hwi-mo 
fang—g∑ro 
far—hwa-n˙m 
fast (to) (v.)—vø-sø≥-˚i-mo 
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fasten (v.)—cib-mo 
fat (grease)—tsh‰ 
fat—b∑l-nu 
feast—khosi-mu 
feather (wing)—r˙≥ 
father's elder brother (1st.)—pun-ba 
father's elder brother (2nd.)—gunda-ba 
father's elder brother (3rd.)—gubda-ba 
father's elder brother's wife—pum-nya, 

pum-mi-na 
feel (v.)—tshøka-ga-mo 
father's elder sister—puni, cini 
father's elder sister's husband—pe-m~a 
festival—tyara (IA) 
father's father; mother's father—tete 
field—hre 
fight (v.)—dak-˚i-mo 
fill (grains) (v.)—po≥-mo 
fill (liquid) (v.)—pa-mo 
finger (index)—co-la 
finger (little)—ts∑ku≥-la 
finger (middle)—gunda-la 
finger (ring)—pomi-la 
finger—lak-pu≥ 
finish (v.)—co-mo 
fire—hm~e 
fire-wood—˚i≥ 
first floor—thim 
fish—ny~a 
fist—cib-la 
fit—thyak-nu 
flame—rap 
flesh—˚ya 
flexible—hnyu≥-nu 
flour—hyi 
flour—j˙≥gi 
flower—ce 
flute—bøkrø 
fly (insect)—by~a-bu 
fly (v.)—hla≥-mo 
father's mother; mother's mother—l˙la 
foam—sumlo 
fodder—ci-˚i≥ 
fold (arms) (v.)—k∑b-mo 
fold (cloth) (v.)—ba-mo 
fold (hands) (v.)—nep-ts∑-mo 
foot—lige 
foot-hill—mini-d˙≥ 
forbid (v.)—to-mo 

forehead—kwali 
forest—sero 
forget (v.)—l‰-˚i-mo 
fox—go-na 
fresh—hati 
frog—p‰l˙p 
frost—hrø-b›-ti 
fruit—lo, lo-˙≥ 
full—tsobu≥-nu 
father's younger brother—min-ba 
father's younger brother's wife—mim-nya 
father's younger sister—puni, cini 
father's younger sister's husband—pe-m~a 
garden—saro, hre 
garlic—˚˙≥-d∑m 
ghee—m˙r 
ginger—˚i≥-w˙m 
girl—ts˙m~‰ 
give, offer (v.)—da-mo 
glacier—g˙l 
gloves—lak-pu≥ 
goat (bearable)—las˙≥ 
goat (male)—m~a 
goat (virgin)—c‰m-tsa 
goat —mala, m˙la 
god—b˙gwan (IA) 
gold—j˙≥ 
good—dz‰-nu 
good smell—dz∑nu-basu 
goose—ka-tsuk-ta 
goose-berry—a≥-khula 
gourd—ku˙nti 
gown (for married women)—cu≥-bala 
go (v.)—de-mo 
grain-store—b∑j∑m 
grass—tsi 
grate, grind (v.)—yi-mo 
gray (ash)—pha-nu 
graze (to cause) (v.)—hrø-mo 
graze (v.)—hrøk-mo 
green—ti≥-nu 
ground—th˙≥ 
gums—nil 
guts—røk-sø≥, røk-tsø≥ 
husband—hrithi 
hair—tsh∑m 
hammer—thu≥o, th˙n (IA) 
hand—la 
happy—gogu-ano 
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hard—saro 
hare—royo≥ 
hate (v.)—khi-jak-ce-mo 
have (v.)—tati 
he, she—o, uo, wo 
head—pi˚a 
headgear—cu≥-l‰ 
heal—kh˙pa 
heart—˚i˚ø 
hearth—mel∑≥ 
hear (v.)—y˙n-mo 
heaven—tho-lok 
heavy—li-nu 
husband's brother—ts‰-tso 
husband's elder brother's wife—ata 
height—d˙≥ro 
hell—n‰-lok 
help (v.)—røk-ga-mo 
here—n˙do, døkhu≥ 
husband's elder sister—ts˙m~‰ 
husband's elder sister's husband—pu 
hesitate (v.)—lo-mo 
hide (v.)—cya-mo 
high—ahe-nu 
hill—min∑-we 
hips—omph› 
hold (v.)—cim-l˙n-ta-mo 
hole—g˙dro 
honey—hwa, hua 
horn—ru 
horse (female)—mø-hr˙≥ 
horse (male)—phø-hr˙≥ 
hot (like ginger)—na-no 
hot—lo≥-ni 
hot (like chili)—ta-no 
hot-plate—t˙ho,k˙p-tso 
house—c∑ 
how—k∑m, g∑m, g˙rto 
hum (v.)—p˙≥-˚i-mo 
hunt after (v.)—m~a-˚i-mo 
husk—pu 
husk (v.)—du≥-mo 
hut—chana (IA) 
husband's younger brother's wife—hrin-

˚ya 
husband's younger sister—dikte-˚ya 
husband's younger sister's husband—pu, 

nunu 
I (1sg pronoun)—ji, je 

ice—uwi-nog˙l, wi-nog˙l 
ill—k˙≥nu hmi 
in front of—lak˙nti 
incisors—l˙g˙n-di-si 
increase (by stretching) (v.)—no-mo 
increase (liquid) (v.)—he-mo 
increase (v.)—po-mo 
infant—balo-˚yano 
ink—˚yai (IA) 
insect—bu 
inside—budru 
insult (v.)—ph˙tita-ga-mo 
intestine—jyama 
invite (v.)—wi-mo 
iris of eye—m∑l-d∑n 
iron—li-j˙≥ 
iron-shaft—n˙ll 
jackal—syal (IA) 
jar—˙≥kura 
jaw—h˙l 
joint—tshi 
jump (v.)—hl˙≥-mo 
just now—it-t˙na-ra˚i 
keep, to put up (v.)—ta-mo 
kettle—tibri (IA) 
key—tar∑m 
kidney—kh˙-dø≥-s‰ 
kill (v.)—s‰-mo 
king—˚ya 
kiss (v.)—ho-ga-mo 
kite—cil (IA) 
knead (v.)—pu˙l-mo 
knee—puk-to 
knit (v.)—r∑m-mo 
knot—khuci 
know (v.)—p‰-mo 
ladder—c˙≥-th˙≥ 
ladle (for liquid)—kyok 
ladle (for pulse)—bathi 
ladle (for rice)—p˙ny~‰ 
lake, sea—cho 
lamb—kur-tso 
language—lo 
last year—tanu-yi≥ 
lay down (v.)—kap-˚i-mo 
leaf—pat (IA) 
leak (v.)—˚ø≥-mo 
leech—ju≥a-bu 
leg—l∑ge 
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lemon—cuku 
lie—ala-nu 
lie (v.)—a-la-mo 
life—che 
lift (vt.)—˙m-mo 
light (a lamp) (v.)—tø-mo 
light (fire) (v.)—hme-t›b-mo 
light (in weight)—n‰≥-nu 
light (of moon)—las˙≥ 
light (of sun)—ni 
like that—id∑m 
like this—n˙d∑m-ga 
like (v.)—m˙n-ra-mo 
lion—wa 
lips—akpo, akple 
listen (v.)—rø≥-˚i-mo 
liver—chi≥-cha 
live (v.)—t˙≥-mo 
lizard (house)—b~e-ti 
lizard (wild)—ca≥-ko, ja≥-go 
lizard (wild, big)—˚˙≥-j˙≥-gø 
lock—w˙lcu 
log—˚i≥-dala 
loin—tsir, tsirr 
long for (v.)—ce-ra-mo 
long gown—jugo 
long shirt (for married women)—cu≥-geju 
long, tall—bu≥-nu 
look after (v.)—u≥-mo, so-mo 
loose—hw˙l-nu 
loud, loudly—hw‰-th‰ 
loudly—dzor-su (IA) 
louse (egg)—hruk-c‰ 
louse—hri 
love (v.)—l‰nu-ga-mo 
low voice—tar-su 
lungs—lø≥-b˙r 
madly—cyo-numa 
maize—goga, koga 
male—phø 
mango—am~o (IA) 
manure—l˙≥-s˙k 
many—cu≥-na 
marriage—baguca 
marsh—dyu 
meal—ja, jamo-tu≥mo 
measure (grains) (v.)—pa-mo 
measure (v.)—n˙≥-mo 
meat—˚ya 

mother—min ~a 
mother's elder brother —gukhe (if only 

one) 
mother's elder brother (1st.)—pun-pua 
mother's elder brother (last)—min-pua 
mother's elder brother's wife—pun-puni 
medicine—hne 
meet (v.)—chi-mo 
melt (vi.)—thi-mo 
melt (vt.)—thi-˚i-mo 
memory—tsi-ramo 
mercy (to have) (v.)—˚o-k˙≥-mo 
mother's elder sister—pum-nya 
mother's elder sister's husband—pun-ba 
mica—cil-cil da-nu 
middle size, in the middle, in between—

gunda 
midnight—p‰l-mu≥ 
milk (v.)—tshir-mo 
mind—m˙n (IA) 
mine—ji-g‰ 
mirror—˙rsi (IA) 
molar teeth —g˙m-so 
mole—suk-tsi 
molehill—gunta-th˙≥ 
money—jø≥-ph∑l 
monkey—p~adro (IA) 
moon—la-˚˙≥ 
morning—nam-ch˙≥-ni 
mortar—pala 
mosquito—m˙tsh˙r (IA) 
moss (swamp)—nak˙l 
mountain—u-we 
mouse—pyu 
mouth—a 
move (v.)—˚ir-˚i-mo 
much—delna 
mud—k˙car (IA) 
mule—di 
mushroom—mok-˚ya 
mother's younger brother—min-pua 
mother's younger brother's wife—min-

puni 
mother's younger sister—mim-nya 
mother's younger sister's husband—min-ba 
nail—kil (IA) 
nail—lak-˚i≥ 
name (to) (v.)—mu≥-ta-mo 
name—mu≥, hmu≥ 
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narrow—j˙r-nu, ga-nu 
navel—p∑› 
near—ne-n˙m 
near—thø, dø 
nearly—ul˙≥ 
neck—b˙na 
needle—ch˙b 
need (v.)—ci≥-mo 
nest—b˙y˙≥ 
net—jali 
never—hul-pari 
new—nu-nu 
next year—jya 
nipple—˚im‰-lo 
nod (v.)—o-˚i-mo 
noon—b˙n-muk-ca 
nose—nim 
nostrils—nim-toto 
now—th˙n, th˙n-disi 
nowhere—udiri-mini 
nut (betel)—supari (IA) 
nut (coco)—gola (IA) 
obey (v.)—hru≥-˚i-mo 
obstruct (v.)—to-mo 
occupy (v.)—b˙≥-ts∑m-mo 
often—gup-cya 
oil—m˙r-ti 
oil (v.)—ne-mo 
old—wiru 
on, in—y˙rto, y‰rto 
onion—pyaju (IA) 
only—˙llya 
open (chain) (v.)—ph˙r-mo 
open—kopho-˚inu 
open (v.)—pho-mo 
orange—nara≥ki (IA) 
our—ni≥-go 
paddy—ga  
paint (v.)—˚i-mo 
pair—jo≥-su 
pajama—g‰ju 
palm—phyala 
parrot—tota (IA) 
part—t˙k-cu 
pastel—thimd-la 
patella—puk-to-ro 
path—˙m 
paw—lak-p˙≥ 
pay (v.)—jø≥-mo 

peacock—mor (IA) 
pebble—mini-n˙d˙≥-c˙n 
peel out (v.)—kho-mo 
peg—t˙n-˚i≥ 
pepper—wømna-mirci 
person—mi, hmi 
phlegm—h˙rthi 
pierce (v.)—jh˙b-mo 
pig—su˙r (IA) 
pinch (v.)—˚epi-ci-mo 
place—b˙≥ 
plant (v.)—do-mo 
plaster (v.)—l∑b-mo 
plate (for female)—khuy˙≥ 
plate (for male)—t˙li 
play (v.)—tsa-mo 
plough—k˙t˙m, p˙≥-pho 
pluck (v.)—tho-mo, cha-mo 
poison—duo 
porcupine—buo 
post (pillar)—tsu-mu 
potato—alo (IA) 
pound (v.)—dø≥-mo 
pour out (v.)—phyam-mo 
pray (v.)—≥a-ci-mo 
precipice—sya≥-we 
prepare (v.)—ya≥-˚i-mo 
price—molo (IA) 
priest—p‰nu-mi, lama 
protect (v.)—hru≥-mo 
pungent—ny˙m-no 
push (v.)—d∑r-mo 
python—t˙≥-bu 
quarrel (vi.)—hok-˚i-mo 
quarrel (v.)—ho-˚i-mo 
quick—ch˙t-ch˙t 
quickly—j˙d-j˙d 
quilt—m˙khu≥ 
rabbit—phak-˚ya 
rain—hm~u 
rainy season—s‰l-chu 
raw (vegetable)—˚ilmu 
ready—gu-jøk-su 
read (v.)—lo-mo 
rear (v.)—du≥-mo 
rebuke (v.)—phya-mo 
red—m˙≥-nu 
refuse (v.)—m˙-rø≥-mo 
regularly—jarna 
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reins—kh‰l-cu 
relax (v.)—ne-˚i-mo 
religion—d˙rm (IA) 
reply (v.)—thø-mo 
report (v.)—tha-r‰-mo 
resin (of pine)—blis 
resin—lacya 
return (v.)—thøk-˚i-mo 
ribs—hr∑p 
rice (cooked)—ch˙ga 
rice—p∑tsh∑m 
ring—lak-ch˙p 
rinse (v.)—phy˙≥-mo 
ripe (fruit)—mu≥-nu-lo 
ripe (v.)—tse-mo 
river—ya≥-ti 
rivulet—minu-ti 
roast (in fire) (v.)—ro-mo 
roast (on fire) (v.)—ho-mo 
roasted barley—hami, ko-hoi-nu 
roasted—khura-hini 
rock—pon˙-be 
roll up (v.)—gim-mo 
rolled—gigin-˚inu 
roof—chyo≥-to 
root—r∑m 
rose colour—chi 
rotten—pøk-˚inu 
rough—tirpe-nu 
round—g˙ndu 
rub (v.)—ne-mo 
run (stealthily) (v.)—phu≥-mo 
run (v.)—gyo-mo 
rupee—rupya (IA) 
son; brother's son—˚iri 
sacrifice (v.)—b˙li-da-mo (IA, bAli) 
saliva, spittle—khu-ti 
salt—cha 
same—it∑na 
sand—sak-sa 
save (v.)—n‰-mo 
say (v.)—hle-mo 
scar—kh˙t˙ 
scissors—tsh∑m-ba 
scorpion—khu˙n 
scratch (utensils) (v.)—khwe-mo 
scratch (v.)—chø-mo 
scrub (v.)—wor-mo 

son's daugher; daughter's daughter—
khem~‰ 

search (v.)—ma-˚i-mo 
season—ritu (IA) 
seed—pij‰ (IA) 
see (v.)—t˙m-mo 
sell (v.)—r˙≥-mo 
send (v.)—p˙≥-mo 
serve (food) (v.)—ch‰r-mo 
set (sun) (v.)—hri-mo 
shake (v.)—hlo-mo 
shallow—hyunu-mini 
sharp—ts˙r-nu 
sheep (castrated)—b˙r-tsi 
sheep (male)—k˙r-tsu 
sheep (uncastrated)—guk˙r 
sheep—hma 
shirt—kh‰ta 
shoe—pøla (IA) 
shoot (v.)—s‰-ga-mo 
short—p‰-nu 
shoulder—rø≥ 
shout (v.)—y‰r-mo 
show (v.)—th‰-mo 
shrink (v.)—k∑p-˚i-mo 
sister—tata 
sister's daughter—ch‰-˚ya 
sister's son—ch‰ 
sibling—hro-hrun-k˙n 
sickle—sik˙n 
side (left)—ku˙n-c‰ndu 
side (right)—ci-c‰ndu 
silver—m∑l 
sing (v.)—b‰-ra-ga-mo 
skin—b‰ 
skull—pi˚a 
sky—tu≥-bu 
sleep (v.)—ya-mo 
slip (v.)—pe-mo 
slope—˚ik-su-nø 
slow, slowly—tar-ta-su 
small—mi-nu 
smell—basu (IA) 
smell (v.)—nim-mo 
smoke—khu 
smooth—m˙-tir-penu 
sneeze—ji-mo 
sneeze (v.)—je-mo 
snot—hn‰p-ti 
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snow—hro 
soak (v.)—c˙≥-mo 
socks—bøk-cu 
soft—na-nu 
soil—j‰nu-sa 
sole—l∑ge-p˙≥ 
son's wife—pi-m~‰, n˙m-˚ya 
some—˙lip‰, ˙lib‰ 
sometimes—hulpa-hulpa 
sour—˚ir-no 
sow (v.)—y˙b-mo 
speak (v.)—pha-mo 
spectacle—mug-t˙≥ 
spider—d˙n-dø-ka-li 
spinach—pal˙≥ (IA) 
spin (v.)—p˙m-mo 
split (wood) (v.)—khue-mo 
spread (bed) (v.)—p˙≥-mo 
spread (seed) (v.)—tsh˙r-mo 
spread (tent) (v.)—tsu-mo 
spring out (v.)—w˙m-mo 
spring—po-lini 
sprout—k˙ru 
squeeze, wring (v.)—ci-mo 
son's son; daughter's son—khe 
stand (quite) (v.)—t˙≥-y˙b-mo 
stand up (v.)—hri-ca-mo 
star—la-k˙r 
stealthily—hagu-m˙t‰, hau-m˙t‰ 
steal (v.)—khu-˚i-mo 
stick—˚i≥ 
stir (vegetable) (v.)—ko-mo 
stitch (torn clothes) (v.)—r∑b-mo 
stitch (v.)—ph˙m-mo 
stop (v.)—to-˚i-mo 
straight—t˙≥-lan 
straw—sa-pha, pu-pa 
stream—m›-ti, mul˙ti 
strike (match) (v.)—tha-mo 
string (for yak)—di 
strong—tar-nu 
suck (v.)—ts‰b-mo 
sugar—cini 
summer—lo≥-nu 
sun—ni 
supporting pillar—tak-sa 
suspect (v.)—lo-m˙-de-mo 
swallow (v.)—ti-mo 
sweep (v.)—pok-sa-pe-mo 

sweet—chya-no 
sweet—chya-nu 
son's wife's father; daughter's husband's 

father—ts‰-tso 
swim (v.)—bø-da-mo 
swing (v.)—tshe-˚i-mo 
son' wife's mother; daughter's husband's 

mother—ata 
sword—d˙pya 
tail—l˙phu 
take (an oath) (v.)—y˙m-ja-mo 
take (one by one) (v.)—kyo≥-mo 
take out (v.)—po-mo 
take (v.)—kor-mo 
talk (v.)—k˙≥-the-ga-mo 
taste (v.)—hmya≥-mo 
tea—cya (IA) 
tea (local)—mar-jya 
teach (v.)—l˙b-mo 
tear (of eye)—me-ti 
tear (v.)—pe-mo 
tease (v.)—ge-˚i-mo 
temple—hr˙ti 
temple—ki-b˙≥ 
testicles—gul-thi≥ 
tether (v.)—chi≥-mo 
that—uo 
their—usi-go, uigo 
then—hum-ba 
then—yak-kh˙r-ma 
there (invisible)—tire-m˙t˙n 
there (visible)—tire 
these—n˙do-b‰r, ne≥-birna 
they (dual)—usi-nimi 
they (pl.)—usi-birmi, uib‰r 
thick (liquid)—ph‰-nu 
thigh—c˙≥-˚ya 
thin (liquid)—thi-nu 
thin—la-nu 
this—n˙du, n˙do 
thorn—cyu 
those—ui-b‰rna 
thread—phe 
three days after tomorrow—p∑-jya 
thresh (v.)—t˙b-mo 
throat—b˙na 
throw (v.)—ts˙≥-mo 
thumb—bo-la 
Tibet—bya≥-ro, malo 
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tie (v.)—gui-mo 
tiger—sa≥-wa 
tight—ga-nu 
till now—ita-w˙na-su 
till then—khij‰g 
till then—˙l˙≥-w˙na-su 
till what time—uma-w˙na-su 
tobacco—ty˙ma 
today—thy ~a 
tomorrow—kh˙i 
tongue—jiph‰ (IA) 
tooth—s∑, so 
towards—doru 
tree—˚i≥ 
tremble (v.)—d∑≥-mo 
two days after tomorrow—˚∑m-jya 
two days before yesterday—ta-jya 
uncover (v.)—pho-mo 
under—bero 
understand (v.)—tse-mo 
unhappy—mo-guano 
untie (v.)—ph˙r-mo 
up—˙hi-nu 
urine—chiru, d˙mba 
use (v.)—˚i-ji-mo 
usually—gubakte 
utensils—b˙nda-gunda 
uvula—tal 
valley—gata, tati 
verandah—b˙≥-ro 
village—sø≥ 
vomit—lø≥ 
vomit (v.)—lo≥-mo 
vulture—sil‰ 
waist—tsh∑r 
wall—p˙≥-ph˙l 
walnut—kha 
want (v.)—ci≥-mo 
wash (clothes) (v.)—ph‰l-mo 
wash (hands) (v.)—hla-ur-mo 
water—ti 
water-pot—pho≥-lo 
we (pl. incl.)—ni≥-birmi 
we (pl.)—ni≥-nimi 
weak—m˙-t˙r-nu 
wear (clothes) (v.)—cøk-˚i-mo 
wear (ornament) (v.)—˚ak-˚i-mo 
weave (v.)—r˙m-mo, r˙n-mo 
wife—b∑ja-ts˙m‰, hrithi-˚ya 

wife's elder brother—tsh‰-tso 
wif'e elder brother's wife—ata 
weep (v.)—te-mo 
wife's elder sister—ts‰-m~‰ 
west—re-nani 
wet (to get) (v.)—thi-mo 
wet—thi-nu 
wife or husband's father—pe-ma, powa 
what—kh˙l‰ 
wheat—r˙j‰ 
when—hul-ba 
where—ud‰-wud‰ 
white—˚i-no 
who (pl.)—kh˙mi-j˙n 
who—kh˙mi 
whole—j˙m-ma 
whom (pl.)—kh˙ni-j˙n-g‰ 
whom—kh˙mi-go 
widow—rani-˚yani 
widower—rado (IA) 
wind—hwi 
window—tewari (IA) 
winnow (v.)—m‰r-mo 
winter—gun-chu 
win (v.)—jitne (IA) 
wife's mother; husband's mother—puni 
wood—˚i≥ 
work (v.)—l˙n-ga-mo 
worship (v.)—s‰-tho-mo 
write (v.)—hri-mo 
wife's younger brother—tshe-˙≥ 
wife's younger brother's wife—hrin-˚ya 
wife's younger sister—sali-˚ya (sali, IA) 
wife's younger sister's husband—ts‰r-bu, 

nunu 
yak (cross-bred)—dimo 
yak (male)—g˙l 
yawn (v.)—h˙r-ga-mo 
younger brother—nunu 
younger brother's wife—n˙m-˚ya 
year —b˙rdino 
yeast—b˙lma 
yes—~o 
yesterday —nim˙≥ 
yoke—y˙k˙m 
you (dual)—g˙ni-nimi 
you (pl.)—g˙ni-birmi 
you (sg.)—g‰ 
young—junu (IA) 
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your (pl.)—g˙ni-go 
your (sg.)—t˙guna 
younger sister's husband—c‰≥-jo 
younger sister—hrin-˚ya 
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1.0 Introduction 
 The geographical area where Chaudangsi is spoken starts from the village Pangu 
/p ~ung~u/ and goes up to the village Zipti along the path which leads to Tibet in Dharchula 
Sub-division of Pithoragarh District of Uttar Pradesh.  The whole area lies between the rivers 
Kali and Dhauli.  During the summer months the route to Tibet is used by the pilgrims who 
visit the famous place known as Kailash-Manasarovar, a religious place of Hindus and 
Buddhists.  The tribals of this area used to go to Tibet before 1962.  There is a concrete-tar 
road up to Tawaghat and from there the people take the hilly tract.  From Tawaghat to Pangu 
there is a jeepable road.  Pangu is the first camp for the pilgrims.  There are fourteen villages 
from Pangu to Jipti and the word for fourteen in Hindi and Kumauni is /cauda:h/ and so the 
area and the people are known by the name /cauda≥s/ or /caud ~a:s/.  The village Pangu is 
around eight kilometers from Tawaghat via a hilly pathway (on foot) and twenty four 
kilometers via jeepable road. 
 The total population of Chaudangsi speakers has been estimated to be around 3,500 
by the local village census records.  However, the census reports give the total figures of 
scheduled tribes in the whole of district.  The population consists of the scheduled tribes, who 
align themselves with Hindu caste names like Kshatriyas, Thakurs, Brahmins, Chertris and 
some scheduled castes. 
 As stated elsewhere, /ra≥/ is a cover term for the Chaudangs people and the language 
in this area.  Chaudangsi is closer to Byangsi and Darma.  Chaudangs learn Kumauni and 
Nepali, as they are in close contact with speakers of these languages.  Hindi is learnt through 
education and other formal occasions in offices and in written communication.  The people in 
this area had barter trade relations with Tibet which were disrupted by the Indo-Chinese 
conflict in 1962.  Because of this, some older people have a working knowledge of Tibetan as 
well.  Trade relations were again resumed in June 1992 with the signing of an Indo-Chinese 
agreement.  The name of the trade centre is Nihurchu Mandi in Tibet.   
 The Chaudangs people mostly resemble the Aryan type in their physical features, 
though their language belongs to the Tibeto-Burman sub-family of languages.  The 
Chaudangs may be of Aryan stock which migrated to this area long ago, or there may have 
been large scale intermixing with the Aryan population. 
 Most of the villages in the Chaudangs area are multi-ethnic and multi-lingual, and 
there the Chaudangs come in close contact with Kumauni and Nepali.  Many a time Hindi is 
used for inter-group communication as it is the official language of administration and 
education.  The increasing use of Kumauni and Hindi in various domains is reducing the 
native Chaudangsi to highly restricted domains of language use. 
 The data for this project were collected from two informants at Pangu Village and 
were further checked with two more informants who came from Simkhola, an upper 
Chaudangs village.  The data constituted around 1200 words and a few hundred sentences, 
from simple statements to complex structures.  As the informants were not educated in 
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English, the data were collected through the medium of Hindi and then English translations 
were given.  Some of the data were also recorded on tape for further verification. 
 
2.0 Phonology 
 Fourty consonant and ten vowel phonemes have been set up for Chaudangsi.  The 
voiced aspirate consonants are mostly found in loan words from Indo-Aryan sources.   
 

Table 1: The Consonant Phonemes of Chaudangsi 
 Bilabial Dental Retroflex Palatal Velar Glottal 
Stops: 

voiceless p t T  k 
voiceless aspirated ph th Th  kh 
voiced b d D  g 
voiced aspirated bh dh Dh  gh 

Affricates: 
voiceless  ts  c 
voiceless aspirated  tsh  ch 
voiced    j 
voiced aspirated    jh 

Fricatives:  s  ˚ h 
Nasals: 

plain m n N  ≥ 
pre-aspirated hm hn 

Liquids: 
Lateral  l 
pre-asp. lateral  hl 

Trills: 
plain  r 
pre-aspirated  hr 

Flap  ^ 
Approximants: 

plain w   y 
pre-aspirated hw   hy 

 
Table 2: The Vowel Phonemes of Chaudangsi 

 Front Central Back 
   unrounded rounded 
 i  ∑ u 
 È 
 e  o 
  ˙ 
 ‰  ø 
  a  
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2.1 Occurrence of Phonemes 
2.1.1 Vowels 
 (i)   /È/ and /∑/ occur in medial position only. 
 (ii)  /‰/ and /ø/ do not occur in initial position. 
 (iii) All other vowels occur in all the positions. 
 (iv) /i/ and /È/ are established as distinct phonemes but they are found in free variation 

in some cases. 
 (v)  /i/ and /u/ are always longer in final position. 
  
2.1.2. Consonants 
 (i) No aspirate consonants except /kh/ occur in medial or final position in a word. 
 (ii) The consonants /p t k, s, ˚/, nasals and liquids occur finally.  
 (iii) The retroflex nasal /N/ and the flap /^/ do not occur initially. 
 (iv) All other consonants occur in all positions, with the restrictions listed above. 
 (v) The frequency of voiced aspirate sounds is very low and most of them are found 

in loan words from Indo-Aryan. 
 (vi) The frequency of the retroflex consonants is also very low. 
 (vii) The dental fricative /s/ is found in free variation with the palatal fricative /˚/ in 

the speech of some informants. 
 (viii) Most of the final consonants are fully released. 
  
2.2 Consonant contrasts 
/p ph b bh/ 
/pe/ 'knee' /pu/ 'husk' /po˙/ 'roasted barley' 
/pho/ 'cave' /phu/ 'copper' /phet˙/ 'thick' 
/be/ 'rock' /buti/ 'buttermilk' /bo˙/ 'porcupine' 
/bhe/ 'thread' /bhu-the-m˙/ 'to roast' 
 
/t th d dh/ 
/ta/ 'sister' /te-m˙/ 'to weep, to tell a lie' 
/to-m˙/ 'to buy' /to≥/ 'trap' 
/tha/ 'spring (water)’ /the-m˙/ 'to change' 
/tho/ 'upwards' /th∑m/ 'custom' 
/da-m˙/ 'to give' /delo/ 'round' 
/dup/ 'poison' /d∑mti/ 'raw vegetable' 
/duma/ 'a few (things)’ /duli/ 'stick' 
/dhou-dhou/ 'bravely' /dharti/ 'earth' 
 
/T TH D DH/ 
/To-m˙/ 'to burn' /TAm/ 'last point' 
/Tha-m˙/ 'to rub a matchstick' /Th∑m-m˙/ 'to dance' 
/Tho-m˙/ 'to worship' /Thungo/ 'hammer' 
/De/ 'mule' /Dumo/ 'a male yak' 
/Dha^u/ 'male' (or 'cat') /Dhung-m˙/ 'to beat' 
/Dhami/ 'marriage' /Dh∑m-m˙/ 'to tremble' 
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/k kh g gh/ 
/ka/ 'crow' /kunDi/ 'avalanche'  
/kwa-m˙/ 'to boil, to cook' /kwe-m˙/ 'to fell (tree)’ 
/kw˙len/ 'animal's bell' /kha/ 'walnut'  
/khala/ 'a pit of water' /khu/ 'smoke' 
/ga/ 'paddy' /gunda/ 'middle'  
/gim˙/ 'to swallow' /gw˙lcya/ 'lock' 
/ghuk˙r/ 'ram' /ghakt˙/ 'tight' 
/ghau/ 'scar'  
 
/c ch j jh / 
/ci/ 'memory; ten' /ce-m˙/ 'to burn' 
/c˙m˙/ 'to hold' /cye-m˙/ 'to hesitate' 
/cyo-m˙/ 'to last' /che/ 'fat, grease' 
/chi/ 'hate' /ch‰/ 'wife's younger brother' 
/chi-m˙/ 'to meet' /ch˙nni/ 'hut'  
/ch˙rt˙/ 'dry' /chyo-m˙/ 'to break' 
/je/ 'I' /jig˙/ 'my' 
/j‰/ 'barley' /jyod˙/ 'young' 
/jhi-m˙/ 'to sneeze' /jh‰m˙/ 'to bloom' 
/jhy˙≥-m˙/ 'to run away' 
 
/ts tsh/ 
/tsi/ 'grass' /ts˙m‰/ 'daughter' 
/tse-m˙/ 'to bite' /ts˙ri/ 'intestine' 
/tsom/ 'tatoo marking' /tshi≥/ 'liver' 
/tsh˙m/ 'hair' /tsh˙r/ 'lion' 
 
/m hm n hn ≥/ 
/m‰/ 'eye' /m∑l/ 'silver' 
/hm‰/ 'paw, crack' /hmin/ 'name' 
/n˙m/ 'rein' /na-si-m˙/ 'to reconcile' 
/hnim/ 'smell, nose' /hna-si-m˙/ 'to relax' 
/hn˙mbu/ 'woolen cloth' 
 
/≥ n m/ 
/kh˙≥/ 'a bite of food' /r˙≥/ 'arm' 
/n˙m/ 'rein' /˙kh˙n/ 'sickle' 
/r˙m/ 'new settlement' /khw˙r˙n/ 'pigeon'  
/r˙≥-m˙/ 'to sell' /khwa-m˙/ 'to boil' 
/khw˙ren/ 'woman’s eating bowl' /≥˙mt˙/ 'strong' 
 
/r hr l hl/ 
/r˙m/ 'new settlement' /hr˙m/ 'breakfast' 
/r˙≥/ 'arm' /hr˙≥/ 'horse' 
/ra-m˙/ 'to come' /hra-m˙/ 'to be ashamed of' 
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/l˙≥/ 'only' /re/ 'setting of sun'  
/hre/ 'bane' /ro˙/ 'plank of wood'  
/la/ 'hand' /hla/ 'month' 
/lok-si-m˙/ 'to climb up' /hlok-si-m˙/ 'to teach'  
 
/w hw y hy/ 
/wur-m˙/ 'to bathe' /hwur-m˙/ 'to smoke' 
/wi/ 'bow' /hwi-m˙/ 'to call' 
/wa/ 'tiger' /y˙r-m˙/ 'to cry' 
/ya-m˙/ 'to sleep' /hya-m˙/ 'to lie down' 
/ye/ 'kite' /hye/ 'sweet potato' 
 
2.3 Vowel contrasts 
 Most of the vowel contrasts presented below are shown in medial and final position, 
as the frequency of initial vowels is very low. 
 
Medial contrasts: /i È u ∑ e ˙ o ‰ ø a/ 
/cim/ 'pin prick' /rim-m˙/ 'to write' 
/cÈm/ 'house' /rÈm/ 'arrow' 
/sim/ 'marsh' /sem-m˙/ 'to drag' 
/rum/ 'root of a tree' /t∑m/ 'egg' 
/bud˙/ 'to carry on one's back' /b∑dd˙/ 'good' 
/Thu≥o/ 'hammer' /Th∑≥/ 'dance' 
/su≥/ 'double, pair' /so≥/ 'village' 
/sø≥-m˙/ 'sit' /khuli/ 'nest'  
/kholi/ 'black-faced monkey' /rokt˙/ 'bleeding' 
/rukt˙/ 'same' /sal/ 'teakwood tree' 
/s˙l/ 'coal' /jh˙≥/ 'gold' 
/jhangko/ 'wild lizard' 
 
Final contrasts:  /i e ‰ ˙ a u o ø/ 
/di/ 'string of the yoke' /De/ 'mule' 
/hri-m˙/ 'to track' /hre/ 'bone' 
/tsi/ 'memory, grass' /tse/ 'joint' 
/che/ 'life' /ch‰/ 'fat (grease)’ 
/b‰/ 'skin' /bid˙-m˙/ 'to pierce through' 
/bud˙-m˙/ 'to carry on one's back' /pha/ 'ash' 
/ga/ 'paddy' /kha/ 'walnut'  
/phu/ 'copper' /ru/ 'corner (inside a house)’ 
/pho/ 'cave' /tho/ 'upwards' 
/phø/ 'male' /rø/ 'a type of basket' 
 
2.4. Occurance of phonemes in various positions 
2.4.1. Consonants 
 Intial  Medial  Final 
/p/ /pala/ 'mortar' /kh˙pa/ 'cold,winter' /phuc˙p/ 'rice' 
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/ph/ /pha/ 'ash' /tiphakci/ 'at once' ----- 
/b/ /buti/ 'buttermilk' /n˙bu/ 'cobra' /s˙b/ 'carpet' 
/bh/ /bhøk˙r/ 'copper bigul' -----  ----- 
/t/ /tete/ 'grandfather' /t˙ta/ 'co-wife' /pat/ 'leaf' 
/th/ /th˙≥mi/ 'mother's brother' /rithi/ 'husband' ----- 
/d/ /dukla≥/ 'meal' /pod˙/ 'big' ----- 
/dh/ /dhou/ 'bravery' -----  ----- 
/T/ /Tøm˙/ 'to burn' /cyoTo/ 'blanket' ----- 
/Th/ /Thu≥o/ 'hammer' -----  ----- 
/D/ /Delo/ 'round' /D ~aDi/ 'yokebeam' ----- 
/Dh/ /Dhami/ 'marriage' -----  ----- 
/k/ /kurts˙/ 'lamb' /hyk˙m/ 'yoke' /ak/ 'mouth' 
/kh/ /khuli/ 'nest' /˙kh˙n/ 'sickle' ----- 
/g/ /gul/ 'phlegm' /cuguli/ 'armpit' ----- 
/gh/ /ghøga 'maize' -----  ----- 
/c/ /cuku/ 'lemon' /saco/ 'empty' ----- 
/ch/ /cha/ 'soft' /ach‰/ 'there (visible)' ----- 
/j/ /j‰/ 'barley' /raju/ 'valley' ----- 
/jh/ /jhugo/ 'gown for a virgin' /n˙jh˙≥/ 'iron' ----- 
/ts/ /ts˙m‰/ 'girl' /siptsi/ 'comb' ----- 
/tsh/ /tsh˙m/ 'hair' -----  ----- 
/m/ /m‰/ 'eye' /d˙m‰/ 'drum' /wom/ 'bear' 
/hm/ /hmim/ 'name' -----  ----- 
/n/ /ni/ 'sun/ /n˙nu/ 'yngr brother' /th˙n/ 'now' 
/hn/ /hnis/ 'seven' -----  ----- 
/≥/ /≥˙mt˙/ 'strong' /n˙≥-m˙/ 'drive (animal)' /thø≥/ 'beam' 
/s/ /so/ 'tooth' /khw˙s˙r/ 'deer' /p˙s/ 'blanket' 
/˚/ /˚i˚ø/ 'heart' /pi˚a/ 'head' /ni˚/ 'two' 
/h/ /hidi/ 'this' /m‰h˙r/ 'heaven' ----- 
/r/ /r˙j‰/ 'wheat' /moro≥/ 'door' /hr˙c˙r/ 'egg louse' 
/hr/ /hr˙t˙/ 'clean' -----  ----- 
/l/ /l˙re/ 'before' /pola/ 'shoes' /s˙l/ 'coal' 
/hl/ /hl˙ng-m˙/ 'to play' -----  ----- 
/y/ /ya≥-m˙/ 'to prepare' /khuy˙≥/ 'to rule' ----- 
/hy/ /hy‰-m˙/ 'to pour' -----  ----- 
/w/ /wi/ 'bow' -----  ----- 
/hw/ /hwur-m˙/ 'to smoke' -----  ----- 
 
2.4.2 Vowels 
/i/ /in/ 'we (exclusive) /sim/ 'marsh' /ti/ 'water' 
/È/ /È≥˙/ 'mine' /sÈl/ 'dew' ----- 
/e/ /e/ 'vocative' /Delo/ 'round' /re/ 'field' 
/‰/  -----  /s‰l/ 'rainy season' /b‰/ 'skin' 
/˙/ /˙ti/ 'that' /l˙n/ 'only' /ug˙/ 'his' 
/a/ /ak/ 'mouth' /yad˙/ 'bad' /sa/ 'soil' 
/u/ /usi/ 'they' /gul/ 'phlegm' /l˙bu/ 'butter' 
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/∑/  -----  /t∑m/ 'egg' ----- 
/o/ /o/ 'he' /pod˙/ 'big' /tho/ 'up' 
/ø  -----  /tø≥/ 'trap' /p˙lø/ 'frog' 
 
2.5 Consonant clusters 
 The approximants /y/ and /w/ can occur as the second member of a cluster with most 
of the consonants which can occur initially.  All other clusters occur only at the syllable 
boundaries of polysyllabic words.  These include geminates, the most common of which 
being /pp/, /mm/, /tt/, /dd/, /nn/, /TT/, /cc/, /kk/, /rr/, /ll/; nasal + consonant, /mp/, /mb/, /md/, 
/nc/, /nts/, /nd/, /≥b/, /≥t/, /ND/; nasal + nasal, /nm/; and the clusters /pr/, /bl/, /kt/, /kd/, /kr/, 
/gd/, /lb/, /lD/, /lm/, /ml/, /lc/, /rt/, /rk/. 
 
2.6 Vowel sequences: 
 The most common vowel sequences are the following: 
 
 /i˙/, /ia/, /ie/, /ua/, /uo/, /u˙/, /o˙/, /˙u/, /˙i/ 
 
2.7 Syllable structure 
 Chaudangsi is basically a monosyllabic language.  A word may contain two or more 
syllables, but every syllable which enters into a word generally will have its own meaning.  
The following syllable patterns have been recorded: 
 
 /V/, /VC/, /CVC/, /CCV/, /CCVC/, /VCC/, /CVCC/, /CVV/, /CVVC/ 
 
2.8 Phonological rules: 
 The following rules are found to operate when two or more syllables are combined: 
 (i) If two or more phonetically long vowels occur in successive syllables, the first one 

is shortened.  
 (ii) A voiceless consonant which is inter-vocalic or followed by a voiced consonant is 

invariably voiced. 
 (iii) Consonants followed by back vowels are generally retracted. 
 (iv) /hr/, /hl/, /hm/, /hn/, /hw/, and /hy/ are clearly pre-aspirated sounds, but in the 

speech of some informants these have been heard as the aspirated or voicelss 
sounds /rh/, /lh/, /mh/, /nh/, etc. respectively. 

 (v) Chaudangsi has a kind of vowel harmony system which causes the vowels /i u/ to 
become /e o/ respectively under certain conditions. 

  
3.0 Morphology 
3.1 Nouns and the noun phrase 
 Like many other Tibeto-Burman languages, Chaudangsi has two types of roots: (i) 
free nominal roots and (ii) bound roots.  The nominal roots are personal nouns, proper nouns, 
mass nouns, and pronouns.  The bound roots may be nouns or verbs depending on their 
position in the word or in a sentence and the suffixes they take.  These may be even suffixes 
themselves.  For example: 
 
 /thi/ 'wet' /y˙r/ 'shout' 
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 /thi-m˙/ 'to get wet' /y˙r-m˙/ 'to shout (cry)' 
 /thi-t˙/ 'one who/which is wet' /y˙r-t˙/ 'the shout (noun)' 
 
3.1.1 Gender 
 Chaudangsi has natural gender only; there is no grammatical gender.  Natural 
differences in gender may be expressed by different words or the nouns representing animate 
referents may take a gender marker.  Inanimate nouns do not take any gender marker. 
 Animates are further divided into (i) human and (ii) non-human classes on the basis of 
the kind of gender marker the nouns representing them can take.  The gender markers used 
for the human feminine category are /-˚ya/ and /-m‰/.  For non-human nouns the masculine 
marker is /pho/ and the feminine marker is /-mo/.  Following are examples of these gender 
markers: 
 
/hrithi/ 'husband' /hrithi-˚ya/ 'wife' 
/byolo/ 'groom' /byoli-˚ya/ 'bride' 
/r ~aDo/ 'widower' /r ~aDi-˚ya/ 'widow' 
/khe/ 'daughter's son' /khu-m‰/ 'daughter's daughter' 
/hr˙ng-pho/ 'horse (male)' /hr˙ng-mo/ 'horse (female)' 
 
3.1.2 The Diminutive 
 The diminutive is marked with the suffix /ts‰/: 
 
 /hr˙ng-ts‰/ 'young horse' 
 /k˙r-ts‰/ 'young sheep (male)' 
 /bh˙r-ts‰/ 'young sheep (female)' 
 
3.1.3 Number 
 There are three numbers in Chaudangsi for animate referents, i.e., singular, dual and 
plural.  The dual marker [ni] in [ni-mi] is a part of the numeral /nisa/ 'two', and /mi/ means 
'person', whereas the plural marker /j˙mma/ or /l˙iri/ means - 'all' or 'group'.  /j˙mma/ appears 
to be a loan from Indo-Aryan which means 'add' or 'addition'.  But in the case of verbal forms 
only the singular and plural distinctions are maintained.  Examples: 
 
 /ts˙m‰/ 'girl' 
 /ts˙m‰ nimi/ 'two girls' 
 /ts˙m‰ j˙mma/ or /ts˙m‰ l˙iri/ 'all the girls' 
 /ts˙m‰ dey‰/ 'the girl goes' 
 /ts˙m‰ nimi den‰/ 'two girls go' 
 /ts˙m‰ j˙mma den‰/ 'all girls go'   
 /ts˙m‰ l˙iri den‰/ 'all girls go' 
 
3.1.4 Quantifiers 
 j˙mma 'all' (for things) 
 l˙iri 'all' (for human beings)  
 m˙t˙ 'many' (for animates) 
 y˙mba 'many' (for inanimates) 
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 cyong 'much' 
 cyong m˙ng 'group' 
 
3.1.5 Pronouns 
3.1.5.1 Personal pronouns 
 In Chaudangsi there are three persons marked in the pronouns viz., first person, 
second person and third person.  First person plural can further be divided into exclusive and 
inclusive (the inclusive-exclusive distinction is only made in the pronouns, and is not 
reflected in the verb).  Some informants who are educated and have traveled widely do not 
maintain this distinction very clearly.  It shows that the structure of this language is being 
influenced by other Indo-Aryan languages and English.  The same is true of the dual and 
plural marking. 
 
  Singular Dual Plural 
First person 
 Exclusive ji, je in nimi in 
 Inclusive ---- ----- in j˙mma / in l˙iri 
Second person g‰ g˙ni nimi g˙ni j˙mma 
Third person o u˚i nimi / u˚i nise kh˙n u˚i j˙mma / ˙tib˙ng 
 
Examples: 
 /ji ja y‰/ 'I eat.' 
 /in nimi jan‰/ 'we two eat.' 
 /in jan‰/ 'we (excl.) eat.' 
 /in j˙mma jan‰/ 'we (incl.) eat.' 
 /in l˙iri jan‰/ 'we (incl.) eat.' 
 
3.1.5.2 Possessive pronouns 
 
 [jig‰ ~ jig˙] 'my / mine' /oga/ 'his' 
 /i≥g‰/ 'our' /u˚i nimi ga/ 'their (dual)' 
 /n˙ga/ 'your (sg)' /u˚i lei ga/ 'their (plural)' 
 /g˙ni nimi g˙/ 'your (dual)'  
 /g˙ni lei ga/ 'your (plural)'  
 
 The possessive/genitive marker is [-ga ~ -g‰ ~ -g˙] which is suffixed to the pronoun 
in the case of first person singular and third person.  The first person dual and plural do not 
always take the emphatic possessive marker and in the case of second person /g˙ni/ is the 
possessive/genitive pronoun for all the numbers.  This marker is the same in Tibetan and 
Meitei as well.  In my opinion this appears to be a loan from Indo-Aryan.  Examples: 
 
(i) /ji jig˙ jya tung y‰/ 'I drink my tea.' 
(ii) /in l˙iri injya tung n‰/ 'We drink our tea.' 
 
(iii) /g‰ g˙ni jya tung ni/ 'You drink your tea.' 
(iv) /o oga jya tung ni/ 'He drinks his tea.' 
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(v) /ram ramga jya tung ni/ 'Ram drinks his tea.' 
 
3.1.5.3 Demonstrative pronouns 
 
 hidi 'this' 
 hidi b˙TTho m˙≥ 'these' 
 hich‰ 'here' 
 ˙ti t˙≥ g˙ni 'that (visible)' 
 ˙ti m˙t˙≥ g˙ni 'that (invisible)' 
 ˙ti b˙TTho m˙≥ 'those' 
 ˙ch‰ 'there' 
 
3.1.5.4 Interrogative pronouns 
 The interrogative pronouns can be divided into two categories, i.e., interrogative 
forms based on the interrogative pronoun /kh‰/, and the interrogative pronoun of location 
/ulo/.  Examples: 
 
 kh‰ 'what' 
 kh˙mi 'who' (sg.) 
 khami-khami 'who' (pl.) 
 kh˙mi-ga 'whose' 
 khami-ja 'whom, whose' 
 kha 'why' 
 ulo 'where' 
 
3.1.5.5 Relative pronouns and relative clauses 
 There are two forms for the relative clause, the native Tibeto-Burman form where a 
clause nominalized by /ta/ appears before the head noun (without a relative pronoun; exx. (i-
iii) below), and Indo-Aryan-style post-head relative clause involving one of two relative 
pronouns, i.e. /jo/ or /j˙i/ (exx. (iv-vii) below; actually, the relative clause not only follows 
the head noun in this construction, but also the verb of the main clause, giving a corelative 
structure similar to English This is that boy, the one who came yesterday for (iv)).  /jo/ occurs 
with human subjects whereas /j˙i/ occurs with non-human subjects.  It appears that both of 
these relative pronouns are borrowed from Indo-Aryan, especially from Hindi jo, though 
there is no human/non-human distinction in the relative pronouns of Hindi.  Examples: 
 
(i) /nyar˙ ra-ta siri/ 'the boy who came yesterday' 
 yesterday come-NOM boy 
 
(ii) /we-˙r-s˙ c˙r-ta hr˙≥/ 'the horse which fell from the mountain' 
 mountain-LOC-ABL fall-NOM horse 
 
(iii) /ji-s˙ de-ta m˙la/ 'the goat given by me' 
 I-AGT give-NOM goat 
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(iv) /hidi ˙ti siri hl‰ jo nyar˙ ra-s/ 
 this that boy is who yesterday come-PAST 
 'He is the same boy who came yesterday.' 
 
(v) /ji ˙ti mi hl‰ jog‰ g˙-s˙ go chi y‰-s˙/ 
 I that person is who you-AGT bus in meet-PAST 
 'I am the same person whom you met in the bus.' 
 
(vi) /hidi ˙ti hr˙≥ hl‰ j˙i we-˙r g∑n-c˙/ 
 this that horse is which mountain-LOC fall-PAST 
 'It is the same horse which fell from the mountain.' 
 
(vii) /hidi ˙ti m˙la hl‰ j˙i jis-s˙ g‰ dey˙≥g‰/ 
 this that goat is which I-AGT you give+FUT 
 'It is the same goat which I will give to you.' 
 
 In this latter type, rather than appearing after the main clause, the relative clause can 
also appear before the main clause: 
 
 /j˙i mi itan ra-s˙ ˙ti ji-g‰ pe hl‰/ 
 who person just.now come-PAST he I-GEN brother COPULA 
 'The man who has come just now is my brother.' 
 
 It seems in at least some cases the verb in this structure can take the nominalizer of 
the native Tibeto-Burman strucutre: 
 
 /j˙i -s˙ l˙n su≥-ta ˙ti g˙rib hl‰ m˙-t˙r/ 
 who-AGT work do-NOM he poor COPULA not-able 
 'One who works can not be poor.' 
 
3.1.6 Case marking postpositions 
 In Chaudangsi there are no case inflections as in inflectional languages like Sanskrit 
and Greek.  Case is expressed by independent markers.  Some of them can be treated as 
postpositions as well, but if we take Fillmore's definition of case they are semantically 
relevant syntactic relationships involving nouns and the structures that contain them 
(Fillmore 1968, 1971).  In this sense we may take these markers as case markers, and they are 
treated as such in this study. 
 
 1.  Nominative zero 
 2.  Agentive/Instrumental /s˙/ 
 3.  Accusative zero 
 4.  Dative [d˙≥si ~ d˙≥ci] 
 5.  Ablative /s˙/, /kh˙rci / 
 6.  Locative [hy˙r ~ ˙r] 'at', /ja / 'in', /gunda/ 'in between' 
 7.  Genitive [g‰ ~ g˙] 
 8.  Comitative /tebha/ 'with, along with' 
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Examples: 
1.  Nominative: 
(a) /ji pang ~u den‰/ 'I will go to Pangu.' 
 I Pangu go+FUT 
 
(b) /siri jag˙ni/ 'The boy is eating.' 
 boy eating 
 
2.  Agentive: 
(a) /siri-s˙ dukl˙≥ jag˙ni/ 'The boy is eating his food.' 
 boy-AGT food eating 
 
(b) /sudha-s˙ l˙n su≥-y‰/ 'Sudha works.' 
 Sudha-AGT work do-NON.PAST 
 
3.  Instrumental: 
 /ts˙m~‰-g‰-s˙ tapli-s˙ ˚ya c‰-y‰/ 'The girls cut meat with a knife.' 
 girl-GEN-AGT knife-INST meat cut-NON.PAST 
 
4.  Dative: 
(a) /b˙ba-s˙ s‰n-m˙≥-d˙≥si miThai hr‰ ra-si/ 
 father-AGT child-pl.-DAT sweet bring come-perf. 
 'The father has brought sweets for the children.' 
 
(b) /hidi khas˙bas˙ s‰n-m˙≥-d˙≥ci hl‰/ 'This cloth is for the children.' 
 this cloth child-pl.-DAT COPULA 
 
5.  Ablative: 
(a) /si≥-hy˙r-kh˙rci pat˙ bh˙r-ni/ 'A leaf falls from the tree.' 
 tree-LOC-ABL leaf fall-NON.PAST 
 
(b) /ji dharcula-kh˙rci ra-yasa/ 'I have come from Dharchula.' 
 I Dharchula-from come-perf. 
 
6.  Genitive: 
(a) /o-s˙ ji-g˙ siri hl‰/ 'He is my son.' 
 he-AGT I-GEN son COPULA 
 
(b) /o-s˙ ji-g˙ l˙n su≥-y˙≥/ 'He will do my work.' 
 he-AGT I-GEN work do-FUT 
 
7.  Locative: 
(a) /Bhaga sing chim-˙r Ti so≥ sid˙ ˙ni/ 
 Bhagat Singh house-LOC sit mood-NON.PAST 
 'Bhagat singh is sitting in (his) house.' 
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(b) /ban˙r ˚i≥-hy˙r Ti so≥ sid˙ ˙ni/ 
 monkey tree-LOC sit mood-NON.PAST 
 'The monkey is sitting on the tree.'  
 
3.1.7 Noun modifiers 
3.1.7.1 Adjectives  
 Adjectives and numerals occur before the head in a noun phrase.  But in predicate 
constructions they occur after the nouns.  In Chaudangsi [-t˙ ~ -d˙] is the most productive 
adjectival suffix, as has been observed from the data, but not all the adjectives have the /-t˙, -
d˙/ ending.  It may be interesting to note here that in some cases the suffix [-t˙ ~ -d˙] is 
deleted when it is used in constructions before the noun.  Examples: 
 
/ya-d˙/ 'bad' /ya mi/ 'bad person' 
/b∑d-d˙/ 'good' /b∑d mi/ 'good person' 
/saro/ 'hard' /saro si≥/ 'hard wood' 
/n˙m-t˙/ 'strong' /n˙m mi/ 'strong person' 
/˙kro/ 'costly' /hra-t˙/ 'clean' 
/po-d˙/ 'large' /po-d˙ ba/ 'father's eldest brother' (cf. /b˙ba/ 'father') 
 
Placement of adjectives in sentence constructions: 
(a) /s˙≥-wa po-d˙ wa hl‰/ 'The lion is a big animal.' 
 lion big wild COPULA 
 
(b) /we ˙≥si-d˙ hl‰/ 'The mountain is high.' 
 mountain high is 
 
3.1.7.2 Numerals 
 The numeral system in this language is partly decimal, partly subtractive, partly 
additive.  The numerals from 'one' to 'ten' are sinlge morphemes, whereas 'eleven' to 
'nineteen' are formed by conjoining the base of 'ten' ([ci ~ cye ~chi ~ sa]) with the first 
syllable of the lower numerals as its suffix in an additive manner (i.e. 10+1; 10+2; etc.).  The 
numerals 'twenty', 'thirty', 'fourty' and 'fifty' are 'two', 'three', 'four', and 'five' respectively, 
compounded with /sa/ 'ten'.  'Ninety' is fromed from what appears to be 'half-less-hundred'.  
The numerals from 'twenty' to 'twenty nine' are formed by adding lower numerals to the base 
/n˙ssa/, but 'thirty-one' to 'thirty-nine' are formed from 'twenty' plus 'eleven', 'twenty' plus 
'twelve', etc.  In a similar way, 'fifty-one' to 'fifty-nine', 'seventy-one' to 'seventy-nine', and 
'ninety-one' to 'ninety-nine' are formed from 'fourty' plus 'eleven', 'sixty' plus 'eleven', and 
'eighty' plus 'eleven', etc. respectively.  Some major formations are given below: 
 
/tig˙/ 'one' /n˙ssa tig˙/ 'twenty one' 
/nis/ 'two' /n˙ssa nis‰/ 'twenty two' 
/s∑m/ 'three' /n˙ssa s∑m/ 'twenty three' 
/pi/ 'four' /n˙ssa pi/ 'twenty four' 
/≥˙i/ 'five' /n˙ssa ≥˙i/ 'twenty five' 
/Tuggo/ 'six' /n˙ssa Tugo/ 'twenty six' 
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/hnis/ 'seven' /n˙ssa hnis/ 'twenty seven' 
/jy˙d/ 'eight' /n˙ssa jy˙d/ 'twenty eight' 
/gui/ 'nine' /n˙ssa gui/ 'twenty nine' 
/ci/ 'ten' /s∑m sa/ 'thirty' 
/cy˙te/ 'eleven' /n˙ssa cy˙te/ 'thirty one' 
/cy˙ne/ 'twelve' /pisa/ 'forty' 
/cy˙s s∑m/ 'thirteen' /≥asa/ 'fifty' 
/cy˙ppi/ 'fourteen' /pisa cy˙te/ 'fifty one' 
/cy˙b˙n/ 'fifteen' /Tuk cha/ 'sixty' 
/cy˙TTo/ 'sixteen' /Tuk cha tig˙/ 'sixty one' 
/cy˙nni/ 'seventeen' /py˙l jy‰c cha/ 'seventy' 
/cy˙bjy‰/ 'eighteen' /Tuk cha g˙ cy˙te/ 'seventy one' 
/cy˙rgu/ 'nineteen' /jy˙c cha/ 'eighty' 
/n˙ssa/ 'twenty' /jy˙c cha tig˙/ 'eighty one' 
/py˙lte sai/ 'ninety' /jy˙c cha g˙ cy˙t/ 'ninety one' 
/s˙i/ 'hundred' 
 
 The numerals from '100' to '999' are formed by keeping /s˙i/ 'hundred' as the base and 
adding other numerals to it.  Numerals from one 'thousand' up are loans from Indo-Aryan 
languages.  For example, /h˙jar/ 'one thousand', /lakh/ 'one hundred thousand', and so on. 
 
3.1.7.2.2 Ordinals 
 Chaudangsi does not have ordinals of its own but makes use of Hindi ordinals by 
adding the suffix /-go/ to them.  The author could find only two ordinals from this language, 
which also appear to have been constructed as loan translations.  
 
/l˙c‰≥ l˙re/ 'the very first'  
/˙ti imph˙m/ 'that behind him' (second) 
/dusro go/ 'second' 
/tisro go/ 'third' 
 
3.1.7.2.3 Fractions 
 The fractions are mostly of the descriptive type, except for /py‰l/ 'half'.  Examples: 
 
/pua/ 'one fourth' 
/py‰l/ 'half' 
/po py‰l/ 'three fourths' 
/py‰l te nis/ 'half less than two (one and a half)' 
/py‰l te s∑m/ 'half less than three (two and a half)' 
 
3.1.7.2.4 Multipicatives 
 The multiplicatives are formed by adding the suffix /-co/ to the base numeral: 
 

/ticco/ 'once' /nicco/ 'twice' 
/s∑mco/ 'thrice' /pico/ 'four times'  
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 It has been noted that some informants make use of this type of device to form 
ordinals but the majority of informants did not approve of it. 
 
3.2 The verb and verb phrase 
 A verb root is one which can take tense, aspect, mood and number affixes.  The verb 
in its infinitive form in Chaudangsi takes the suffix /-m˙/ or /-mo/, such as in /hri-m˙/ 'to 
teach', /the-mo/ 'to throw'.  The verb declines according to person and number in Chaudangsi. 
 
3.2.1 Tense and aspect 
 Chaudangsi has basically two tenses, i.e.  past and non-past.  The non-past can further 
be divided into the action taken or going on at the present moment, while the other is when 
the action is to be taken in the future.  We may call them stative and intentive.  We will give 
examples of the full paradigm of tense and aspect for the verb /ja-/ 'to eat'. 
 
3.2.1.1 Non-past 
 The simple non-past forms combine person and number, but the system does not 
clearly mark person in most cases, as only 1sg has a unique form.  First person non-singular, 
2nd person singular, and third person non-singular all take /n‰/, while 2nd person non-
singular and 3rd person singular take /ni/. 
 
First Person: 
 /ji ja-y‰/ 'I eat (1sg+ NON.PAST).' 
 /in nimi ja-n‰/ 'We two eat (1non-sg+ NON.PAST).' 
 /in ja-n‰/ 'We (pl. excl.) eat (1non-sg+ NON.PAST).' 
 /in l˙iri ja-n‰/ 'We (pl.incl.) eat (1non-sg+ NON.PAST).' 
Second Person: 
 /g‰ ja-n‰/ 'You (sg.) eat (2sg+ NON.PAST).' 
 /g˙ni nimi ja-ni/ 'You (two) eat (2non-sg+ NON.PAST).' 
 /g˙ni l˙iri ja-ni/ 'You (pl.) eat (2non-sg+ NON.PAST).' 
Third Person: 
 /o ja-ni/ 'He eats (3sg+ NON.PAST).' 
 /usi nimi ja-n‰/ 'They (two) eat (3non-sg+ NON.PAST).' 
 /usi l˙iri ja-n‰/ 'They (pl.) eat (3non-sg+ NON.PAST).' 
 
Continuous : In the non-past continuous, the form /-g-˙n/ is added between the verb and the 
non-past marker. 
 
 /ji ja-g-˙n-y‰/ 'I am eating.' 
 /in nimi ja-g-˙n-n‰/ 'We (two) are eating.' 
 /g‰ ja-g˙n-n‰/ 'You are eating.' 
 /o ja-g-˙n-ni/ 'He is eating.' 
 /usi l˙i ja-g-˙n-n‰/ 'They are eating.' 
 
Present Perfect: In the present perfect, the prefix /k˙-/ is added before the verb root, and the 
suffix /-d/ is added after the root.  The verb formations do not change according to the person 
and number in the present perfect. 
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 /ji k˙jad 'I have eaten.' 
 /in k˙jad/ 'We (excl) have eaten.' 
 /g‰ k˙jad/ 'You have eaten.' 
 /o k˙jad/ 'He has eaten.' 
 /usi l˙i k˙jad/ 'They have eaten.' 
 
Intentive: In the intentive non-past, the suffix /-≥/ is added to the verb root, and the non-past 
markers, except in the case of the first and third person singular the forms of the non-singular 
markers are [g‰] and [y˙≥] instead of [y‰] and [ni], respectively. 
 
 /ji j˙≥ g‰ / 'I will eat.' 
 /ni nimi j˙≥ n‰/ 'We two will eat.' 
 /g‰ j˙≥ n‰/ 'You (sg.) will eat.' 
 /g˙ni l˙i j˙≥ ni/ 'You (pl.) will eat.' 
 /o j˙≥ y˙≥/ 'He will eat.' 
 /usi l˙i j˙≥ n‰/ 'They will eat.' 
 
Intentive continuous: In the intentive continuous, the verb root takes the suffixes /-g-ni-y˙≥/ 
plus the non-past suffixes, except for 3sg, which does not take a non-past marker here. 
 
 /ji jagni y˙≥ y‰/ 'I will be eating.' 
 /in jagni y˙≥ n‰/ 'We (pl.  excl.) will be eating.' 
 /g‰ jagni y˙≥ n˙/ 'You (sg.) will be eating.' 
 /g˙ni l˙i jagni y˙≥ ni/ 'You (pl.) will be eating.' 
 /o jagni y˙≥/ 'He will be eating.' 
 /usi l˙i jagni y˙≥ n‰/ 'They will be eating.' 
 
Intentive perfect: /k˙-V-d-ni-y˙≥/ + NON.PAST 
 /ji k˙jad ni y˙≥ y‰/ 'I would have eaten.' 
 /in l˙i k˙jad ni y˙≥ n‰/ 'We (excl.)would have eaten.' 
 /g˙ni l˙i k˙jad ni y˙≥ ni/ 'You (pl.) would have eaten.' 
 /o k˙jad ni y˙≥/ 'He would have eaten.' 
 /usi l˙i k˙jad ni y˙≥ n‰/ 'They would have eaten.' 
  
3.2.1.2 Past: [-s ~ -s˙ ~ -n‰s ~-nsa ~nisa] 
Simple past (statement) 
 /ji jes˙/ 'I ate.' 
 /ni nimi jen‰s/ 'We (two) ate.' 
 /g‰ j˙nsa/ 'You ate.' 
 /g˙ni nimi j˙nis˙/ 'You (two) ate.' 
 /o jas/ 'He ate.' 
 /usi nimi j˙n‰s 'They two ate.' 
 /usi l˙i j˙n‰s/ 'They (pl.) ate.' 
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Past Continuous: /V/ + /-g-ni/ + PAST 
 /ji jag ni‰s/ 'I was eating.' 
 /ni jag nin‰s/ 'We (excl.) were eating.' 
 /g‰ jag nins˙/ 'You were eating.' 
 /g˙ni l˙i jag ninis˙/ 'You (pl.) were eating.' 
 /o jag nis˙/ 'He was eating.' 
 /usi l˙i jag nin‰s/ 'They were eating.' 
 
Past Perfect (Recent): /k˙-/ + V + PAST 
 /ji k˙j˙ y˙s/ 'I have (finished) eating.' 
 /in l˙i k˙j˙ n‰s/ 'We (pl.) have (finished) eating.' 
 /g‰ k˙j˙ n˙s/ 'you (sg.) have finished eating.' 
 /g˙ni nimi k˙j˙ nis/ 'you two have (finished) eating.' 
 /o k˙jas/ 'he has finished eating.' 
 /usi l˙i k˙j˙ n‰s 'they have (finished) eating.' 
 
Past Perfect (Remote) : /k˙-/ + V + /-d-ni/ + PAST 
 /ji k˙jad ni ‰s/ 'I had eaten.' 
 /in l˙i k˙jad ni n‰s 'We (pl.) had eaten.' 
 /g‰ k˙jad nin s˙/ 'You (sg.) had eaten.' 
 /g˙ni k˙jad nini s˙/ 'You two had eaten.' 
 /o k˙jad ni s˙/ 'He had eaten.' 
 /usi l˙i k˙jad ni n‰s/ 'They had eaten.' 
  
Note: It has been observed that the final allomorphs [-s˙ ~ -s‰ ~ -˙s] of the Pangu dialect as 
given in the above paradigms correspond with [nh‰ ~ n˙h‰] in the Sirkha and Sausa village 
dialects of Chaudangsi.  Examples: 
 
/ji k˙jad ni n˙h‰/ 'I had eaten.' 
/ji jag ni n˙h‰/ 'I was eating.' 
/ji je nh‰ n˙h‰/ 'I ate.' 
 
3.2.1.3 Habitual:  /ja-ja-ri/ 
 The habitual in Chaudangsi is formed by inserting the form /ja-ja-ri-/, which literally 
means 'daily' or 'regularly', in between the subject and the predicate, e.g. 
 
(i) /ji ja-ja-ri hlok si y‰/ 'I habitually read.' 
(ii) /o ja-ja-ri re ja de ye/ 'He habitually goes to the field.' 
 
3.2.2 Mood 
3.2.2.1 Imperative 
 As listed above under (3.2.1g, h, i, j), there are four types of imperative markers 
divided on the basis of order, request, benefactor, and prohibitive in this language.  Some of 
their occurances are given below. 
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(a) /-m˙/ 
 This is a general imperative form which is also the infinitive marker as well.  This 
form occurs after /y˙≥/ 'action' when the subject is the beneficiary of the action, e.g. 
 
(i) /g‰ ji-d˙≥ci dukl˙≥ hr‰ y˙≥ m˙/ 
 you I-DAT food bring action IMP 
 'You bring food for me.' 
 
(ii) /b˙gica-kh˙rci sio tho g‰ hr‰ y˙≥ m˙/  
 garden-ABL apple pluck you bring action IMP 
 'You bring an apple from the garden.' 
 
(b) zero 
 The polite request marker is simply the bare verb root, e.g. 
 
(i) /g‰ ja g˙ja/ 'You (please) eat.' 
(ii) /ji kha da/ '(Please) give me a walnut.' 
 
(c) /-ye/ 
 This marker is for an order, e.g. 
 
(i) /g‰ ja ye/ 'You eat!' (order) 
(ii) /khud˙ c˙m ye/ 'Catch the thief!' 
 
(d) /-m/ 
 This is the marker for the prohibitive, which is always preceded by /m˙-/ (the negative 
marker) prefixed to the verb /da-mo/ 'give'.  Examples:  
 
(i) /khud˙ de m˙-da-m/ 'Don't let the thief go!' 
 thief go NEG-give-NEGIMP 
 
(ii) /o dukl˙≥ m˙-da-m/  'Don't give him food!' 
 he food NEG-give-NEGIMP 
 
3.2.2.2 Declarative: [hl‰ ~ hl‰ni] 
 This is a mood of simple statement without many suffixes, except the completive 
which occurs at the end or just after the main verb.  The suffix in the present (copula) is /hl‰/ 
or /hl‰ni/. 
 
(i) /we a≥sid˙ hl‰/ 'The mountain is high.' 
(ii) /we a≥sid˙ hl‰ ni/ 'The mountain is generally high.' 
(iii) /hidi jig‰cÈm hl‰/ 'This is my house.' 
(iv) /mal b˙tho ˙ti hl‰j˙i yami da ph˙n thok ta/ 'The money is that which is good for the 

poor people.' 
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3.2.2.3 Abilitative: /t˙r/ 
 The ability marker /t˙r/ occurs after the verb root and is followed by the markers of 
different tenses depending upon the construction in which it occurs.  Examples: 
 
(i) /ji de t˙r y‰/ 'I can walk.' 
(ii) /s‰nd˙ de t˙r ni/ 'The child can walk.' 
(iii) /ji de t˙r t˙ni s˙/ 'I was able to walk.' 
(iv) /o de t˙r t˙r y˙≥/ 'He will be able to walk.' 
 
3.2.2.4 Obligative: /-m cin ni/ 
 This type of mood is expressed in English by should, must, etc. but Chaudangsi /-cin/ 
is difficult to express in exact translation.  For the time being we shall use 'should' as the 
equivalent of this marker.  Examples: 
 
(i) /ji dem cin ni/ 'I should go.' 
(ii) /sita dem cin ni/ 'Sita should go.' 
(iii) /g‰ dem cin ni/ 'You should go.' 
 
 But while expressing some desire or compulsion the marker /-m cin/ is followed by 
the usual tense markers.e.g. 
 
(i) /ji dem ciny‰/ 'I want (desire) to go.' 
(ii) /o dem cin ni/ 'We want to go.' 
(iii) /g‰ dem cin n˙/ 'You want to go.' 
 
3.2.2.5 Interrogative: /la, kh‰/ 
 The interrogative marker /la/ occurs at the end of a sentence.  The other interrogative 
marker, /khe/, occurs at the beginning of the sentence.  The latter appears to be a new loan 
from Indo-Aryan, especially Hindi, (the Hindi equivalent is kya 'what').  Both types of 
construction are found in Chaudangsi.  Examples:  
 
(ia) /hida wa ri ra ni la/ 
 here tiger also come NON.PAST INTERROGATIVE 
 'Does the tiger come here?' 
 
(ib) /kh‰ hida wa ri ra ni/  
 INTERROGATIVE here tiger also come NON.PAST 
 'Does the tiger also come here?' 
 
(iia) /sir‰-s˙ n~u da s˙ la/ 
 cow-AGT milk give PAST INTERROGATIVE 
 'Did the cow give milk?' 
 
(iib) /kh‰ sir‰-s˙ n~u da s˙/  
 INTERROGATIVE cow-AGT milk give PAST 
 'Did the cow give milk?' 
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3.2.3 Negation:  /m˙-/ 
 The negative marker in Chaudangsi occurs before the verb root.  But when an 
obligative or abilitative /-cin/ or /-t˙r/ occurs in the construction, it is prefixed to the 
abilitative marker.  For example: 
 
(i) /ji jya m˙-tu≥ y‰/ 'I do not drink tea.' 
(ii) /o jya m˙-tu≥ g˙ni/ 'He does not drink tea.' 
(iii) /s‰nd˙ de ma-t˙r ni/ 'The child can not walk.' 
(iv) /ji dem m˙-cin ni/ 'I do not want to go. ' 
 
3.2.4 Causatives 
 Causatives in Chaudangsi are formed by adding /phim/ to transitive verbs and /-k-ta/ 
to intransitive verbs ([k˙ta] after a consonant, [kta] after a vowel).  All the affixes for aspect, 
tense and mood follow the causative marker, e.g. 
 
Intransitive: 
(i) /sy˙nd˙ hya ya k˙n/ 'The child sleeps.' 
(ia) /m˙ma s‰nd˙ hyakta/ 'The mother puts child to sleep.' 
(ii) /ts˙m~‰ y‰r y˙ k˙n/ 'The girl cries.' 
(iia) /siri-s˙ ts˙m~‰ y‰r-k˙ta/ 'The boy makes the girl cry.' 
 
Transitive: 
(i) /o-s˙ ji libin da s˙/ 'He gave me a book.' 
(ia) /o-s˙ ji libin da phin s˙/ 'He got a book from someone.' 
(ii) /sudha-s˙ l˙n su≥ ta/ 'Sudha does the work.' 
(iia) /sudha-s˙ dh˙≥mi ja l˙n su≥ phin ta/ 'Sudha causes the servant to work.' 
(iii) /o-s˙ ji ga dad hle/ 'He will give me the paddy.' 
(iiia) /o-s˙ ji ga da phind˙ hle/ 'He will get me the paddy.' 
 
3.2.5 Reflexive/middle/reciprocal 
 The suffix /-˚i/ is often added to transitive verbs to mark reflexives, middle voice, and 
reciprocals. 
 
(i) /wur-˚i-mo/ 'bathe (vi.; < wur-mo 'bathe (vt.)') 
(ii) /thi-˚i-mo/ 'melt (vi.; < thi-mo 'melt (vt.)') 
(iii) /cya-˚i-mo/ 'hide (self) (vi.; < cya-mo 'hide (vt.)')' 
(iv) /phok-˚i-mo/ 'cover (self) (vi.)' 
(v) /d˙o-˚i-mo/ 'awake (vi.)' 
(vi) /lo-˚i-mo/ 'shake (vi..; < lo-mo 'shake (vt.)')' 
(vii) /c˙-˚i-mo/ 'quarrel (vi.)' 
(viii) /dak-˚i-mo/ 'fight (vi.)' 
(ix) /dok-˚i-mo/ 'collide (vi.)' 
 
4.0 Adverbs 
 Adverbs usually precede the constituent they modify.  The following adverbial types 
are noted in this language so far. 
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4.1 Modal Adverbs 
(i) /amtorko/ 'usually' (a Hindi loan) 
 /o amtorko hich‰ rani/ 'He usually comes here.' 
(ii) /khalim˙nt˙/ 'continuously' 
 /o khalim˙nt˙ ˙ch‰ deni/ 'He continuously goes there.' 
 
4.2 Adverbs of time 
(i) /th˙n/ 'now' 
 /th˙n o de t˙rni/ 'Now he can go.' 
(ii) /itte/ 'just now' 
 /ji itte g˙ra/ 'I have come just now.' 
(iii) /ti phakci/ 'at once' 
 /ti phakci ra/ 'Come at once.' 
(iv) /jya jyari/ 'daily' 
 /ji jya jyari re ja dey‰/ 'I go to the farm daily.' 
(v) /itta wa sa/ 'till now' 
 /o itta wa sa m˙-ra/ 'Till now he has not come.' 
 
4.3 Adverbs of place: 
(i) /c‰nto/ 'towards' 
 /o dharcula c‰nto ra g˙ni/ 'He is going towards Dharchula.' 
(ii) /l˙re/ 'before' 
 /ji l˙re de/ 'Go before me.' 
(iii) /yo≥k˙ti/ 'after' 
 /ji yo≥k˙ti ra/ 'Come after me.' 
(iv) hwan˙m/ 'far away' 
 /cina hwan˙m hl‰/ 'China is far away.' 
 
4.4 Adverbs of Manner 
(i) /hina rokt˙/ 'like this' 
 /hina rokta su≥/ 'do like this' 
(ii) /˙na rokt˙/ 'like that' 
 /˙na rokta su≥/ 'do like that' 
(iii) /saro/ 'loudly' 
 /saro pham/ 'speak loudly' 
(iv) /dhou dhou/ 'bravely' 
 /dhou dhou dak sima/ 'fight bravely' 
(v) /chaTo/ 'quickly' 
 /chaTo ja/ 'eat quickly' 
 
5.0 Syntax 
 The basic word order in Chaudangsi is Subject-Object-Verb (SOV).  The subject may 
consist of a nominal head with one or more attributes, commonly called a noun phrase.  The 
occurrence of the object in a sentence is optional.  The verb complex might consist of a verb 
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root with or without tense-aspect-mood marking and the copula depending on the 
construction.  Examples: 
 
/siri deni/ 'The boy goes.' 
/pod˙ siri deni/ 'The big boy goes.' 
/pod˙ siri cim deni/ 'The big boy goes to the house.' 
/pod˙ siri cim deg˙ni/ 'The big boy is going to the house.' 
/pod˙ siri ci ts˙m~‰ cim deg˙n‰/ 'The big boy and the girl are going to the house.' 
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˙ch‰—there 
˙h~amo—refuse (v.) 
˙jyu—again 
˙kh˙n—sickle 
˙kra (IA)—costly 
˙lDua-hre—jaw 
˙l˙n-wa-sa—till then 
˙m—path 
˙≥-si-d˙—high, height 
˙na-rok-t˙—like that 
˙ni—have (v.) 
˙≥mo—lift (vt.) 
˙pi-su≥mo—occupy (v.) 
˙ti-b˙kt˙—then 
˙ti-b˙TTho-m˙≥—those 
˙ti-m˙t˙≥-g˙ni—that 
~a—yes 
a-b˙jamo—talk (v.) 
a-g˙l—reins 
a-thomo—open (mouth) (v.) 
ak—mouth 
ak tsh∑m, cyo tsim—beard 
ak-pli—lips 
ak-silti—saliva 
alu (IA)—potato 
am (IA)—mango 
amtor-ko (IA)—usually 
b~ad˙r (IA)—monkey 
balo (IA)—infant 
bamo—fold (cloth) (v.) 
ba≥-s˙mo—spread (bed) (v.) 
bana—neck 
bas (IA)—fragrant 
basi (IA)—stale 
b‰—skin 
b‰—skin 
be—rock 
be-b˙≥—precipice 
b‰gun (IA)—brinjal 
b‰n-thuluk—headgear (for male) 
b‰ra-su≥mo—sing (v.) 
bin—bell of temple 
bitth-r‰mo—split (milk) (v.) 
b~ot-c‰mo—swim (v.) 
bø-la—thumb 

bokyo (IA)—goat (uncastrated) 
bo≥-ts‰—donkey 
bo≥˚i—hoe 
boTu—roots 
bo˙—porcupine 
br∑di—frost 
buddi (IA)—brain 
buti—buttermilk 
byoli-˚ya—bride 
byolo—bride-groom 
byomo—afraid of (v.) 
byuk-kya-li—coward 
b˙ba—father 
b˙gica (IA)—garden 
b˙k-ts∑—shoes (woolen) 
b˙lmo—yeast 
b˙lwa—sand 
b˙≥—cot 
b˙≥—place 
b˙≥-kh˙r—morning 
b˙≥-ph˙l—wall 
b˙≥kh˙r—morning 
b˙r˙s (IA)—year 
b˙t˙k (IA)—duck 
b∑d-d˙—good, happy 
b∑n-cÈm—granary 
b∑t-t‰mo—enjoy (v.) 
bha—slope 
bhata—ribs 
bhe—thread 
bh‰si (IA)—buffalo 
bhokro—throat 
bhu-Th‰mo—roast (in oil) (v.) 
bhu≥t˙—broad, long 
bhuru—bush 
bh˙nDo (IA)—utensils 
bh˙r-minch˙—midnight 
c‰m-ts˙—goat (female) 
c‰mo—cut (grass) (v.) 
cemo—burn (kindle) (v.) 
c‰nto—towards 
cet˙—cold (to get) (v.) 
ci—ten 
cig-g∑b—shrink (v.) 
cil, pil-pai—post (pillar) 
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cimmo—want (v.) 
cimo—blow (nose) (v.) 
cimo—squeeze (v.) 
cimo—wring (v.) 
cin-cin—rupee 
cini (IA)—sugar 
cint˙—need (v.) 
cip—fist 
cip-c‰n—suck (v.) 
ciramo (IA)—cut (with saw) (v.) 
cok-tsh˙rmo—dry (vi.) 
como—pierce (v.) 
cuguli—armpit 
cukti—headgear (for female) 
cuku—lemon 
cyamo—cover (something) (v.) 
cyamo—hide (something) (v.) 
cyamo—soak (v.) 
cyamo—uncover (v.) 
cyamo—wet (to make) (v.) 
cya-˚i-mo—hide (self) (v.) 
cy‰mo—hesitate (v.) 
cyo—chin 
cyod˙, n˙mt˙—fat 
cyomo—last 
cyu≥—blouse 
cy˙bjy‰—eighteen 
cy˙b˙n—fifteen 
cy˙ne—twelve 
cy˙nni—seventeen 
cy˙ppi—fourteen 
cy˙rgu—nineteen 
cy˙s-s∑m—thirteen 
cy˙te—eleven 
cy˙TTo—sixteen 
c˙-˚i-mo—quarrel (v.) 
c˙kkyo—ladle (for liquids) 
c˙mo—hold (v.) 
c˙nt˙—sharp 
c˙r-pya—cock 
c˙rg˙—fall down (v.) 
cÈm—house 
cÈm-y˙r-to—roof (lit.: 'on the house') 
c∑kti—cap (male) 
cha—salt 
chai—cat (female) 
chai-Dh~au—cat (male) 
chaku—rice (cooked) 
cha≥go—corpus 

chaTo—fast 
chaTo—quickly 
chaTo-cy˙≥-chaTo—as soon as 
ch‰—fat, grease, life 
ch‰-m‰—wife or husband's sister 
ch‰rmo—serve (food) (v.) 
chetta—ripe (fruit) 
chilmo—wash (clothes) (v.) 
chimmo—tether (v.) 
chimo—meet (v.) 
chirbi—cheese 
cho≥-k˙l‰n—cucumber 
cho˙—lake 
chu-cimo—divide (v.) 
chyak-ca—urine 
chyak-ta—sweet 
chyamo—break (thread, stick) (v.) 
chyara-tsumo—spread (tent) (v.) 
chy‰rmo—bring out (scoop) (v.) 
chyomo—dye (v.) 
chyomo—scratch (v.) 
chy˙b—needle 
chy˙≥-ku≥—below 
chy˙pa—summer 
ch˙kt˙—sweet 
ch˙nni (IA)—hut 
ch˙nt˙—bright (light) 
ch˙rt˙—dry 
ch˙ru—straw 
dak-˚i-mo—fight (v.) 
damo—give (v.) 
damo—offer, pay (v.) 
demo—go, leave (v.) 
dhou-dhou—bravely 
dh˙rm˙ (IA)—religion 
dh˙rti (IA)—earth 
dimti—vegetables 
dirmo—push (v.) 
dok-˚i-mo—collide (v.) 
do≥-tho—hole 
duk-la≥—food, meal 
dukt˙—pungent 
duli—stick 
duma, citt˙—a few 
dum˙—knead (v.) 
duo—poison 
dy˙r—floor 
d˙m—garlic 
d˙m~‰—drum 
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d˙n—belly 
d˙o-˚i-mo—awake (v.) 
d˙rmo—protect (v.) 
d˙yen—two years after 
d∑m-t˙la—pastel 
D ~a\i (IA)—yoke string 
De—mule 
Do≥-Do≥-kali—spider 
Do≥-h‰r—verandah 
Do≥mo—help (v.) 
Dumo—yak (male) 
D˙lo—round 
Dhami—marriage 
Dhu≥mo—beat (v.), pound (v.) 
Dh∑mmo—tremble (v.) 
ga—paddy 
g~ar˙—another 
g‰—you (sg.) 
gimmo—roll up (v.) 
gimo—swallow (v.) 
gin-si-d˙—rolled 
gui—nine 
guimo—tie (v.) 
gul—phlegm 
gul-˚i-mo—cough (v.) 
gun-cha—snow-fall 
gun-dhak—middle size 
guru (IA)—molasses 
gw˙lcya—lock 
g˙l—glacier 
g˙l—yak (female) 
g˙m-su—molar tooth 
g˙mt˙—tight-fit 
g˙≥-th˙≥-mi—father's younger sister's 

husband 
g˙ni j˙mma, g˙ni l˙iri—you (all) 
g˙ni l˙ig‰—your (pl.) 
g˙ni—you (pl.) 
g˙ni-ni—you (two) 
g˙nmo—close (door) (v.) 
g˙≥r˙—next 
g˙r-so—fang 
g˙rm˙—close 
ghakt˙—right 
ghoga—maize 
gh˙kt˙—narrow 
gh˙ri (IA)—jar, pot 
gh˙u, gh˙w (IA)—scar 
hasimo—complain (v.) 

hi—flour 
hina rokt˙—like this 
hich‰—here 
hidi b˙TTho-m˙≥—these 
hidi—this, it 
himo—grate, grind (v.) 
hiya—wife's elder sister's husband 
hu-m~‰—face 
huica-thirmo—invite (v.) 
hum-si-ne—echo 
h˙jar (IA)—one thousand 
h˙lkti—mosquito 
h˙≥ga—branch 
h˙no—how 
h˙pta (IA)—week 
i≥-g‰—our  
in-j˙mma, in-l˙iri—we (all) 
in-ni—we (two) 
itta-wa-s˙—till now 
ittano—lately 
itte—just now 
jamo—eat (v.) 
j‰ (IA)—barley 
jemo—fill (liquid) (v.) 
j‰r-n˙m—east 
ji, je—I (1sg pronoun) 
ji-g‰—my, mine 
jigu—time 
jild˙—clear 
jimmo—burn (hand etc.) (v.) 
jit˙ (IA)—win (v.) 
jo≥—pair 
jo≥-si-m˙—beginning 
jo≥ka (IA)—leech 
ju≥-˚i-mo—begin (v.) 
ju≥mo—drown (animate) (v.) 
jya (IA)—tea 
jya—day 
jyod˙—young 
jyu-jy˙≥—gown belt 
jy˙c-cha—eighty 
jy˙c-cha-gui—eighty nine 
jy˙c-cha-g˙ cy˙te—ninety one 
jy˙c-cha-g˙-cirgu—ninety nine 
jy˙c-cha-g˙-cyanni—ninety seven 
jy˙c-cha-g˙-cy˙bjy‰—ninety eight 
jy˙c-cha-g˙-cy˙b˙n—ninety five 
jy˙c-cha-g˙-cy˙ne—ninety two 
jy˙c-cha-g˙-cy˙pi—ninety four 
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jy˙c-cha-g˙-cy˙s∑m—ninety three 
jy˙c-cha-g˙-cy˙TTo—ninety six 
jy˙c-cha-hnis—eighty seven 
jy˙c-cha-jy˙d—eighty eight 
jy˙c-cha-nise—eighty two 
jy˙c-cha-≥˙i—eighty five 
jy˙c-cha-pi—eighty four 
jy˙c-cha-s∑m—eighty three 
jy˙c-cha-tig˙—eighty one 
jy˙c-cha-Tugo—eighty six 
jy˙d—eight 
j˙bli (IA)—tongue 
j˙l—part 
j˙mma, l˙iri—all 
j˙nm˙ (IA)—birth 
j˙≥o (IA)—thigh 
jha≥-ko—lizard (wild) 
jhelmo—bark (dog) (v.) 
jh‰mmo—bloom (v.) 
jhim—sneeze 
jhimmo—sneeze (v.) 
jho —yak (cross-bred) (male) 
jho-mo —yak (cross-bred) (female) 
jhugo —gown (for unmarried female) 
jh˙≥—gold 
ka—crow 
ka-jhokt˙—ready 
kalo (IA)—death 
kapts˙—tongs 
kela (IA)—banana 
kemo—cut (tree) (v.) 
kolo-co≥mo—curse (v.) 
kol˙≥-luk-ts‰—calf 
komo—spread (grains) (v.) 
kom˙—stir (v.) 
kur-tsa—lamb 
kw‰mo—boil (cook) (v.) 
kwemo—break (tr. pots etc.) (v.) 
kwemo—chew (v.) 
kw˙l‰n—bell of animal 
kw˙rmo—carry (v.) 
kw˙rmo—take (v.) 
kyo-r˙kt˙—crooked (curved) 
k˙-bhokt˙—open 
k˙bind˙—full 
k˙car—mud 
k˙du—gourd 
k˙j-ju≥mo—drown (inanimate) (v.) 
k˙l-lo-˚i-mo—forget (v.) 

k˙l˙k-chiri—sword 
k˙mmo—close (eys, mouth) (v.) 
k˙n—ill 
k˙nts˙—bowl (for pulses) 
k˙pasu (IA)—cotton 
k˙rtsimo—lay down (vi.) 
k˙so (IA)—bell metal 
k˙tigu-m˙tigu—harvest time 
k˙y˙-ru≥mo—obey (v.) 
kha—walnut 
kha-sya—kidney 
khad˙—bitter 
khad˙—difficult 
khali-m˙nt˙—continuously 
kh‰—what 
khe—son's son, daughter's son 
kh‰g˙ni—cold (to feel cold) (v.) 
kheti (IA)—crop 
khilta—shirt 
khomo—peel out (v.) 
khoy˙≥—plate (for females) 
khu—smoke 
khu-m~‰—daughter's daughter, son's 

daughter 
khu-˚i-go—stealthily 
khuci—knot 
khuli—nest 
khumo—steal (v.) 
khur‰—mole 
khurmo—accept (v.) 
khwa—stream 
khw‰mo—dig (v.) 
khwemo—scrub (v.) 
khw˙n—scorpion 
khw˙pa—heel 
khw˙r˙n—pigeon 
khw˙s˙r—deer 
khw˙t˙n—plough 
kh˙ja-guja—casually 
kh˙ja-guja—often 
kh˙mi—who (sg.) 
kh˙mi-g‰—whose 
kh˙mi-ja—whom 
kh˙mi-kh˙mi—who (pl.) 
kh˙mmo—rinse (v.) 
kh˙mmo—take out (v.) 
kh˙pa—winter 
kh˙rbuja (IA)—melon 
kh˙s-r˙kt˙—rough 
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kh˙se—pajamas 
la—hand 
la-du—dough 
la-m˙la—goat (male) 
la-y‰mo—send off (v.) 
lagotar (IA)—regularly 
lak- p∑m—clutch 
lak-p˙m—toe 
lak-p∑m—finger 
lak-˚in—nail 
lak-su≥, lak-ko—gloves 
la≥-g˙ni—fly (v.) 
las˙≥—goat (bearable) 
lemo—say (v.) 
libÈn—book 
lik‰, lig‰—foot 
lim-pri—tail 
li≥‰-mala—animal (domestic) 
lints˙—bowl 
lisu—resin (of pine) 
lo—fruit 
lo—language 
lo-demo—trust (v.) 
lo-lo-s˙—nearly 
lo-˚i-mo—shake (vi.) 
lohla—bright moon fortnight 
lok-˚i-mo—climb up (v.) 
lomo—burn (vi.) 
lomo—shake (vt.) 
lo≥mo—vomit (v.) 
lot˙—cheap, easy 
lot˙—heavy 
luka, luga—cloth 
lu≥—backbone 
lu≥-b˙r—lungs 
l˙bu—butter 
l˙cy˙≥—above 
l˙ge—leg 
l˙hma—priest 
l˙kt˙—thin (objects) 
l˙la—father's mother, mother's mother 
l˙mma—whole 
l˙mmo—plaster (v.) 
l˙≥—only 
l˙n-su≥mo—do (v.) 
l˙n-thomo—reply (v.) 
l˙≥mo—cross (by jumping) (v.) 
l˙re—after 
l˙th˙≥—ladder 

l˙t˙kt˙—stinking 
l∑mmo—wash (floor) (v.) 
hla—month, moon 
hla-ch˙n—light (of moon) 
hle-˚i-mo—climb down (v.) 
hl‰-si-t˙—low 
hled˙—yellow 
hl‰mo—bring down (v.) 
hlok-˚i-mo—read (v.) 
hl˙k˙r—sprout 
hl˙≥mo—play (v.) 
ma-n‰mo—node (v.) 
ma-n~u—breast, nipple 
makha (IA)—fly (insect) 
mamo—search (v.) 
m~‰—eye 
m~‰ m˙b˙t—blind 
m~‰-lin—hearth 
m‰h˙r—heaven 
m‰la (IA)—dirt 
mid˙—short, small 
min-ch˙—night 
mit-tsh∑m—eye brow, eye lashes 
mo-mal—family 
mok-˚ya—mushroom 
mol˙ (IA)—price 
mor (IA)—peacock 
moro≥—door 
mya-hmya—daughter's husband 
mya≥mo—taste (v.) 
mya≥t˙—light (in weight) 
myan˙ (IA)—scythe 
m˙-c˙nt˙—blunt 
m˙-g˙mt˙—loose-fit 
m˙-hrat˙—dirty 
m˙ci—tomorrow 
m˙i-kyamo—insult (v.) 
m˙k-k˙m—eye lid 
m˙la-ts∑m, tsh∑m—wool 
m˙ma—mother 
m˙n (IA)—mind 
m˙n-ramo—like (v.) 
m˙namo (IA)—celebrate (v.) 
m˙≥d˙—chili 
m˙≥d˙—red 
m˙r—clarified butter 
m˙r-konti—temple 
m˙s∑—husband's younger brother 
m˙si (IA)—ink 
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m˙t-ti—tear 
m˙ta (IA)—many (animate) 
m∑l—silver 
hm‰—fire 
hm~‰—paw 
hm~‰, mh ~‰—crack (in earth) 
hmin-tamo—name (to give) (v.) 
hm~omo—fill (grain) (v.) 
hmyukt˙—straight 
na-k˙l—moss 
n˙na—wife's younger sister's husband 
nara≥gi (IA)—orange 
nasa—fifty 
n‰mo—oil (v.) 
n‰mo—rub (v.) 
ni—sun 
ni—we (pl.excl.) 
ni-ch˙n—light (of sun) 
ni-remo—set (sun) (v.) 
ni-˚i-mo—live (v.) 
nicch˙—day 
niero (IA)—near 
nil—gums 
nin-jya—day after tomorrow, a 
ni≥~‰-urmo—wash (animals) (v.) 
nip-cimo—pray (v.) 
nip-˚i-mo—hum (a tune) (v.) 
ni˚—two 
nomo—increase (stretch) (v.) 
n~ud˙—new 
nu-chirmo—milk (v.) 
nu-so, so—incisors 
nuo-ku≥—in front of 
ny~a—fish 
nyar˙—yesterday 
ny˙md˙—taste 
n˙-bu—cobra 
n˙-g‰—your (sg.) 
n˙-jh˙≥—iron 
n˙-khui—dog 
n˙-pya—bird 
n˙-pya-tsip-ts‰—chicken 
n˙-tsi—thorn 
n˙bu-n˙ba—insect 
≥˙i—five 
n˙kt˙—soft 
n˙m—rain 
n˙m-˚ya—son's wife 
n˙m-˚ya—younger brother's wife 

n˙min—autumn 
n˙mt˙—strong 
n˙≥-kho—next year 
n˙≥mo—drive (cattle) (v.) 
n˙nu—younger brother 
n˙pyu—mouse 
n˙re—louse 
n˙ssa -nis‰—twenty two 
n˙ssa—twenty 
n˙ssa-cirgu—thirty nine 
n˙ssa-cy˙bjy‰—thirty eight 
n˙ssa-cy˙b˙n—thirty five 
n˙ssa-cy˙ne—thirty two 
n˙ssa-cy˙nni—thirty seven 
n˙ssa-cy˙pi—thirty four 
n˙ssa-cy˙s∑m—thirty three 
n˙ssa-cy˙te—thirty one 
n˙ssa-cy˙TTo—thirty six 
n˙ssa-gui—twenty nine 
n˙ssa-hnis—twenty seven 
n˙ssa-jy˙d—twenty eight 
n˙ssa-≥˙i—twenty five 
n˙ssa-pi—twenty four 
n˙ssa-s∑m—twenty three 
n˙ssa-tig˙—twenty one 
n˙ssa-Tugo—twenty six 
n˙y˙n—last year 
hna-˚i-mo—relax (v.) 
hn‰p-ti—snot 
hnim—name 
hnim—nose 
hnim-Do≥-Tho—nostrils 
hnimmo—smell (v.) 
hnis—seven 
hno≥-k˙rø—ant 
hn˙≥mo—measure (v.) 
hn˙p-si-d˙—flexible 
o—he 
o-g‰—his, her 
o-l˙≥-pa—when 
o≥ga—compare (v.) 
o≥g˙-somo—look after (v.) 
o≥mo—see (v.) 
pa-sim—defense 
pala—mortar 
pali≥u (IA)—spinach 
pamo—measure (grains) (v.) 
pan (IA)—betel leaf 
pa≥-d˙n—guts 
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pat (IA)—leaf 
pe—knee 
pe-hre—patella 
p‰mo—know (v.) 
pemo—shoot (v.) 
pemo—tear (v.) 
pha—ash 
pi—four 
pi-jya—four days after 
pij‰—seek 
piku (IA)—bed bug 
pir—navel 
pisa—forty 
pisa-cibjya—fifty eight 
pisa-cirgu—fifty nine 
pisa-cy˙b˙n—fifty five 
pisa-cy˙ne—fifty two 
pisa-cy˙nni—fifty seven 
pisa-cy˙pi—fifty four 
pisa-cy˙s∑m—fifty three 
pisa-cy˙te—fifty one 
pisa-cy˙To—fifty six 
pisa-gui—forty nine 
pisa-hnis—forty seven 
pisa-jy˙d—forty eight 
pisa-nis‰—forty two 
pisa-≥˙i—forty five 
pisa-pi—forty four 
pisa-s∑m—forty three 
pisa-tiga—forty one 
pisa-Tugo—forty six 
pisak tsh∑m—braid 
pi˚a—head 
pit˙l (IA)—brass 
pi˙lmo—split (wood) (v.) 
po—roasted barley 
po-ga—husband's elder brother 
po-ga, ch‰—son's wife's father's daughter's 

husband's father 
po-gun, ch‰-m~‰—elder brother's wife 
po-hmint˙—ripe (v.) 
po-hya—elder brother 
po-ma—father's elder brother's wife 
poda-ba, gunda-ba, mida-ba, s‰nba—

father's younger brother 
pod˙—big, large 
poga, ch‰—wife's younger brother 
pola—shoes 
poli—water-pot 

po≥-˚i-mo—spring (v.) 
pøt˙l—sole 
p∑thra—forehead 
pu—husk 
pu-ni—father's elder sister 
pu-ni—father's younger sister 
pu-ni—mother's brother's wife, wife's 

mother, husband's mother 
pu-themo—husk (v.) 
pu-th˙≥—mother's elder brother 
pu-th˙≥-mi—father's elder sister's husband 
pyaj (IA)—onion 
py‰l-jy‰c-cha-, Tukcha-ci—seventy 
py˙l-te-s˙i—ninety 
p˙emo—sweep (v.) 
p˙gare—ankle 
p˙gwe—break (int. pots.) (v.) 
p˙j-jhy˙≥—extinguish (v.) 
p˙lo—frog 
p˙m-pu—moss (on the tree) 
p˙mmo—spin (v.) 
p˙p˙l ˚ya—calves 
p˙rg˙n—bulge (v.) 
p˙rt˙-su≥mo—roll down (v.) 
p˙s, cyoto—blanket 
p∑-˚ya—skull 
phad˙—brown, gray 
phamo—speak (v.) 
ph‰-la—palm 
phemo—spread (seed) (v.) 
phet˙—thick (liquid) 
phi—rope 
phi-˚i-mo—hunt (v.) 
phia—rabbit 
phirmo—blow (wind) (v.) 
pho—cave 
pho-phya—animal (wild) 
phok-˚i-mo—cover (self) (v.) 
phomo—open (door) (v.) 
pho≥-yu—supporting pillar 
pho≥mo—run away (stealing) (v.) 
phu—copper 
phuc˙p—rice 
phuli (IA)—flower 
ph˙bla—dark moon fortnight 
ph˙l˙m—iron shaft 
ph˙r-chemo—bind (bundle) (v.) 
ph˙reli-damo—fan (v.) 
ph˙rmo—open (knot) (v.) 
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ph˙rmo—thrash (wool) (v.) 
ph˙rmo—untie (v.) 
ph∑rmo—drop (v.) 
r ~aDi (IA)—widow 
r ~aDo (IA)—widower 
raju—valley 
ramo—come (v.) 
rani (IA)—queen 
rap, hm~‰-rap—flame 
rarts˙—whisper 
rats‰—ear 
re—field 
re-n˙m—west 
rim—arrow 
rimo—write (v.) 
rin-˚ya—wife's younger brother's wife 
rithi-rithi-˚ya—couple 
ro-hw˙simo—fast (v.) 
rok-˚i-mo—comb (v.) 
rom—roasted food 
romo—roast (on fire) (v.) 
rø≥—shoulder 
rop‰mo—plant (v.) 
ro˙—plank 
ru—corner 
ru—horn 
rug˙n—two years ago 
ruk-cimo—chuckle (v.) 
rukt˙—same 
rukt˙, ruksit—same 
ru≥-˚i-mo—hear, listen (v.) 
rusu (IA)—anger 
r˙j‰—wheat 
r˙l-si≥~‰—ox 
r˙mmo—knit (v.) 
r˙mmo—weave (v.) 
r˙≥ (IA)—colour 
r˙≥—wing 
r˙n—arm 
r˙≥-pli—feather 
r˙n-t˙-nu—curd 
r˙≥mo—sell (v.) 
r˙≥˙-semo—paint (v.) 
r∑mmo—stitch (v.) 
hra-jya—day before yesterday 
hramo—ashamed of (v.) 
hrat˙—clean 
hre—bone 
hr‰mo—bring (v.) 

hrimo—teach (v.) 
hro—snow 
hrok-˚i-mo—graze (v.) 
hrumo—ask for (v.) 
hr˙c˙r—louse (egg) 
hr˙k-sa—pebble 
hr˙≥-mo—mare 
hr˙≥-pho—horse 
hr˙ti—cheeks 
sa—soil 
s ~au (IA)—bull 
saco—empty 
sak-cimo—breathe (v.) 
samo—sacrifice (v.) 
saro—hard 
saro—loudly 
satho-su≥mo—accompany (with) (v.) 
s‰—God 
se-cimo—use (v.) 
seb (IA)—apple 
s‰l—rainy season 
s‰mo—increase (liquid) (v.) 
s‰mo—kill (v.) 
semo—drag (v.) 
s‰≥-la—side (left) 
s‰nci—father's younger brother's wife 
s‰nda, sy˙nd˙—child 
sepi-cemo—pinch (v.) 
s‰r-cimo—believe (v.) 
s‰r-t˙m—south (left side) 
sera—forest 
si-cimo—die (v.) 
sid˙—rotten 
sil—dew 
sim—mark 
sim-jya—three days after 
sim‰—chest 
si≥-jy˙≥—creeper 
si≥-ko—bark of tree 
sip-ts∑—comb 
sir‰—cow 
siri—boy 
siri—son, brother's son 
sirt˙—sour 
so≥mo—leak (v.) 
sont˙—fresh 
soTT˙—beans 
su, so—tooth 
sua (IA)—parrot 
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su≥mo—build (v.) 
su≥˙r (IA)—pig 
supari (IA)—betel nut 
swo—fodder 
syalo (IA)—fox 
syomo—slip (v.) 
syotamo—lie (to tell) (v.) 
s˙i—hundred 
s˙i-hy‰r-nise—hundred and two 
s˙i-hy‰r-tig‰—hundred and one 
s˙ju—slow 
s˙k-˚i-mo (IA s˙k)—suspect (v.) 
s˙ka—cloud 
s˙kh—breath 
s˙l—coal 
s˙mpalo—foam 
s˙≥-wa—lion 
s˙≥ta—old 
s˙nt˙—old (person) 
s˙p˙≥—hell 
s˙than (IA)—temple 
s˙Thom-b˙≥—place of worship 
s∑m—three 
s∑m-sa—thirty 
˚i—blood 
˚i-˚i—heart 
˚id˙—white 
˚i≥—firewood 
˚in—tree 
˚in-r˙m—ginger 
˚o≥-˚i-mo—sit (v.) 
˚ya—meat 
˚ya-˚i—relatives 
˚yokt˙—smooth 
ta-la—side (right) 
tabmo, Dhugmo—thrash (grains) (v.) 
tamo—keep (v.) 
tamo—put up (v.) 
tar˙m—key 
tela (IA)—oil 
t‰mo—feel (v.) 
temo—weep (v.) 
tete—father's father, mother's father 
ti—water 
ti-phak-ci—at once 
tibari (IA)—window 
tig˙—one 
tik-b˙≥mo—jump (over) (v.) 
tilin—ice 

tim-bu—sky 
timbu-r˙≥ (sky colour)—blue 
timi—person 
tind˙—green 
tipri—kettle 
tok-cimo—collapse (person) (v.) 
tok-sin—peg 
tomo—buy (v.) 
tomo—forbid (v.) 
tomo—light (v.) 
tomo—obstruct (v.) 
to≥-˚i-mo—fasten (v.) 
to≥-y˙≥—net 
tu≥mo—drink (v.) 
tyar (IA)—festival 
t˙k-t˙m—north (right side) 
t˙kt˙—hot 
t˙li (IA)—plate (for males) 
t˙maku (IA)—tobacco 
t˙mmo—hang (v.) 
t˙≥-bu—python 
t˙ni-˚i-mo—swing (v.) 
t˙≥mo—bury (v.) 
t˙≥˙-kw˙re—carry (in hand) (v.) 
t˙rmo—able (v.) 
t˙ta—sister, wife's father's brother's wife 
t˙ta, hrin-˚ya—son's wife's mother, 

daughter's husband's mother 
t∑m—egg 
tha—spring 
themo—change (v.) 
themo—throw (v.) 
th ~îy~a—today 
thi-˚i-mo—melt (vi.) 
thimo—melt (vt.) 
thimo—wet (to get) (v.) 
thit˙—thin (liquid) 
thit˙—wet 
tho-c‰nto—upwards 
tho-cimo—beg (v.) 
thok-˚i-mo—return (v.) 
thomo—pluck (v.) 
thomo—worship (v.) 
thom˙—worship 
tho≥mo—rear (v.) 
thuru—colt (young horse) 
thut˙—weak 
th˙-sim-jya—three days before 
th˙-sun-m˙n—three years ago 
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th˙m-sinmo—cut (into pieces) (v.) 
th˙≥—beam (wooden log) 
th˙≥—ground 
th˙ng-mi—mother's brother, wife's father, 

husband's father 
th˙≥mo—cross (by walking) (v.) 
Tollya (IA)—deaf 
Tomo—burn (fire) (v.) 
Tomo—open (eyes) (v.) 
Tuggo—six 
Tuk-cha—sixty 
Tuk-cha-gui—sixty nine 
Tuk-cha-hnis—sixty seven 
Tuk-cha-jy˙d—sixty eight 
Tuk-cha-nise—sixty two 
Tuk-cha-≥˙i—sixty five 
Tuk-cha-pi—sixty four 
Tuk-cha-s∑m—sixty three 
Tuk-cha-tig˙—sixty one 
Tuk-cha-Tugo—sixty six 
Tukcha-g˙ -cy˙TTo—seventy six 
Tukcha-g˙ cy˙rgu—seventy nine 
Tukcha-g˙-cy˙bjy‰—seventy eight 
Tukcha-g˙-cy˙b˙n—seventy five 
Tukcha-g˙-cy˙ne—seventy two 
Tukcha-g˙-cy˙nni—seventy seven 
Tukcha-g˙-cy˙pi—seventy four 
Tukcha-g˙-cy˙s∑m—seventy three 
Tukcha-g˙-cy˙te—seventy one 
T˙m—end 
T˙mo—bind (join) (v.) 
Thamo—strike (v.) 
Thu≥o—hammer 
Th∑m-ca-ru—custom 
Th∑mmo—dance (v.) 
tse—elbow 
tse—joints 
tsemo—bite (v.) 
tsi—grass 
tsi, tsi-ram—memory 
tsi-ramo—long for (v.) 
tsi-ramo—understand (v.) 
tsiri—intestines 
ts˙m~‰—daughter, brother's daughter 
ts˙m~‰—girl 
ts∑mmo—catch (v.) 
t˚i≥—liver 
tsh˙rmo—dry (vt.) 
tsh∑m—hair 

tsh∑r—back 
tsh∑r—loin 
ulo—where 
urmo—wash (hands) (v.) 
usi j˙mma, ˙ti-b˙≥—they (all) 
usi—they (pl.) 
usi-g‰—their (pl.) 
usi-l˙ig‰—their (pl) 
usi-ni mig‰—their (dual) 
usi-ni, usi-nise—they (two) 
we—hill, mountain 
wi—bow 
wid˙—old 
wo-so—medicine 
wom—bear 
wom-b˙≥—dark 
womd˙—black 
wur, kunDi—avalanche 
wur-˚i-mo—bathe (vi.) 
wurmo—bathe (vt.) 
hwa—honey 
hwa-nim—bee 
hwan˙m—far 
hw‰-m~‰—divorce 
hwimo—call (v.) 
hwommo—show (v.) 
hwurmo—smoke (v.) 
hw˙lt˙—loose 
yad˙—bad, unhappy 
yad˙-b∑dd˙-lemo—accuse (v.), rebuke 

(v.) 
yamo—back bite (v.) 
yamo—sleep (v.) 
ya≥-p˙—dusk 
ya≥mo—prepare (v.) 
ya≥ti—river 
ya≥ti-th˙m—bank of river 
yat-t‰mo—hate (v.) 
ye—kite 
y‰-ca-m˙≥—feast 
y‰n—spring 
y‰rmo—cry out (v.), shout (v.) 
yi≥go—hips 
yo≥-k˙l (used for dry thi≥s)—ladle 
yo≥k˙ti—before 
yu-c‰nto—downwards 
yum-ph˙n—behind 
yu≥go—buttocks 
yut˙, ko≥t˙—deep 
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yut˙-m˙ni—shallow 
y˙bmo—stop (v.) 
y˙k-ghwa—collapse (house) (v.) 
y˙mba—many (inanimate) 
y˙mmo—sow (v.) 
y˙mmo—stand up (v.) 
y˙n-jamo—take (oath) (v.) 
y˙rt˙—loud 
hya—king 
hyamo—lay down (vt.) 
hy‰mo—pour out (v.) 
hy˙k˙m—yoke 
hy˙lba—bamboo 
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a few—duma, citt˙ 
able (vt.)—t˙rmo 
above—l˙cy˙≥ 
accept (vt.)—khurmo 
accompany (with) (vt.)—satho-su≥mo 
accuse (vt.)—yad˙-b∑d˙-lemo 
afraid of (vt.)—byomo 
after—l˙re 
again—˙jyu 
all—j˙mma, l˙iri 
anger—rusu (IA) 
animal (domestic)—li≥‰-mala 
animal (wild)—pho-phya 
ankle—p˙gare 
another—g~ar˙ 
ant—hno≥-k˙rø 
apple—seb (IA) 
arm—r˙n 
armpit—cuguli 
arrow—rim 
as soon as—chaTo-cy˙≥-chaTo 
ash—pha 
ashamed of (vt.)—hramo 
ask for (vt.)—hrumo 
at once—ti-phak-ci 
autumn—n˙min 
avalanche—wur, kunDi 
awake (v.)—d˙o-˚i-mo 
back bite (vt.)—yamo 
back—tsh∑r 
backbone—lu≥ 
bad—yad˙ 
bamboo—hy˙lba 
banana—kela (IA) 
bank of river—ya≥ti-th˙m 
bark (dog) (v.)—jhelmo 
bark of tree—si≥-ko 
barley—j‰ (IA) 
bathe (vt.)—wurmo 
bathe (with) (vt.)—wur-˚i-mo 
beam (wooden log)—th˙≥ 
beans—soTT˙ 
bear—wom 
beard—ak tsh∑m, cyo tsim 
beat (vt.)—Dhu≥mo 

bed bug—piku (IA) 
bee—hwa-nim 
before—yo≥k˙ti 
beg (vt.)—tho-cimo 
begin (v.)—ju≥-˚i-mo 
beginning—jo≥-si-m˙ 
behind—yum-ph˙n 
believe (vt.)—s‰r-cimo 
bell metal—k˙so (IA) 
bell of animal—kw˙l‰n 
bell of temple—bin 
belly—d˙n 
below—chy˙≥-ku≥ 
betel leaf—pan (IA)  
betel nut—supari (IA) 
big, large—pod˙ 
bind (bundle) (vt.)—ph˙r-chemo 
bind (join) (vt.)—T˙mo 
bird—n˙-pya 
birth—j˙nm˙ (IA) 
bite (vt.)—tsemo 
bitter—khad˙ 
black—womd˙ 
blanket—p˙s, cyoto 
blind—m~‰ m˙b˙t 
blood—˚i 
bloom (v.)—jh‰mmo 
blouse—cyu≥ 
blow (nose) (vt.)—cimo 
blow (wind) (v.)—phirmo 
blue—timbu-r˙≥ (sky colour) 
blunt—m˙-c˙nt˙ 
boil (cook) (vt.)—kw‰mo 
bone—hre 
book—libÈn 
bow—wi 
bowl—lints˙ 
bowl (for pulses)—k˙nts˙ 
boy—siri 
braid—pisak tsh∑m 
brain—buddi (IA) 
branch—h˙≥ga 
brass—pit˙l (IA) 
bravely—dhou-dhou 
break (pots) (v.)—p˙gwe 
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break (thread, stick) (vt.)—chyamo 
break (pots, etc.) (vt.)—kwemo 
breast, nipple—ma-n~u 
breath—s˙kh 
breathe (v.)—sak-cimo 
bride—byoli-˚ya 
bride-groom—byolo 
bright moon fortnight—lohla 
bright (light)—ch˙nt˙ 
bring down (vt.)—hl‰mo 
bring out (scoop) (vt.)—chy‰rmo 
bring (vt.)—hr‰mo 
brinjal—b‰gun (IA) 
broad, long—bhu≥t˙ 
brown, gray—phad˙ 
buffalo—bh‰si (IA) 
build (vt.)—su≥mo 
bulge (v.)—p˙rg˙n 
bull—s ~a^u (IA) 
burn (fire) (v.)—Tomo 
burn (hand etc.) (vt.)—jimmo 
burn (kindle) (vt.)—cemo 
burn (v.)—lomo 
bury (vt.)—t˙≥mo 
bush—bhuru 
butter—l˙bu 
buttermilk—buti 
buttocks—yu≥go 
buy (vt.)—tomo 
calf—kol˙≥-luk-ts‰ 
call (vt.)—hwimo 
calves—p˙p˙l ˚ya 
cap (male)—c∑kti 
carry (in hand) (vt.)—t˙≥˙-kw˙re 
carry (vt.)—kw˙rmo 
casually—kh˙ja-guja 
cat (female)—chai 
cat (male)—chai-Dha^u 
catch (vt.)—ts∑mmo 
cave—pho 
celebrate (v.)—m˙namo (IA) 
change (v.)—themo 
cheap, easy—lot˙ 
cheeks—hr˙ti 
cheese—chirbi 
chest—sim‰ 
chew (vt.)—kwemo 
chicken—n˙-pya-tsip-ts‰ 
child—s‰nda, sy˙nd˙ 

chili—m˙≥d˙ 
chin—cyo 
chuckle (v.)—ruk-cimo 
clarified butter—m˙r 
clean—hrat˙ 
clear—jild˙ 
climb down (v.)—hle-˚i-mo 
climb up (v.)—lok-˚i-mo 
close (door) (vt.)—g˙nmo 
close (eys, mouth) (vt.)—k˙mmo 
close—g˙rm˙ 
cloth—luk^a, lug^a 
cloud—s˙ka 
clutch—lak- p∑m 
coal—s˙l 
cobra—n˙-bu 
cock—c˙r-pya 
cold (to get) (v.)—cet˙ 
cold (to feel cold) (v.)—kh‰g˙ni 
collapse (house) (v.)—y˙k-ghwa 
collapse (person) (v.)—tok-cimo 
collide (v.)—dok-˚i-mo 
colour—r˙≥ (IA) 
colt (young horse)—thuru 
comb—sip-ts∑ 
comb (vt.)—rok-˚i-mo 
come (v.)—ramo 
compare (vt.)—o≥ga 
complain (v.)—hasimo 
continuously—khali-m˙nt˙ 
copper—phu 
corner—ru 
corpus—cha≥go 
costly—˙kra (IA) 
cot—b˙≥ 
cotton—k˙pasu (IA) 
cough (v.)—gul-˚i-mo 
couple—rithi-rithi-˚ya 
cover (something) (vt.)—cyamo 
cover (self) (v.)—phok-˚i-mo 
cow—sir‰ 
coward—byuk-kya-li 
crack (in earth)—hm~‰, mh ~‰ 
creeper—si≥-jy˙≥ 
crooked (curved)—kyo-r˙kt˙ 
crop—kheti (IA) 
cross (by jumping) (vt.)—l˙≥mo 
cross (by walking) (vt.)—th˙≥mo 
crow—ka 
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cry (v.)—y‰rmo 
cucumber—cho≥-k˙l‰n 
curd—r˙n-t˙-nu 
curse (vt.)—kolo-co≥mo 
custom—Th∑m-ca-ru 
cut (tree) (vt.)—kemo 
cut (with saw) (vt.)—ciramo (IA) 
cut (grass) (vt.)—c‰mo 
cut (into pieces) (vt.)—th˙m-sinmo 
dance (v.)—Th∑mmo 
dark moon fortnight—ph˙bla 
dark—wom-b˙≥ 
day—jya 
day—nicch˙ 
day after tomorrow, —nin-jya 
day before yesterday, a—hra-jya 
deaf—Tollya (IA) 
death—kalo (IA) 
deep—yut˙, ko≥t˙ 
deer—khw˙s˙r 
defense—pa-sim 
dew—sil 
die (v.)—si-cimo 
difficult—khad˙ 
dig (vt.)—khw‰mo 
dirt—m‰la (IA) 
dirty—m˙-hrat˙ 
divide (vt.)—chu-cimo 
divorce—hw‰-m~‰ 
do (vt.)—l˙n-su≥mo 
dog—n˙-khui 
donkey—bo≥-ts‰ 
door—moro≥ 
dough—la-du 
downwards—yu-c‰nto 
drag (vt.)—semo 
drink (vt.)—tu≥mo 
drive (cattle) (vt.)—n˙≥mo 
drop (vt.)—ph∑rmo 
drown (animate) (v.)—ju≥mo 
drown (inanimate) (v.)—k˙j-ju≥mo 
drum—d˙m~‰ 
dry (v.)—cok-tsh˙rmo 
dry—ch˙rt˙ 
dry (vt.)—tsh˙rmo 
duck—b˙t˙k (IA) 
dusk—ya≥-p˙ 
dye (vt.)—chyomo 
ear—rats‰ 

earth—dh˙rti (IA) 
east—j‰r-n˙m 
eat (vt.)—jamo 
echo—hum-si-ne 
egg—t∑m 
eight—jy˙d 
eighteen—cy˙bjy‰ 
eighty eight—jy˙c-cha-jy˙d 
eighty five—jy˙c-cha-≥˙i 
eighty four—jy˙c-cha-pi 
eighty—jy˙c-cha 
eighty nine—jy˙c-cha-gui 
eighty one—jy˙c-cha-tig˙ 
eighty seven—jy˙c-cha-hnis 
eighty six—jy˙c-cha-Tugo 
eighty three—jy˙c-cha-s∑m 
eighty two—jy˙c-cha-nise 
elbow—tse 
eleven—cy˙te 
empty—saco 
end—T˙m 
enjoy (vt.)—b∑t-t‰mo 
extinguish (vt.)—p˙j-jhy˙≥ 
eye brow—mit- tsh∑m 
eye lashes—mit-tsh∑m 
eye lid—m˙k-k˙m 
eye—m~‰ 
face—hu-m~‰ 
fall down (v.)—c˙rg˙ 
family—mo-mal 
fan (vt.)—ph˙reli-damo 
fang—g˙r-so 
far—hwan˙m 
fast—chaTo 
fast (v.)—ro-hw˙simo 
fasten (vt.)—to≥-˚i-mo 
fat—cyod˙, n˙mt˙ 
fat, grease, life—ch‰ 
feast—y‰-ca-m˙≥ 
feather—r˙≥-pli 
feel (vt.)—t‰mo 
festival—tyar (IA) 
field—re 
fifteen—cy˙b˙n 
fifty eight—pisa-cibjya 
fifty five—pisa-cy˙b˙n 
fifty four—pisa-cy˙pi 
fifty—nasa 
fifty nine—pisa-cirgu 
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fifty one—pisa-cy˙te 
fifty seven—pisa-cy˙nni 
fifty six—pisa-cy˙To 
fifty three—pisa-cy˙s∑m 
fifty two—pisa-cy˙ne 
fight (vt.)—dak-˚i-mo 
fill (grain) (vt.)—hm~omo 
fill (liquid) (vt.)—jemo 
finger—lak-p∑m 
fire—hm‰ 
firewood—˚i≥ 
fish—ny~a 
fist—cip 
five—≥˙i 
flame—rap, hm~‰-rap 
flexible—hn˙p-si-d˙ 
floor—dy˙r 
flour—hi 
flower—phuli (IA) 
fly (insect)—makha (IA) 
fly (v.)—la≥-g˙ni 
foam—s˙mpalo 
fodder—swo 
fold (cloth) (vt.)—bamo 
food, meal—duk-la≥ 
foot—lik‰, lig‰ 
forbid (vt.)—tomo 
forehead—p∑thra 
forest—sera 
forget (vt.)—k˙l-lo-˚i-mo 
forty eight—pisa-jy˙d 
forty five—pisa-≥˙i 
forty four—pisa-pi 
forty nine—pisa-gui 
forty one—pisa-tiga 
forty—pisa 
forty seven—pisa-hnis 
forty six—pisa-Tugo 
forty three—pisa-s∑m 
forty two—pisa-nis‰ 
four days after—pi-jya 
four—pi 
fourteen—cy˙ppi 
fox—syalo (IA) 
fragrant—bas (IA) 
fresh—sont˙ 
frog—p˙lo 
frost—br∑di 
fruit—lo 

full—k˙bind˙ 
garden—b˙gica (IA) 
garlic—d˙m 
ginger—˚in-r˙m 
girl—ts˙m~‰ 
give (vt.)—damo 
glacier—g˙l 
gloves—lak-su≥, lak-ko 
go, leave (v.)—demo 
goat (bearable)—las˙≥ 
goat (female)—c‰m-ts˙ 
goat (male)—la-m˙la 
goat (uncastrated)—bokyo (IA) 
God—s‰ 
gold—jh˙≥ 
good—b∑d˙ 
gourd—k˙du 
gown belt—jyu-jy˙≥ 
gown—jhugo (for unmarried female) 
granary—b∑n-cÈm 
grass—tsi 
grate, grind (vt.)—himo 
graze (v.)—hrok-˚i-mo 
green—tind˙ 
ground—th˙≥ 
gums—nil 
guts—pa≥-d˙n 
hair—tsh∑m 
hammer—Thu≥o 
hand—la 
hang (vt.)—t˙mmo 
happy—b∑d˙ 
hard—saro 
harvest time—k˙tigu-m˙tigu 
hate (vt.)—yat-t‰mo 
have (vt.)—˙ni 
he—o 
head—pi˚a 
headgear (for female)—cukti 
headgear (for male)—b‰n-thuluk 
hear (vt.)—ru≥-˚i-mo 
heart—˚i-˚i 
hearth—m~‰-lin 
heaven—m‰h˙r 
heavy—lot˙ 
heel—khw˙pa 
height—˙≥-sida 
hell—s˙p˙≥ 
help (vt.)—Do≥mo 
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here—hich‰ 
hesitate (v.)—cy‰mo 
hide (self) (v.)—cya-˚i-mo 
hide (something) (vt.)—cyamo 
high—˙≥-si-d˙ 
hill, mountain—we 
hips—yi≥go 
his, her—o-g‰ 
hoe—bo≥˚i 
hold (vt.)—c˙mo 
hole—do≥-tho 
honey—hwa 
horn—ru 
horse—hr˙≥-pho 
hot—t˙kt˙ 
house—cÈm 
how—h˙no 
hum (a tune) (v.)—nip-˚i-mo 
hundred and one—s˙i-hy‰r-tig‰ 
hundred and two—s˙i-hy‰r-nise 
hundred—s˙i 
hunt (v.)—phi-˚i-mo 
husk—pu 
husk (v.)—pu-themo 
hut—ch˙nni (IA) 
I (1sg pronoun)—ji, je 
ice—tilin 
ill—k˙n 
in front of—nuo-ku≥ 
incisors—nu-so, so 
increase (liquid) (v.)—s‰mo 
increase (stretch) (v.)—nomo 
infant—balo (IA) 
ink—m˙si (IA) 
insect—n˙bu-n˙ba) 
insult (v.)—m˙i-kyamo 
intestines—tsiri 
invite (v.)—huica-thirmo 
iron—n˙-jh˙≥ 
iron shaft—ph˙l˙m 
jar, pot—gh˙ri (IA) 
jaw—˙lDua-hre 
joints—tse 
jump (over) (v.)—tik-b˙≥mo 
just now—itte 
keep (v.)—tamo 
kettle—tipri 
key—tar˙m 
kidney—kha-sya 

kill (v.)—s‰mo 
king—hya 
kite—ye 
knead (v.)—dum˙ 
knee—pe 
knit (v.)—r˙mmo 
knot—khuci 
know (v.)—p‰mo 
ladder—l˙th˙≥ 
ladle—yo≥-k˙l (used for dry things) 
ladle (for liquids)—c˙kkyo 
lake—cho˙ 
lamb—kur-tsa 
language—lo 
last—cyomo 
last year—n˙y˙n 
lately—ittano 
lay down (vi.)—k˙rtsimo 
lay down (vt.)—hyamo 
leaf—pat (IA) 
leak (v.)—so≥mo 
leech—jo≥ka (IA) 
leg—l˙ge 
lemon—cuku 
lie (to tell) (v.)—syotamo 
lift (vt.)—˙≥mo 
light (in weight)—mya≥t˙ 
light (of moon)—hla-ch˙n 
light (of sun)—ni-ch˙n 
light (v.)—tomo 
like that—˙na-rok-t˙ 
like this—hi-na-rok-t˙ 
like (v.)—m˙n-ramo 
lion—s˙≥-wa 
lips—ak-pli 
listen (v.)—ru≥-˚i-mo 
live (v.)—ni-˚i-mo 
liver—t˚i≥ 
lizard (wild)—jha≥-ko 
lock—gw˙lcya 
loin—tsh∑r 
long for (v.)—tsi-ramo 
look after (v.)—o≥g˙-somo 
loose—hw˙lt˙ 
loose-fit—m˙-g˙mt˙ 
loud—y˙rt˙ 
loudly—saro 
louse (egg)—hr˙c˙r 
louse—n˙re 
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low—hl‰-si-t˙ 
lungs—lu≥-b˙r 
maize—ghoga 
mango—am (IA) 
many (animate)—m˙ta (IA) 
many (inanimate)—y˙mba 
mare—hr˙≥-mo 
mark—sim 
marriage—Dhami 
measure (grains) (v.)—pamo 
measure (v.)—hn˙≥mo 
meat—˚ya 
medicine—wo-so 
meet (v.)—chimo 
melon—kh˙rbuja (IA) 
melt (vi.)—thi-˚i-mo 
melt (vt.)—thimo 
memory—tsi, tsi-ram 
mid night—bh˙r-minch˙ 
middle size—gun-dhak 
milk (v.)—nu-chirmo 
mind—m˙n (IA) 
molar tooth—g˙m-su 
molasses—guru (IA) 
mole—khur‰ 
monkey—b~ad˙r (IA) 
month—hla 
moon—hla 
morning—b˙≥-kh˙r 
morning—b˙≥kh˙r 
mortar—pala 
mosquito—h˙lkti 
moss—na-k˙l 
moss (on the tree)—p˙m-pu 
mouse—n˙pyu 
mouth—ak 
mud—k˙car 
mule—De 
mushroom—mok-˚ya 
my, mine—ji-g‰ 
nail—lak-˚in 
name (to give) (v.)—hmin-tamo 
name—hnim 
narrow—gh˙kt˙ 
navel—pirr 
near—niero (IA) 
nearly—lo-lo-s˙ 
neck—bana 
need (v.)—cint˙ 

needle—chy˙b 
nest—khuli 
net—to≥-y˙≥ 
new—n~ud˙ 
next—g˙≥r˙ 
next year—n˙≥-kho 
night—min-ch˙ 
nine—gui 
nineteen—cy˙rgu 
ninety eight—jy˙c-cha-g˙-cy˙bjy‰ 
ninety five—jy˙c-cha-g˙-cy˙b˙n 
ninety four—jy˙c-cha-g˙-cy˙pi 
ninety nine—jy˙c-cha-g˙-cirgu 
ninety one—jy˙c-cha-g˙ cy˙te 
ninety—py˙l-te-s˙i 
ninety seven—jy˙c-cha-g˙-cyanni 
ninety six—jy˙c-cha-g˙-cy˙TTo 
ninety three—jy˙c-cha-g˙-cy˙s∑m 
ninety two—jy˙c-cha-g˙-cy˙ne 
node (v.)—ma-n‰mo 
north (right side)—t˙k-t˙m 
nose—hnim 
nostrils—hnim-Do≥-Tho 
obey (v.)—k˙y˙-ru≥mo 
obstruct (v.)—tomo 
occupy (v.)—˙pi-su≥mo 
offer, pay (v.)—damo 
often—kh˙ja-guja 
oil—tela (IA) 
oil (v.)—n‰mo 
old (person)—s˙nt˙ 
old—s˙≥ta 
old—wid˙ 
one thousand—h˙jar (IA)  
one—tig˙ 
onion—pyaj (IA) 
only—l˙≥ 
open (door) (v.)—phomo 
open (eyes) (v.)—Tomo 
open (knot) (v.)—ph˙rmo 
open (mouth) (v.)—a-thomo 
open—k˙-bhokt˙ 
orange—nara≥gi (IA) 
our —i≥-g‰ 
ox—r˙l-si≥~‰ 
paddy—ga 
paint (v.)—r˙≥˙-semo 
pair—jo≥ 
pajamas—kh˙se 
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palm—ph‰-la 
parrot—sua (IA) 
part—j˙l 
pastel—d∑m-t˙la 
patella—pe-hre 
path—˙m 
paw—hm~‰ 
peacock—mor (IA) 
pebble—hr˙k-sa 
peel out (v.)—khomo 
peg—tok-sin 
person—timi 
phlegm—gul 
pierce (v.)—como 
pig—su≥˙r (IA) 
pigeon—khw˙r˙n 
pinch (v.)—sepi-cemo 
place—b˙≥ 
place of worship—s˙Thom-b˙≥ 
plank—ro˙ 
plant (v.)—rop‰mo 
plaster (v.)—l˙mmo 
plate (for females)—khoy˙≥ 
plate (for males)—t˙li (IA) 
play (v.)—hl˙≥mo 
plough—khw˙t˙n 
pluck (v.)—thomo 
poison—duo 
porcupine—bo˙ 
post (pillar)—cil, pil-pai 
potato—alu (IA) 
pound (v.)—Dhu≥mo 
pour out (v.)—hy‰mo 
pray (v.)—nip-cimo 
precipice—be-b˙≥ 
prepare (v.)—ya≥mo 
price—mol˙ (IA) 
priest—l˙hma 
protect (v.)—d˙rmo 
pungent—dukt˙ 
push (v.)—dirmo 
put up (v.)—tamo 
python—t˙≥-bu 
quarrel (v.)—c˙-˚i-mo 
queen—rani (IA) 
quickly—chaTo 
rabbit—phia 
rain—n˙m 
rainy season—s‰l 

read (v.)—hlok-˚i-mo 
ready—ka-jhokt˙ 
rear (v.)—tho≥mo 
rebuke (v.)—yad˙-b∑d˙-lem˙ 
red—m˙≥d˙ 
refuse (v.)—˙h~amo 
regularly—lagotar (IA) 
reins—a-g˙l 
relatives—˚ya-˚i 
relax (v.)—hna-˚i-mo 
religion—dh˙rm˙ (IA) 
reply (v.)—l˙n-thomo 
resin (of pine)—lisu 
return (v.)—thok-˚i-mo 
ribs—bhata 
rice (cooked)—chaku 
rice—phuc˙p 
right—ghakt˙ 
rinse (v.)—kh˙mmo 
ripe (fruit)—chetta 
ripe (v.)—po-hmint˙ 
river—ya≥ti 
roast (in oil) (v.)—bhu-Th‰mo 
roast (on fire) (v.)—romo 
roasted barley—po 
roasted food—rom 
rock—be 
roll down (v.)—p˙rt˙-su≥mo 
roll up (v.)—gimmo 
rolled—gin-si-d˙ 
roof—cÈm-y˙r-to (literally on the house) 
roots—boTu 
rope—phi 
rotten—sid˙ 
rough—kh˙s-r˙kt˙ 
round—D˙lo 
rub (v.)—n‰mo 
run away (stealing) (v.)—pho≥mo 
rupee—cin-cin 
sacrifice (v.)—samo 
saliva—ak-silti 
salt—cha 
same—rukt˙ 
same—rukt˙, ruksit 
sand—b˙lwa 
say (v.)—lemo 
scar—gh˙u, gh˙w (IA) 
scorpion—khw˙n 
scratch (v.)—chyomo 
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scrub (v.)—khwemo 
scythe—myan˙ (IA) 
search (v.)—mamo 
see (v.)—o≥mo 
seek—pij‰ 
sell (v.)—r˙≥mo 
send off (v.)—la-y‰mo 
serve (food) (v.)—ch‰rmo 
set (sun) (v.)—ni-remo 
seven—hnis 
seventeen—cy˙nni 
seventy eight—Tukcha-g˙-cy˙bjy‰ 
seventy five—Tukcha-g˙-cy˙b˙n 
seventy four—Tukcha-g˙-cy˙pi 
seventy nine—Tukcha-g˙ cy˙rgu 
seventy one—Tukcha-g˙-cy˙te 
seventy—py‰l-jy‰c-cha-, Tukcha-ci 
seventy seven—Tukcha-g˙-cy˙nni 
seventy six—Tukcha-g˙ -cy˙TTo 
seventy three—Tukcha-g˙-cy˙s∑m 
seventy two—Tukcha-g˙-cy˙ne 
shake (vi.)—lo-˚i-mo 
shake (vt.)—lomo 
shallow—yut˙-m˙ni 
sharp—c˙nt˙ 
shirt—khilta 
shoes (woolen)—b˙k-ts∑ 
shoes—pola 
shoot (v.)—pemo 
short, small—mid˙ 
shoulder—rø≥ 
shout (v.)—y‰rmo 
show (v.)—hwommo 
shrink (v.)—cig-g∑b 
sickle—˙kh˙n 
side (left)—s‰≥-la 
side (right)—ta-la 
silver—m∑l 
sing (v.)—b‰ra-su≥mo 
sit (v.)—˚o≥-˚i-mo 
six—Tuggo 
sixteen—cy˙TTo 
sixty eight—Tuk-cha-jy˙d 
sixty five—Tuk-cha-≥˙i 
sixty four—Tuk-cha-pi 
sixty nine—Tuk-cha-gui 
sixty one—Tuk-cha-tig˙ 
sixty seven—Tuk-cha-hnis 
sixty six—Tuk-cha-Tugo 

sixty three—Tuk-cha-s∑m 
sixty—Tuk-cha 
sixty two—Tuk-cha-nise 
skin—b‰ 
skin—b‰ 
skull—p∑-˚ya 
sky—tim-bu 
sleep (v.)—yamo 
slip (v.)—syomo 
slope—bha 
slow—s˙ju 
smell (v.)—hnimmo 
smoke—khu 
smoke (v.)—hwurmo 
smooth—˚yokt˙ 
sneeze—jhim 
sneeze (v.)—jhimmo 
snot—hn‰p-ti 
snow—hro 
snow-fall—gun-cha 
soak (v.)—cyamo 
soft—n˙kt˙ 
soil—sa 
sole—pøt˙l 
sour—sirt˙ 
south (left side)—s‰r-t˙m 
sow (v.)—y˙mmo 
speak (v.)—phamo 
spider—Do≥-Do≥-kali 
spin (v.)—p˙mmo 
spinach—pali≥u (IA) 
split (milk) (v.)—bitth-r‰mo 
split (wood) (v.)—pi˙lmo 
spread (bed) (v.)—ba≥-s˙mo 
spread (grains) (v.)—komo 
spread (seed) (v.)—phemo 
spread (tent) (v.)—chyara-tsumo 
spring—tha 
spring—y‰n 
spring (v.)—po≥-˚i-mo 
sprout—hl˙k˙r 
squeeze (v.)—cimo 
stale—basi (IA) 
stand up (v.)—y˙mmo 
steal (v.)—khumo 
stealthily—khu-˚i-go 
stick—duli 
stinking—l˙t˙kt˙ 
stir (v.)—kom˙ 
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stitch (v.)—r∑mmo 
stop (v.)—y˙bmo 
straight—hmyukt˙ 
straw—ch˙ru 
stream—khwa 
strike (v.)—Thamo 
strong—n˙mt˙ 
suck (v.)—cip-c‰n 
sugar—cini (IA) 
summer—chy˙pa 
sun—ni 
supporting pillar—pho≥-yu 
suspect (v.)—s˙k-˚i-mo (IA sAk) 
swallow (v.)—gimo 
sweep (v.)—p˙emo 
sweet—ch˙kt˙ ~ chyak-ta 
swim (v.)—b~ot-c‰mo 
swing (v.)—t˙ni-˚i-mo 
sword—k˙l˙k-chiri 
tail—lim-pri 
take (oath) (v.)—y˙n-jamo 
take out (v.)—kh˙mmo 
take (v.)—kw˙rmo 
talk (v.)—a-b˙jamo 
taste—ny˙md˙ 
taste (v.)—mya≥mo 
tea—jya (IA) 
teach (v.)—hrimo 
tear—m˙t-ti 
tear (v.)—pemo 
temple—m˙r-konti 
temple—s˙than (IA) 
ten—ci 
tether (v.)—chimmo 
that—˙ti-m˙t˙≥-g˙ni 
their (dual)—usi-ni mig‰ 
their (pl)—usi-l˙ig‰ 
their (pl.)—usi-g‰ 
then—˙ti-b˙kt˙ 
there—˙ch‰ 
these—hidi b˙TTho-m˙≥ 
they (all)—usi j˙mma, ˙ti-b˙≥ 
they (pl.)—usi 
they (two)—usi-ni, usi-nise 
thick (liquid)—phet˙ 
thigh—j˙≥o (IA) 
thin (liquid)—thit˙ 
thin (objects)—l˙kt˙ 
thirteen—cy˙s-s∑m 

thirty eight—n˙ssa-cy˙bjy‰ 
thirty five—n˙ssa-cy˙b˙n 
thirty four—n˙ssa-cy˙pi 
thirty nine—n˙ssa-cirgu 
thirty one—n˙ssa-cy˙te 
thirty seven—n˙ssa-cy˙nni 
thirty six—n˙ssa-cy˙TTo 
thirty—s∑m-sa 
thirty three—n˙ssa-cy˙s∑m 
thirty two—n˙ssa-cy˙ne 
this, it—hidi 
thorn—n˙-tsi 
those—˙ti-b˙TTho-m˙≥ 
thrash (grains) (v.)—tabmo, Dhugmo 
thrash (wool) (v.)—ph˙rmo 
thread—bhe 
three days after—s∑m-jya 
three days before—th˙-s∑m-jya 
three—s∑m 
three years ago—th˙-sun-m˙n 
throat—bhokro 
throw (v.)—themo 
thumb—bø-la 
tie (v.)—guimo 
tight-fit—g˙mt˙ 
till now—itta-wa-s˙ 
till then—˙l˙n-wa-sa 
time—jigu 
tobacco—t˙maku (IA) 
today—th ~îy~a 
toe—lak-p˙m 
tomorrow—m˙ci 
tongs—kapts˙ 
tongue—j˙bli (IA) 
tooth—su, so 
towards—c‰nto 
tree—˚in 
tremble (v.)—Dh∑mmo 
trust (v.)—lo-demo 
twelve—cy˙ne 
twenty eight—n˙ssa-jy˙d 
twenty five—n˙ssa-≥˙i 
twenty four—n˙ssa-pi 
twenty—n˙ssa 
twenty nine—n˙ssa-gui 
twenty one—n˙ssa-tig˙ 
twenty seven—n˙ssa-hnis 
twenty six—n˙ssa-Tugo 
twenty three—n˙ssa-s∑m 
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twenty two—n˙ssa -nis‰ 
two—ni˚ 
two years after—d˙yen 
two years ago—rug˙n 
uncover (v.)—cyamo 
understand (v.)—tsi-ramo 
unhappy—yad˙ 
untie (v.)—ph˙rmo 
upwards—tho-c‰nto 
urine—chyak-ca 
use (v.)—se-cimo 
usually—amtor-ko (IA) 
utensils—bh˙nDo (IA) 
valley—raju 
vegetables—dimti 
verandah—Do≥-h‰r 
vomit (v.)—lo≥mo 
wall—b˙≥-ph˙l 
walnut—kha 
want (v.)—cimmo 
wash (animals) (v.)—ni≥~‰-urmo 
wash (clothes) (v.)—chilmo 
wash (floor) (v.)—l∑mmo 
wash (hands) (v.)—urmo 
water—ti 
water-pot—poli 
we (all)—in-j˙mma, in-l˙iri 
we (pl.excl.)—ni 
we (two)—in-ni 
weak—thut˙ 
weave (v.)—r˙mmo 
week—h˙pta (IA) 
weep (v.)—temo 
west—re-n˙m 
wet (to get) (v.)—thimo 
wet (to make) (v.)—cyamo 
wet—thit˙ 
what—kh‰ 
wheat—r˙j‰ 
when—o-l˙≥-pa 
where—ulo 
whisper—rarts˙ 
white—˚id˙ 
who (sg.)—kh˙mi 
who (pl.)—kh˙mi-kh˙mi 
whole—l˙mma 
whom—kh˙mi-ja 
whose—kh˙mi-g‰ 
widow—r ~aDi (IA) 

widower—r ~aDo (IA) 
win (v.)—jit˙ (IA) 
window—tibari (IA) 
wing—r˙≥ 
winter—kh˙pa 
wool—m˙la-ts∑m, tsh∑m 
worship—thom˙ 
worship (v.)—thomo 
wring (v.)—cimo 
write (v.)—rimo 
yak (cross-bred)—jho (male) 
yak (female)—g˙l 
yak (male)—Dumo 
yak (cross-bred)—jho-mo (female) 
year—b˙r˙s (IA) 
yeast—b˙lmo 
yellow—hled˙ 
yes—~a 
yesterday—nyar˙ 
yoke—hy˙k˙m 
yoke string—D ~a^i (IA) 
you (all)—g˙ni j˙mma, g˙ni l˙iri 
you (pl.)—g˙ni 
you (sg.)—g‰ 
you (two)—g˙ni-ni 
young—jyod˙ 
your (pl.)—g˙ni l˙ig‰ 
your (sg.)—n˙-g‰ 
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1.0 Introduction 
1.1 The Raji people 
 The Raji are a small tribe of roughly 496 souls spread over nine villages in 
Pithoragarh district of the Kumaon Himalayan region of Uttar-Pradesh state. They are also 
found in the bordering areas of Nepal. Raji villages are located mainly in forest areas and 
their biggest concentration is in the Sukhi Dang area of Champawat Tehsil.  The total area on 
which the Raji villages are scattered is around 200 kilometers and is located at altitudes 
ranging from 3000 to 5000 feet.  The Raji are one of the oldest ethnic groups in this region.  
They claim to be the descendants of the 'Rajya Kirata' community which is recorded in the 
Warah Samhita, one of the oldest scriptures of the Hindus. The Kiratas are said to be of the 
Indo-Mongoloid tribes and according to this thesis the Rajis are one of the Indo-Mongoloid 
tribes.  Looking at the physical features of this tribe we do not find them to belong to this 
race.  Rajis are short, dark brown or darkish people with small flat noses, small round faces 
and black curly hair.  In their appearance they are more like Munda people than Mongoloid.  
According to their own legends they claim themselves to be the descendants of an Askot 
prince who voluntarily opted for jungle life because of his fascination for hunting and 
wandering.  Askot is a small village on the way from Pithoragarh to Dharchula.  In the past 
the Raji were nomadic, but now, due to the efforts of the state government, they have been 
rehabilitated and allotted cultivable land in several villages. 
 The Rajis are expert in wood craft, especially in carving wooden vessels out of logs.  
In earlier times they would go in the small hours of the night and put the vessels they had 
made outside the houses of well to do villagers and hide themselves in nearby bushes.  When 
the house owner opened the door in the morning he would find a wooden vessel in front of 
the door.  He would then take the vessel inside the house, and then put some grains (rice, 
maize etc.) outside the door and close it again.  The Raji would come out of the bushes, 
collect the grains and disappear.  On the basis of this kind of barter trade, the anthropologist 
D.N. Majumdar has given them the name 'the invisible traders'.  This type of habit indicates 
that the Rajis are very shy people.  The situation has since changed and there are a few 
Ashram type schools in and around Raji villages.  The younger generations have started 
taking interest in literacy programmes and school education and as a result most of the boys 
and girls are attending these schools.  They have even started taking up government and 
private jobs. 
 Other names for this tribe are Bana Raut, Bana Raji, Bana Manus, Raut, and Bhulla.  
This last name is the one by which the community calls itself.  Grierson, in his Linguistic 
Survey of India (1909, Vol-III; part-I, page 530), followed the earlier name, Jangali, given to 
these people.  However, most of the names given to this tribe by outsiders reflect association 
of the Raji with the forest.  The name Raji has been coined for these people by the state 
government agencies, and has now been accepted by these people. 
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1.2 The Language 
 Grierson classified the Jangali (Raji) language in the Tibeto-Burman subfamily akin 
to the Nepal Himalayan subgroup (p. 530) on the basis of data received by him which was 
mixed with a large number of Indo-Aryan words.  D.D. Sharma (1989) classified this 
language with the Munda group, most probably on extra-linguistic criterion, i.e. on the basis 
of the physical features of the Raji people. 
 The data for the present study were collected from a 26 year old of Khirduari village 
in the Sukhi Dang area of Champawat Tehsil who had been educated up to the high school 
level (ten years of schooling).  The data were verified by some elderly people of the same 
area.  The data show large scale lexical and grammatical borrowing from Indo-Aryan 
languages (especially Kumaoni, an Eastern Pahari language).  We find that a number of 
kinship terms, verb-roots, numerals, and natural objects which are considered to be core 
vocabulary items have been borrowed from Indo-Aryan.  Terms like /da/ 'brother', /di/ 'elder 
sister,' /bh˙inya/ 'younger sister', /byawli/ 'bride' and many others are of Indo-Aryan origin.  
In the vocabulary list these are indicated with the abbreviation "(IA)".  Raji has retained its 
original numerals from two to six, whereas the numeral one (/Dah/) seems to be of doubtful 
origin.  We do find a large number of Tibeto-Burman vocabulary items, but some of the 
items are difficult to trace to Tibeto-Burman sources.  Kinship terms like /ba/ 'father' /nhi-ya/ 
'father's sister,' /gani/ 'father's sister's husband' are of Tibeto-Burman origin, whereas terms 
like /i-ja/ 'mother', /me-te/ 'wife' seem to be of Dravidian origin.  We have not addressed the 
question of the genetic affiliation of Raji other than to assume it is a Tibeto-Burman 
language. 
 Raji presents an interesting picture of loan blending at the word level as well as at the 
phrase level, e.g. 
 
(1) bin- ti- kori  'valley' 
 without (IA) water (TB) depression (IA) 
 
(2) nhi- mila 'couple' 
 two (TB) combined (IA) 
 
(3) kui bhukko  '(The) dog is barking.' 
 dog (TB) bark (IA) 
 
The examples given above and many other such constructions show that the Raji language 
presents a very rich field for the study of the processes of language shift leading to language 
loss. If studied in depth by staying with these people for a longer period, one could 
understand how and in what spheres of language the shift takes place in a minor language in 
successive phases due to it being surrounded by speakers of a dominant language group. 
 
2.0 Phonology 
 Raji has 33 consonants, three approximants and seven vowels in its inventory.  All the 
vowels have nasal counterparts.  All the vowels, if added together, will become 14 in number, 
but in this study nasalization has been considered as a supra-segmental feature, so we will 
assume there are only seven distinct vowel phonemes.  Nasalization of the vowels can be 
sporadic, possibly due to the influence of Hindi or Kumaoni. 
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2.0.1 Consonants 
 
 Bilabial Dental Retroflex Palatal Velar Glottal 
Stops: 

Voiceless p t T  k 
Vcless Asp ph th Th  kh 
Voiced b d D  g 
Voiced Asp. bh dh Dh  gh 

Affricates: 
Voiceless    c 
Vcless Asp    ch 
Voiced    j 
Voiced Asp    jh 

Fricatives:  s   ≈⋲ h 
Nasals: 

plain m n N  ≥ 
pre-aspirated mh nh 

Laterals: 
plain  l 
preaspirated  lh 

Trills 
plain   r 
preaspirated   rh 

Approximants: 
plain w   y 
pre-asp. approx.    yh 
 
1.0.2  Vowels 
 
 i u 
 e o 
  ˙ 
 ‰ 
 a 
 
2.0.3 Supra segmental 
 Nasalization   [ ~a ] 
 
2.1 Occurrence of phonemes 
2.1.1 Consonants 
 1. Aspirated consonants do not occur finally. 
 2. Raji words generally end in a vowel.  Though /b/, /T/, /D/, /c/, /k/, /g/, /≈⋲/ occur in 
final position, their frequency in this position is very low. 
 3. The phonemes /rh/ and /yh/ occur only in initial position. 
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 4. The phonemes /N/, /≥/ and /w/ do not occur initially.  Though /N/ has been 
established as a separate phoneme, it is found only in loan words from Kumaoni.  In most 
cases it occurs as a homorganic nasal before the retroflex consonants. 
 5. The phonemes /mh/, /nh/, /rh/, /yh/ do not occur in medial position. 
 6. /mh/, /nh/, /rh/, /lh/, /yh/ are established as monophonemes on the basis of aural 
perception; no instrumental test was conducted to establish their monophonemic status.  They 
are found to be equal to the aspirated stops and they contrast with their unaspirated 
counterparts.  In words like /k‰l-ho/ 'near', /tol-h˙irya/ 'brown' etc., the /lh/ has been treated as 
a consonant cluster. 
 7. /D/ has an allophone, i.e. flap [^], which occurs in inter vocalic and final positions, 
as in the case of Hindi. 
 8. /y/ and /w/ also occur as glides in between two vowels as follows: /y/ in between 
the front close vowels /i, e/ and an open vowel; /w/ in between the back close vowels /u, o/ 
and an open vowel. 
 9. /s/ has another allophone, i.e. palatal [˚], which occurs before the close front vowel 
/i/ and the semivowel /y/. 
 10. All the nasal consonants become homorganic before their oral counterparts though 
they occur independently, as shown in the examples given for their occurrence.  Only /m/ can 
occur in all environments. 
 11. A voiceless stop becomes voiced intervocalically at a morpheme boundary.  If the 
voiceless stop is aspirated, it loses the aspiration at this position. 
 
Examples: 
 
 Initial Medial Final 
/p/ pati 'arm' hapar 'brave' -- -- 
 piThu 'flour' hapur˙ 'thin' -- -- 
/ph/ phul˙≥ 'flower' saph˙ 'clean' -- -- 
 ph˙ri 'manure' sirph˙ 'only' -- -- 
/b/ binti 'without water b˙bb˙r 'flat' t˙b 'then' 
 b~aN 'arrow' jibari 'coward' ˙b 'now' 
/bh/ bha 'ankle' k˙bhai 'when' -- -- 
 bhuD˙ 'bush' -- --  -- -- 
/t/ ti 'water, rain' p˙t‰ra 'braid' -- -- 
 tall˙ 'lake' ceta 'after' -- -- 
/th/ thapi 'to carry (on head)' -- -- -- -- 
 thyu 'sweet' -- -- -- -- 
/d/ daro 'fang' gidd˙ 'neck' -- -- 
 daru 'rice' sidu 'straight' -- -- 
/dh/ dher˙ 'door' dudh˙≥ 'milk' -- -- 
 dhuli 'ash' jodha 'shoe' -- -- 
/T/ Toka 'bear' kaTo 'bull' ˙khroT 'walnut' 
 Tok‰nya 'black' khoT‰ 'tight' -- -- 
/Th/ Thep‰ 'dark' piThu 'flour' -- -- 
 Th˙TTa 'up' kaTh˙≥ 'firewood' -- -- 
/D/ Daha 'hot' haD˙≥ 'bone' daD 'beard' 
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 Dola 'bad' g‰Di 'field' bheD 'sheep' 
/Dh/ Dhi≥ 'one and a half' buDha 'old man' -- -- 
  Dh~˙uw‰ 'To fall down' -- -- -- -- 
/c/ ceta 'after' hace 'to tear' -- -- 
 cyuTTi 'hasty' k˙car 'mud' -- -- 
/ch/ chati 'chest' n˙ch‰ 'person (male)' -- -- 
  chi≥kya 'sneeze' -- -- -- -- 
/j/ j~u 'cold season' n˙jik 'near' -- -- 
  jeThu 'wife's elder brother' bhujo 'gourd' -- -- 
/jh/ jh ~î-y~‰ 'to get wet' jijharo 'priest' -- -- 
 jhaD- 'to sweep' -- -- -- -- 
/k/ kaNa 'blind' mhike 'eye' jak 'meal' 
 k˙i 'to bite' ≈⋲uka 'to cough' n˙r˙k 'hell' 
/kh/ kha 'bitter' ukha 'vomit' -- -- 
 khuri 'stream' ˙khroT 'walnut' -- -- 
/g/ gaDa 'temple' ghoga 'maize' dimag 'brain' 
 ginta 'before' aga≈⋲ 'sky' -- -- 
/gh/ gha≈⋲ri 'grass' ugha 'cave' -- -- 
 gh˙- 'to send' ughaw 'nostrils' -- -- 
/m/ m˙nl˙ 'to buy' t˙maku 'tobacco' d˙m 'price' 
 m~assi 'porcupine' pham 'memory' -- -- 
/mh/ mh~‰ 'fire' -- -- -- -- 
 mh ~îke 'eye' -- -- -- -- 
/n/ nao 'house' sin‰ 'ripe' bh˙gwan 'god' 
 neli 'to cover (self)' n˙oni 'butter' dh˙n 'money' 
/nh/ nh~îly ~a 'to swallow' -- -- -- -- 
 nh~îy~a 'couple' -- -- -- -- 
/N/ raN ~îuwa 'widower' baN 'arrow' -- -- 
/≥/ -- -- b~a≥~a 'face' dyu'≥ 'day' 
 -- -- -- -- mh ~˙≥ 'crooked' 
/s/ sigan 'to blow nose' bh~˙isi 'buffallo' b~as 'bamboo' 
 sura 'begining' h˙tasi 'saw' dh˙n˙s 'bow' 
/≈⋲/ ≈⋲ui 'blood' ba≈⋲o 'calf (of cow)' coma≈⋲ 'rainy season' 
 ≈⋲‰n˙ 'foot-hill' de≈⋲˙ 'earth' ri≈⋲ 'anger' 
/h/ hui 'whom' behe 'guava' loh 'iron' 
 ho≥ 'to catch' m~ah~a 'salt' -- -- 
/l/ lau 'to come' pal~˙g 'spinach' ˙tt˙l 'just now' 
 les˙ni 'garlic' sil‰ 'to scrub' k˙pal 'forehead' 
/lh/ lhaike 'to sing' ha-lhu 'to bathe' -- -- 
/r/ raNi˙ 'widow' guru 'elbow' k˙mb˙r 'waist' 
 r˙tt˙ 'early morning' byar 'yesterday' mor 'peacock' 
/rh/ rhu 'to climb down' -- -- -- -- 
 rhap‰ 'to swim' -- -- -- -- 
/w/ -- -- buwari 'son's wife' naw/nao 'house' 
 -- -- ≈⋲˙wt~‰ 'co-wife' bhaw 'foot' 
/y/ yak˙ 'to lift' gay˙re 'night' -- -- 
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 -- -- p˙y˙ 'son' -- -- 
/yh/ yh˙k‰ 'to grate' -- -- -- -- 
 yh~aku 'to knead' -- -- -- -- 
 
2.1.2 Vowels 
 1. All vowels occur in all the positions except /e/ and /‰/, which do not occur in initial 
position. 
 2. All oral vowels have nasal counterparts irrespective of their proximity to nasal 
consonants. 
 3. The frequency of occurrence of /o/ in initial position is very low.  We have found 
only one example of its occurrence in initial position, in a loan word. 
 4. /i/, /u/, and /o/ have two allophones each, [i]-[È]; [u]-[Ë] and [o]-[ø], which are 
qualitatively and quantitatively different from each other, depending on the environment in 
which they occur, according to the phonotactic rules of the language. 
 5. /w/ is in free variation with /o/ in intervocalic and final positions, but perceptually 
they can be distinguished. Examples: 
 
 Initial Medial  Final 
/i/ it˙ 'to grind' ri≈⋲ 'anger' g˙lli 'cheeks' 
 ise 'to sleep' nilu 'blue' ti 'water' 
 ija 'mother' kili 'iron-nail' di 'elder sister' 
/e/ -- -- de≈⋲˙ 'earth' gay˙re 'night' 
 -- -- dher˙ 'door' biye 'seed' 
 -- -- kheti 'crops' turke 'six' 
/‰/ -- -- g‰di 'field' mh~‰ 'fire' 
 -- -- b˙r‰h 'year' k˙n‰ 'husk' 
 -- -- n‰ko 'to say' g‰ 'possessive marker' 
/˙/ ˙h˙i 'yes' n˙≥ 'you(sg)' gidd˙ 'neck' 
 ˙b 'now' s˙≥ 'sickle' baD˙ 'wall' 
 ˙i 'what' ph˙ri 'manure' jinn˙ 'moonlight' 
/a/ aga≈⋲ 'heaven' palo 'dew' j˙ura 'rope' 
 ah˙-gh˙i 'to believe' kah‰ 'barley' na 'I (1sg pronoun)' 
/u/ ur˙u-w‰ 'to fly' rhu≥ 'bright light' ≈⋲u 'who' 
 upasyo 'fast bhuD˙ 'bush' ˙r˙gu 'high' 
 ugaro 'mastication' ruwa 'cotten' jippu 'yak' 
/o/ okh‰di 'medicine' konu 'soft' j~aTho 'stick' 
 so≥ 'light in weight' de≈⋲o 'sky' 
 no≥ 'new' guDo 'axe' 
 
2.1.3 Consonant clusters 
 Consonant clusters are discussed intramorphemically but intersyllabically.  There are 
no intrasyllabic clusters except where /y/ is the second element.  Clusters taking place at 
inter-morpheme boundaries are not taken into consideration.  Two or more morphemes may 
form a word in which the meaning of one of the morphemes may not be available, but they 
are still considered to be separate morphemes. 
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 Clusters are divided into four types: (1) geminates, (2) homorganic nasal plus oral 
consonant cluster, (3) dissimilar consonant clusters, and (4) consonant plus semi-vowel 
clusters.  Separate lists of all these types are given below: 
 
2.1.3.1 Geminates 
 
/pp/ ≈⋲˙r˙pp˙ 'pithon' jippa 'yak' 
/bb/ b˙bb˙r 'flat surface' Dubbya 'to drown' (intr) 
/tt/ bh˙tt˙ 'cooked rice' l˙tt˙ 'cloth' 
/dd/ gidd˙ 'vulture' addu 'ginger' 
/TT/ poTTu 'intestines' phaTTua 'splitted' 
/TTh/ ˙TTh˙ 'eight' D˙TTh˙la 'alone' 
/DD/ g˙DD˙ 'river' maDDo 'to rub (imperative)' 
/cc/ nicco 'low' cucca 'breasts' 
/jj/ bh˙jja 'brother's son' bh˙jj~‰ 'brother's daughter' 
/kk/ likky‰ 'egg of louse' muTikk˙ 'fist' 
/kkh/ cakkho 'taste (imperative)' bhukkho 'hungry' 
/gg/ r˙ggu 'high, hight' l˙ggya 'bread' 
/mm/ j˙mma 'all' m˙mma 'maternal uncle' 
/nn/ junn˙ 'moon' m˙nnyo 'agree' 
/ss/ k˙Nessi 'scorpion' m~assi 'porcupine' 
/ll/ g˙lli 'cheeks' kh˙ll˙ 'skin' 
 
2.1.3.2 Homorganic nasal clusters 
 
/mb/ jambi 'jaw' k˙mb˙r 'waist' 
/nt/ ginta 'before' 
/nd/ ˙ndher 'large' 
/NT/ gh˙NT˙ 'bell' 
/ND/ ph˙ND˙ 'ribs' 
/nc/ m˙nc˙ 'person' 
/nch/ m˙nch 'iris of eye' 
/nj/ bh˙nj˙ 'sister's son' 
/nk/ chi≥kya 'sneeze' 
/≥/ j˙≥ga 'thigh' 
 
2.1.3.3 Dissimilar consonant clusters 
 
/pk/ cipkao 'stick the bill' /md/ s˙mdi 'son's wife's father' 
/Tl/ baTla 'rolled up' /Db/ h˙Dbi 'quickly' 
/jm/ rajma 'long beans' /ks/ d˙ksiN˙ 'south' 
/kr/ mukrya 'hammer' /khr/ ˙khroT 'walnut' 
/st/ ≈⋲˙sto 'cheap' /hT/ cehTa 'after' 
/hr/ mohri 'window' /hl/ mohl˙≥ 'pestle' 
/≥r/ ≈⋲o≥ru 'narrow' /≥l/ phu≥lo 'waterpot' 
/rph/ sirph˙ 'only' /rt/ dharti 'earth' 
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/rk/ cirk˙nti 'ant' /rg/ murga 'cock' 
/rm/ ≈⋲˙rm~au 'to feel shy' /lb/ phulb˙r 'aluminium' 
/lk/ cilkunti 'mole' /ls/ silsya 'bed bug' 
 
2.1.3.4 Consonant plus semi-vowel clusters 
 
/by/ byawli 'bride' /ty/ tyohar 'festival' 
/dhy/ dhyu≥ 'day' /thy/ thyu 'sweet' 
/Ty/ philiTya 'guts' /Dy/ ciuDya 'lips' 
/cy/ cyuTTi 'lastly' /jy/ g˙jy˙ 'animal' 
/ky/ ph˙rkyor 'echo' /khy/ khyopo 'to shrink' 
/sy/ sya 'flesh' /ny/ bh˙inya 'younger sister' 
/ry/ g˙rury˙ 'vulture' /ly/ mulya 'liver' 
 
2.1.4 Vowel sequences 
 Vowel sequences are also treated as actual sequences within a morpheme.  Inter-
morpheme vowel sequences are not treated as sequences, just as with the consonant clusters.  
It is because of this reason that the sequences are found to be less in number in the list given 
below.  The vowel sequences are mostly found in medial and final position. 
 
/˙i/ ˙i 'this' /~au/ ~auTha 'chin' 
/~ao/ ~aoDya 'goose berry' /~˙i/ bh~˙isi 'buffalo' 
/˙u/ j˙ura 'rope' /˙u/ dh˙u 'big' 
/˙o/ n˙oni 'butter' /ai/ dainu 'right side' 
/~ai/ m~aiju 'mother's brother's wife' /ai/ khurai 'molar teeth' 
/~ai/ k~aij 'mother's younger sister' /au/ pau 'one fourth' 
/ao/ nao 'hut' /ie/ piero 'yellow' 
/eu/ deur˙ 'husband's younger brother' /ia/ h˙diari 'regularly' 
/‰o/ t‰o 'hotplate' /u ~î/ cu ~îca 'small' 
/iu/ ciudya 'lips' /ua/ rua 'cotton' 
/iu/ thiu 'sweet' /ua/ duar 'door leaf' 
/oa/ boa 'bird' /oi/ jigoi 'breakable' 
/i˙/ ghi˙≥ 'refined butter' /oi/ khoina 'to untie' 
/ui/ ≈⋲ui 'needle' /~ua/ h~ua 'to have' 
 
Three vowel clusters: 
 
/iua/ ≈⋲˙kkiua 'end' /~îua/ r˙N ~îua 'widower' 
/˙ia/ gur˙ia 'kidney' /˙ua/ k˙T˙ua 'bowl' 
/uia/ huia 'whirl wind' /uai/ huai 'that lady' 
/~uai/ j~uai 'daughter's husband' 
 
2.2 Syllable structure 
 The syllable in Raji can can be V, VV, VC, CV, CVV, CVVV, CCV, CVC, or 
CVVC.  That is, it can consist of a single vowel, as in the case of /i-/ in /i-ja/ 'indicative prefix 
plus mother', two vowels, as in /˙i/ 'this', /ai/ 'he', a vowel and a consonant, as in /˙b/ 'now', a 
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consonant and a vowel, as in /na/ '1st. singular', /≈⋲u/ 'who', a consonant plus diphthong, as in 
/rua/ 'cotton', a consonant plus triphthong, as in /j ~uai/ 'daughter's husband', a consonant plus /-
y-/ plus vowel, as in /thyu/ 'sweet', a consonant-vowel-consonant sequence, as in /ri≈⋲/ 'anger', 
or a consonant-diphthong-consonant sequence, as in /duar/ 'door leaf'.   
 
3.0 Grammar 
3.1 The noun and noun phrase 
 The noun in Raji, like many other languages, can take a case marker or a postposition, 
plural or dual marker, gender marker, or an emphatic marker.  Raji, though a Tibeto-Burman 
language, has very much been influenced by Indo-Aryan, especially the Hindi language, and 
follows most Hindi grammatical rules.  Most of its vocabulary is borrowed from Hindi or 
Kumaoni, the dominant languages of the area, e.g.: 
 
gloss Raji Hindi 
'bone' haD˙≥ haD 
'refined butter' ghi˙≥ ghi 
'sneeze' chi≥kya ch ~îk 
'tooth' daro daRh 
'waist' k˙mb˙r k˙m˙r 
'star' tara tara 
'day' dhyu≥ dIw˙s 
'flower' phul˙≥ phul 
 
 The structure of the noun phrase consists of the following hierarchy: 
 
 Demonstrative + modifier(s) + noun + plural + case 
 ˙i-la h˙pur˙ la≥g‰ Tok‰nya geda-la-khan˙i 
 this-pl thin tall black boy-pl-BEN 
 'for these thin, tall, black boys' 
 
 In the above construction plural markers and several adjectives are given to show a 
possible noun phrase construction, but it is also possible to just have the head noun and the 
case marker, e.g.: 
 
 geda-di miThai gata 
 boy-ABL sweets take 
 'Take the sweets from the boys.' 
 
3.1.1 Gender 
 Gender in Raji is at the lexical level only and is not reflected in the verb, which means 
that there is no gender concord at the sentence level.  Gender in this language is the natural 
one found in animates.  It is difficult to form rules to derive a feminine form from a 
masculine and vice-versa, except that the /-o/ and /-a/ final masculine forms in most cases 
become feminine by replacing /-o/, /-a/ with /-i/, a Hindi feminine marker, mainly in loan 
words, as in the first set of examples below.  This is not true of the second set: 
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 byawlo 'groom' byawli 'bride' 
 sala 'wife's younger brother' sali 'wife's younger sister' 
 ghoDa 'horse' ghoDi 'mare' 
 da 'elder brother' di 'elder sister' 
 murga 'cock' murgi 'hen' 
 g˙dha 'donkey' g˙dhi 'she donkey' 
 
 maTa 'Male/female monkey' *maTi is not acceptable 
 bheD 'Male/female sheep' -- 
 b˙kka 'Male/female goat' b˙kki (female, very rare) 
 syari 'Male/female fox' -- 
 
Hence, we can not form any absolute rule even for the /-o/ and /-a/ final masculine forms.  In 
addition to the above feminine formation pattern we have separate words for masculine and 
feminine referents.  Some of the words are given below for illustration: 
 
 ba 'Father' ija 'Mother' 
 p˙ya 'son' gar ~o 'daughter' 
 giro 'husband' mete 'wife' 
 bhuli 'younger brother' bh˙inya 'younger sister' 
 buari 'younger brother's wife' j~ua~î 'younger sister's husband' 
 geda 'boy' gar ~o 'girl' 
 geda jia h ~î '(The) boy goes.' gar ~o jia h ~î '(The) girl goes.' 
 ba jaku ja r‰ 'Father eats (the) food.' ija jaku ja r‰ 'Mother eats (the) food.' 
 
3.1.2 Number 
 Raji nouns which represent animate referents can reflect three numbers, i.e. singular, 
dual and plural, though the marking of number is optional.  The dual number is found when 
specifying only two persons but in normal cases the dual and plural are not strictly 
differentiated.  The dual suffix is /-nhi-mi/, which means 'two people'.  One of the informants 
gave different forms for 1st, 2nd, and 3rd persons, especially for pronouns (these are given in 
the list of pronouns), but they were not confirmed in the speech of most of the other 
informants.  The plural suffixes are [-j˙mma ~ -j˙mm˙l] and /-la/.  The suffix /-la/ is used 
only on demonstrative pronouns.  In most cases the dual and plural numbers are both 
reflected by plural marking (/-i/) on the verb. 
 
 gar ~o jia h ~î '(The) girl goes.' 
 gar ~o nhimi jia-i h ~î 'Two girls go.' 
 gar ~o j˙mm˙l jia-i h ~î '(All) girls go.' 
 
3.1.3 Pronouns 
3.1.3.1 Personal pronouns 
 There are three persons reflected in the system of pronouns, i.e. 1st, 2nd, and 3rd.  
The 1st person plural has two sub-categories, i.e. inclusive and exclusive of the addressee, 
though there is no such distinction in the dual.  Neither the verb or the verbal marker decline 
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in terms of the inclusive vs. exclusive, but they decline with respect to the singular and plural.  
A table of the personal pronouns is given below: 
 
person Singular Dual Plural 
1st Excl. na naji/nhimi nani 
 Incl.   nani -j˙mm˙l 
2nd n˙≥ n˙≥-ni/-nhimi n˙ni-j˙mm˙l 
3rd ai ai-nhimi ˙h˙i/ai-j˙mm˙l 
 
3.1.3.2 Demonstrative pronouns 
 The demonstrative pronouns are divided into two types, proximate and non-
proximate, the latter being used for the 3rd person pronoun, i.e. /ai/.  The non-proximate are 
further subdivided into two types, i.e. visible and non-visible.  The visible demonstrative 
takes a prefix /≈⋲u-/ to indicate that it is in front of the speaker and is visible to him.  The 
suffix /-la/ is the plural marker and the suffix /-ya/ is the locative marker. Demonstrative 
pronouns also function as demonstrative adjectives when they appear before a noun.  Some 
examples are given below for illustration: 
 
 Proximate 
 ˙i 'this, it' ˙i geda 'this boy' 
 ˙ila 'these' ˙ila geda 'these boys' 
 ˙iya 'there' 
 
 Non-proximate 
 ai 'that' ai geda 'that boy' 
 aila 'those' aila m~a gar ~o 'those girls' 
 aiya 'there' 
 ≈⋲uai 'that' (in front of, visible) 
 ≈⋲uaila 'those' (in front of, visible) 
 
3.1.3.3 Interrogative pronouns 
 The base form or the root for interrogative pronouns is /≈⋲-/ or /≈⋲u-/, as in Darma, 
Chaudangsi and many other TB languages.  Raji attests [h˙≥ ~ h ~a] 'what', and /gu-/ 'which', 
different from Darma and Chaudangsi. 
 
 ≈⋲u 'who' ≈⋲u˙i 'by whom' ≈⋲uk˙ 'whose' 
 h˙≥ ~ h ~a 'what' guna 'which' ki≈⋲~ua 'why' 
 guh~a 'where' 
 ≈⋲u h~î 'Who is (there)?' 
 ≈⋲u b˙ u 'Whom (shall I) give it to?' 
 ˙i h ~a h~î 'What is this?' 
 n˙≥ ≈⋲uk˙ p˙yao ci h ~î 'Whose child are you?' 
 n˙≥ nao guna h ~î 'Which is your house?' 
 n˙≥ h˙≥ kam jei r‰ 'What work do you do?' 
 
 /h˙≥/ is reduplicated if the question involves plurals, e.g.: 
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 n˙ni-k‰ godi naya h˙≥ h˙≥ kheti h~î r‰ 
 you(pl)-GEN field inside INTERROGATIVE crops grow PRESENT 
 'What crops do you grow in your field?' 
 
3.1.3.4 Emphatic possessive pronouns 
 The emphatic possessive pronouns /p˙nk˙/ (sg) and /p˙nk˙l/ (pl) are borrowed from 
Hindi (Hindi, ˙pna, Kumaoni, ˙p˙nka).  They follow the subject and precede the object, e.g. 
 
 na p˙nk˙ jaku ja r‰ 'I eat (eating) my food.' 
 nani p˙nk˙l jaku jai r‰ 'We eat (eating) our food.' 
 n˙≥ p˙nk˙ jaku ja r‰ 'You eat (eating) your food.' 
 n˙ni p˙nk˙l jaku jai r‰ 'You (pl.) eat (eating) your food.' 
 geda p˙nk˙l jaku jai r‰ 'Boys eat their food.' 
 
3.1.4 Case suffixes 
 Raji has six cases which take different markers.  Nominative and accusative generally 
have zero marking, though the Nominative can take the agentive marker /-y~‰/ to clarify the 
agent of the action.  The instrumental suffix is used to mark a causing agent in the causative 
construction (see §3.2.4, below). 
 
Nominative: zero 
 geda jia h~î 
 boy go PRESENT 
 '(The) boy goes.' 
 
 na ti titu≥ h~î 
 I water drink PRESENT 
 'I drink water.' 
 
 reecho pithoragarh-ya ka h~ua r‰ 
 personal.name place.name-LOC move be PRESENT 
 'Rekha has gone to Pithoragarh.' 
 
Agentive: /-y~‰/ 
 na-y~‰ ija-kh˙n˙i dudh˙≥ bi-t‰ h~ua r‰ 
 I-AGT mother-BEN milk move-COMPL be PRESENT 
 'I have brought milk for my mother.' 
 
Accusative/Dative: zero 
 miThai geda b‰ 
 sweet boy give 
 'Give (the) sweet to (the) boy.' 
 
 gha≈⋲˙ goru haiT‰ 
 grass cow feed 
 'Feed (the) grass to (the) cow.' 
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 ˙i paTa gar ~o b‰ 
 this cloth girl give 
 'Give this saree to (the) girl.' 
 
Allative: /b‰/ 
 ai nao-b‰ h~a jia 
 he house-ALL NEG go 
 'He did not go home.' 
 
Instrumental: [-˙i ~ -k˙i ~-g˙i] 
The instrumental marker has the form [-˙i] when the noun which takes it has a final 
consonant, and [-k˙i ~ -g˙i] when the noun ends with a vowel. 
 
 goD-˙i kaTh˙≥ katiu r‰ 
 axe-INST wood cut PRESENT 
 '(He) cuts (the) wood with (the) axe.' 
 
 gar ~o sabun-˙i l˙tta cipe r‰ 
 girl soap-INST cloth wash PRESENT 
 '(The) girl washes (the) cloth with soap.' 
 
 n˙≥ k˙l˙m-˙i likkyo 
 you pen-INST write+imperative 
 'You write with (a) pen.' 
 
 geda ti-k˙i khuDDo h~a r‰ 
 boy water-INST play continue PRESENT 
 'The boy is playing with water.' 
 
Benefactive: /-khan˙i/ 
 na-y~‰ p˙nik˙ met˙-kh˙n˙i paTa bi-t‰ h~ua r‰ 
 I-AGT self wife-BEN cloth move-COMPL be PRESENT 
 'I have brought (a) saree for my wife.' 
 
 ram geda-kh˙n˙i miThai bi-t‰ h~ua r‰ 
 personal.name boy-BEN sweet move-COMPL be PRESENT 
 'Ram has brought sweets for (the) boys.' 
 
Ablative: /-di/ 
 na dilli-di bi h~ua r‰ 
 I Delhi-ABL move be PRESENT 
 'I have come from Delhi.' 
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 si≥-di si≥k˙ whao jh˙r˙u r‰ 
 tree-ABL leaf separate fall PRESENT 
 'A leaf falls from the tree.' 
 
 sita goDi-di bi h~ua r‰ 
 personal.name fields-ABL move be PRESENT 
 'Sita has come from (the) fields.' 
 
Genitive: /-k˙/ 
 ˙i syamu-k˙ nao h~î 
 this personal.name-GEN house COPULA 
 'This is Syamu's house.' 
 
 bheDa-k˙ unna~o kaTTo b˙i 
 sheep-GEN wool cut HORTATIVE 
 'Let us cut the wool of the sheep.' 
 
 nao-k˙ pakhao ≈⋲udari b˙i 
 house-GEN roof repair HORTATIVE 
 'Let us repair (the) roof of (the) house.' 
 
It has been found that 1st person singular pronouns do not take the genitive marker, but this is 
not true of other pronouns: 
 
 ˙i na gar ~o h~î 
 this I girl COPULA 
 'This is my daughter.' 
 
 ≈⋲uai na nao h~î 
 that I house COPULA 
 'That is my house.' 
 
 ≈⋲uai m~a n˙≥-k˙ met˙ h~î 
 that lady you-GEN wife COPULA 
 'That lady is your wife.' 
 
 ˙i n˙ch‰ ai-k˙ ba h~î 
 this man he-GEN father COPULA 
 'This man is his father.' 
 
Locative: [-ya ~ -y~a] 
 mej-ya kitab tha hai e r‰ 
 table-LOC book lie PRESENT ecliptic PRESENT 
 '(The) book is lying on (the) table.' 
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 kh˙rah-y~a mh˙i lu≥ h~a r‰ 
 courtyard-LOC fire burn continue PRESENT 
 '(The) fire is burning in (the) courtyard.' 
 
 goru nao-ya l‰ h~ua 
 cow house-LOC emphatic be 
 '(The) cow is in (the) house.' 
 
3.1.5 Adjectives 
 Adjectives, which modify the noun, specifying their quality, quantity, time and place 
etc., occur before the noun in a construction.  Some examples are given below: 
 

Adjective + Noun > Modified NP 
nhikko 'good' geda 'boy' nhikkogeda 'good boy' 
The≥to 'dry' si≥ 'wood' The≥tosi≥ 'dry wood' 
kh˙ni 'empty' ph˙≥lo 'pot' kh˙niph˙≥lo 'empty pot' 
moTiya 'fat' mi 'person' moTiyami 'fat person' 
jhikk˙l 'many' behe 'guava' jhikk˙lbehe 'many guavas' 
gintako 'first' garo≥ 'girl' gintakogaro≥ 'first girl' 
rukka 'last' b˙r‰h 'year' rukkab˙r‰h 'last year' 
jibi 'next' b˙r‰h 'year' jibib˙r‰h 'next year' 
l˙≥ka 'far away' bhiTTa 'mountain' l˙≥kabhiTTa 'faraway mountain' 
n˙jik˙-lho 'near specific' yo≥ 'path' n˙jik‰-lho yo≥ 'path nearby' 

 
3.1.6 Numerals 
 Like many of its other words, Raji has borrowed most of the numerals from Hindi.  In 
spite of these borrowings, we find an interesting admixture or convergence of Raji and Hindi 
numerals, especially in ordinals, fractionals and multiplicatives, which will be discussed in 
the following sections. 
 
3.1.6.1 Cardinals 
 Raji has lost most of its cardinal numerals except for those from two to six, which are 
of Tibeto-Burma origin.  The present researcher is not sure about the origin of the Raji 
numeral for 'one', since most of the cardinals are borrowed from Hindi and are internalized 
according to the phonotactic rules of Raji.  We will simply list some of these numerals: 
 

Dah 'one' nhi 'two' 
≈⋲u≥ 'three' pari 'four' 
p≥~a 'five' turke 'six' 
≈⋲˙tte 'seven' (Hindi) ˙TTh˙ 'eight' (Hindi) 
nou‰ 'nine' (Hindi) d˙≈⋲ 'ten' (Hindi) 
gyara 'eleven' (Hindi) bara 'twelve' (Hindi) 
unis 'nineteen' (Hindi) bis 'twenty' (Hindi) 
n˙bbe 'ninety' (Hindi) ninan˙bbe 'ninety nine' (Hindi) 
≈⋲‰ 'hundred' (Hindi) 
Dah-h˙jar 'one thousand' (Hindi h˙jar) 
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3.1.6.2 Ordinals 
 Ordinals take the suffix [-u ~ -o], except for 'third', which already ends in /-u/.  This 
suffix has been borrowed from Hindi -wa and is added both to the native as well as to the 
borrowed numerals. 
 
 Raji English Hindi 
 suruko '1st' suruka  'the begining one' 
 du≈⋲˙ro '2nd' dusra 
 ≈⋲u '3rd' tisra 
 pariu '4th' cautha 
 p≥au '5th' pacwa 
 turku '6th' ch˙Tha 
 ≈⋲˙ttau '7th' satw~a 
 aTThau '8th' aThw ~a 
 n˙uo '9th' n˙w ~a 
 d˙≈⋲a '10th' d˙Sw ~a 
 
3.1.6.3 Additives 
 Additives are formed by adding /-phera/ to the cardinals.  This also is a Hindi loan 
word, but not an additive suffix in Hindi. 
 
 Dah-phera 'once' 
 nhi-phera 'twice' 
 ≈⋲u≥-phera 'thrice' 
 
3.1.6.4 Multiplicatives 
 Multiplicatives are formed by adding /-bhag/ 'share', an erroneous loan from Hindi.  
Hindi -bhag means 'part'. 
 
 Dah-bhag 'one time' (literally one part) 
 nhi-bhag 'two times' (literally two parts) 
 ≈⋲u≥-bhag 'three times' (literally three parts) 
 
3.1.6.5 Fractionals 
 Fractionals are also similarly formed by taking some parts of the fractionals from 
Hindi.  The Hindi words used in the fractionals are as follows. 
 
 pa ~ pau 'one fourth' 
 ®˙wa 'one and one fourth' (Raji changes the Hindi ® to ≈⋲) 
 ®aRhe 'half' (generally added to numerals above three) 
 n˙i 'not' 
 
Some of the  fractionals used in Raji are given below: 
 
 pry ~u-bhag 'fourth part' 
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 adda 'half' (Hindi adha) 
 ≈⋲u-bhag 'three fourths' 
 ≈⋲away˙ 'one and one fourth' (Hindi ®˙wa) 
 Dhiy 'one and a half' (Hindi DeDh) 
 paun˙inhi 'one fourth not two', i.e.- 'one and three fourths' 
 ha wai nhi 'two and one fourth' 
 dhai 'two and a half' (Hindi) 
 pau n˙i ≈⋲u 'two and three fourths' 
 
3.2 The verb and verb phrase 
 Verb forms in Raji are mostly borrowed from Indo-Aryan, especially from Hindi or 
Kumaoni.  A small number of verbs in this language are of Tibeto-Burman origin, such as 
/lu≥/ 'to burn', /ja/ 'to eat', /ha/ 'to speak or open mouth', /sin/ 'to ripen', /ho≥/ 'to hold, catch', 
/lau/ 'come', /m˙nl˙/ 'buy', /mhut˙/ 'blow', /hai/ 'bind', etc.  The verb form mostly remains 
unchanged when it enters into a construction. 
 The verb complex consists of a verb which might be followed by another verb (which 
may be an auxiliary verb or marker of mood), a person marker (only 2nd person is marked, 
and only in intransitives) or a number marker (only plural is marked and the same marker, /-
i/, is used for all persons), aspect marker, and tense marker.  The number marking may follow 
the aspect marker rather than the main verb.  In negative sentences the negative particle 
precedes the verb. 
  
 (NEG) + Verb + (Verb) + (aspect) + tense 
 (person)  (person) 
 (number)  (number) 
Examples: 
 na rugg˙ h~î 'I go (leave).' 
 na h ~a rugg˙ h~î 'I do not go.' 
 na rugg˙ h~a r‰ 'I am going (leaving).' 
 nani rugg˙ h~a-i r‰ 'We are going.' 
 na h ~a rugg˙ h~a r‰ 'I am not going.' 
 na rugg˙ ≈⋲uccu h ~a r‰ 'I want to go.' 
 n˙≥ rugg˙ ci h ~î 'You go.' 
 
The following markers occur in the verb phrase in different types of constructions: 
 
 -i plural 
 -ø imperative 
 ci 2nd person marker (in intransitive present and past perfect) 
 cukk- past perfect (Hindi loan) 
 h~a progressive, negative (homophonous) 
 h~î copula; intransitive present 
 h‰ simple past (for plural subject) 
 h˙kko ability 
 ri future 
 r‰ transitive present 
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 si plural marker in past and future perfect and progressive aspects 
 sya ~ sy~a 2nd person marker (in progressive aspect) 
 tah ~ dha prohibitive 
 t‰ completive 
 t˙rya present perfect (singular subject) 
 t˙ry‰ present perfect (plural subject) 
 zero simple past (for singular subject); imperative 
 
3.2.1 Tense 
 Raji has 3 tenses, present, past, and future. 
 
3.2.1.1 Present tense: /h ~î/, [r‰ ~ l‰] 
 There are two markers of present tense, i.e. /h ~î/, and [r‰ ~ l‰].  The marker /h ~î/ is 
actually the equative copula, and occurs when there is no direct object involved in the 
construction.  The marker [r‰ ~ l‰] occurs when there is a direct object in the construction.11  
In intransitive clauses with a second person singular actor, the form /ci/ appears before /h ~î/.  
With plural subjects in transitive clauses, the verb root generally takes the suffix /-i/ in all 
persons and all tense/aspect combinations, especially when the vowel of the verb is an open 
vowel.  In the following example, of /ise/ 'sleep', the plural marking does not appear. 
 
 /h ~î/ 
 na ise h ~î 'I sleep.' 
 nani nhimi ise h ~î 'We two sleep.' 
 nani ise h ~î 'We (plural exclusive) sleep.' 
 nani j˙mm˙l ise h ~î 'We (inclusive plural) sleep.' 
 n˙≥ ise ci h ~î 'You (singular) sleep.' 
 n˙ni j˙mm˙l ise ci h ~î 'You (plural) sleep.' 
 ai ise h ~î 'He sleeps.' 
 ˙h˙i ise h ~î 'They sleep.' 
 na ja h ~î 'I eat.' 
 n˙≥ ja ci h ~î 'You eat.' 
 ai ja h ~î 'He eats.' 
 
 /r‰/ 
 na jaku ja r‰ 'I eat food.' 
 nani jaku ja-i r‰ 'We eat food.' 
 n˙≥ jaku ja r‰ 'You eat food.' 
 n˙ni jaku ja-i r‰ 'You (plural) eat food.' 
 ai jaku ja r‰ 'He eats food.' 
 ˙h˙i jaku ja-i r‰ 'They eat food.' 

                                                
11Editor's note: There seems to be an exception to this in some uses of the verb 'to drink', as 
in [na ti titu≥ h~î] 'I drink water' and [na dudh˙≥ titu≥ h~î] 'I drink milk'.  This may be because 
the verb incorporates the noun /ti/ 'water, liquid' into the verb (originally /tu≥/).  A second 
exception is the use of /r‰/ after /lhu/ 'bathe', e.g. [raja lhu r‰] 'The king takes a bath'.  This 
may be construed as a transitive action, where /raja/ is the object as well as the actor. 
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3.2.1.2 Past tense: zero, /h‰/ 
 The past tense is unmarked with singular subjects, whereas /h‰/ occurs mostly with 
plural subjects. 
 
 na jaku ja 'I ate food.' 
 nani jaku ja-i h‰ 'We ate food.' 
 n˙≥ jaku ja 'You (sg) ate food.' 
 n˙ni jaku ja-i h‰ 'You (pl) ate food.' 
 ai jaku ja h‰ 'He ate food.' 
 ˙h˙i jaku ja-i h‰ 'They ate food.' 
 
3.2.1.3. Future tense: /ri/ 
 The future tense is denoted by /ri/, which comes at the end of the clause.  There does 
not seem to be any derivational relationship between the present tense marker [r‰] and the 
future marker /ri/. 
 
 na jaku ja ri 'I will eat food.' 
 nani jaku ja-i ri 'We will eat food.' 
 n˙≥ jaku ja ri 'You (sg.) will eat food.' 
 n˙ni jaku ja-i ri 'You (pl.) will eat food.' 
 ai jaku ja ri 'He will eat food.' 
 ˙h˙i jaku ja-i ri 'They will eat food.' 
 
3.2.2 Aspect 
 Three main aspects found in the language are discussed below with their examples. 
 
3.2.2.1 Perfect: /t˙ry-/, /cukk-/ 
 The perfect aspect appears in all three tenses.  The main perfect marker for all the 
tenses is [t˙rya] for singular subjects and [t˙ry‰] (possibly < t˙rya-i) for plurals.  This is 
followed by the normal intransitive present tense marker.  /cukk-/ (a Hindi perfect marker) 
can also be used, replacing /t˙ry-/ in the present and past tenses.  In the speech of some 
informants both /cukk-/ and /t˙ry-/ are found to be used in the same sentence in the past 
tense, which means that both the indigenous and the loan perfect markers can be used 
simultaneously.  The plural marker for present perfect sentences involving /cukk-/, /h‰/, 
appears to be a loan from Hindi, e.g. Hindi auxiliary h‰ (sg.) h~‰ (pl.) for the verb 'to be'. 
 
Present perfect: 
 na ja t˙rya h ~î     OR 
 na ja cukko 'I have eaten.' 
 nani ja t˙ry‰ h~î  OR 
 nani ja cukko h‰ 'We have eaten.' 
 
Past perfect: 
 na ja cukkua 
 na ja t˙rya h ~î 
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 na ja cukku-t˙rya 'I had eaten.' 
 nani ja cukkua si 
 nani ja t˙ry‰ si 
 nani ja cukku-t˙ry‰ si 'We had eaten.' 
 n˙≥ ja cukku ci h ~î 
 n˙≥ ja t˙rya ci h ~î 
 n˙≥ ja cukku-t˙rya ci h ~î 'You (sg) had eaten.' 
 
Future perfect: In the future tense /t˙ry-/ is always followed by /h ~î/ (copula) for singular 
subjects and /sih ~î/ (plural + copula) for plural subjects.  /ri/, the future tense marker, occurs at 
the end of the sentence. 
 
 na ja t˙rya h ~î ri 'I will have eaten.' 
 nani ja t˙ry‰ si h~î ri 'We will have eaten.' 
 n˙≥ ja t˙rya sy ~a h~î ri 'You will have eaten.' 
 n˙ni ja t˙ry‰ si h~î ri 'You(pl) will have eaten.' 
 ai ja t˙rya h ~î ri 'He would have eaten.' 
 ˙h˙i ja t˙ry‰ si h~î ri 'They would have eaten.' 
 
3.2.2.2  Progressive: /h ~a/, /sy~a/ 
 The progressive marker for 1st and 3rd persons is /h~a/, which is homophonous with 
the negative marker /h ~a/, and for the 2nd person it is /sy ~a/. The progressive marker always 
follows the main verb and precedes the plural marker and the tense markers, /r‰/ for present, 
zero (singular actor) or /si/ (plural actor) for past, and /h ~î/ (singular actor) or /si/ (plural actor) 
plus /ri/ in the future tense. 
 
Present: 
 na rugg˙ h~a r‰ 'I am going (leaving).' 
 nani rugg˙ h~a-i r‰ 'We are going.' 
 n˙≥ rugg˙ sy~a r‰ 'You (sg) are going.' 
 n˙ni rugg˙ sy~a-i r‰ 'You (pl) are going.' 
 ai rugg˙ h~a r‰ 'He is going.' 
 ˙h˙i rugg˙ h~a-i r‰ 'They are going.' 
 
Past: 
 na rugg˙ h~a 'I was going.' 
 nani rugg˙ h~a-i si 'We were going.' 
 n˙≥ rugg˙ sy~a 'You (sg) were going.' 
 n˙ni rugg˙ sy~a-i si 'You(pl) were going.' 
 ai rugg˙ h~a 'He was going.' 
 ˙h˙i rugg˙ h~a-i si 'They were going.' 
 
Future: 
 na rugg˙ h~a h~î ri 'I will be going.' 
 nani rugg˙ h~a si h~î ri 'We will be going.' 
 n˙≥ rugg˙ sy~a h~î ri 'You (sg) will be going.' 
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 n˙ni rugg˙ sy~a si h~î ri 'You (pl) will be going.' 
 ai rugg˙ h~a h~î ri 'He will be going.' 
 ˙h˙i rugg˙ h~a si h~î ri 'They will be going.' 
 
3.2.2.3  Habitual: /babb˙r/ 
 The habitual is expressed by a lexeme, /babb˙r/, which is a loan adapted from Hindi 
b˙rab˙r or b˙rob˙r 'habitually', preceded by the subject and followed by the object.  The 
progressive marker /h ~a/ is always used in the predicate to show the continuity of the action. 
 
 moh˙n babb˙r na nao-ya lau h~a r‰ 
 personal.name habitual 1st house-LOC come PROGESSIVE PRESENT 
 'Mohan habitually comes (is continously coming) to my house.' 
 
 geda babb˙r khuDDo h~a r‰ 
 boy habitual play PROGESSIVE PRESENT 
 '(The) boy habitually plays (is continously playing).' 
 
 gar ~o babb˙r nacco h~a 
 girl habitual dance PROGESSIVE 
 '(The) girl habitually/used to dance/continue dancing.' 
 
3.2.3 Mood 
 Marking for the declarative, subjunctive and imperative, hortative, interrogative and 
other moods in Raji are described below: 
 
3.2.3.1 Declarative: zero marking 
 
 na jia h ~î 'I go.' 
 mh~‰ lu≥ h~a r‰ '(The) fire is burning/hot.' 
 dihu purub y ~a tun l‰ '(The) sun rises in the East.' 
 bhiTTa p˙ilodi l‰ ho≥d˙l h ~î '(The) mountains stand forever.' 
 gaDDa p˙ilodi l‰ b˙gghy~a r‰ '(The) river flows forever.' 
 
3.2.3.2 Subjunctive (Conditional): /(˙g˙r) ... -t˙/ 
 This mood is expressed by the conditional lexeme /˙g˙r/, a loan from Hindi, which 
optionally comes at the beginning of the sentence, and the suffix /-t˙/, which comes at the end 
of the dependent clause. The suffix /-t˙/ also appears to be a form adapted from Hindi, in this 
case of /to/, a subjunctive clause terminal. 
 
 ˙g˙r t˙nkha dha ri t˙ ... 
 if salary get FUT COND 
 'If (I) get the salary, ...' 
 
 nhikko h~î ri t˙ geda khuDDo ri 
 good COPULA FUT COND boy play FUT 
 'If the boy recovers he will play.' 
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3.2.3.3 Imperative: zero, /-o/ 
 The imperative suffix also appears to have been borrowed from Hindi.  The suffix /-o/ 
occurs when the verb stem ends in a consonant, and zero occurs when it ends in a vowel. 
 
 phu≥lo-ya ti bh˙r-o 'Fill the vessel with water.' 
 ti h‰ la 'Bring water (emphatic /h‰/, /la/ 'come').' 
 n˙≥ nao-ya gh‰ 'You go to the house.' 
 h~oin˙ dh~a d˙bbo 'Do not see dreams.' 
 
3.2.3.4 Hortative: /b˙i/ 
 
 bheDa-k˙ unna~o kaTTo b˙i 
 sheep-GEN wool cut HORTATIVE 
 'Let us cut the wool of the sheep.' 
 
 nao-k˙ pakhao ≈⋲udari b˙i 
 house-GEN roof repair HORTATIVE 
 'Let us repair (the) roof of (the) house.' 
 
3.2.3.5 Interrogative: /h˙≥/ 
 The system of interrogation in the language is almost the same as in Hindi. The 
interrogative marker, which has the same form as the pronoun for 'what', occurs at the 
beginning of the sentence, e.g.: 
 
 h˙≥ n˙≥ kam jhei r‰ 
 INTERROGATIVE you(sg) work do PRESENT 
 'Do you work?' 
 
 h˙≥ n˙≥ b˙ba pai≈⋲a jia bau r‰ 
 INTERROGATIVE you(sg) father money go give PRESENT 
 'Do you give money to your father?' 
 
 h˙≥ n˙≥ h˙diari ci lhu r‰ 
 INTERROGATIVE you(sg) daily go bathe PRESENT 
 'Do you take a bath daily?' 
  
3.2.3.6 Other mood markers: 
 
 /h˙kko/ 'ability marker' 
 na kam gh˙i h˙kko r‰ 'I can work.'  Literally: 'I can do work.' 
 ai p˙Dao h˙kko r‰ 'He can read.' 
 syam nao-b‰ ga h˙kko r‰ 'Syam can go to (the) house.' 
 
 /≈⋲uccu/ 'want, desire' 
 na rugg˙ ≈⋲uccu h ~a 'I want to go.' 
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 gar ~o nacco ≈⋲uccu h ~a '(The) girl wants to dance.' 
 ai isek‰ ≈⋲uccu h ~a 'He wants to sleep.' 
 
 /cai-/ 'should, must' 
 n˙ni jaku ja caiyo r‰ 'You (pl.) should/must eat food.' 
 ai ˙b‰ rugga caiyo r‰ 'Now he must go.' 
 na lhu caiyo r‰ 'I must take bath.' 
 
3.2.4 Causatives 
 Causatives are formed by suffixing the instrumental case marker to the NP 
representing the causer and prefixing [ha ~ hai] to the main verb, e.g.: 
 
 raja lhu r‰ 'The king takes a bath.' 
 da≈⋲ai raja ha-lhu r‰ '(The) slave bathes the king.' 
 geda bh˙tt˙ ja r‰ 'The boy eats rice.' 
 ijau-g˙i geda bh˙tt˙ hai-tu r‰ 'Mother feeds rice to the boy.' 
 nok˙r kam kh˙i r‰ '(The) servant works.' 
 mali-k˙i nokarao kam ha-g˙i-yu r‰ 'Master gets (the) work done by the servant'12 
 
3.2.5 Negatives: /h ~a/, [tah ~ dh ~a] 
 Negatives in Raji can be divided into two subcategories, i.e. (1) negative and (2) 
prohibitive.  The general negative marker is /h ~a/, whereas the prohibitive marker is [tah ~ 
dh~a].  Both the negative and prohibitive markers precede the verb in a construction. 
 
Negative: /h ~a/ 
 na sya h ~a ja r‰ 'I do not eat meat.' 
 gar ~o sya h ~a ja-i r‰ 'Girls do not eat meat.' 
 Golu nao-b‰ h~a jia 'Golu did not go home.' 
 shiela h ~a nacco h ~î ri 'Shiela will not have danced.' 
 
Prohibitive: [tah ~ dh ~a] 
 n˙≥ tah khuDD-o 'You don't play.' 
 coru tah ho≥ ni 'Don't catch the thief.' 
 dudh˙≥ dh ~a titu≥-o 'Don't drink milk.' 
 kui dh ~a sya no 'Don't kill the dog.' 
 

                                                
12Editor's note: It seems there are quite a few pronunciations for the word for 'do', as in 'do 
work': [jhei], [gh˙i], [kh˙i], [g˙i], [gh‰] although /kh˙i/ is given in the glossary, and the last 
form just given is also glossed 'go' in one example.  We also don't know why the word for 
'servant' is [nokarao] and not [nok˙r] here, as [-ao] is not one of the case suffixes given, or 
what the suffix  [-yu], which appears in a few causatives, represents.  Quite a number of other 
verbal affixes are evident in the data, including [-ne], [-u], [-ye], [y‰], [-k‰], [-ha], and [ji-], 
but are not glossed. 
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3.3 Adverbials 
 Adverbials generally precede the construction they modify, and sometimes take /na/ 
as a relational marker (also used in [gu-na] 'which'): 
 
 ai babb˙r bi r˙l‰ 'Usually he comes.' 
 he usually move PRESCONT 
 
 na babb˙r ja r‰ 'I usually eat.' 
 I usually eat PRESENT 
 
 jagita kh˙it˙l gh‰ 'continue doing, continously doing, do' 
 ˙tt˙l kh˙i 'Do (it) at once.' 
 h˙Db‰ kh˙i 'Do (it) quickly.' 
 cyuTTi-na h˙ta 'I killed hastily (quickly).' 
 gaDD˙ p˙ilodi-l‰ b˙gghy~a r‰ 'Rivers are flowing forever.' 
 ai ki≈⋲~u~a lau 'Why did he come?' 
 n˙≥ guh ~a pi r˙l‰ 'Where are you going (moving)?' 
 g˙u ga 'Where do (I) go?' 
 
3.4 Conjunctions 
 A conjunction combines two or more words or clauses together to give the complete 
meaning of a construction.  The following conjunctions of Raji are discussed below: /l˙i/ 
'and', /p˙r/ 'but', /h ~a≥˙iki/ 'because', /t˙p/t˙b/ 'that is why, then'. 
 
3.4.1 /l˙i/ 'and' 
 /l˙i/ follows each of the nouns which occur in the construction: 
 
 sita l˙i gita l˙i lhaiki h~a-i r‰ 
 Sita and Gita and sing PROGESSIVE-pl. PRESENT 
 'Sita and Gita are singing (a) song.' 
 
 na l˙i na bh˙ua l˙i b˙jar-ya ga h~a-i r‰ 
 I and I brother and market-LOC go PROGESSIVE-pl. PRESENT 
 'My brother and I are going to market.' 
 
3.4.2 /p˙r/ 'but' 
 
 na nao-b‰ ta gane p˙r kam ~aji h~ua l‰ 
 I house-ALL though go but work unfinished be PRESENT 
 'I (would) have gone home but the work has remained unfinished.' 
 
 dhansi≥ ta nhikko l˙ h~ua p˙r bh˙ua bimar h~ua 
 Dhan si≥h though good emphatic be but brother sick be 
 'Dhan si≥h is alright but his brother is sick.' 
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3.4.3 /ha≥˙iki/ 'because' 
 
 na byar h~a biye ha≥˙iki byar na bimar h~î 
 I yesterday NEG move because yesterday I sick COPULA 
 'I did not come yesterday because I was sick.' 
 
 coru thuakk‰ ha≥˙iki bah˙r Th‰pp˙ h~î 
 thief run.away because outside dark COPULA 
 '(The) thief ran away because it was dark outside.' 
 
3.4.4 [t˙p ~ t˙b] 'that is why' 
 
 man˙≥ phandao h‰ t˙p ti h~a h~î y‰ 
 forest destroy PAST that.is.why water not COPULA become 
 'The forest got cut that is why it did not rain.' 
 
 na khuDDo h~a t˙p n˙ni-ya h~a bi h˙kko 
 I play PROGESSIVE that.is.why you(pl)-LOC NEG come able 
 'I was playing that is why I could not come to you.' 
 
3.5 The relative clause 
 A relative clause is formed by adding [jo ~ joi] to the beginning of the dependent 
clause.  The relative clause is a free-standing nominalized clause, giving a corelative structure 
similar to English This is that boy, the one who came yesterday, and may precede or follow 
the main clause in a complex sentence.  Raji has borrowed the relative pronoun from Hindi, 
which is jo 'the one' or 'who'. The relative clauses are marked off in brackets in the following 
examples. 
 
 wh˙i ˙i l˙ l~oDa h~î [jo byar bi h~ua] 
 same he emphatic boy COPULA RELPRO yesterday move be 
 'He is the same boy who came yesterday.' 
 
 ˙i wh˙i b˙ghol h~î [jo b˙kka ja] 
 this same tiger COPULA RELPRO goat eat 
 'This is the same tiger which ate the goat.' 
 
 [joi b˙kka h˙-t‰ ha] ai l~oDa rugga 
 RELPRO goat kill-COMPL past that boy leave 
 'The boy who killed the goat has left.' 
 
3.6 Conditionals 
 One type of conditional sentence which takes the /t˙/ marker in the dependent clause 
was discussed earlier under the subjunctive mood (2.2.3.2).  The other type of conditional is 
formed with /j˙b/, again a Hindi loan, which does not take any marker in the coordinate 
clause, e.g. 
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 j˙b n˙≥ jibi ri na nao-ya l˙ h~î ri 
 when you come FUT I house-LOC emphatic COPULA FUT 
 'When you come I will be at home.' 
 
 j˙b ti h~î ri goDi pari ri 
 when rain COPULA FUT field sow FUT 
 'When it rains we will sow the fields.' 
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˙b (IA)—now 
˙hat—difficult 
˙h˙i—yes 
˙i—this 
˙i—what 
˙i-j˙mm˙l—whole 
˙i-≈⋲ai—this year 
˙i-ya—there 
˙ia—here 
˙ila—these 
˙itana-cai-—use (v.) 
˙khrot (IA)—walnut 
˙mm~a—father's mother; mother's mother 
˙NDa (IA)—egg 
˙ndher—much 
˙ndher-l˙≥ka-—far 
˙r˙gu—high 
˙TTh˙ (IA)—eight 
˙tt˙l—at once 
˙tt˙l-jhani—till now 
~aguli (IA)—thumb 
~agulya (IA)—finger 
~aoDya—gooseberry 
~asu (IA)—tears (of eyes) 
~auTha—chin 
a-h˙i-la—they (male) 
ab˙≥—mango 
aDa ~î≥ (IA)—two and a half 
adda (IA)—half 
addu (IA)—ginger 
agah˙ (IA)—above 
aga≈⋲˙—heaven 
ah˙-gh˙i- (IA-TB)—believe (v.) 
ai—he 
ai-la-k‰—their 
ai-m~a-la—they (female) 
aik‰ (TB-IA)—his, her 
ail‰, ail˙—same 
ajji—again 
ak‰ro (IA)—costly 
alu (IA)—potato 
ap-kh˙it˙—like that 
ba—father 
ba—male 
b~a-b~a-gh˙i-—bellow (v.) 

b~ah~o-—chirp (v.) 
b~aN (IA)—arrow 
b~a≥g~a (IA)—crooked 
b~as (IA)—bamboo 
babb˙r—usually 
babb˙r-h~ain˙—flat 
baD˙—wall 
bagho (IA)—lion 
bah˙ry (IA)—outside 
bak ~‰ro—thick (liquid) 
bari bhag—quadruple 
bari-—afraid of (to be) 
bati—son's son, daughter's son 
baTla—rolled 
baTulo—round 
baTy-—prepare (v.) 
ba≈⋲a—oil 
ba≈⋲o (IA)—calf (of cow) 
b‰ ko—offer (v.) 
be ryu-—roll up 
b~‰cu —defense 
be-—give 
b‰co-bi- (IA)—avoid (v.) 
behe—guava 
big˙uta—first milk 
bin-ti-khori—valley 
binti gh˙i-—pray (v.) 
birari (IA)—cat 
bir ~̇n-sya—lizard (wild) 
bis˙≥—poison 
biye (IA)—seed 
bi˙na—large 
boji—elder brother's wife 
boli (IA)—language 
bos—bird 
buari—son's wife 
buari—younger brother's wife 
buba—wife's father, father's father, 

mother's father 
buDha (IA)—old 
bura—fish 
bura-ho≥-—catch (fish) 
byawli (IA)—bride 
byarko—evening 
byar˙—yesterday 
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byawlo (IA)—groom 
b˙c‰n-ph˙rakyor—echo 
b˙del (IA)—change (v.), alter 
b˙ina—big 
b˙ina-hatt˙—loud 
b˙kka—goat  
b˙llya—sand 
b˙na- (IA)—build (v.) 
b˙r˙≈⋲˙—year 
b˙sti-h ~î-—conceive (vi.) 
b˙tao ko- —report (v.) 
b˙tkao ph˙rkao-ko-—reply (v.) 
b˙tkao-gh˙i-—talk (v.) 
b˙t˙k (IA)—duck 
b˙≈⋲‰—fat, grease 
b˙yar (IA)—wind 
b˙yar-hai b˙-—fan (v.) 
bha—ankle 
bha—foot 
bh~aDela (IA)—utensils 
bhak—part 
bhala—leg 
bhaTa—Brinjal 
bhaw/nihaw—paw 
bheD (IA)—sheep 
bhitori (IA)—inside 
bhiTTa—mountain 
bhiTTy-—meet (v.) 
bhucalo (IA)—earthquake 
bhuD˙—bush 
bhujo—gourd 
bhukk- (IA)—bark (v.) 
bhuk˙y—fly 
bhuli—wife's younger sister's husband 
bhull- (IA)—forget (v.) 
bhuniya—pig/bore 
bhuT- (IA)—burst (vt.) 
bh~˙isi (IA)—buffalo 
bh˙gwan (IA)—God 
bh˙gwan k˙h‰ja-—take (oath, v.) 
bh˙i~ny ~a—husband's younger brother's 

wife; wife's brother's wife 
bh˙jja (IA)—brother's son (younger or 

older) 
bh˙jj~‰ (IA)—brother's daughter (younger 

or older) 
bh ~̇nj˙ (IA)—sister's son 
bh˙r (IA)—fill (liquid, v.) 
bh˙r˙kyo-bi—return (v.) 

bh˙r˙t˙—full 
bh˙tt˙ (IA)—rice (cooked) 
cabi (IA)—key 
caha (IA)—tea 
cai- (IA)—need (v.) 
caiyo r‰-—want (v.) 
cakoi- (IA)—chew (v.) 
cakur-—stretch-self (v.) 
cala- (IA)—drive (vehicle, etc.) 
c‰hTa—after 
cehTa—behind 
c‰hTako—last 
ceta—after 
ci p‰-—wash (v.) 
ci-h~am~‰-ja-—understand (v.) 
ci-laggu—sharp 
ci-m~a—father's younger brother's wife 
cilkunti—mole 
cil˙b‰kyu—flexible 
cipka- (IA)—put up notice (v.) 
cipka- (IA)—stitch (v.) 
cir- (IA)—saw (v.) 
cirkenti—ant 
ciuDya—lips 
coD-—throw (v.) 
com~a≈⋲—rainy season 
cucca (IA)—breast 
cucca-g˙daw—nipple 
culvani—hearth 
cu˙-mh ~a—leak (v.) 
cyuTTi—lastly 
c˙kal—noon 
c˙kk-—cry (v.) 
c˙kkh-—taste (v.) 
c˙r˙-—graze (vi.) 
chah˙ (IA)—buttermilk 
chati (IA)—chest  
chi—urine 
ch ~u-—pound (v.) 
ch˙lla—bank of river 
d˙bb-—see (v.) 
d˙bbu-h~a-—compare (v.) 
d˙h˙u-—know (v.) 
d˙i (IA)—curd 
d˙i—today 
d˙m (IA)—price 
d˙u-—dig 
d˙≈⋲˙ (IA)—ten 
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da (IA)—brother (older); husband's 
younger sister's husband; wife's elder 
sister's husband 

daD—beard 
dalo—fodder 
daro—fang  
daro—tooth 
daru—rice 
debuli—eye brow 
d‰l—scythe 
deur˙ (IA)—husband's brother 
de≈⋲u—cloud 
de≈⋲˙—earth 
di—husband's elder brother's wife 
dida-kidmala—insect 
dimag (IA)—brain 
di≈⋲ua- (IA)—appear (v.) 
don˙-—bulge (v.) 
duar—door-leaf 
dudh˙≥—milk 
duk˙iya—father's elder brother; mother's 

elder sister's husband 
du≈⋲ro (IA)—second 
du≈⋲uro—next 
du≈⋲uru (IA)—another/other 
dhera—door 
dher˙-daro—incisors 
dhi-p˙u-—defeat (v.) 
dhitta—down 
dhitta—downwards 
dhitt˙—below 
dhokka-ph˙ka-—bless 
dhuli (IA)—ash 
dhuri-b~asi (IA)—beam 
dhyu≥ (IA)—day 
dh˙da-≈⋲o—gums 
dh˙n (IA)—money 
dh˙n˙s (IA)—bow 
dh˙r-b˙r-—hesitate 
dh˙rm˙ (IA)—religion 
dh˙ssyo—unrolled 
dh˙urva—gray 
dh˙urya (IA)—white 
Da h˙jar (IA)—thousand 
Da/Dah—one 
Dadalya—pillar 
Dah phera—once 
Daha—hot 
Daha—pungent 

Dola—dirty 
Dola—foam 
Dubb- (IA)—drown (v.) 
Duby- (IA)—set (the sun, v.) 
Dumba—mushroom 
D˙TTh˙la—alone 
Dh~î≥—one and a half 
Dh~˙u-—fall down (vi.) 
Dh˙kk- (IA)—cover (something) 
Dh˙kk-—collapse (person) 
Dh˙kki- (IA)—close (door, v.) 
g˙d-b˙ddo—brown 
g˙dha (IA)—donkey 
g˙D˙-—break (vi.) 
g ~̇î-h~a-—look after (v.) 
g˙iru (IA)—deep 
g˙jj˙/o˙jji—animal 
g˙ll- (IA)—melt (vi.) 
g˙lli (IA)—cheeks  
g˙rury˙—kite 
g˙u—where 
g~aThi (IA)—knot 
ga-ni—father's sister's husband; elder 

sister's husband; husband's elder 
sister's husband 

gaDa—head 
gaDa—paddy 
gaDa—temple 
gal-—melt (vt.) 
gara gh˙i-—node (v.) 
gar ~o—daughter, girl 
gata-—take (v.) 
geda—boy 
geda—child 
g‰di—field 
gidd˙—neck 
gidha (IA)—vulture 
ginta—before 
gintako—first 
giro—husband 
goDi—ground 
goi-—burst (vi.) 
guDo—axe 
gug˙cca—frog 
guh‰—see 
gui—crack 
guna—ear 
gurkau-—fall down (vt.) 
guru—elbow 
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gur˙iya—kidney 
gur˙≥—molasses 
gh~aT (IA)—bell 
ghall-—send (v.) 
gha≈⋲ri—grass 
ghi˙≥—refined butter 
gh~o-gor-—drag 
ghoDi (IA)—horse (female) 
ghoDya (IA)—horse (male) 
ghoga—maize 
ghucc-—push 
ghuDhi—dough 
ghulli—nest 
ghum˙≥—wheat 
gh˙i-≈⋲ak-—able (to be) 
gh˙m˙liha—hot season 
h˙-b~‰cu-—protect (v.) 
h˙ba-ho-—blow (flute, v.) 
h˙ddba—divorce 
h˙diaro—regularly 
h˙huri-—amuse (v.) 
h˙jj‰—low voice 
h˙jj˙-h˙laike-h~a-—hum (a tune, v.) 
h˙kya—finish (v.) 
h˙maniy ~a—in front of 
h˙≥g˙l-je- (IA)—accompany with (v.) 
h˙≥ly-—fasten (v.) 
h˙nn-—cover (vt.) 
h˙≥˙-l‰—morning 
h˙par—strong (cloth) 
h˙par-h~î-t˙—bravely 
h˙pta (IA)—week 
h˙pur˙—thin (liquid) 
h˙riyo (IA)—green 
h˙rj‰—easy 
h˙t-y‰-—curse (v.) 
h˙tasi—saw 
h~a-h~a—no 
h~a-h~a-k˙i-—refuse (v.) 
h~ab‰co-—defend (v.) 
h~aci-laggu—blunt 
h~aga hab˙-—forbid 
h~akk-—drive (cattle) 
h~am˙nn-—deny (v.) 
h~an~u (IA)—beat (v.) 
ha-b~‰co-—save (v.) 
ha-k˙—palm 
ha-k˙uya-pi-—carry (hanging, v.) 
ha-≥~a—branch 

ha-sikko-—teach (v.) 
hace-—tear (v.) 
hac˙r˙—graze (cattle, v.) 
haDbe—quickly 
haDbi—quick 
haDDo-rugga-h~a—leave (v.) 
haD˙≥ (IA)—bone 
hah ~u—rabbit 
hak‰—clutch 
hak‰—hand 
halhu-—bathe (vi.) 
hamu—hair 
hani≥to—tight 
haniu≥to—fresh 
hanu-—pierce 
hanu-—strike (v.) 
hao-hao lagua-—yawn (v.) 
hapar—young 
har kh˙i-—obstruct (v.) 
haro-—move (v.) 
hasik-ko- (IA)—complain (v.) 
hat˙-—kill (v.) 
hawa-—stir (v.) 
h‰ro—log 
hila- (IA)—shake (vt.) 
himar—ice 
himar-p˙uw‰—glacier 
ho syo-—suck (v.) 
hoi ko-—tether (cattle, v.) 
hoi-—bind (v.) 
hoi-—tie (v.) 
ho≥-—hold 
ho≥-—catch (v.) 
h~u—burn (to, common) 
hu~a-—have (v.) 
huai (m~a)—she 
huccyo-r‰-—desire (v.) 
huiya—storm 
hy~aku-—knead (v.) 
hy~akuli—throat 
hy˙k—grate (v.) 
ica-Dhu≥‰—pebbles 
ija—mother 
iju buba—husband's father 
iju—husband's mother; husband's elder 

sister; wife's mother 
ik-kua— 
in-kh˙it˙—like this 
it˙-—grate (to grind) 
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j˙dao—root 
j˙gar˙i—weak (breakable) 
j˙giuta-kh˙it˙l—continuously 
j˙mm˙l (IA)—all 
j˙mm˙n—feast 
j˙≥ga (IA)—thigh 
j˙ura—rope 
j~aTho—stick 
ja-—eat (v.) 
jaD˙yo—deer 
jaiyu (IA)—cream 
jali (IA)—net 
jambi—jaw 
jeThan (IA)—husband's elder brother 
jeThu sali (IA)—wife's elder sister 
jeThu (IA)—wife's elder brother 
jia-—go (v.) 
jib‰ro—tongue 
jibi—next year 
jigut˙—rough 
jijharo—priest 
jitibwa-—win 
joDa (IA)—pair 
jok (IA)—leech 
j~u—cold season 
j~uai (IA)—daughter's husband; sister's son 

daughter's husband 
ju-gh˙i—cold (to feel) 
ju ~ai—younger sister's husband 
junn˙—moon 
juppa—yak 
jhaD- (IA)—sweep (v.) 
jha~îc˙la—only 
jh ~î- y~‰-—wet (to get) 
jhikk˙—group 
jhikk˙l—many 
jhuTi-h~a-sya—lie (v.) 
jh˙g˙ru-h~î (IA)—attack (v.) 
jh˙r-—awake (v.) 
jh˙r-—drop (v.) 
k˙bh˙i-k˙bh˙i—often 
k˙car—dirt 
k˙car—mud 
k˙i—bite (v.) 
k˙iku-—grate (teeth, v.) 
k˙ll˙—tomorrow 
k˙mb˙r—loin 
k˙mb˙r—waist 
k˙mjor, k˙cua—weak (human) 

k˙mo—shake (self, v.) 
k˙Nessi—scorpion 
k˙pal (IA)—forehead 
k˙pca—joints 
k˙t‰-n~a-v~‰—allow 
k˙T˙ua (IA)—bowl 
k~a~î-ja—mother's younger sister 
k~a≈⋲a (IA)—bell metal 
kaco—wet (clothes) 
kaco, h˙riyo—wet (wood) 
kaD˙-—break (vt.) 
kah‰—barley  
kakh‰lya (IA)—armpit 
kakka—father's younger brother; mother's 

younger sister's husband 
kako—crow 
kalt˙-—sell (v.) 
kam kh˙i-—work (v.) 
kamm~oh~a-—tremble (v.) 
kaNa (IA)—blind 
kar˙u w‰-—dry (vi.) 
kar˙w—dry (field/cloth) 
kaT-kano—thorn 
kaTh˙≥—firewood 
kaTo (IA)—bull 
kaTT- (IA)—cut (v.) 
k~‰ci (IA)—scissors 
kera (IA)—banana 
ker˙-—weep (v.) 
kili—nail 
kil˙—post (pillar) 
kin ~ao—till what time 
kin ~ao—when 
kiTi- ~u- ~a-—pinch (v.) 
koN ~u (IA)—corner 
kotor-—comb (v.) 
(or‰)-ku-—fill (grain, v.) 
kui—dog 
kul‰—cap 
kun- —hear (v.) 
kur-≈⋲aini—chili 
kurai-daro—molar tooth 
kuru gucci—heel 
kuths-muThu—straw 
kha—bitter 
khaligy—ring 
khelle ko-—swing (v.) 
khetti (IA) —crop 
khis˙-nah ~u—unhappy 
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khoi-—open (knot, v.) 
khoT‰—strong (human) 
khoTTa—hard 
khuDD-—play (v.) 
khuri—stream 
khus˙ (IA)—happy 
khuTu-k˙ni—ladder 
(ka≥a) kh˙-—close (eyes, v.) 
kh˙b‰-ru—mouth 
kh˙cc˙r (IA)—mule 
kh˙Dya—mortar 
kh˙haDyo—not smooth 
kh˙i-—do (v.) 
kh˙i-—open (door, v.) 
kh˙i-pi-yak˙—carry (on back, v.) 
kh˙lka-—rinse (v.) 
kh˙ni—empty 
kh˙ny-—pour out 
l˙ga-—wear-ornaments (v.) 
l˙ggya—bread 
l˙ig-—arrive (v.) 
l˙m-ju≥-y~‰—mosquito 
l˙tta (IA)—blanket 
l˙tta (IA)—cloth 
la-—come (v.) 
lado—belly 
laD˙ h ~a-—kiss (v.) 
lagog-b˙-—help (v.) 
la≥g‰—long/tall 
la≥g˙-l˙i-—broad 
lekkh- (IA)—write (v.) 
les˙ni (IA)—garlic 
letta (IA)—creeper 
lhu-h~a-—bathe (vi.) 
likkya—louse (egg) 
lipp-—plaster (v.) 
lisse—lac 
loh (IA)—iron 
loT-—lay down (v.) 
loTai-hu~a-—relax (v.) 
lotti—thread 
lu≥-—burn (vi.) 
lu≥-har ~‰—flame 
lupp-—hide (v.) 
luppi-luppi—stealthily 
m~˙ina (IA)—month 
m ~̇nc˙—person 
m˙n‰ (IA)—heart/mind 
m˙nl˙-—buy (v.) 

m˙ssi (IA)—coal 
m~a—female 
m~a-k˙i-n‰-ko-—rebuke (v.) 
m~ah~a—salt 
m~ah~ak-ko pe-ci—accuse/backbite (v.) 
m~ai- ju—mother's mother's mother 
m~assi—porcupine 
m~a≈⋲~a—mouse 
mach˙li (IA)—calves  
maDD-—rub (v.) 
maDDo-b˙i-—oil (v.) 
mago—cobra 
mal-mitt˙r-h~î—relatives 
mamm~a—mother's brother (elder or 

younger) 
man-—obey (v.) 
man˙≥—forest 
mar-t‰-—divide (v.) 
mara-—hunt (v.) 
mara-—search (v.) 
maTa—monkey 
maTTo-h~a—jump (v.) 
mete (address)—wife 
mohl˙≥—pastle 
mohri (IA)—window 
mo≥-w‰—honey 
mor (IA)—peacock 
moTiya  (IA)—fat 
mukreya—hammer 
mulya—liver 
murga—cock 
muTika—fist 
mh ~‰—fire 
mhike—eye 
mhike-hanu—eye lashes 
mh ~ut˙-—light-fire (v.), burn (vt.) 
mh˙≥—face 
n˙jik (IA)—near 
n˙jik‰lh ~o—near 
n˙≥—you (sg.) 
n˙≥-g‰—your (sg.) 
n˙nce-p˙t˙-ri—hate (v.) 
n˙nd˙ (IA)—husband's younger sister 
n˙ni—you (pl.) 
n˙ni-la-k‰—your (pl.) 
n˙oni (IA)—butter 
n˙r˙k (IA)—hell 
na- ~a—my, mine 
na-naok˙h~î (ref)—wife 
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na-nik‰—our 
nacc- (IA)—dance (v.) 
naji—we two 
nako—food 
nali—heavy 
nam—name 
namyo tha-—name (to give) 
nani ja l˙—we (excl.) 
nani—we (incl.) 
nao—hut 
nap-—measure (v.) 
nar˙≥gi—orange 
natini—son's daugher; daughter's daughter 
naw—house 
ne—I (1sg) 
n‰ko-—say (v.) 
nel-—cover (self) 
neli-—wear-clothes (v.) 
nicco (IA)—low 
nicory-—wring (v.) 
ni-hapta (TB-IA)—fortnight 
nih˙≥—nail 
nilo (IA)—blue 
nok-—invite (v.) 
nok˙-—call (v.) 
no≥—new 
nouw ~˙ (IA)—nine 
nyoto ban˙-—invite to feed (v.) 
nh~î bhag (TB-IA)—double 
nh~î—two 
nh~î-y~a—father's sister (younger or older) 
nh~îmil˙—couple 
nh~îphera—twice 
nhikko—good 
nhikko many-—love 
nhikk˙-kun-—listen (v.) 
nhily-—swallow (v.) 
oh˙Dy~a-h~a—plank 
okhadi—medicine 
p˙ch ~ah—west 
p˙D- (IA)—read (v.) 
p˙glyu-wata—madly 
p˙kha (IA)—feather 
p˙riwaru (IA)—family 
p˙t‰ra—braid 
p˙TT-—jump across (v.) 
p˙u—attack (v.; by animal) 
pa ko-—weave (v.) 
p~ao—village 

pag˙—headgear  
pak-r˙—dry (vt.) 
pakha—roof 
palo—dew, frost 
palo ko-—roast (v.) 
panik˙ kh˙i—occupy (v.) 
par-—rear (v.) 
pari—four 
pari phera (TB-IA)—four times 
pari~u (TB-IA)—fourth 
pary ~u bhag—one fourth 
pasin- (IA)—boil/to cook 
paTi—arm  
pato p˙ko-—winnow (v.) 
pau n ~ai nh ~î—one and 3 quarters 
pau n ~˙i pari—three and 3 quarters 
pau n ~˙i ≈⋲~u—two and 3 quarters 
pa≈⋲oro-—husk (v.) 
pero (IA)—yellow 
pi-—carry (v.) 
piThu—flour 
pit˙-—bring (v.) 
pit˙l˙ (IA)—brass 
p≥~a—five 
p≥~a~o—fifth 
po—dry (pond, etc.) 
poTTu—intestines 
puch‰ra—tail 
puh‰—knee 
puja kh˙i-—worship (v.) 
pujo-ko-—sacrifice (v.) 
puran (IA)—old 
pur˙b˙ (IA)—east 
put‰—navel 
puTTha—hips 
puTThi (IA)—back of body 
puTThi-haD˙≥ (IA)—backbone 
pu≈⋲‰-k‰-mh ~îk˙w—patella 
pyaji—onion 
ph~am—memory 
phaik-—beg (v.) 
phaND˙—ribs 
phapsu—lungs 
ph‰lo—plate 
philiTiya—guts 
pho-—climb 
ph~ug‰lu—jar, pot 
phulb˙r (IA)—aluminum 
phullu- (IA)—bloom (v.) 
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phul˙≥—flower 
phuTTha—buttocks 
ph˙Dyaha (IA)—cot 
ph˙l (IA)—fruit 
ph˙≥lo—water-pot 
r˙ggu—height 
r˙≥- (IA)—colour 
r˙≥y~a ko-—paint (v.) 
r˙≥y˙- (IA)—dye (v.) 
ra k˙-—quarrel (v.) 
ra p‰-—swim (v.) 
rajm~a (IA)—bean 
rak‰-ji—collide (v.) 
raNi~u (IA)—widow 
raNi~u~a (address) (IA)—widower 
ratt˙i—morning 
rewja (IA)—custom 
ri≈⋲ (IA)—anger 
rokka-b˙r˙≈⋲˙—last year 
rop-—plant (v.) 
rupiya (IA)—rupee 
ruwa (IA)—cotton 
rhu-—climb down 
rhu≥—bright (light) 
s˙k˙-h ~î-—stop (v.) 
s˙mdi—son's wife'f/d'h'f 
sala (IA)—wife's younger brother 
sali (IA)—wife's younger sister 
saph˙ (IA)—clean 
sek- (IA)—brood (v.) 
selo—moss/swamp 
ser˙-—extinguish (v.) 
sew˙ (IA)—apple 
si-g˙n-—blow-nose (v.) 
sida hua r˙-—feel (v.) 
sidu—straight 
sil‰-—scrub (v.) 
silk˙-—light (lamp) 
silo—loose 
silsya—bed-bug 
si≥ kh˙llaw (TB-IA)—bark of tree 
si≥—tree/wood 
sina—nose 
sine-—cook (v.) 
sin˙-—ripe (to get) 
sio˙≥—horn 
sirph˙ (IA)—only 
sir˙—louse 
sive—death 

sive- TB)—die 
so≥—light 
sura (IA)—beginning  
suru ko (IA)—first 
suru-gh˙i- (used as IA)—begin (v.) 
suy‰—corpse 
sya—flesh 
sya—meat 
syaDi—fox 
syari—jackal 
t˙b (IA)—then 
t˙iyar (IA)—ready 
t˙lwari (IA)—sword 
t˙maku (IA)—tobacco 
tak‰-—fight (v.) 
tall˙—lake 
tambo (IA)—copper 
tany-—increase (stretch) 
(mh ~˙≥˙)-tar-—close (mouth, v.) 
taro lao ko-—thresh (v.) 
taru—uvula 
t‰o/t‰w—hot plate 
ti—rain 
ti—water 
to-lo—towards 
to-n‰ko—pull out (v.) 
ton˙-—bring out (v.) 
tu-—lift (v.) 
tu-—pluck (v.) 
tuha-poTha—chicken 
tu≥-—drink (v.) 
tyohar (IA)—festival 
tha-pi-—carry (in hand, v.) 
tha-—bring down (v.) 
tha-—keep (v.) 
than—temple 
thep‰—dark 
thiu—sweet 
thokkul˙—few/a few 
thukk˙w (IA)—phlegm 
thuri—calf (of buffalo) 
th˙py-—increase (v.) 
th˙tta—upwards 
T ~agy- (IA)—hang (v.) 
Toka—bear (animal)  
Tolh‰riya—red 
The≥to—dry (wood) 
The—shallow 
Th˙NDi-ua-—cold (to get) 
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Th˙TTa—up 
Th˙ura—floor 
Th˙ura—place 
uDar—cave (natural) 
udhru-—collapse-house (v.) 
uD˙- (IA)—fly (v.) 
ugha—cave (man made) 
ugha—hole 
ugha—nostrils 
ukhal—vomit 
ukhal- lyo-—vomit (v.) 
upasy- (IA)—fast (to observe) 
utt˙r (IA)—north 
whaiDola—bad 
≈⋲~a-jibari—brave 
≈⋲~awa~înh~î—two and a quarter 
≈⋲ak‰ lao—milch (v.) 
≈⋲att~a~o (IA)—seventh 
≈⋲a≈⋲-gh˙-—breathe (v.) 
≈⋲a≈⋲‰—breath 
≈⋲~‰ (IA)—hundred 
≈⋲‰n˙—hill, mountain 
≈⋲ode-—ask (v.) 
≈⋲o≥ru—narrow 
≈⋲u—who 
≈⋲~u bhag (TB IA)—three quarters 
≈⋲~u bhag—triple 
≈⋲~u≥ phera—thrice 
≈⋲~uw ~ay˙—one and a quarter 
≈⋲u-kh˙i—how 
≈⋲ua—leaf 
≈⋲ua—parrot 
≈⋲u~aki-h~a-h~a—nearly 
≈⋲uai—that 
≈⋲uaila/-j˙mma—these 
≈⋲ui—blood 
≈⋲ui—needle 
≈⋲uk˙-—cough (v.) 
≈⋲u≥—three 
≈⋲un˙≥—gold 
≈⋲uru—lemon 
≈⋲ut˙Dya—rotten 
≈⋲˙jao-ko-—castrate (v.)  
≈⋲˙kkiua—end 
≈⋲˙micca kh˙i- (IA)—consult (v.) 
≈⋲˙≥ kya-—suspect (v.) 
≈⋲˙rmau- (IA)—ashamed of (to be) 
≈⋲˙r˙pp˙—python 
≈⋲˙sto (IA)—cheap 

≈⋲˙tt˙ (IA)—seven 
≈⋲˙wa-di-lagg-—enjoy (v.) 
≈⋲˙wt~‰ (IA)—co wife 
yo≥—path 
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able (to be)—gh˙i-≈⋲ak- 
above—agah˙ (IA) 
accompany with (v.)—h˙≥g˙l-je- (IA) 
accuse/backbite (v.)—m~ah~ak-ko pe-ci 
afraid of (to be)—bari- 
after—c‰hTa 
after—ceta 
again—ajji 
all—j˙mm˙l (IA) 
allow—k˙t‰-n~a-v~‰ 
alone—D˙TTh˙la 
aluminum—phulb˙r (IA) 
amuse (v.)—h˙huri- 
anger—ri≈⋲ (IA) 
animal—g˙jj˙/o˙jji 
ankle—bha 
another/other—du≈⋲uru (JA) 
ant—cirkenti 
appear (v.)—di≈⋲ua- (IA) 
apple—sew˙ (IA) 
arm —paTi 
armpit—kakh‰lya (IA) 
arrive (v.)—l˙ig- 
arrow—b~a≥ (IA) 
ash—dhuli (IA) 
ashamed of (to be)—≈⋲˙rmau- (IA) 
ask (v.)—≈⋲ode- 
at once—˙tt˙l 
attack (v.)—jh˙g˙ru-h~î (IA) 
attack (v.; by animal)—p˙u 
avoid (v.)—b‰co-bi- (IA) 
awake (v.)—jh˙r- 
ax—guDo 
brother's daughter (younger or older)—

bh˙jj~‰ (IA) 
brother's son (younger or older)—bh˙jja 

(IA) 
back of body—puTThi (IA) 
backbone—puTThi-haD˙≥ (IA) 
bad—whaiDola 
bamboo—b~as (IA) 
banana—kera (IA) 
bank of river—ch˙lla 
bark (v.)—bhukk- (IA) 
bark of tree—si≥ kh˙llaw (TB-IA) 

barley —kah‰ 
bathe (vi.)—halhu- 
bathe (vi.)—lhu-h~a- 
beam—dhuri-b~asi (IA) 
bean—rajm~a (Dordic) 
bear (animal) —Toka 
beard—daD 
beat (v.)—h~an~u (IA) 
bed-bug—silsya 
before—ginta 
beg (v.)—phaik- 
begin (v.)—suru-gh˙i- (used as IA) 
beginning —sura (IA) 
behind—cehTa 
believe (v.)—ah˙-gh˙i- (IA-TB) 
bell—gh~aT (IA) 
bell metal—k~a≈⋲a (IA) 
bellow (v.)—b~a-b~a-gh˙i- 
belly—lado 
below—dhitt˙ 
big—b˙ina 
bind (v.)—hoi- 
bird—bos 
bite (v.)—k˙i 
bitter—kha 
blanket—l˙tta (IA) 
bless—dhokka-ph˙ka- 
blind—ka≥a (IA) 
blood—≈⋲ui 
bloom (v.)—phullu- (IA) 
blow (flute, v.)—h˙ba-ho- 
blow-nose (v.)—si-g˙n- 
blue—nilo (IA) 
blunt—h~aci-laggu 
boil/to cook—pasin- (IA) 
bone—haD˙≥ (IA) 
bow—dh˙n˙s (IA) 
bowl—k˙T˙ua (IA) 
boy—geda 
braid—p˙t‰ra 
brain—dimag (Perso-Arabic) 
branch—ha-≥~a 
brass—pit˙l˙ (IA) 
brave—≈⋲~a-jibari 
bravely—h˙par-h~î-t˙ 
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bread—l˙ggya 
break (vi.)—g˙D˙- 
break (vt.)—kaD˙- 
breast—cucca (IA) 
breath—≈⋲a≈⋲‰ 
breathe (v.)—≈⋲a≈⋲-gh˙- 
bride—bvawli (IA) 
bright (light)—rhu≥ 
bring (v.)—pit˙- 
bring down (v.)—tha- 
bring out (v.)—ton˙- 
Brinjal—bhaTa 
broad—la≥g˙-l˙i- 
brood (v.)—sek- (IA) 
brother (older)—da (IA) 
brown—g˙d-b˙ddo 
buffalo—bh~˙isi (IA) 
build (v.)—b˙na- (IA) 
bulge (v.)—don˙- 
bull—kaTo (IA) 
burn (vi.)—lu≥- 
burn (to, common)—h~u 
burn (vt.)—mh ~ut˙- 
burst (vi.)—goi- 
burst (vt.)—bhuT- (IA) 
bush—bhuD˙ 
butter—n˙oni (IA) 
buttermilk—chah˙ (IA) 
buttocks—phuTTha 
buy (v.)—m˙nl˙- 
calf (of buffalo)—thuri 
calf (of cow)—ba≈⋲o (IA) 
call (v.)—nok˙- 
calves —mach˙li (IA) 
cap—kul‰ 
carry (hanging, v.)—ha-k˙uya-pi- 
carry (in hand, v.)—tha-pi- 
carry (on back, v.)—kh˙i-pi-yak˙ 
carry (v.)—pi- 
castrate (v.) —≈⋲˙jao-ko- 
cat—birari (IA) 
catch (fish)—bura-ho≥- 
catch (v.)—ho≥- 
cave (man made)—ugha 
cave (natural)—uDar 
change (v.), alter—b˙del (IA) 
cheap—≈⋲˙sto (IA) 
cheeks —g˙lli (IA) 
chest —chati (IA) 

chew (v.)—cakoi- (IA) 
chicken—tuha-poTha 
child—geda 
chili—kur-≈⋲aini 
chin—~auTha 
chirp (v.)—b~ah~o- 
clean—saph˙ (IA/Perso-Arabic) 
climb down—rhu- 
climb—pho- 
close (door, v.)—Dh˙kki- (IA) 
close (eyes, v.)—(ka≥a) kh˙- 
close (mouth, v.)—(mh ~˙≥˙)-tar- 
cloth—l˙tta (IA) 
cloud—de≈⋲u 
clutch—hak‰ 
co wife—≈⋲˙wt~‰ (IA) 
coal—m˙ssi (IA) 
cobra—mago 
cock—murga 
cold (to feel)—ju-gh˙i 
cold (to get)—Th˙≥Di-ua- 
cold season—j~u 
collapse (person)—Dh˙kk- 
collapse-house (v.)—udhru- 
collide (v.)—rak‰-ji 
colour—r˙≥- (IA) 
comb (v.)—kotor- 
come (v.)—la- 
compare (v.)—d˙bbu-h~a- 
complain (v.)—hasik-ko- (IA) 
conceive (vi.)—b˙sti-h~î- 
consult (v.)—≈⋲˙micca kh˙i- (IA) 
continuously—j˙giuta-kh˙it˙l 
cook (v.)—sine- 
copper—tambo (IA) 
corner—ko≥~u (IA) 
corpse—suy‰ 
costly—ak‰ro (IA) 
cot—ph˙Dyaha (IA) 
cotton—ruwa (IA) 
cough (v.)—≈⋲uk˙- 
couple—nh~îmil˙ 
cover (self)—nel- 
cover (something)—Dh˙kk- (IA) 
cover (vt.)—h˙nn- 
crack—gui 
cream—jaiyu (IA) 
creeper—letta (IA) 
crooked—b~a≥g~a (IA) 
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crop—khetti (IA)  
crow—kako 
cry (v.)—c˙kk- 
curd—d˙i (IA) 
curse (v.)—h˙t-y‰- 
custom—rewja (IA) 
cut (v.)—kaTT- (IA) 
d'h/si'd'h—j~uai (IA) 
dance (v.)—nacc- (IA) 
dark—thep‰ 
daughter—gar ~o 
day—dhyu≥ (IA) 
death—sive 
deep—g˙iru (IA)  
deer—jaD˙yo 
defeat (v.)—dhi-p˙u- 
defend (v.)—h~ab‰co- 
defense—b~‰cu  
deny (v.)—h~am˙nn- 
desire (v.)—huccyo-r‰- 
dew—palo 
die—sive- TB) 
difficult—˙hat 
dig—d˙u- 
dirt—k˙car 
dirty—Dola 
divide (v.)—mar-t‰- 
divorce—h˙ddba 
do (v.)—kh˙i- 
dog—kui 
donkey—g˙dha (IA) 
door—dhera 
door-leaf—duar 
double—nh~î bhag (TB-IA) 
dough—ghuDhi 
down—dhitta 
downwards—dhitta 
drag—gh~o-gor- 
drink (v.)—tu≥- 
drive (cattle)—h~akk- 
drive (vehicle, etc.)—cala- 
drop (v.)—jh˙r- 
drown (v.)—Dubb- 
dry (field/cloth)—kar˙w 
dry (vi.)—kar˙u w‰- 
dry (pond, etc.)—po 
dry (vt.)—pak-r˙ 
dry (wood)—The≥to 
duck—b˙t˙k 

dye (v.)—r˙≥y˙- 
ear—guna 
earth—de≈⋲˙ 
earthquake—bhucalo 
east—pur˙b˙ 
easy—h˙rj‰ 
eat (v.)—ja- 
echo—b˙c‰n-ph˙rakyor 
egg—˙≥Da (IA) 
eight—˙TTh˙ (IA) 
elbow—guru 
elder brother's wife—boji 
empty—kh˙ni 
end—≈⋲˙kkiua 
enjoy (v.)—≈⋲˙wa-di-lagg- 
evening—byarko 
extinguish (v.)—ser˙- 
eye brow—debuli 
eye lashes—mhike-hanu 
eye—mhike 
father's sister (younger or older)—nh~î-y~a 
father's mother; mother's mother—˙mm~a 
father's sister's husband; elder sister's 

husband—ga-ni 
father's elder brother—duk˙iya 
face—mh˙≥ 
fall down (vi.)—Dh~˙u- 
fall down (vt.)—gurkau- 
family—p˙riwaru 
fan (v.)—b˙yar-hai b˙- 
fang —daro 
far—˙ndher-l˙≥ka- 
fast (to observe)—upasy- 
fasten (v.)—h˙≥ly- 
fat—moTiya  
fat, grease—b˙≈⋲‰ 
father—ba 
feast—j˙mm˙n 
feather—p˙kha 
feel (v.)—sida hua r˙- 
female—m~a 
festival—tyohar 
few/a few—thokkul˙ 
field—g‰di 
fifth—p≥~a~u 
fight (v.)—tak‰- 
fill (grain, v.)—(or‰)-ku- 
fill (iquid, v.)—bh˙r 
finger—~agulya 
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finish (v.)—h˙kya 
fire—mh ~‰ 
firewood—kaTh˙≥ 
first—gintako 
first milk—big˙uta 
first—suru ko (IA) 
fish—bura 
fist—muTika 
five—p≥~a 
flame—lu≥-har ~‰ 
flat—babb˙r-h~ain˙ 
flesh—sya 
flexible—cil˙b‰kyu 
floor—Th˙ura 
flour—piThu 
flower—phul˙≥ 
fly (v.)—uD˙- 
fly—bhuk˙y 
foam—Dola 
fodder—dalo 
food—nako 
foot—bha 
forbid—h~aga hab˙- 
forehead—k˙pal 
forest—man˙≥ 
forget (v.)—bhull- (IA) 
fortnight—nihapta (TB-IA) 
four—pari 
four times—pari phera (TB-IA) 
fourth—pari~u (TB-IA) 
fox—syaDi 
fresh—haniu≥to 
frog—gug˙cca 
frost—palo 
fruit—ph˙l 
full—bh˙r˙t˙ 
father's younger brother; mother's younger 

sister's husband—kakka 
Father's younger brother's wife—ci-m~a 
garlic—les˙ni (IA) 
ginger—addu (IA) 
girl—gar ~o 
give—be- 
glacier—himar-p˙uw‰ 
go (v.)—jia- 
goat —b˙kka 
God—bh˙gwan 
gold—≈⋲un˙≥ 
good—nhikko 

gooseberry—~aoDya 
gourd—bhujo 
grass—gha≈⋲ri 
grate (teeth, v.)—k˙iku- 
grate (to grind)—it˙- 
grate (v.)—hy˙k 
gray—dh˙urva 
graze (cattle, v.)—hac˙r˙ 
graze (vi.)—c˙r˙- 
green—h˙riyo 
groom—bywlo 
ground—goDi 
group—jhikk˙ 
guava—behe 
gums—dh˙da-≈⋲o 
guts—philiTiya 
husbandaughter's elder brother—jeThan 
husbandaughter's elder brother's wife—di 
husband's elder sister's husband—ga-ni 
husband's v brother—deur˙ 
husbandaughter's father—iju buba 
husbandaughter's mother; 

husbandaughter's elder sister—iju 
husbandaughter's younger brother's wife—

bh˙i~ny~a 
husbandaughter's younger sister's 

husband—da 
husband's younger sister—n˙nd˙ 
hair—hamu 
half—adda (IA) 
hammer—mukreya 
hand—hak‰ 
hang (v.)—T ~agy- 
happy—khus˙ 
hard—khoTTa 
hate (v.)—n˙nce-p˙t˙-ri 
have (v.)—hu~a- 
he—ai 
head—gaDa 
headgear —pag˙ 
hear (v.)—kun-  
heart/mind—m˙n‰ 
hearth—culvani 
heaven—aga≈⋲˙ 
heavy—nali 
heel—kuru gucci 
height—r˙ggu 
hell—n˙r˙k 
help (v.)—lagog-b˙- 
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here—˙ia 
hesitate—dh˙r-b˙r- 
hide (v.)—lupp- 
high—˙r˙gu 
hill, mountain—≈⋲‰n˙ 
hips—puTTha 
his, her—aik‰ (TB-IA) 
hold—ho≥- 
hole—ugha 
honey—mo≥-w‰ 
horn—sio˙≥ 
horse (female)—ghoDi (IA) 
horse (male)—ghoDya (IA) 
hot—Daha 
hot plate—t‰o/t‰w 
hot season—gh˙m˙liha 
house—naw 
how—≈⋲u-kh˙i 
hum (a tune, v.)—h˙jj˙-h˙laike-h~a- 
hundred—≈⋲~‰ (IA) 
hunt (v.)—mara- 
husband—giro 
husk (v.)—pa≈⋲oro- 
hut—nao 
I (1sg)—ne 
ice—himar 
—ik-kua 
in front of—h˙maniy ~a 
incisors—dher˙-daro 
increase (stretch)—tany- 
increase (v.)—th˙py- 
insect—dida-kidmala 
inside—bhitori 
intestines—poTTu 
invite (v.)—nok- 
invite to feed (v.)—nyoto ban˙- 
iron—loh (IA) 
jackal—syari 
jar, pot—ph~ug‰lu 
jaw—jambi 
joints—k˙pca 
jump across (v.)—p˙TT- 
junp (v.)—maTTo-h~a 
keep (v.)—tha- 
key—cabi 
kidney—gur˙iya 
kill (v.)—hat˙- 
kiss (v.)—laD˙ h~a- 
kite—g˙rury˙ 

knead (v.)—hy~aku- 
knee—puh‰ 
knot—g~aThi (IA) 
know (v.)—d˙h˙u- 
lac—lisse 
ladder—khuTu-k˙ni 
lake—tall˙ 
language—boli 
large—bi˙na 
last—c‰hTako 
last year—rokka-b˙r˙≈⋲˙ 
lastly—cyuTTi 
lay down (v.)—loT- 
leaf—≈⋲ua 
leak (v.)—cu˙-mh ~a 
leave (v.)—haDDo-rugga-h~a 
leech—jok 
leg—bhala 
lemon—≈⋲uru 
lie (v.)—jhuTi-h~a-sya 
lift (v.)—tu- 
light (lamp)—silk˙- 
light—so≥ 
light-fire (v.)—mh ~ut˙- 
like that—ap-kh˙it˙ 
like this—in-kh˙it˙ 
lion—bagho (IA) 
lips—ciuDya 
listen (v.)—nhikk˙-kun- 
liver—mulya 
lizard (wild)—bir ~̇n-sya 
log—h‰ro 
loin—k˙mb˙r (IA) 
long/tall—la≥g‰ 
look after (v.)—g ~̇î-h~a- 
loose—silo 
loud—b˙ina-hatt˙ 
louse (egg)—likkya 
louse—sir˙ 
love—nhikko many- 
low—nicco (IA) 
low voice—h˙jj‰ 
lungs—phapsu 
mother's elder sister's husband—duk˙iya 
mother's younger sister—k~a~î-ja 
mother's mother's mother—m~ai- ju 
mother's brother (elder or younger)—

mamm~a 
madly—p˙glyu-wata 
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maize—ghoga 
male—ba 
mango—ab˙≥ 
many—jhikk˙l 
measure (v.)—nap- 
meat—sya 
medicine—okhadi 
meet (v.)—bhiTTy- 
melt (vi.)—g˙ll- 
melt (vt.)—gal- 
memory—ph~am 
milch (v.)—≈⋲ak‰ lao 
milk—dudh˙≥ 
molar tooth—kurai-daro 
molasses—gur˙≥ 
mole—cilkunti 
money—dh˙n (IA) 
monkey—maTa 
month—m~˙ina (IA) 
moon—junn˙ 
morning—h˙≥˙-l‰ 
morning—ratt˙i 
mortar—kh˙Dya 
mosquito—l˙m-ju≥-y~‰ 
moss/swamp—selo 
mother—ija 
mountain—bhiTTa 
mouse—m~a≈⋲~a 
mouth—kh˙b‰-ru 
move (v.)—haro- 
much—˙ndher 
mud—k˙car 
mule—kh˙cc˙r (IA) 
mushroom—Dumba 
my, mine—na- ~a 
nail—kili 
nail—nih˙≥ 
name (to give)—namyo tha- 
name—nam 
narrow—≈⋲o≥ru 
navel—put‰ 
near—n˙jik 
near—n˙jik‰lh ~o 
nearly—≈⋲u~aki-h~a-h~a 
neck—Gidd˙ 
need (v.)—cai- 
needle—≈⋲ui 
nest—ghulli 
net—jali 

new—no≥ 
next—du≈⋲uro 
next year—jibi 
nine—nouw ~˙ (IA) 
nipple—cucca-g˙daw 
no—h~a-h~a 
node (v.)—gara gh˙i- 
noon—c˙kal 
north—utt˙r 
nose—sina 
nostrils—ugha 
not smooth—kh˙haDyo 
now—˙b 
obey (v.)—mann- 
obstruct (v.)—har kh˙i- 
occupy (v.)—panik˙ kh˙i 
offer (v.)—b‰ ko 
often—k˙bh˙i-k˙bh˙i 
oil (v.)—maDDo-b˙i- 
oil—ba≈⋲a 
old—buDha 
old—puran 
once—Dah phera 
one and 3 quarters—pau n ~ai nh ~î 
one and a half—Dh~î≥ 
one and a quarter—≈⋲~uw ~ay˙ 
one—Da/Dah 
one fourth—pary ~u bhag 
onion—pyaji 
only—jha~îc˙la 
only—sirph˙ 
open (door, v.)—kh˙i- 
open (knot, v.)—khoi- 
orange—nar˙≥gi 
our—na-nik‰ 
outside—bah˙ry 
paddy—gaDa 
paint (v.)—r˙≥y~a ko- 
pair—joDa 
palm—ha-k˙ 
parrot—≈⋲ua 
part—bhak 
pastle—mohl˙≥ 
patella—pu≈⋲‰-k‰-mh ~îk˙w 
path—yo≥ 
paw—bhaw/nihaw 
peacock—mor 
pebbles—ica-Dhu≥‰ 
person—m ~̇nc˙ 
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phlegm—thukk˙w 
pierce—hanu- 
pig/bore—bhuniya 
pillar—Dadalya 
pinch (v.)—kiTi- ~u- ~a- 
place—Th˙ura 
plank—oh˙Dy~a-h~a 
plant (v.)—rop- 
plaster (v.)—lipp- 
plate—ph‰lo 
play (v.)—khuDD- 
pluck (v.)—tu- 
poison—bis˙≥ 
porcupine—m~assi 
post (pillar)—kil˙ 
potato—alu 
pound (v.)—ch ~u- 
pour out—kh˙ny- 
pray (v.)—binti gh˙i- 
prepare (v.)—baTy- 
price—d˙m 
priest—jijharo 
protect (v.)—h˙-b~‰cu- 
pull out (v.)—to-n‰ko 
pungent—Daha 
push—ghucc- 
put up notice (v.)—cipka- 
python—≈⋲˙r˙pp˙ 
quadruple—bari bhag 
quarrel (v.)—ra k˙- 
quick—haDbi 
quickly—haDbe 
rabbit—hah ~u 
rain—ti 
rainy season—com~a≈⋲ 
read (v.)—p˙D- 
ready—t˙iyar 
rear (v.)—par- 
rebuke (v.)—m~a-k˙i-n‰-ko- 
red—Tolh‰riya 
refined butter—ghi˙≥ 
refuse (v.)—h~a-h~a-k˙i- 
regularly—h˙diaro 
relatives—mal-mitt˙r-h~î 
relax (v.)—loTai-hu~a- 
religion—dh˙rm˙ 
reply (v.)—b˙tkao ph˙rkao-ko- 
report (v.)—b˙tao ko-  
return (v.)—bh˙r˙kyo-bi 

ribs—pha≥D˙ 
rice (cooked)—bh˙tt˙ 
rice—daru 
ring—khaligy 
rinse (v.)—kh˙lka- 
ripe (to get)—sin˙- 
roast (v.)—palo ko- 
roll up—be ryu- 
rolled—baTla 
roof—pakha 
root—j˙dao 
rope—j˙ura 
rotten—≈⋲ut˙Dya 
rough—jigut˙ 
round—baTulo 
rub (v.)—maDD- 
rupee—rupiya 
son's daugher; daughter's daughter—natini 
son's son, daughter's son—bati 
son's wife—buari 
son's wife's father; daughter's husband's 

father—s˙mdi 
sacrifice (v.)—pujo-ko- 
salt—m~ah~a 
same—ail˙ 
same—ail‰ 
sand—b˙llya 
save (v.)—ha-b~‰co- 
saw (v.)—cir- 
saw—h˙tasi 
say (v.)—n‰ko- 
scissors—k~‰ci 
scorpion—k˙≥essi 
scrub (v.)—sil‰- 
scythe—d‰l 
search (v.)—mara- 
second—du≈⋲ro (IA) 
see (v.)—d˙bb- 
see—guh‰ 
seed—biye 
sell (v.)—kalt˙- 
send (v.)—ghall- 
set (the sun, v.)—Duby- 
seven—≈⋲˙tt˙ (IA) 
seventh—≈⋲att~a~o (IA) 
shake (self, v.)—k˙mo 
shake (vt.)—hila- 
shallow—The 
sharp—ci-laggu 
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she—huai (m~a) 
sheep—bheD 
sister's son—bh ~̇nj˙ (IA) 
stealthily—luppi-luppi 
stick—j~aTho 
stir (v.)—hawa- 
stitch (v.)—cipka- 
stop (v.)—s˙k˙-h~î- 
storm—huiya 
straight—sidu 
straw—kuths-muThu 
stream—khuri 
stretch-self (v.)—cakur- 
strike (v.)—hanu- 
strong (cloth)—h˙par 
strong (human)—khoT‰ 
suck (v.)—ho syo- 
suspect (v.)—≈⋲˙≥ kya- 
swallow (v.)—nhily- 
sweep (v.)—jhaD- 
sweet—thiu 
swim (v.)—ra p‰- 
swing (v.)—khelle ko- 
sword—t˙lwari 
tail—puch‰ra 
take (oath, v.)—bh˙gwan k˙h‰ja- 
take (v.)—gata- 
talk (v.)—b˙tkao-gh˙i- 
taste (v.)—c˙kkh- 
tea—caha 
teach (v.)—ha-sikko- 
tear (v.)—hace- 
tears (of eyes)—~asu 
temple—gaDa 
temple—than 
ten—d˙≈⋲˙ (IA) 
tether (cattle, v.)—hoi ko- 
that—≈⋲uai 
their—ai-la-k‰ 
then—t˙b 
there—˙i-ya 
these—˙ila 
these—≈⋲uaila/-j˙mma 
they (female)—ai-m~a-la 
they (male)—a-h˙i-la 
thick (liquid)—bak ~‰ro 
thigh—j˙≥ga 
thin (liquid)—h˙pur˙ 
this—˙i 

this year—˙i-≈⋲ai 
thorn—kaT-kano 
thousand—Da h˙jar (IA) 
thread—lotti 
three and 3 quarters—pau n ~˙i pari 
three quarters—≈⋲~u bhag (TB IA) 
three—≈⋲u≥ 
thresh (v.)—taro lao ko- 
thrice—≈⋲~u≥ phera 
throat—hy~akuli 
throw (v.)—coD- 
thumb—~aguli 
tie (v.)—hoi- 
tight—hani≥to 
till now—˙tt˙l-jhani 
till what time—kin ~ao 
tobacco—t˙maku 
today—d˙i 
tomorrow—k˙ll˙ 
tongue—jib‰ro 
tooth—daro 
towards—to-lo 
tree/wood—si≥ 
tremble (v.)—kamm~oh~a- 
triple—≈⋲~u bhag 
twice—nh~îphera 
two and 3 quarters—pau n ~˙i ≈⋲~u 
two and a half—aDa ~î≥ 
two and a quarter—≈⋲~awa~înh~î 
two—nh~î 
understand (v.)—ci-h~am~‰-ja- 
unhappy—khis˙-nah ~u 
unrolled—dh˙ssyo 
up—Th˙TTa 
upwards—th˙tta 
urine—chi 
use (v.)—˙itana-cai- 
usually—babb˙r 
utensils—bh~aDela 
uvula—taru 
valley—bin-ti-khori 
village—p~ao 
vomit (v.)—ukhal- lyo- 
vomit—ukhal 
vulture—gidha 
waist—k˙mb˙r 
wall—baD˙ 
walnut—˙khrot 
want (v.)—caiyo r‰- 
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wash (v.)—ci p‰- 
water-pot—ph˙≥lo 
water—ti 
we (excl.)—nani ja l˙ 
we (incl.)—nani 
we two—naji 
weak (breakable)—j˙gar˙i 
weak (human)—k˙mjor, k˙cua 
wear-clothes (v.)—neli- 
wear-ornaments (v.)—l˙ga- 
weave (v.)—pa ko- 
week—h˙pta 
weep (v.)—ker˙- 
west—p˙ch ~ah 
wet (clothes)—kaco 
wet (to get)—jh ~î- y~‰- 
wet (wood)—kaco, h˙riyo 
what—˙i 
wheat—ghum˙≥ 
when—kin ~ao 
where—g˙u 
white—dh˙urya 
whole—˙i-j˙mm˙l 
who—≈⋲u 
widower—ra≥i~u~a (address) 
widow—ra≥i~u 
wife—mete (address) 
wife—na-naok˙h~î (ref) 
wife's brother's wife—bh˙i~ny~a 
wife's elder brother—jeThu 
wife's elder sister's husband—da 
wife's elder sister—jeThu sali 
wife's father; father's father; mother's 

father—buba 
wife's mother—iju 
wife's younger brother—sala 
wife's younger sister's husband—bhuli 
wife's younger sister—sali 
window—mohri 
window—mohri (IA) 
wind—b˙yar (IA) 
winnow (v.)—pato p˙ko- 
win—jitibwa- 
work (v.)—kam kh˙i- 
worship (v.)—puja kh˙i- 
wring (v.)—nicory- 
write (v.)—lekkh- (IA) 
younger sister's husband—ju ~ai 
yak—juppa 

yawn (v.)—hao-hao lagua- 
year—b˙r˙≈⋲˙ 
yellow—pero 
yes—˙h˙i 
yesterday—byar˙ 
you (pl.)—n˙ni 
you (sg.)—n˙≥ 
young—hapar 
younger brother's wife—buari 
your (pl.)—n˙ni-la-k‰ 
your (sg.)—n˙≥-g‰ 
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